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They met on a ski lift in Utah. While they
were ascending the mountain she asked
him where he was from. He replied that
he lived in the area, but his real home was
by a lake in northern Wisconsin, a home
which had been owned by his family for
almost one hundred years. His cabin on
the lake was his true home. He spent his
summers there, grew up there, and
always looked forward to returning to a
place 1400 miles away. He told her that
when in the cabin, he felt the presence of
those in his family who had gone before.
Tricia married Mark Hoffman, and now
they are home.
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WELCOME TO BLACK OAK LAKE

avelle Aiken, Rt. 1 Box 1396, Lake
Burton, Clarksville, GA 30523, wrote a
letter to Fred and Judy Madigan, dated
July 10, 1994:

V

“Dear Madigans all —
“Welcome to your Black Oak home — a
home which has known more love and
laughter than any other I can think of!
I’m Jim Bates’ ‘big sister,’ as I’m sure
you know — and my first trip to Black
Oak was in 1921 when I was ten days
old. Those first few years, we just visited
Grandma and Grandpa Bates — but the
year our sister Aldrian was born, we all
had our own cottages — ’Gasoline Alley’
was for all the Bateses. There was one
drive, one pier, one boat slip, and one
outhouse! And we loved every summer
there.
“The mothers and all eleven (eventually)
grandchildren were there from the day
school was out until it was time to go
back to the city. Grandpa, his four sons,
and one son-in-law (the dad of your
neighbor — our cousin — Jeanne
Sundberg) came up together on
weekends — either on the train — the
‘Fisherman’s Special’ ...or car pooling
and driving up together.
“Grandpa had built a long picnic table
between some pine trees near the lake
and on the 4th of July, everyone on the
lake came by car or row-boat, for a huge
covered dish supper followed by a
bon-fire on the shore, with everyone,
from the most dignified aunt to the
youngest child who could talk, put on a
show — skits, songs, poems, dances —
what ever. I guess there were sparklers
and a few lady-finger firecrackers — but
it was the Black Oak picnic and the
‘show’ I remember best…

“I helped lay the floor in (your) two back
bedrooms — and painted the wood
boxes and ‘victrola’ — spent more time
than I care to remember on the roof —
and our ‘kids’ spent many many
summers there, too. So the memories go
way back.
“We’re all scattered now — we’re in the
north Georgia mountains — three of our
grown children live in the Atlanta area,
and our older daughter is in New
Hampshire. Our sister lives in Maine,
her daughter is in Ohio, and her son is
in Alaska. So I hope you can enjoy it far
more often than we’ve been able to.
“Welcome to the lake — and many many
happy memories for you and your
family.
Fondly,
Vavelle Aiken"
What a welcome! Vavelle’s heartfelt letter to
the Madigans served for them as a transition
from one family to another, but both
eventually united in a love for Black Oak.
And how remarkable that her letter really
did represent a connection from one of the
original, and prolific, lake settlers to a
newcomer family who seamlessly became
part of the larger whole of the lake
community. The Madigans’ cabins and land
are not quite the “hallowed ground” of the
Gettysburg Address, but for the families
involved they serve as steadfast symbols of a
permanence or lasting guidepost after which
all families strive. Oh, and her letter? It’s
mounted inside a stiff plastic frame for all to
see!
Black Oak Lake is indeed unique. And this
account hopes to explain why.
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WHAT CAME BEFORE

lack Oak Lake didn’t just “happen.” It
didn’t appear suddenly, kerplop, on the
northern Wisconsin landscape.
Millions, actually billions, of years in the
making, the lake is the result of titanic
forces shaping the planet. From mountain
ranges to inland seas and glaciation, the
geologic history of the Land O’Lakes region
is long and varied.**

B

OLD AGE…
Over three billion years ago, two huge land
masses (or tectonic plates) collided, creating
towering mountain ranges in some parts of
the upper Midwest. The Alps of Black Oak?!
Not quite, because over the time that
followed this mountain building event,
significant erosion was the dominant
process, reducing the once-majestic
mountain range to a low, level plain.

SURF’S UP!

Wisconsin, because most of the evidence of
that stage is located here. It took place
between 50,000 and 10,000 years ago.
In turn, the Wisconsin stage was divided
among five tongues or lobes of ice which
moved southwest in a parallel fashion. The
Land O’Lakes area resided within the
Chippewa Lobe. The glacier would pick up
material in one area and drop it later in its
movement or melting. Much of the sand was
transported from areas of the Upper
Peninsula and dropped here, because of the
south-southwesterly movement of the lobe.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS:
How heavy were the glaciers? One square
yard weighed 1250 tons, which helps to
explain the moving ice masses’ ability to
gouge, flatten, heave and generally alter the
terrain over which they moved. Over
thousands of years, the grinding glaciers

About 200 million years
ago, in the Mesozoic era, a
rise in global sea levels
caused a major invasion
of inland seas which
deposited layers of
sediment in those
low-lying areas. The seas
later retreated as global
sea levels fell, allowing a
renewed period of erosion.
In more recent geologic
time, glacial advances
and retreats gave the
north woods its
distinctive terrain. In the
Pleistocene, glaciers were
born from huge accretions A photo of the 2.7 billion-year-old boulder situated in front of
the NorthernWaters Museum. The specimen was found south
of unmelted snow
of Land O’Lakes and moved to the museum as part of its first
thickening into ice in
exhibit, which focused, among other things, on the early
three centers in Canada.
When these masses of ice geological history of the area.
became thousands of feet
shed trillions of gallons of water mixed with
thick, they changed into a plastic mass that
all sorts of detritus composed of sand, gravel,
began to flow in all directions, especially
rock, and huge boulders. An excellent
southward, at a rate of anywhere from a few
example of this is the 2.7 billion-year-old
feet to a few hundred of feet a year.
granite boulder residing close to the
entrance of the NorthernWaters Museum.

LOBES BESTRODE THE LAND

There were four distinct stages of glacial
movement in the Pleistocene, the most
recent of which has been named the
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Glaciers of such weight caused what is
termed isostatic adjustment, where, long
after the glaciers have receded, the

ground-down, compressed land underneath
the glaciers begins to rebound toward the
elevation it once held. This is most
prominent in the Hudson Bay region where
the glaciers grew to their thickest extent.
Black Oak residents don’t have to worry
about extensive uplift happening here,
though. The following dialogue (one hopes)
will never take place:
Gertrude: “Elmer, since we went to bed
last night, our shoreline has bounced up
two hundred feet!"
Elmer: “Not to worry already. I’ll just
add 27 flights of stairs to the steps down
to the dock."
Britney: “Oh Daddy! Daddy! Could you
build us a 700 foot water slide just like
the one at the old Black Oak Resort?"
Glacial movement, especially glacial
retreats, resulted in the formation of many
different land forms. Where the glacier
halted, with its nose melting at the same
rate of its movement southward, large ridges
would form from debris that moved to the
front of the glacier and was then dropped.
These are termed end moraines. Just to the
north and west of Black Oak lies the
Winegar (end) moraine, whose boundaries
can be observed by the abrupt change from
flat to hilly terrain while driving west and/or
north.

PITIFUL..
Heavy debris made up the end moraine. The
lightest materials at the melting nose would
be swept away by the torrential sheets of
meltwater running from the glacier and
washing across the landscape. When this
floodtide of fine material had dried, there
remained a smooth surface, called an
outwash plain. Huge chunks of ice were
orphaned and buried in this flood, and where
they melted, hollows and pits were formed.
Buried blocks of ice melted in the end
moraines, too, forming the kettles (roughly
circular depressions) so common here. Thus
the glaciers in this area made possible the
numerous lakes by separating floodable
kettles and depressions in end moraines. In
addition, depressions not completely filled in
with sediment during outwash plain
formation explain other depressions. When
all of these depressions filled with water

over the years, they became lakes. And so
Black Oak came to be.
The lake is currently sustained by a
combination of springs from an underground
aquifer, snowmelt, rain, and some minor
drainage from Dollar Lake to the north.
**Material on the pre-history of the area
taken from Easy Going, Wisconsin’s
Northwoods, by Michael J. Dunn, III,
Tamarack Press, Madison, WI, 1978; pp. 9-11;
additional
depth
and
clarification
contributed by Ben Surpless.

THE DEVIL IS SCHIZOPHRENIC..
Northern Vilas County lies atop one of the
higher points in all of Wisconsin. Driving
seven miles west from Black Oak, one comes
upon a sign at Devil's Lake indicating that
County B at that point sits on top of a
subcontinental divide.
Waters streaming north out of Devil’s Lake
flow into the Ontonagon River and then to
Lake Superior, with a turn east to the St.
Lawrence and the Atlantic Ocean. Waters
flowing south from the lake head to High
Lake, then the Manitowish, Flambeau, and
Chippewa Rivers to the Mississippi River
and then to the Gulf of Mexico.

GET HIGH IN WISCONSIN!
Of note: Black Oak Lake lies at an altitude
of 1711 feet. About eight miles southwest of
the lake, just south of Indian Lake, and
located among the abandoned building sites
of an old lumber camp, is a geological survey
marker, showing the altitude at that point to
be 1806 feet, one of the highest points of
habitable land in Wisconsin.
From the retreat of the glacier to
approximately 500 years ago, three major
groups of Indians passed through the area:
the Paleo-Indians, the Archaic, and the
Woodland Indians. The relevant section in
“Leftovers” better describes their presence
and their possible relevance to today.

LAND SWAPS?
While Indian tradition says that private land
ownership is taboo, this didn’t stop many
national, regional, state and local entities
from claiming what is now Black Oak Lake
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as their own. David Hoffman, grandson of
one of the earliest homeowners on the lake,
has provided a running account of the lake’s
ownership over the centuries. It’s
mind-boggling!
“...the land was first claimed by Spain
following the discovery of America
about 500 years ago. England also put
her claim on Black Oak Lake, but
practically speaking, it might really
have been considered New France,
Canadian soil, for it was the Frenchmen
from Canada who first visited the area
in the early 1700s to trade for furs with
the natives.
“At the close of the French and Indian
War, Black Oak became British
territory under the Treaty of Paris,
signed in 1763. However, because of this
lengthy and costly struggle with France,
Britain had to levy a tax on its new
lands. This then led to the American
Revolution, which ended in 1783,
making Black Oak Lake part of the
United States. First, Black Oak was
part of the Northwest Territory; then the
Indiana Territory; the Illinois Territory;
the Michigan Territory; the Wisconsin
Territory; and finally, in 1848, the State
of Wisconsin.
“...Meanwhile, changing jurisdictions
did not end with statehood. Black Oak
was in Crawford County initially; then
Portage; then Marathon; then Lincoln;
then Oneida. In 1893, Black Oak
became part of a new entity called Vilas
County."
And that’s not all: current lake residents
may have had reason to research the
changing ownership of their properties, and
some have found that their piece of heaven
has had upwards of fifteen-plus owners,
primarily because of the presence of late
19th Century land speculators. (see below)
Against this backdrop of many cultures,
Indian settlement of the area occurred. The
Lac Vieux Desert band of the Ojibwe tribe
were among the first of the more recent
inhabitants of the area. They were
hunter-gatherers, fishermen, and farmers,
and are descended from the Algonquin
Indians of the Northeast, who moved west
from the East Coast. In the 16- and 1700s,
the Ojibwe moved west along the Great
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Lakes, splitting in two as they reached Lake
Superior, one group headed to Canada, the
other moving south to settle in the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, northern Wisconsin,
northern Minnesota, and beyond.

THERE GOES THE NEIGHBORHOOD..
The first white men appeared as French fur
traders in the 1600s along with voyageurs
and priests, who arrived at Lac Vieux Desert
on the way to the Wisconsin and Mississippi
Rivers. The local Ojibwes traded with the
visitors, receiving in return European beads,
metal cooking utensils and tools.
In the mid-1800s the Lac Vieux Desert band
took their furs and other trade goods
downstream to Mosinee in the fall, sold their
canoes, wintered at Black River, and then
walked back to Lac Vieux Desert in the
spring.
At the same time, a band of Potawatomie
(not Ojibwe) in 1834 came from the Chicago
area and settled in two locations not far from
Black Oak. One group sunk their roots along
Tamarack Creek near Conover, the other
moved to the shores of Lake Laura, just
north of Star Lake. A small group of that
band then moved to Indian Lake, south of
Lac du Lune. About 1914, all three groups
moved to the Crandon-Laona area after
having been promised homes, a school, and
jobs in the logging industry.
Most of the material on the Native American
settlements was taken from Barb Nehring’s
account on pp. 17 and 18 of “Vilas County
Headwaters to Wisconsin, the Land O’ Lakes
History"

The Upper Midwest areas of northern
Wisconsin, northern Minnesota, and
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula blossomed as
mining, logging, and tourism began to take
hold. In Vilas County, logging came into its
own during the 1870s. A continuous building
boom in the lower Midwest required
gargantuan quantities of lumber to satisfy
builders’ requirements.
But before any logging or formal settlement
could take place, the area had to be
surveyed. The summer of 1860 found Black
Oak Lake surveyed, but the purpose of the
survey was simply to divide the land into
townships. Logging had not yet reached the

north woods. Black Oak was then opened to
homesteading, and land seekers, mostly
speculators, staked their claims beginning in
1872. However, the great rush to buy the
lands on and around Black Oak didn’t
commence until the appearance of the
Milwaukee, Lake Shore & Western Railroad
in 1883.

Salsich & Wilson sent its logs from the south
side of the lake to the mill at Star Lake.

SUPERSIZE ME!!
Cabin owners can get a sense of the size of
the original white pine and Norway pine in

NOT “POISON OAK”
THANKFULLY…
Incidentally, the name
of the lake bears no
resemblance to any
trees located nearby.
Area historians guess
that the first visitors
to the lake simply
misidentified the oak
species present and
named the lake
accordingly. Black
oaks do not grow
north of what is now
southern Wisconsin.

A priceless photograph of what correctly could be called a
stagecoach, which ran between State Line and Black Oak Lake
around the turn of the century. Paul McLeod thinks that Mary Otto
Mather could be standing on the right. She operated a camp or a
place for loggers and lumber workers to live while working in the
area. She was the daughter of the owner of Otto’s Mill. Her camp
Patents (titles to land)
was the immediate predecessor of the Black Oak Resort. George
were issued to land
St. Clair took over in 1906.
speculators, and many
(Paul McLeod, from the Vilas County Historical Society.)
of them were on
homesteaded land;
the area by browsing the trails in the local
thus Black Oak Lake owners had to build
woods and noting the size of the stumps,
cabins on their properties in order to satisfy
many charred from the periodic forest fires
the homesteading requirements. It was
which blackened the landscape. The next
unlikely that any of the homesteaders
time a Black Oak resident visits Land
planned to settle on Black Oak permanently.
O’Lakes, she should take a look at the giant
white pine situated across from the post
office. The tree is 12 feet in circumference
TIMBER!!!
and almost four feet in diameter, maybe a
As Paul McLeod said, while the earliest
typical-sized tree which might have greeted
lumber mill appeared in the area in 1872,
the oncoming horde of loggers of that era.
the railroad’s presence in 1883 made the
Sadly the tree, beset by insects and old age,
enterprise that much more efficient. Rudolph
was cut down in 2015.
Otto and partners established the earliest
known sawmill on the south shore of Mill
Come the turn of the century, as Paul
Lake (across from the Bear Trap). Logging
McLeod points out, the Black Oak area
companies began cutting the big white pine
“seems to have been experiencing a bit of
in the area and sent the trees to Otto’s mill.
schizophrenia at that time as fishermen
Other logging companies purchased
valued the lake for its fishing opportunities
homesteading claims from owners on and
and its natural beauty, while logging
around Black Oak in order to commence
companies valued it for its pines, maples,
large-scale logging operations. Brown
hemlocks, cedars, basswoods and oaks."
Brothers sent its logs from Black Oak’s north
Taken from the “Lake History” of the lake
shore to its sawmill in Rhinelander, while
study
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In 1899 the Chicago and
North Western Railroad
began service on its Fish
Train to Vilas County to
allow Chicago residents
to travel to the Vilas
County area to fish on
weekends. For decades
this was a boon to
tourism in the area.

WELLS FARGO NORTH
Mary Otto, Rudolph
Otto’s daughter, started a
logging camp on the
southeast shore of Black
Oak. In 1900, it housed
about 70 men involved in While this photo was taken in Hackley, later Phelps, in the late
1890s, it shows the size of larger logs typically found in the
area logging. A
north woods. Simply immense.
stagecoach line soon
(Vilas County News-Review)
started up and served to
transport Otto’s Mill
employees as well as
Vern Vineyard, and their daughter Helen Jo
tourists, some of whom traveled all the way
in turn named her younger daughter Lee
to Bent’s Camp from State Line. In 1906,
(Volpe). Exactly 100 years after Lee Barber
George St. Clair purchased the camp and
settled on Black Oak, Lee Volpe carries on
turned it into the Black Oak Resort.
with his name.
By 1909, most logging companies ceased
operations on and around Black Oak because
of either exhaustion of available forest lands
or bankruptcy. From 1905 to 1912 a number
of summer pioneers bought lots on the south
and east shores of Black Oak, and built
rustic homes, including Dr. James Ely (the
Gelbs’ cabin, 1910), Lee.W. Barber and Emil
Weisse (two bays named after them), A.J.
Keefe (Keefe Road on the south shore), and
Dr. Wallace Grosvenor (Chris and Cindy
Hook’s cabin). Mary Olk’s home was built by
Lee Barber in 1908, who then sold it after
two years and built another home in
Barber’s Bay, which is now owned by Bruce
and Galia Vineyard. Which brings to mind a
story:

CARRYING ON THE NAME…
When Lee Barber, who constructed the first
and earliest, still-standing vacation dwelling
on the lake, built his second home at the end
of what is now Barber’s Bay, Joe and Helen
Handlos became his neighbors. They named
their daughter Lee Janet Handlos, which
indicates that the Handloses thought highly
of their next door friends. Janet married
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Later, Minneapolis real estate magnate,
George T. Halbert, purchased cutover lands
for resale. He surveyed, platted and
marketed Black Oak lakefront property, and
thus by the mid-1920s, had sold land to
many new property owners, many of whose
descendants still populate the lake (The list
includes those who bought their land directly
from Halbert as well as others who later, in
turn, purchased land from them):
A.J. Bates, Harvey Crooker (worked for
George St. Clair), Dr. Patterson, O.G.
Knecht, George Fagge (another St. Clair
acquaintance who built many cabins on the
lake), R. Knute, G.C. Williams, C.E. Search,
E. Walker, Ed Lindsten, Dr. Craig, H.H.
Barnum, Bernard Schroeder, Frank Ferry
Sr., and Frank Hoffman. He also platted a
section of property just to the south of South
Black Oak Lake Road, which he designated
as a future golf course. Most of it ultimately
became the Black Oak Airport.
Black Oak’s north shore saw its first
permanent cabin built when Ross Woodhull,
along with his boyhood friend Mandel “Nick”
Lowenstine, purchased cutover land from

both Brown Brothers loggers and Joe
Handlos. Woodhull then built Hullwood.
When Nick married, he built an
architecturally similar home adjacent to
Woodhull’s. Lowenstine owned Central Steel
and Wire in Chicago, and Woodhull, a
Chicago alderman, was president of the
board of trustees of the Chicago Sanitary
District.
The Brown Brothers logging railroad
followed the north shore of Black Oak. When
the railroad was torn out the road became
the access road for Woodhull and

her uncle in 1944, but Jim Lowenstine and
she didn’t get along. Upon her death,
Lowenstine bought her place and demolished
it in 1989. Boaters can still observe the one
remnant from her home, the stone
lighthouse gracing the shore in front of
where the home once stood, indicated by the
small stone foundation to the right of the
lighthouse. The Conserve School has the
lighthouse lit.

COSA NOSETRA?

Black Oak sports a varied configuration.
Looking at a map of the lake, one notices the
variety of bays,
points, depths, and
aquatic features.
An earlier map
gives some
indication of the
imagination shown
by the first settlers
in naming parts of
the lake: The Nose,
The Lip, Big Horn,
Little Horn, The
Hook, Weisse Bay;
though some might
say that such
names were in
honor of the mafiosi
A 1925 photo of Hullwood, the home built by Ross Woodhull in 1921, who might have
one of Nick Lowenstine’s closest friends. Nick later built an identical moved to the lake
(Do Weisse guys
abode just east of the Woodhull home. When Woodhull died, his
reside on da bottom
niece Laura Chapman inherited the home from her uncle. When she
died, Jim Lowenstine, Nick’s son, bought the property and razed the of Weisse Bay?).
structure.

And the outline of
the lake itself: the
western part does
resemble the head
of a deformed
creature of sorts, though one resident swears
the lake as a whole resembles a seahorse,
and another, maybe in a state of advanced
delirium, asks that the viewer turn the lake
map on end with the West Bay at the
foot...and see the startlingly clear figure of a
West Virginia coal miner in repose, with the
tip of Barber’s Bay as the miner’s light, with
his left leg crossed over his right while he
leans against the coal seam, sipping a latté.
Turn the map upside down and a
brontosaurus stares the viewer in the face.
(Is it possible to cheat on a Rorschach test?)

(photo contributed by Mark Siegworth
and cited by Paul McLeod in the second lake study.)

Lowenstine. The road, called the “Ontonagon
Trail," then followed the old railroad grade
across the bog separating Black Oak from
Dollar Lake, and residents then were able to
drive their cars across this grade until 1955,
when Nick’s son Jim closed down the road.

THEY SHOULD HAVE BEEN ‘MENDING WALL’..
The Woodhull and Lowenstine homes were
large in order to house their boyhood friends
from Valparaiso, Indiana. Such gatherings
took place from the 1920s until the 1950s.
Laura Chapman inherited Hullwood from
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All the while, Black Oak distinguished itself
by supporting a wide diversity of aquatic
plants and fisheries. As the lake study
points out, a recent plant survey on the lake
found 27 aquatic plants, with the Robbins
pondweed the most common. Lake residents
have their fingers crossed that Eurasian
Water Milfoil will never make the list.
Netting and other periodic fish counts have
shown an equally diverse and numerous fish
population. Black Oak contains the
following fish species: walleye, largemouth
bass, smallmouth bass, brown trout,
indigenous lake trout, cisco, northern pike,
bluegill, pumpkinseed (!), yellow perch, rock
bass, white sucker, bluntnose minnow, black

bullhead, and the lesser snub-nosed gar
(endangered).

CLEARLY OUR MOTOR IS THE BEST…
Black Oak is so well-known for its clarity
that it has become a Mecca for snorkelers
and scuba divers. The lake recently
witnessed an engineering team from
Mercury Marine in Fond du Lac, which came
up to the lake to take a series of high-speed
underwater photographs of a 600 h.p. boat
powered by two counter-rotating propellers.
The team could count on crystal clear
underwater pictures of their innovation.

A United States Geological Survey map of Black Oak Lake and environs, showing the
recent development of the Lowenstine property on the Conserve School campus.
(taken from the Lake Study)
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WHY BLACK OAK?

ost of the settlers of Black Oak, from
its earliest settlement to more recent
inhabitants, came here because of
word of mouth. Chance played an important
role, too. Friends and relatives were the
most important agents for making
prospective lake owners aware of what the
lake had to offer.

M

Those who were among the first to come,
found that the Black Oak Resort was an
ideal place from which to reconnoiter area
lakes and forests. Others came just to enjoy
a vacation spot, with no further goals other
than taking advantage of what the resort
had to offer. While there, however, a number
of guests became aware of the lake’s
attractions for those desiring land along its
shore line.

PIONEERS
For example, in 1915, Al and Ellen Bates,
Joliet, Illinois, natives, took the North
Western train to find a place to fish,
probably at the end of the line in
Watersmeet. En route, however, they found
out from knowledgeable riders that the
Black Oak Resort was the place to stay while
fishing. So they got off a stop early, were met
at the station by the resort’s proprietor,
George St. Clair, and rode his buggy, passing
through the mill town, Donaldson, to the
resort.

BATES LAKE:
They vacationed at the resort for four years
and liked it so much that they bought
property west of what became the public
beach. Al partitioned the property five ways,
with Al and Ellen taking one property and
Al Jr., Dick, Walter, and Pearl taking the
other four. Just think, if Al and Betty had
not hobnobbed with fellow passengers on the
northbound train, they might have wound up
visiting a resort in the Upper Peninsula, and
to this day one of the Cisco Chain’s lakes
could have been named Bates Lake. They
had to sadly settle for “Bates Point,” which is
okay, considering that one out of six
residences on the lake is connected to the
Bates.
Contemplating the many interrelationships
among lake folk as they relate to the original
Bates establishment, Walt Bates' comments
about the proliferation of the family helps
one to better understand the multiple
outreaches which took place:

“’On Lake Marriages’ (a potential topic
for the lake history) means a marriage
between a Bates and a member of a
previously unrelated resident family.
For example, my second cousin, Linda
Bates, married Jack LaChance. My
great uncle Chuck Bates married Betty
Knecht which linked us to Jean Knecht’s
crew. My great uncle Al Bates, Jr.,
married Babs Shely,
connecting us to the
many Shelys as well as
the
Lommens.
My
second cousin, Alyson
Nicklas, married John
Duff, linking us to them
and the Bergs. I have
the entire family tree
now encompassing six
generations. Our tree,
though large, is quite
simple as there were
never
any
second
marriages that produced children. This is
in contrast to the
Surpless-Hill-Ferry
Minivan, 1918 version. Black Oak had been a popular tourist
destination from the 1890s, but by 1910 tourists began arriving clan—what a confusing
mess that is!"
for the summer, and some of them even began building
summer houses.
Ahem! Walt needs some
Photo ca. 1915-20 (Vilas County Historical Society, cited by Paul
clarification! Actually it’s
McLeod in the second edition of the Lake Study)
quite simple:
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Fred B. Hill married Deborah Sayles in
1904. The two of them had five children:
Mary, Bud, Bob, Ned, and Jeannette.
Rev. Hill died in 1919, and Deborah
then married Frank Ferry Sr., and they
had one child, Frank Ferry Jr. For lake
purposes, Bud married Ann and had
Debbie (Hill) Hofmann and Fritz Hill,
both lake residents (thus Ferry-Hill
Lodge). Ned married and had Dave and
Pete, remarried and bore Nancy and
Ted; Nancy is now a lake resident along
with her mother Ramona. Frank Ferry
and his wife Betty are lake residents.
Finally,
Mary
Hill
married a widower, Jim
Surpless, Sr., who brought
with him Jim and Lorin
from his earlier marriage.
They in turn had Frank
and Mary D. Both Jim and
Frank are lake residents.

attractions, North Black Oak Road is labeled
with its original name, Handlos Road.
Babs Shely Tracy’s story is similar to so
many others. Her mother, Leah Reitman,
was best friends with Bernice Schroeder, and
stayed with the Schroeders on Barber’s Bay.
Babs’ father Bill came to Black Oak to help
his sister Babs Shely Bates (Al’s wife) build
their cabin. He met and married Leah. Babs,
her older brother Bill, and younger sister
Cherry (Lommen) completed Bill and Leah’s
family.

This should tidy up the mess.

TO YOUR HEALTH..
There were other reasons for
settling on Black Oak. Ed
Torres recalls that while his
mother was living in
Chicago, her brother died of
consumption (tuberculosis).
The family doctor warned
Walter Dickman showing Ed Torres’ mother the future
them to get out of the city
Torres property.
into a more healthful
(Ed Torres collection)
environment. They moved to
Merrill. She later married
THE CHECK’S IN THE MAIL…
his father and lived in Moline, Illinois.
Later, Babs, wanting her own place, took up
Seems that both of Ed’s parents wanted a
Mary Leimbacher on her offer of a lot
remote and healthful summer place in the
adjacent to her place. Babs was so happy
wild, so Black Oak beckoned, where she
that when she got back to Chicago, she
could spend entire summers with her
quickly wrote out a check to Mary for $5000
children.
and deposited it near the school where she
Janet Vineyard’s parents, Joe and Helen
taught. Not wanting anything to go wrong,
Handlos, came to Black Oak via Milwaukee
she came to check on the mailbox after
(Joe) and Chicago (Helen). Joe’s mother, a
school and found it missing! Someone had hit
widow, purchased some cabins on Marshall
it and dragged it half a block. She frantically
Lake, but sold them and moved to Black Oak called the police and Postal Service and sat
after World War I. When Joe came back from on the mailbox until they showed up. She
the war, he married Helen Rade, whose
really did want that place on Black Oak
family had a home on Rade (“Roddy”) Lake,
Lake!
north of Eagle River. They moved to Black
Oak and started their family. Helen Jo
NO BONES ABOUT IT..
Vineyard Pierce named her older daughter
Mary Leimbacher’s husband, Dr. Earl, first
Rade after Rade’s great-grandmother.
came to Black Oak in 1925, as guests of Dr.
Incidentally, on many maps, including the
Royal Watson, Dave Allan’s grandfather.
News-Review’s weekly map of area
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Earlier they were teenage friends of Marge
Watson, Dr. Watson’s daughter. Earl met
Mary at Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago
where she was a nurse. They became friends
with Betty and Ken Allan, Dave’s parents.
After staying with the Kistlers for a number
of years, they bought their own place in
1951. Earl loved the lake, its clarity, how
beautiful it was. At his insistence, they did
without a telephone for many years. As the
sole orthopedic surgeon in Joliet, he just
wanted to get away...and thus with no
phone, no call back to Joliet for emergencies.
Many others on the lake also did without
available phone service...for the same
general reason: fewer distractions.
Dr. Watson and his wife Clara, who
purchased their place in 1922, were
Jolietanites, or whatever they’re called, and
through his acquaintance with many friends
in that esteemed community, found out
about Black Oak Lake. Their closest
relationship was with Dr. and Mrs.
Patterson, the parents of Myrtle Patterson,
who married Howard Lloyd, and whose
daughter Barbara Lloyd Knaak lives on the
lake in the family-built “Little House” on
Keefe Road. Dave Allan, Dr. Watson’s
grandson, has much to add throughout this
account.
Dave speaks of the many relationships
among neighbors in Joliet.
“The Joliet connection goes even further:
When I was a freshman at Beloit College

in 1955, my parents built a home and
moved from the old family home of my
grandparents in 1956. That new home
was located on Bates Road in Joliet. The
road is named for Walt Bates’
grandfather Walter Bates, Sr. (Chief).
There is another road in the same
subdivision named Judge Court, named
after Walt’s father, Judge. Small world,
eh?"

DAVE OF SUNSHINE GABLES:
As Dave said,
“My grandpa Watson chose to name the
old place Sunshine Gables for a couple
of reasons. First, the house had many
gables, and one aspect of it faced east,
letting the morning sun bathe the house
in warm light. More importantly,
perhaps, is that he always called my
grandmother the sunshine of his life. Of
course the side of the house facing west
provided glorious views of sunsets."

BLACK OAK CRUISE LINE
Nancy Phillips Frawley’s odyssey is a little
different: She stayed with her family in the
mid-1930s on Big Lake of the Cisco Chain,
but came often to swim at Black Oak’s public
beach. Her father later rented Walter Bates
Sr.’s cottage close to the beach. For her
family, the cottage was a mite cramped, but
they managed. The Bates kids, Nancy, and
their friends would row their boats to
neighboring piers and called them ‘ports,’
with European cities dotting their itinerary!
Later Nancy’s family rented
Ed Hook’s old place, now
Jim and Kay Fleming’s,
from 1937 to 1946 (earlier
owned by Madie Schnogel.)
The Phillips then rented the
Hesselman’s chalet for five
years, finally building their
own place in 1951. Nancy’s
parents were good friends of
Nick and Daisy Lowenstine,
Jim Lowenstine’s parents.
Nancy’s dad bought 200 feet
of shoreline from Stan
Chart, who had received it
as a gift from Ross
Woodhull.

The Torres family’s original house before it was enlarged
(Ed Torres collection)
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BLACK OAK BUBBLE?
The Milwaukee connection
again: Arthur Wenz, a
Milwaukee realtor, heard
from an associate about some
beautiful land available on
the south shore of Black Oak
Lake. This took place in
1926, with Mr. Wenz making
the property part of his
investment company. Anyone
reviewing the property’s
history at the Vilas County
Courthouse would be amazed
at how often the property
changed hands from its
A side view of the Torres cabin. This was typical of most of
inception as a legal entity in
the early homes on Black Oak. The family had the entire
1884: from that point until
West Bay to themselves.
Mr. Wenz’s purchase, the
(Ed Torres collection)
property changed hands
eleven times; and after his
when the home became available. The
initial purchase in 1926, no fewer than nine
element of chance keeps reappearing in this
owners had their hands in ownership of the
account!
lakefront land.
Ultimately Lolita Wenz Truss took over, and
her daughter Mimi became the most recent
owner with husband Tom. This drawn-out
process simply reflects the land speculation
which took place with the advent of logging,
which in turn lured the railroads further
north, making the north woods more readily
accessible to vacationers and prospective
landowners. When logging began to peter
out, locals turned to lakeside resorts for their
livelihood. They in turn further revealed the
attractions of the north woods, Black Oak
Lake one of the foremost among them.

DEJA VU
Kathy Lauer’s college roommate married her
beau from Big Portage Lake, and thus had
her early introduction to the area. Husband
Rob’s parents were good friends of the
Kegels, who invited their family to stay with
them on Black Oak. So both of them had
their appetites whetted by the lure of the
Land O’Lakes area. After renting Roberta
Morris’ place for a number of years and
sharing the rental with friends, their
‘friends’ elbowed them out and thus they
began looking in earnest for their own place.
As luck would have it, the owners of the
place they purchased owned two properties
and wanted to keep just one, so they pounced

THE RETURN OF ARTHUR WENZ!
Turns out that in the early 1950s, Jerry and
Marian Marsh spent a long weekend at a
friend’s cabin in the Land O’Lakes area.
They fell in love with the north woods, so
spent a great deal of time looking for their
place on a lake. A friend suggested seeing
Arthur Wenz, because he had property for
sale on Black Oak. They jumped at the
opportunity, bought their land in 1954, and,
as a family venture, commenced building
their cabin in 1955.

HE’S BACK!
And Arthur Wenz for a third time: Dottie
Hinze and her husband stayed with friends
on the lake, really enjoyed the atmosphere,
and purchased a lot from Lolly Wenz Truss.
Arthur Wenz really did own a great deal of
land, from the end of Keefe Road all the way
over to the west side of West Bay. Thus he
was instrumental in helping to populate
Black Oak over the years.

A HAND-ME-DOWN…
And back to the Bates: Jim and Ann Bates
spent all their summers up here while
growing up. They knew they were going to
retire to the north woods, but they felt his
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The previous owner, Chuck
Haven, installed locks for
every room in the house, even
closets, fifty keys in all! (A
liquor cabinet in every room?)
The day they closed on the
property, Mark and Jo went
out to dinner at Archdale’s to
celebrate. They came back,
turned down the wrong road,
and couldn’t find their house.
As they said, “We lost our
house the day we bought it!”
Later, they found it.
One of the
Wisconsin-Michigan Power
The original A.J. Keefe house (1912), which was remodeled Company’s Iron River
by Jim and Ann Bates.
employees was transferred to
the Land O’Lakes area, and
parents’ cottage was too close to the noisy
this is where he stayed. John and Dee
public beach. They saw their current cabin
Caruso came here in the 1950s, bought
and fell in love with it. Jim is one of the
property on Landing Lake, but heard from
grandsons of ‘founders’ Al
and Ellen Bates.
The cabin features a striking
history: built by Uncle Walt
Bates in 1912 after buying
the property from Keefe
Brothers; Arthur Stevens,
Sara Beedie’s grandfather,
bought the cabin, and then
later sold it to Chuck and
Betty Bates, Jim’s cousins.
They in turn sold it to Jim
and Ann. Talk about a family
heirloom!

FOUND, LOST...AND FOUND!
Paul McLeod was able to dig up a rare photo of unidentified
Jo and Mark Mayeau were
ruins on the north shore of Black Oak Lake. The structure
already familiar with the
could be the remains of the earliest house on the lake.
north woods before
appearing at Black Oak. For Research indicates that the house was built during the
1890s.
many years they had never
(Paul McLeod)
been to Land O’Lakes,
staying in Boulder Junction.
Roy Caudill that land was available on Black
A friend bought a lot on Forest Lake, which
Oak. The original owner, Emil Weisse, willed
brought them closer to Black Oak. They
the property to the Wisconsin Masonic
ventured out from Forest Lake, found Black
Lodge, which, in turn sold it to Phil
Oak, and fell in love with its clear water.
Elschner, a Land O’ Lakes painter and
They bought the property in 1987 and
realtor, who found it too much to maintain.
retired in 1994. This full-time home
So Dee and John bought the place and raised
reminded them of the first home they owned
their children on the lake as full-time
after they were married.
residents.
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I LIKE THE WIDE OPEN SPACES
Ed Hook’s grandparents used to vacation at
Lake Kegansa outside of Madison in the
early 1900s. By 1918 they felt it had become
over-crowded, so they headed north, and
having heard of the Black Oak Resort,

THE NORTH WESTERN...AGAIN
The Patterson family, Dr. A.B. Patterson, his
wife, and daughter Myrtle vacationed often
on Pelican Lake, just south of Rhinelander.
However, on one train ride north, the train’s
steward, a Mr. George St. Clair (!) convinced
them that further north
in Wisconsin, on Black
Oak Lake in particular,
“was the next thing to
heaven." About 1916, the
Pattersons spent their
first summer at the Black
Oak Resort. They so liked
the lake that they bought
property just before the
A.J. Bates bought theirs.

They lived in tents
during the summer of
1919 while their cedar log
cabin was being built. Dr.
Patterson drew up the
plans and commissioned
a local
lumberman/builder, Mr.
Fagge to erect the cabin.
A number of other
original Black Oak
settlers also hired Mr.
The inside of the Lloyd cabin, mostly unchanged since the
Fagge to build their
picture was taken in the 20s.
cabins. Myrtle Patterson
(Knaak collection)
later married Howard
Lloyd, and her daughter
stayed there while looking over the lake. The Barbara was instrumental in providing an
Lindstens (Ed’s grandparents), the Knechts,
overall glimpse of their past.
and the Walkers bought properties adjacent
to each other on the south shoreline, paying
A.J. RACES TO BLACK OAK!
an outlandish $1.50/foot. Ouch.
Not exactly. In the words of Maury White,
“ The story of A.J. Lodge has an
Interesting: Ed’s grandmother and Esther
unknown beginning date (late ‘50s) on
Knecht went to kindergarten together and
an unknown road near an unknown
were both born in Sweden.
lake. At the time I was broadcasting a
daily farm program over the state
network. My wife Grace and I along
HERE TODAY, GONE…
with
our
three
children
had
accompanied me on a recording trip to a
Jack LaChance’s great-grandfather arrived
field
day
at
the
University
here in 1893 and soon thereafter bought
Experimental
Farm
at
Spooner
some property at the tip of what later
(Wisconsin).
On
our
return
to
Madison,
became Barber’s Bay. He first camped there,
we were taking some back roads in the
then built a cabin, but soon abandoned it.
North Country and came upon a
Had he remained, and had the cabin been
stunning lake scene. I asked Grace,
maintained over the years, his family would
‘How can we ever afford a place on a
have been the oldest still living on the lake.
lake like this?’"
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Talking with faculty colleagues in the school
of Agricultural Journalism about collectively
purchasing lake property in the north woods
brought forth strong interest on the part of
five couples. By making small monthly
deposits into a special account, the necessary
capital would begin to
accumulate for the five
couples to make a down
payment to purchase lake
front property when it
became available.

Black Oak and promptly arranged a picnic
on the site. Word traveled fast back at the ag
school in Madison, so the Whites, ten years
later, made their move...thanks to the
Annins and Bruhns.

A few years later, good
fortune struck! After
camping in the Nicolet in
the summer of 1961,
Maury and Grace checked
out Eagle River realtors
for available properties.
After doing so, they
remembered that two of
their Agricultural
Journalism colleagues,
Gerald Annin and Hjalmar
Bruhn, owned property on A photo featured on the Pine Terrace postcard which was
Black Oak Lake, and had
mailed in 1946. The resort lay at the southeast corner of the
encouraged the Whites to West Bay. Look closely and try to identify the many dwellings
find property there. They
on the other side of the lake. Don’t see any? They weren’t
made inquiries, were told there. Even in the ‘40s, much virgin land was available.
that no land was available
(Ed and Barb Hook)
because Black Oak
property sold quickly, but
THE BERGS:
then the realtor remembered that a resort
owner on the lake (Pine Terrace) wanted to
Ruth Seaman came to Black Oak in 1926
sell their cabins with a lake lot. And the rest
because her father was looking for a family
is history. “A.J.?” Why not call it A.J. Lodge
vacation spot. Upon the recommendation of a
after the school which employed the new
friend, they stayed at the Black Oak Resort
owners?
(where else?). They went ahead and

CLUCK LUCK!
Gerald Annin, John’s father, came to Black
Oak via his love of the north woods. He and
John’s mother were vacationing on the
Manitowish chain for two weeks and were
looking for property. Backtracking: Gerald
Annin was a professor of poultry at Madison,
and, as such, traveled around the state,
working with county agents who represented
poultry farmers.
Herman Smith, the Vilas County agent,
introduced Gerald to Joe Handlos, a chicken
farmer. Joe was also a realtor, and voila,
directed Gerald to Black Oak. The Annins
bought their property on the north shore of
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purchased the cabin next door to what is now
the Hesselman house ‘chalet,’ which is where
they dropped anchor for their family’s
extended stay at a beautiful spot in the
north woods. She and husband Bill Berg
later moved to Barber’s Bay.

BLACK OAK IS FOR THE BIRDS
Frank Ferry Sr.’s brother, an ornithologist at
the Field Museum in Chicago, heard that
avian wonders awaited visitors to Vilas
County , so he organized a trip with Frank in
1900, via the North Western, to check out
the many species of birds which inhabited
the sparsely settled area. While there they
traveled mostly through northern Vilas

County, and it is here that
Frank became enamored of
the beauty of what was then
a pristine wilderness.
Twenty years later, when
visiting his dentist friend
from Winnetka, Illinois, Dr.
Robert Ely, he fell for Black
Oak Lake. Recently married,
he thought he would build a
cabin on property just down
the road from the Ely
residence so that his instant
family (he had just married
Deborah Hill, who brought
with her five children: Mary,
Bud, Bob, Ned, and
Jeannette) would have a
place to gather in the
summer.

Dentist James Ely built the third-oldest still-standing
residence on Black Oak in 1910 (the cornerstone says
1910!), now owned by George and Kathy Gelb. Close friend
Frank F. Ferry, Sr., was so taken by the design and layout of
He liked the Ely cabin so
Dr. Ely’s place that he built a virtual carbon copy further
much that he built a carbon
down on St. Clair Road in 1922-23, which became Ferry-Hill
copy of the residence. The
Lodge. On the underside of the curved wooden railing along
Gelbs live in the Ely cabin,
the stairway up to the Gelb’s loft, the builders of the cabin
Jim and Jane Surpless in the
carved their names for the benefit of posterity. Evidently
Ferry compound.
they had much to be proud of.

GRAN PRIX?
Ferry, anticipating the worst,
built the access road into Ferry-Hill Lodge
not as a straight line but as four curves, so
that his young male drivers wouldn’t be able
to accelerate from 0 to 60 before hitting
Fleming’s property as well as roaring back
from County B at all hours and waking
everyone up. This presented a challenge to
Bud, Bob and Ned Hill, which became more
of an obsession. It was still a race to see who
could drive the fastest from the beginning of
the driveway to the end regardless of the
turns involved. Needless to say, not all the
trees along the road reached maturity.

A SEARCH PARTY
In the spring of 1919, Milwaukeean Ed
Search, an avid fisherman, heard from a
good friend about the bountiful fishing
opportunities in the Eagle River area, “only
a two day drive from Milwaukee.” Taking his
nephew Jud Farmer along, he not only
stayed a few weeks that year fishing in the
vicinity of Eagle River but also spent some
time at the St. Clair Resort on Black Oak.

(Paul McLeod)

They were impressed with the beautiful
clear lake and made reservations for the
subsequent summer. The next two summers
found them taking in the resort’s
attractions...and then making their stay on
the lake permanent by purchasing 400 feet
of shoreline in 1921 at the exorbitant cost of
$2.50 per foot. Locals thought then that Ed
had more money than common sense
(tee-hee!).

MY WAY OR THE…
Ed, with the help of Gene and Rudy Knuth
as well as Abe Eberle, built his dream home
himself. The Knuths and Eberle, not aware
of Ed’s professional background of building
professional manufacturing plants (he
designed the Allis Chalmers plant west of
Milwaukee, which became West Allis),
chafed under his demanding requirements
which ensured that the home was built to
factory specifications. As an example,
anywhere a 2" x 4" was used in a house, Ed
built with 2" x 12"s. They finished the home
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in 1924, and Jud Farmer’s
daughter, Sally Farmer
Lippert, and Fred, live there
today.
The Whipps had become good
friends with the Searches,
and were so impressed with
Black Oak that they
purchased property from Ed
and built their own place in
1939. It’s still there and has
within it many of the original
pieces of furniture from the
late ‘thirties. Again, this is
typical of the settlement
patterns on the lake.
A lake view of the longest standing home on Black Oak. It
was built by Lee and Belle Barber in 1908 for $5000. Paul
In 1860, the first government McLeod points out that this abode was a forerunner of many
survey of northern Wisconsin other structures built along the east and south shores of the
took place. 1886 found
lake. Later owned by Dr. Royal Watson, Dave Allan’s
Franklin Newcomb
grandfather, and currently by Mary Olk, the home’s
surveying the
distinctive configuration of 1908 is still markedly visible
Michigan-Wisconsin state
today.
line from State Line (Land O’ (Barber photos contributed by Dave Hoffman, a next-door neighbor
Lakes’ earlier name) to
just north of the residence. Some of the same photos cited by Paul
Presque Isle. While there he,
Mcleod in the second Lake Study.)
through the good wishes of
his sister Sadie Marling,
Then, Walter wanted to build a cabin on
homesteaded property on the southern shore
their land on Big Bass, but Sadie demurred,
of Big Bass Lake, while his mother claimed
observing that only a corduroy logging road
property on the north shore of Little Bass.
was available to gain access to the property.
They both bought their respective properties
She was afraid of being so far in the woods
from the U.S. government. She built a cabin,
with her three daughters. Plus, she didn’t
called the “Wigwam,” on Little Bass. Later
drive a car. (This was the mid-twenties,
Franklin built a cabin on the east shore of
remember.)
Dollar Lake, the tiny lake just north of Black
Oak. The property stretched almost to the
LET’S STAY HERE YEAR ‘ROUND..
east end of Black Oak near Barber’s Bay.
Black Oak beckoned. Scott and Trudy
Goodnight showed the Marlings around the
HERE COMES THE POSSE..
lake in their rowboat. In 1926, they bought
the George Fagge cabin (built in 1921). One
Franklin died; his mother took over; she
of the Marlings’ five children, Robert, after
died, and the land passed to Sadie Marling.
vacationing at the family cabin for so many
Her husband Walter, the founder of the
years with his wife Dorothy and daughters
lumber company in southern Wisconsin
Dorothy and Roberta, wanted a four season
bearing his name, heard from Sadie about a
retirement home. So in 1952 he bought two
rumor that lumber rustlers were selling logs
lots from his parents just west of the family
stolen from their property. They took the
cabin, and, after a fire destroyed the
train from Madison to investigate; the
almost-completed first home, they moved in
rumors were true. While there they stayed
at, where else, the St. Clair Resort. They met to the new cabin, with Dorothy and R.D.
Aikins and Roberta and Tom Morris taking
many of the earlier property owners on the
over the original structure.
lake at that time.

EARLIEST FAMILY?
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Down the road apiece
from the Marling/
Morris/Aikens land
lies the David Binder
property. His mother,
a Minneapolis native,
introduced his dad to
the pleasures of
camping and canoeing
in the north woods.
They stayed at St.
Clair’s resort where
they got to know
Harvey Crooker, the
resort’s handyman
and entrepreneur. In
1923 (a year in which
Perhaps the most dramatic local photo extant, depicting the almost
many currently
standing cabins were complete absence of mature forest surrounding the Torres cabin.
(Ed Torres collection)
built), Crooker bought
land across from the
resort and built a
“We were told that people who came
cabin on it, cutting and peeling the logs
through Black Oak on the chain would
himself. He later sold it to George Halbert, a
camp out on the north shore in a grassy
land speculator on the lake, who in turn sold
area. They frequently had to evacuate
it to David’s parents in 1931. They’ve been
during the middle of the night because
there ever since.
of the cattle and bulls that roamed the
area" (!) Maybe this was the inspiration
THE FARMERS GROW A CABIN...
for BOLROA!!
Speaking of building cabins, Nagel Lumber
has been a presence in the Land O’ Lakes
AS LUCK WOULD HAVE IT…
area for decades. Ed and Marilyn knew
Sherry and Joe Beers already had a cabin in
Laura Chapman, who sold them a lot just
Phelps, but didn’t see themselves spending
west of her property. Two farmers from
their full-time retirement there because the
Clintonville, skilled carpenters, built their
lake was too small. More or less on a lark,
house in four months! Unfortunately it
they happened to be driving west on County
burned down in 1987, and was soon replaced. B when they saw a for sale sign off South

HOT PROPERTIES!
Perhaps preceding most of the settlement of
Black Oak came the forest fires of the early
1900s. At the time of the worst of the fires,
the St. Clair family lived in boats on the lake
for a couple of days!

BULL ROAR!!
At that time, most of the second growth
which now graces the lake had not yet taken
hold. Agriculture and farming were still
prevalent in Vilas County. As Myrtle Lloyd
said,

Black Oak Lake Road. They followed it in,
saw the Burkes’ place, and that was it. Just
by chance!
Mark and Sharon Basten had a different
introduction to the lake. Sharon had grown
up year-round on the lake, so the area was
not unknown to her. John and Dee Caruso,
her folks, originally wanted to break up their
property so the Bastens could build. At the
same time, Mark and Sharon had purchased
property on the Cisco Chain and had
intended to make that their vacation home.
A local realtor told the senior Carusos that it
wouldn’t be possible to subdivide their
property, and, then, Dee Caruso suggested to
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the Bastens that they do a walk-through of
the Shepherd home two doors down from the
family manse. The For Sale sign didn’t last
long: the Bastens were impressed with the
interior of the cabin and bought it. Great for
the kids and closer to town. End of story.

they received the delightful welcoming letter
(see the beginning of the account) from
Vavelle Aikin, someone who knew she would
miss her summers at Black Oak

Their neighbors, the Klieves, actually
preceded the Caruso settlement on Black
Oak. Jeff Klieve mentioned that his
grandparents bought their property in 1953,
and built it the next year with the help of
Jeff’s parents. They found their property
when they were staying at Bent’s Camp.
Jeff’s been up here for summers only. He
honeymooned here with wife Jane, and it
was her first visit to Black Oak. She too has
been up here every year since. When Jeff
was younger, his grandfather built a track
all the way down to the water’s edge. This
allowed him to lower piles of rocks down to
the shore for his children and grandchildren
to build a wall, truly a family enterprise. The
family also pitched in to build the Klieve
garage.

The first summer at Black Oak found them
inviting their children to the cabin. The kids
had become accustomed to the highly
congested Fox River chain in northern
Illinois, and, upon their first visit to Black
Oak, thought that something had to be
wrong with the lake because of the absence
of heavy boat traffic! They’re still spoiled!

Judy and Fred Madigan liked the Vilas
County area, having discarded the thought
of settling in the lower Michigan vacation
lands mainly because of the long commute
from their home in Wheaton, Illinois. They
started looking for a place in 1994 in
northern Vilas County and came across a
property on Palmer Lake. They weren’t too
enchanted with the weedy environs of the
lake and continued to search elsewhere.
They got hold of the multiple listings of the
time and happened upon Black Oak. They
bought one of the Bates’ first cabins. Next
door neighbor Harold Sundberg lives in the
Bates’ original cabin. And not too soon after,
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NO FOX HERE…

When “Bake” and Leona Baker owned the
Tackle Box, Dave Allan and his family
became good friends with them.
“We purchased many a bucket of
minnows from Bake. I also remember
many conversations I had with Bake.
During one of them I mentioned that I
thought that it would be a good idea to
move to BOL one day and work up there
or own a business to make a living. Bake
very kindly advised me to reconsider
that thought. He said that it would
never be the same as coming up for
vacations, and that it would be a better
idea to keep things the way they were,
coming back for vacations, having to go
home and returning with memories of
the last trip. Not bad advice I suspect."
(Dave Allan)
And advice which, with a rare exception or
two, has been followed by everyone on the
lake since. Retirement, of course, throws an
entirely different light on the issue.

LEFTOVERS

iven the presence of
earlier agricultural
and lumbering
activities, it is not unusual
for Black Oak residents,
while walking their
properties, to come across
artifacts from the latter
quarter of the l800s or early
1900s. The NorthernWaters
Museum featured logging
as its central exhibit during
the summers of 2004-05-06.
Many locals contributed
antique tools of the
lumbering trade for the
museum’s displays. Retired
Land O’ Lakes logger Stan
Gorski was featured in one
of the photographic
collections with pictures
taken in the Land O’ Lakes
and Watersmeet areas.

G

The Brown Brothers Lumber Co. logged most of the lands on
the north side of Black Oak Lake. This photo was shot at the
fork in the logging railroad on the north side of Anderson
Lake during the summer of 1908.
(From the second lake study, cited and described by Paul McLeod,
from the “Black Oak Lake Watershed” lake study with the photo
contributed by Janet Vineyard.)

Of special note was Paul
McLeod’s rendering of a
giant map showing the
routes of the various logging railroads
operating at the time. Many of them followed
what now are recognizable roads around
Black Oak. The Brown Brothers Railroad
stretched west from the Land O’ Lakes
North Western tracks through what is now
the town pavilion (the right of way is quite
visible here) paralleling
County B and crossing B
from south to north between
Buchanon Road and North
Black Oak Lake Road.
Drivers can identify the right
of way itself as a
perpendicular, raised narrow
strip, which enters into an
extended tunnel into the
woods and comes out on the
east portion of the Vineyards’
property.
There the railroad roughly
followed North Black Oak
Road around the sharp turn
as it enters the Conserve
School (Lowenstine’s)
property and then later cut
across what is now Steiners’,
Nagel’s, and LaChances’

properties, diverging to the left to follow the
power line through the Crown land (not the
Queen’s) and coming out across Morrisons’
and then Meyers’ lands. Here, near Meyers’
boathouse, the land dips where logs were
either gathered or dumped off for
transhipment. The line extended further

Paul McLeod discovered this ancient photo depicting the
logging railroad as it crosses the bog separating Black Oak
from Dollar Lake. With the demise of logging, the rails were
torn out for use elsewhere, and the rail bed became a road
used by cars until Jim Lowenstine bought the property and
blocked it off.
(Paul McLeod)
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past Rhodes’ driveway and
into the west end of Conserve
School woods, where it took a
turn to the west and crossed
a manmade connecting
embankment to the west side
of Black Oak. There it
continued to roughly
Anderson Lake Road, then
turned north to the Michigan
line where a logging camp
was located.

I THINK MY ENGINE IS
MISSING…
Frank Ferry mentioned that
Charley Bent passed on to
him the story about a logging The Brown Brothers logging camp was located on the
train accident that took place Wisconsin side of the state border with Michigan, just north
of Spring Lake. The camp ran from 1900 to 1909. The photo
on that manmade
embankment. Evidently the was also shot in 1908.
(from Janet Vineyard’s collection.)
train was going too fast and
derailed while crossing the
embankment. He insisted that the cab of the
engine was still entombed in the adjacent
swamp. Nobody’s found it though.
Fascinating photographs illustrated the
trackage itself and the logging camp. At the
same time another logging railroad spur
from Star Lake crossed B from the south and
entered what is now the east end of the old
airport property. A third line crossed B and
followed Anderson Lake Road north.

DIRK’S DIGGIN’S:
Given the wide geographic presence of
logging in the Black Oak area, it’s no wonder
that artifacts and indirect evidence of
logging continue to make appearances
around the lake. For example, the Morrison
and Meyer properties feature rectangular
outlines of where buildings once stood. Paul
McLeod made a thorough examination of the
area and pointed out that it was in all
likelihood the site of a logging camp.
Its gentle uphill grade from the shore to the
location of the railroad made the site one of
the probable locations of where logs had
been skidded across a frozen Black Oak and
then pulled uphill for transshipment via the
railroad to the mill. He identified the
suggested uses of the buildings as
bunkhouses, a stable, a cook house, an office

Dirk Meyer’s guided tour of the remains of
the logging camp on his property extended
further out to encompass the still visible
right-of-way on the railroad as it made its
way through the forest, paralleling North
Black Oak Lake Road.
(Frank Surpless)
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and other structures associated with a
logging camp. Another location is the
Lowenstine property along the low-lying flat
areas of land on the north shore of the lake.
And walking along the old logging railroad
right of way, hikers will come across old
barrow pits, which were holes dug to provide
additional soil to support the crossties. They
were also used as garbage pits. Looking more
intently at the terrain further removed from
the right of way, a visitor will spot lumps of
coal, 100 year-old pieces of fuel used to
power the engines pulling the logging trains.
The Hesselmans found a railroad spike on
their land adjacent to the public beach. Up in
the Dollar bay area, the Legats did too. One
of the logging railroads came up Anderson
Lake Road, so this might explain that spike.

YOUR VERY OWN GARBAGE DUMP!!
Nancy Frawley has come across old whiskey
bottles on her property on Donahue Lake.
She also has identified what she calls hard
garbage on the land. Fred and Sally Lippert
found old glass jars embossed with company
names in the Pine Terrace area. Speaking of
which: for many very early residents, it was
customary to dump one’s garbage in large
holes in the ground (garbage pits) some ways
off in the woods. Not much is
known about wildlife visitors
who satisfied healthy appetites
by helping themselves to recent
deposits. Some properties on
the lake may still show the
remains of those dumps.
The Annins pointed out the
presence of fire-scarred stumps,
which can be seen on many
Black Oak lands. The fires
could have been started in
slash left over from logging. Ed
Torres cited the presence of a
logging terminal on his
property in the west bay.
Workers brought logs from all
over the lake: he came across
spikes, steering wheels, lots of
dead logs which washed up on
shore. When he first came here
in the late ‘teens, he saw
loggers hard at work near the
end of their stay on Black Oak.
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BLACK OAK CORRAL
Torres also pointed out that many loggers
sought additional employment by walking (!)
to mills in the Watersmeet and Phelps area.
When he was younger, David Binder was
using a metal detector on his property down
at the corner of the lake from the public
beach and found three rusted rifles buried
next to County B, all still in good condition.
He guessed that the rifles were buried
around 1912, the date that the guns were
manufactured. He has vague memories of
stories about roughneck logger gangs
warring over territories. These were
weapons not used for hunting! Heavens!
(Crips vs. Bloods? Bears vs. Packers?)

MAKING HAY
Agriculture began where logging left off.
Homeowners walking their land often come
across the remnants of barbed wire fences
which were used either as property lines,
enclosures for farm animals or barriers to
protect crops or gardens from wildlife. Aerial
photographs taken in 1938 show many
cleared fields in the vicinity of Black Oak.
Today most of the farming or grazing lands
have returned to woods, some naturally,
others via plantation pine. Evidently hay

One of the few still-standing ice houses, which were quite
common before World War II and the advent of electrical
refrigeration. This log cabin ice house was built on the
Keefe property and probably served as an ice house. Jim
and Ann Bates now own the property.
(From Paul McLeod’s collection)

was also grown near the lake. The Lauers
found a haying hook (used to grab bales and
lift them to wagons or barns) on their
property.

The guesstimate is that it came from the
Keefe family’s earlier times on the property.

Some current residents have kept up
structures going back to the late 1800s and
early 1900s. For example, Jim and Anne
Bates are the proud owners of an ice house
as are Vern and Janet Vineyard.

Of particular interest to lake residents: when
Harold Sundberg was excavating a five-foot
trench for the expansion of his cabin, he
came across a series of stone implements,
many of which are in pristine condition and
(it was thought at the time) clearly show
their intended use. Harold’s cabin, the
original Bates cabin, was one of the earlier
structures on the lake. Close to County B
and situated on a high point overlooking the

MUSEUM QUALITY...BUT TO BE TOUCHED…

GET STONED ON HISTORY!

On a different note, Bob and Shirley Barnum
have kept the original
furniture from their old
cabin. Earlier families did
the same, so their home
has what might be called
period furniture from the
20s to the present. Of
special interest to them is
his mother’s trunk, what
might be called a
miniature steamer trunk,
though the “miniature” is
a misnomer. She used it
to transport her
belongings to Black Oak
on the train. In addition,
they cooked on the original
gas stove until 2000. And
Harold Sundberg’s trove of possible early Indian implements,
they probably were the
which he discovered when he helped to excavate room for
last on the lake to convert
expansion of his cabin. Clockwise, from upper left: a grooved
to indoor plumbing. Their
hammer head, the grooves used to hold in place the handle of
outhouse served them well
the implement; an axe head, almost perfectly shaped, but
until 1974.
possibly formed by nature; another grooved hammer head; a
Son Jack Barnum has kept mortar, used to hold grain, seeds or berries for grinding by a
pestle, to make flour or other edibles; a sharp cutting tool;
up an original custom
from the 1930s which was, two small cutters; another grooved rock to be held by hand for
pounding; a sharp-edged cutting tool.
of necessity, practiced by
everyone on the lake until
all forms of indoor
plumbing were available: he still bathes in
the lake (doesn’t take showers in the cabin),
using environmentally safe soap. This
custom has served him well throughout his
stay at the cabin, from any time after ice-out
until November.

HELLO DOLLY!!
When digging a hole on the Eaton property,
Elizabeth came across a China doll head!

(Harold Sundberg)

lake, the site of the excavation seems to have
been a logical location for a native American
settlement.
The collection of stone implements features
what seem to be axes, cutting tools, scrapers,
hammers, and grinding stones (mortar and
pestle or metates) used for crushing corn,
berries or seeds into flour or other uses.
Many have grooves indented on the stone
surfaces, indicating that perhaps wooden
handles were attached.
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Very recently Dave Hoffman,
an amateur archeologist and
lake resident, piqued by
what could be valued, and
rare, Indian artifacts, took
Harold’s trove to a regional
archaeology conference to get
the experts’ opinion on the
authenticity of the stone
tools. Upon his return he
brought the mostly bad news
to Harold: as a whole, the
guessed-at implements were
naturally occurring rocks.
The archeologists did say
that one of them “could have
known human work," but it
was not possible to verify it. Four possible relics discovered on the eastern shores of
Black Oak during the low water level of the fall of 2007.
Another archaeologist
Clockwise from the top center: a tanning tool worn to a
thought one of the other
larger rocks might have been smooth finish; the business end of a rock hammer or maul;
tethered around as if it were the base of a fire-starting spinning branch indentation to
being made into a maul with facilitate friction; and an unusual flat stone “decorated” with
six separate designs or depictions.
a handle, but again, no firm
(Frank Surpless)
assurances. A third
archaeologist opined that one
“Oh, there’s all kinds of stuff like that on
of the rocks with an irregularly curved
the property! Help yourself.”
angular edge to it, could have been a piece
that had been sculpted out of another rock
which had been worked on for another tool.
LOW LAKE LEVELS…
Again, not sure. Not enough to say with
So he checked out Harold’s finds. He thinks
certainty that Harold’s findings are the real
the large stone with the grooves in it might
thing. But still, take a look at the axe head!!
have been a hammer head-in-preparation,
but discarded for whatever reason. The
ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE
smaller stone with the raised straight line
But then subsequently an additional expert
grooves could have been a sculpted smaller
in the field weighed in on the identification
hammer head which had been attached to a
of the rock specimens which Sundberg
wooden handle. Finally, the mortar or
unearthed, plus he had a look at a collection
metate-shaped stone, shows signs of use
taken from the Barber’s Bay shoreline of
where the pestle or grinding stone rubbed
Black Oak. The gentleman, who happens to
against the surface. It probably was used for
be part Objibwe, has been interested in
a while but tossed when the back of the
Indian artifacts since a youngster. A retired
stone broke off, causing the formation of a
home builder, for thirty-plus years he has
wobbly base, rendering it useless.
immersed himself in the field of local Indian
archaeology. Even while at work he has
There’s still hope, Harold! And the other
come across implements used by Indians of
stones brought in for examination? Most of
long ago.
them were found on Black Oak shorelines
As an example, while preparing an area lake
property for the erection of a cabin, he came
across some Indian tools. He asked the
property owner if he had seen other
specimens like the ones he had just found,
and the owner said,
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which in normal years would be under
water, but because of the great drought of
‘07, they became accessible to implement
hunters. According to the same local expert,
the large granite stone is an unfinished
pecked stone axe, the pronounced groove on

it being used to attach the axe head to a
wooden handle.
The smaller triangularly-shaped stone,
which has two worn or smooth surfaces
(indicating human use) was used for tanning
animal skins. The upper surface fits the
human hand almost perfectly.
The stone with the hole indented in it was
used to hold the end of a green piece of wood
which was spun by a bow to help create
friction to light a fire. The fire starter would
(while bending over it), if he were
right-handed, hold the stone with his left
hand and twirl the piece of wood with a bow
in his right hand, the spinning stick placed
upon a flat wooden surface where enough
friction would take place to start a fire. The
opposite side of the stone from the hole fits
the human hand perfectly which makes it so
much easier to hold the stone for an
extended period of time while the operation
took place.
The last stone is an enigma: one side is
quite flat, but the other side is emblazoned
with six separate “designs” which look like
they had been inscribed in the rock’s surface.
Whether artistically done or not, they are
indeed a mystery.

WHO WERE THEY?
Bill Reardon presents three
tantalizing possibilities for the
dating of any implements found
in the area.* The earliest
known group of people who
entered the north woods were
the Paleo-Indians, who
inhabited the area about 12,000
years ago. They hunted wooly
mammoths, mastodons, 500 lb.
giant beavers (!) and other large
mammals which fed on
scrub-like vegetation. With a
warming climate, the mammals
moved north to feed on that
vegetation, which thrived in a
cold climate. Locally found
projectile points in the Eagle
River area date their presence
here.

* “Prehistoric Eagle River” chapter in the
history of Eagle River, Eagle River,
Wisconsin: Its History and People, pp. 2-4,
published by the Eagle River Historical
Society, 2007

Later, about 9000 years ago, another group
appeared, referred to as the Archaic
Tradition. They hunted as did the
Paleo-Indians but also were plant gatherers
and fishermen. They had their own
identifiable stone projectile points and
possessed implements made of native copper,
most likely from the Upper Peninsula. The
Eagle River area has offered a wide variety
of copper artifacts, two of which still had
wooden shafts attached. Carbon-14 dating
places those implements at 6000 B.C. This
tradition lasted about 8000 years.
The third possibility is represented in what
archaeologists call the Woodland Indian
Tradition. Researchers have uncovered small
stone projectile points which characterize
this group. Woodland Indians made clay
pottery, hunted, fished, and gathered wild
plants, but in addition engaged in
agriculture by growing corn, squash and
pumpkins. This tradition lasted about 1500
years until Europeans appeared in North
America, about 500 years ago. According to
the local archaeologist, Sundberg and the
Barber’s Bay findings are probably of the
Woodland Indian Tradition

A 1912 photo showing the “turnpiking” of County B as it
curved its way past what is now the Black Oak beach. It
was Bent’s Camp which paid for the improvement, which
graded what had been a trail and provided shallow
ditches on each side for drainage.
(from The Cisco Chain of Lakes..from History and Memory, by
Waube Kanish and Dunny Bent, 1982;
p. 10 of photo section; available at Bent’s Camp)
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BENT’S IS MORE THAN A FISH FRY
And now a not so abrupt transition: Black
Oak residents owe a debt of thanks to the
visionaries at Bent’s Camp. Why Bent’s?
“The first wagon road to the Cisco
Chain was a ‘tote’ road trail from the
railroad station at State Line,
Wisconsin and Michigan,.to Mamie
Lake, where Bent’s Camp was built. It
was two wagon wheel tracks past
Donaldson (near the Bear Trap) and
followed logging railroad grades over
the ties, past Black Oak Lake and then
west across a wasteland of burned
chopping and between huge pine
stumps, reaching nearly to Merrill
Lake.
“The trail had been a tote road for the
loggers prior to 1893, and was little
improved until about 1912. By that time
the road from State Line, through
Donaldson and to St. Clair’s Black Oak
Resort, had been turnpiked, that is it
had been widened and dragged, with
shallow ditches in places.
“In 1913, Walter Bent turnpiked the
road, beginning about a quarter mile
east of Black Oak Lake (near present
Black Oak Tavern) and between Black
Oak and Little George Lakes, around
Bates Point and straight past Heinig’s
place (east entrance to South Black Oak
Lake Road), through the burned
chopping to near Wood Lake. The road
camp was on the shore of Black Oak
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Lake. His crew were all Chippewa
(Ojibwe)
Indians,
they
were
families, camped on the hill across
the road." (writer’s emphasis)*
*Taken from The Cisco Chain of Lakes, from
History and Memory by Waube Kanish and
Dunny Bent, 1982; published by Arthur J.
Bent, Land O’ Lakes, WI, p. 19.

Call this irony or coincidence, but the
Indians probably camped on Bates Point. In
all likelihood, the Indians/Native Americans
of the road crew came from the Lac Vieux
Desert band of Ojibwes.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES
And a modern coincidence: for many years
the cabins and roads in the Land O’ Lakes
area had no signs to identify them. If a fire
call was received, the fireman on duty had to
get directions to the fire from the caller, such
as:
“We’re the third road past the Monarch
Bar, take a right and look for the fifth
cabin on the left. It’s on fire."
It turns out that Bob Pierce’s company made
the (durable) signs for local roads and
manufactured the fire numbers for
individual cabins. This was many years
before Bob made an appearance on the lake,
but he knew where the signs came from.

INCONVENIENCES

es, there are still alive today members
of the greater Black Oak community
who fondly, or otherwise, remember
what it was like to dwell in sometimes
primitive conditions around the lake’s

Y

LET’S BACK UP…
It’s still nice to see many 21st Century
households drying their clothes on the line, a
tenuous connection to the lake’s collective
past. Too, even today, when overzealous
hosts over-invite more than a
multitude of their closest
friends, the lines tend to
back up...and the
still-standing outhouse easily
handles the overflow (terrible
choice of words).

The Torres family were
among the first to explore
the virginal lands of the
lake’s west shore. Ed’s folks
bought the property from the
Dussaults in the early 1900s
and proceded to expand and
modernize the tarpaper
structure sitting on the land.
A view of the fireplace inside Madie Schnogel’s home, which Back then: no electricity or
was built in 1909 by Dr. Craig, Madie’s brother-in-law. The
any modern conveniences.
second oldest home on the lake was bought by Ed and Barb Ed’s mother delighted in the
Hook in 1965, and is now owned by Jim and Kay Fleming.
family’s summer existence in
(Ed and Barb Hook Collection)
the north woods.
teeming shores. Maybe it
would be best to divide the
time line of the lake’s
ancestors into two periods:
BE (before electricity) and AE
(after electricity). Kerosene
lanterns, Coleman or gas
lanterns, even fireplaces
reigned in the good old days.
The advent of electricity of
course drastically changed
the ways in which north
woodsians coped with, and
reveled in, the hours past
sundown.
Jim Surpless recalls what it
was like to live on the Upper The Torres family in front of their cabin.
Eagle River Chain on Little
(Ed Torres collection)
Fork Lake in Three Lakes:
no electricity in the ‘30s and
A CONCRETE EXAMPLE
into the ‘40s, but then a change of residence
to Black Oak and the Land O’Lakes area
After she married and settled in a Chicago
brought the wonderment of “everything’s up
suburb, she would head north the day school
to date in Land O’ Lakes." Washing
was out for the summer and take her brood
machines, electric dryers, electric stoves,
up to Black Oak. They would head back just
lights, radios, hair dryers, hot water on
in time for the start of school. She carved a
demand, indoor toilets, and so on.
farm out of the woods. Back then there were
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few trees, mostly stumps, on the property,
due to logging. Ed is fond today of saying
that
“I’m older than all the trees around
here!"
His mother, long before the coming of
modern construction equipment, laid the
concrete for the dual tread driveway, which
stretches in an elongated circle from the road
to the house and back to the road. Sixty
years later the driveway is still intact!

(Modern day Lotharios would hesitate to use
the word in its earliest meaning when asking
young lovelies if they wanted to come up and
view their art work on display in their
privies.) (writer’s observation)
Although many would refer to such a
private building as an outhouse, there
are more than two dozen words to
describe the basic privy.
“Progress, at one time, was as simple as
locating the privy near the wood-shed.
That way, if the woman of
the house was on her way
to the privy and the men
came riding in, she could
continue directly to the
woodshed, fill her arms
with firewood, and politely
nod to the gentlemen upon
returning.
Save
the
embarrassment.

The Torres family swimming and boating in front of their
property in the early to mid-20s. The Lauer and Hall
properties (current owners) lie behind the boat. Compare
the vegetation then with now.
(Ed Torres collection)

His dad came up to help when he could
during the summer. He was hard at work on
upgrading the cabin roof when he noticed his
wife loading a wheelbarrow with sand and
gravel for the driveway. He came down to
give her a hand but gave up; too heavy to
push! Back on the roof with him! (Maybe
women don’t get hernias.)

BE PRIVY TO PRIVY INFO:
On July 11, 2007, resident Dave Hoffman
filled a much-needed information gap on
outhouse or privy architecture by having his
in-depth article published in the
News-Review. The gist of his ruminations
follows:
“Truly a vanished art form can be seen
in the architecture of the privy, the word
deriving from the Latin privus,
meaning private place.

“The path to the privy
would be fairly direct by
design. Any turns in the
path could cause difficulty
should it be necessary to
quickly trod the path after
dark. Further consideration by the architect
would also be given to
specific soil conditions on
the path. During or after a
rain, the path should never
be slippery. Soils should be
sufficient to absorb the
rain.

AN EASTERN EXPOSURE..
"A design that would allow for an
easterly orientation would add some
serene comfort for a morning call, an
important daily event for all human
beings in burgeoning societies. The sun
would provide early lighting for the new
day and just the right addition of
warmth.
“Structurally, construction was quite
simple. To avoid the upsetting pranks so
typically identified with Halloween,
some architects would anchor the entire
structure with a 4 x 4 inch member
running from the roof system straight
down five feet into the ground.
Depending upon budget, residential
architects would sometimes design a
porch entry and additional space inside
to comfortably shed a garment.
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“What color should a new privy be
painted?.Most (architects) agreed that it
was not necessarily the color that was as
important as the contrast. A privy with
a contrasting trim color was usually
much easier to spot at night. Again,
safety became a key in overall design
concepts.

outhouse, where he, even today, 68 years
later, stares blankly down upon the
three-holer in front of him. An aside: when
Frank Ferry was a tot, his folks added a
tot-sized middle hole to the two already
present, and would hold him to ensure that

FROM THE SHARPER IMAGE?
“Comfort was the primary factor in
design at the residential level. Although
wooden seats would not hold the cold in
winter as readily as porcelain, some
homes would have the porcelain
hanging by the wood furnace, a common
residential gesture. In this fashion, one
would simply embark with the
porcelain seat, ensuring warmth where
it counts.
“An astute architect, paying attention to
detail, would know an in-swinging door
is needed for further enhancement.
Following this design, he would be
assured his client could not only be in
control of the amount of light and
warmth that would be permitted to
enter, but, more importantly, be able to
simply close the door with his knee if
someone else came walking."
In addition to describing the typical rustic
privy in rural areas, Dave mentioned that
privy architects also had to design similar
structures for hotels:
“In addition to designing (residential
privies),
commercial
architects
eventually had to supervise the
construction of elegant two-story
structures(!) to service a growing
pattern of two-story hotels. (Probably
unruly guests had to use the first floor
privy.)
Outhouses graced most every property (and
some still do). The Farmers (Lipperts) called
their outhouse “Mrs. Jones,” as in I’ve got to
go see Mrs. Jones. The Schroeders (Meyers)
christened their privy The Rose Room,
complete with rose wallpaper.

WE DON’T WANT WILLKIE!
At Ferry-Hill Lodge, after Franklin
Roosevelt overwhelmed Republican
candidate Wendell Willkie in 1940 (“We
Want Willkie" was his campaign slogan), the
Republicans in the family placed the Chicago
Tribune’s color photo of Mr. Willkie in their
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Franklin D. Roosevelt’s Republican
opponent in the 1940 election,
overwhelmed at the ballot box, was placed
in perpetuity in the three-hole outhouse by
his rabid supporters at Ferry-Hill Lodge.
Wendell Willkie stares down blankly upon
participants in the structure, still
overwhelmed into eternity by the enormity
of his defeat.
(Frank Surpless)

he would survive the ordeal and not
disappear. Frank really wasn’t into
spelunking at that early age. A family that
gets together sits together?
Myrtle Lloyd writes of the early “powder
room” which became a necessary focal point
for her family’s cabin:
“This was a two-holer. The powder room
was always papered inside with
interesting cartoons, pictures from
magazines, and magazine covers. The
magazines were the old Saturday
Evening Post, Colliers, Ladies Home
Journal, Women’s Home Companion,

and a magazine called Shadowland. It
was a beautiful magazine of very
beautiful models, but also at the time
were quite risque! The ladies were
beautifully posed with veils, and in good
taste."
Maybe Martha Stewart could take a hint
here and re-create a retro outhouse look for
her indoor bathrooms.
Others reported primitive times. Cherry
Lommen (and others) recall being unable to
use the cabin bathtub and thus had to wash
in the lake.

JUICE...AND TOAST
At age 12, Nancy Frawley, at Bates Point,
was pressed into duty as a bartender whose
task it was to chip ice from a large ice block
and shake it with soda water and cola syrup

Then, most cottages were shacks which
housed cast-off furniture. But even the
“shacks” had maids. During the Depression,
the maids were brought up from the Chicago
area to work for five dollars a week. The
girls weren’t really servants in the usual
sense of the word, and they did become close
to the families with whom they were staying.
They were mostly farm girls who learned
domestic skills from their hosts. A space in
the cabin originally designated as a
bathroom became the maid’s room.

‘CHORE’ SOUNDED LIKE ‘WORK’ TO KIDS…
Nancy’s mention of assigned chores for the
children who spent their summers on the
lake can be generalized for most if not all
Black Oak families. Dave Allan summarizes
it nicely:

Two Barber residents (or friends) showing off a Black Oak
catch in the late 1910s.
(Hoffman collection)

for cokes. Back then, children did assigned
chores for spending money. She remembers
that the voltage in the Land O’ Lakes area
was considerably less than in her Wausau
home: she put bread in the toaster, went off
to make beds and when she returned to the
kitchen the toast would pop up. Children
also had the task of toting water from Black
Oak to the kitchen. Back in 1936 the water
was potable (her dad had it tested). In
addition, children carried the water from the
drip bucket under the icebox to the woods.

“Chores were an important
part of our experience at
BOL. It was always
explained that if you were
going to enjoy something, it
was just as important to
take care of what you have.
And because Dad wasn’t
there during the week in
the summer, there were
things we could do to help
take care of the place.
There were gutters to clean,
screens to repair, rocks to
replace the ones which had
moved through the crib
holding up the boathouse,
wood to stack in the shed,
and furnace wood to be put
in the basement through a
window
from
ground
level—-lots
of
wood,
because you had to toss it
through the window, and
then go to the basement to
stack it neatly."

“Wood for the fireplace was a continuing
chore, because the challenge was not to
run out of wood on cold, windy, damp
days. We were successful most of the
time. But it meant hauling large loads
of wood from the shed to the house, and
then into the house piece by piece. As a
young boy, I learned a lot from these
chores. Sometimes I didn’t like to do
them when they needed to be done, but
there was a standing rule—-you can’t
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head for the lake until the day’s
schedule of chores was completed."
"Later in my life I enjoyed working with
Dad on other projects. Sometimes Bud
Humphrey was there, sometimes Ann’s
father, Ralph Rice, a carpenter by trade
was there too. No wonder I learned."

IT RAINED BUCKETS…
In 1942 the Knechts garage caught on fire.
What to do? Like any good neighbor would
do: form a bucket brigade to put the fire out,
which is exactly what the Knechts’
neighbors, Hooks included, did. Wouldn’t
work in California though.
As was true of so many others on the lake,
the Annins had no electricity (early ‘50s)
when they built their first cabin. The Bruhns
came in as partners and early on helped to
build cabins with no power tools. Later
John’s dad brought in a generator which
helped them in their construction tasks as
well as providing power for
household appliances. They
got their ice from the Black
Oak Store (Black Oak
Tavern) a short distance
away — ice which
coincidentally had probably
been harvested from Black
Oak Lake.

after she arrived, she was told that she could
use either the outhouse or the toilet in the
living room (!) Gasp! She thought Ed’s
mother and grandparents were pulling her
leg, but in case not, she was ready to chance
it.
So: open the door, and lo and behold...there
was the toilet in the middle of the living
room! Ed’s relatives all burst into laughter at
the expression on her face; the toilet had just
been delivered that day and was placed in
the living room while the bathroom’s
plumbing was being set up. Flush with
embarrassment, Barb was probably wiped
out.

SUMMERTIME...AND THE LIVIN’ WAS EASY…
Early on, the Binders took advantage of
their rustic surroundings. David Binder’s
mother ran a summer camp for the six to
eight children of his mother’s circle of
friends. She would lead her charges on

PAY THE TROLL
Jim Bates relates how the
rest of his family envisioned
Black Oak as having a
drawbridge: up after Labor
Day and down after
Memorial Day. So when he
came up to the lake in the
winter, he just about had the Not just fishing but also horseback riding at the Barbers.
Black Oak Stables?
neighborhood to himself.
(Hoffman collection)
Even though he had
electricity, because of the
camping trips, berry picking, fishing,
extreme cold, he would drill holes in the ice
swimming and other activities. Much to the
on the lake and fetch water for drinking,
campers’ delight, she would award merit
cooking and flushing.
badges for their efforts.

“WE REALLY DON’T NEED A BATHROOM..”
At a later date, Barb Hook recalls that when
she was 16, she made her first visit to Black
Oak. She was dating Ed even then (a child
bride?), so her stay was memorable. Just
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PARTY OF 22..
Telephone service was in its infancy in the
Black Oak area during the 1940s and 1950s.
Direct dial was unheard of. Three digit
telephone numbers were the usual. Party

lines ruled. In 1974, there were 22
residences on one party line! No wonder
word traveled comparatively fast then! At
that time the three digit numbers became
four. It wasn’t until the 1980s that, for a
number of families, individual numbers were
assigned.

PLUMB COMPLICATED..

BERRY GOOD TIMES THEN..
Living off the land, sort of, certainly became
a summertime activity. Berry picking led the
list early on. Myrtle Lloyd describes it thus:
“For many years, berries were picked on
the cabin property, and every year my
mother canned blueberries, which were
taken home for pies for the next winter.
Wild strawberries were also picked as
well as wild raspberries. These were not
canned or preserved, but eaten while
fresh. Indians from the area up around
Watersmeet would come into town to sell
the blueberries they had picked. It was
one of their big moneymakers, and loved
by everyone!"

Early on, the Bates families drove five wells
on their point. They weren’t drilled; they
were pounded or driven. The pumps weren’t
reliable in the early days. However, when
one pump failed, another would pump for
everyone. Still, all five Bates’ houses had
running water. Once, when Mike Stop
turned off the shut-off
valve for the winter, the
other four cabins had
water trapped in their
pipes. Toilets cracked
and pipes froze. What a
mess! Draining the
cottage was a nightmare.
Very few family
members knew just how
to drain the water.
Electricity in the Bates’
cabins was something
else. Walt’s grandfather
strung bare wires in the
attics like power lines. In
spite of the jerry-built
construction, Bates Point
Maybe a private conveyance to travel to town from Barbers’.
managed to make its
(Hoffman collection)
way into the modern era.

ISAAC NEWTON: THE 20TH CENTURY
Running water? It really was a rarity early
on, but Ed Hook’s folks came up with an
ingenious contraption which enabled them to
boast that their place had the first cabin on
the lake with hot running water. How? Ed
and his brother Art traded off pumping
water from their well below the kitchen up
into an old horse trough which had been
strategically placed in the rafters above the
bathroom. While well water is cold, the
warm air rising in the cabin helped to take
the chill off. Then all that the person taking
a bath had to do was flip the spigot...and
voila! Hot running water! And the trough is
still there (in Spinners’ cabin).

In nearby Anderson Lake, before wells were
sunk, Tug Juday described how his family
was able to get their water directly from
Anderson Lake, mainly because no one else
lived on the lake. Today, though others do
live on the lake, it has worked out that no
motorized boats are in use, which means
that the water is still relatively
uncontaminated. The Judays did put in a
well in the 50s.
Bud Hill’s cabin often found son Fritz and
daughter Debbie pelting the nearby
outhouse with stones while it was occupied.
Perhaps the occupant might have thought
she was passing kidney stones at the time.
Very early on, maybe in the 1920s, Ed
Hook’s folks came up with a creative way to
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get their food. They would send a post card
to one of the Eagle River grocery stores with
their order inscribed on it, and the following
day the order would be shipped via one of
the two trains to Land O ’Lakes. Exotic, but
it worked!
And in 1978, a 7 year-old faced a dilemma
which would tax the mental acuity of fully
functioning adults. Let Ben Surpless tell his
story:
“When I was seven years old, my mom,
dad, sister and I moved from
Connecticut to Wisconsin, where my
dad had accepted a position as
Principal at Northland Pines High
School. Although we were eventually to
live in Eagle River, our house wasn’t yet
ready, so we spent our first six weeks
living in the former maids’ cabin next to
Ferry-Hill Lodge, on the east shore of
Black Oak Lake. Although we had
vacationed there in previous years, this
was our first experience living in
northern Wisconsin as fall was
approaching, the leaves were falling,
and temperatures were dropping.
“Our cabins were heated solely by wood
stoves, and we didn’t have the luxury of
a bathroom in that cabin. Some of my

clearest memories of the time involve
heated internal discussions in the wee
hours of the morning, debating whether
I should pee in bed.
“Pros:
1. it felt like the air was two degrees in
the bedroom;
2. I was very toasty beneath the electric
blanket; and
3. it seemed pretty easy to wash sheets in
a washing machine.
Con:
1. electrocution.
“My fear of dying in a pool of my own
urine always spurred me to jump out of
bed, use the pot, and jump back into bed
before the blanket and sheets had come
to rest. Had I been older, I’m sure I
would have devised a much more clever
way to use the chamberpot without
having to experience the cold Wisconsin
air. (Maybe Shakespeare earlier
anticipated Ben’s dilemma when he
queried, “To pee or not to pee.”)

“I also remember my dad getting up
(very soon after I used the chamberpot)
before the sun rose in
order to start fires in
the wood stove in our
cabin as well as the
lodge’s
kitchen,
which was in a
separate building. It
was
always
wonderful to wake
up in the morning
with dry bedclothes
(and sheets!) and to
breathe in the toasty
air heated by the
wood stove. Even
better, by the time
the family made its
way to breakfast, the
kitchen was at least
80 degrees, a just
reward for the sprint
through the frosty
morning air from
our cabin to the
main lodge."
A view of the Barber house from what is now St. Clair Road.
(Hoffman/McLeod)
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ong before the advent of freeways and
paved highways heading toward the
north woods, many Black Oak residents
would ride the overnight Chicago and North
Western passenger train from Chicago or
Milwaukee to Land O’ Lakes. Other more
intrepid folk drove from what were
considered great distances, such as Joliet or
the Chicago suburban area. Jim Fleming
remembers his mother telling the family
that it took three days to make the trek from
Park Ridge, Illinois, to Black Oak. She would
always take an extra set of tires for the
expected blowouts. She and her family would
camp out two nights on their way up. That
works out to about 115 miles a day!

L

I THINK I CAN, I THINK…
Ed Torres remembers the ‘20s when his
family would also make the drive in three
days. It was memorable. Every steep hill all
the passengers would have to get out and
push. When they got stuck, local farmers
pulled them out of muck or holes with their
tractors. Back then it was washboard road
all the way. The gravel roads caused
multiple flat tires. Evidently the promised
land up north was worth all the trouble!

TAKE THAT, COPPER!!
Many residents on the lake came from the
Milwaukee area. The informal
“Search-Farmer-Lippert History of Black
Oak Lake, 1919-1979," tells many tales not
just of the lake itself but also the travels to
and from the north woods. Jud Farmer, Sally
Lippert’s father, and his Uncle Ed Search
would drive up to the lake in his 1919 seven
passenger Packard Touring Car taking two
days to do so. Again, as per other travelers,
numerous flat tires and steaming radiators
beset them. The normal first night stop was
Green Bay.
“However, Ed liked speed and on their
way out of town one morning they
outran the local law."(!)
Ed Hook’s grandfather said it would take
four days and five tires to drive up to Black
Oak Lake from Chicago, which, given the
lack of relatively straight roads, was 425
miles. Later, when Ed was young, they
would stay overnight at the Poinsettia Motel
north of Oshkosh. (Wonder if the
establishment was subject to extreme
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seasonal fluctuations in business!) Later they
would spend the night in Clintonville, where,
according to the strong wishes of his
grandmother, they purchased twelve dozen
eggs to last them their entire summer on
Black Oak.
Debbie (Hill) Hofmann remembers driving
up to Black Oak from Winnetka, Illinois, in
the ‘40s. She giggled at the names of the
towns her family traveled through, like Fond
du Lac and Oshkosh. Later everyone in the
family was on the alert for the first birch
trees, which indicated that the north woods
weren’t too far ahead. Her brother Fritz still
recalls the exhilarating moment when the
family could see the top of the Gateway ski
jump in the distance: almost there!
Dave Allan’s family recalls the same
excitement when they saw the jump. In
addition, the Allan family had to take their
annual pilgrimage down North Black Oak
Lake Road near where the Vineyards now
live and around what was then a clearing
between Little Bass and Black Oak.
“That clearing was always an
important sight to renew every year."
Lyn Meyer agrees with this when she
pointed out that when the Meyer family
arrived at Black Oak, their daughters Cindy,
Nan, and Beth would start to don their
bathing suits when they made that little
turn.

“WORKING VACATION”— ITS ORIGIN:
Jim Bates relates how in the 20s and 30s his
grandfather in Joliet got off work and with
his sons and son-in-law drove an open
touring car to Land O’ Lakes with six to
eight spare wheels (not tires!). They would
arrive at Bates Point, blasting their car’s
horn at 2 A.M. to announce their arrival.
They spent most of the weekend working on
their cabins but knew they had to take their
wives out dancing Saturday night in
exchange for their holding down their
respective forts during the week. They
continued working on their places until noon
Sunday, then back into the touring car and
full speed to the family plant in time for
work at 8 on Monday morning.

AND THE TRAIN…
Land O’ Lakes, and summer residents in
particular, benefitted from the presence of
scheduled train service. For the majority of
the North Western line’s existence, two
trains a day from each direction would stop
at the Land O’ Lakes depot to drop off and
pick up passengers. The line started in
Chicago and ended in Watersmeet. From the
south the overnight train would appear early
in the morning and the day train would show
up late afternoon. From the north, the day
train would leave early, and the overnight
train would head south after dinner.
Dave Allan’s account of how the train service
affected so many on Black Oak gives a
representative, yet personal, overview of the
perspectives of the families involved:

giving him more time at a place he loved
just as much as all of the rest of us. It
also gave him the experience of riding
the train from and to Chicago weekly,
and that was some kind of
adventure....for both those who rode the
train, and whose who met the train
every week!
“Dad would board the train at the CNW
depot every Friday night. He would ride
the train with Bud Humphrey, Hank
Schroeder, Emmet Fleming, and others
from Black Oak, Cisco Chain
people...Duck Lake people, and a
variety of other occasional riders from
BOL and other areas around LOL.

NOT WILDE ABOUT HARRY…

"The train was scheduled to arrive
around 7:30 Saturday morning, as I
recall. I also recall that it
was hardly ever on time!
We would leave Sunshine Gables every Saturday morning, hoping
to find the train would be
on time. Rarely could
Harry Wilde, the station
manager of what was the
old station, give us any
real idea as to the
planned arrival of the
train. He was a busy
man, answering all the
questions about train
arrival. Sometimes he
would say that it was in
Eagle River when we got
there, and that wasn’t
bad. Sometimes he didn’t
A rare photo of the day train which left early in the morning
know when it would
from either Chicago or Watersmeet. Conover is where the
arrive in Eagle River, let
picture was taken, and the photographer was able to get the
alone Land O' Lakes,
crew and all of the passengers out on the platform to pose.
and that wasn’t good at
Note that it’s only a one car train, probably a day coach, with
all. On rare occasions he
no overnight accommodations necessary.
would say that it was
(From the archives of the
still in Monico Junction,
Chicago and North Western Historical Society)
and that meant a long
wait.
“(Driving) trips like this continued until
“On those occasions, we would go back
Grandma Watson gave Dad a gift of
home and wait until an appropriate
train tickets between Chicago and LOL..
time to go back. Saturday mornings
That began a longstanding custom for
were sometimes a real ordeal, but that
our family. It meant that our family
was what we grew to expect and deal
could go to the lake and spend most of
with. While we waited at the station we
the summer before leaving at the end of
would chat with Ginny Schroeder, Ned
the summer at the end of Dad’s
and Carolyn, Bernice Fleming and
vacation, usually toward the end of
Bern, E.J. and Jim, Lucy and Cheryl
August.. It also meant that Dad could
Humphrey, and others. Finally we
spend most every weekend at the lake,
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would see the train
chugging in from Eagle
River, and that was a
welcome
sight!
The
weekend with Dad could
begin!"

A GOOD TIME OF YEAR…
However, Dave Allan looked
at the weekend ritual as part
of an entire summer’s time
spent on Black Oak:
“Weekends
with
Dad
seemed so short. There was
much to do as a family,
much of it on the lakefront
with fishing, boating and
waterfront fun. It seems A 1920 photo of the State Line, later Land O’Lakes train
like the weekend had just station, now the site of the Land O’Lakes library. Four trains
begun when it was time to stopped here daily. A close look shows two cabs lined up at
get Dad back to the train. the taxicab stand for passengers alighting to visit nearby
The last time we picked up homes or resorts.
Dad at the train in August
(Barb and Ed Hook)
of every year was always
welcomed because it meant
that Dad would be with us for at least
A (COFFEE) BREW WITH THE CREW…
two weeks, but also dreaded because we
would go back to Joliet at the end of his
Another Monico happening: in her
vacation. Dad continued to ride the
September 17, 1936, entry in her diary,
train into the 1960s..."
Deborah Hill Ferry writes about an
out-of-the-ordinary Chicago
to Land O’ Lakes overnight
train ride:

A clear-cut (in more ways than one) view of the Barber
house probably taken from the water’s edge. Today, thick
woods surround the home. Note the gables on the western
exposure. Dr. Watson’s naming his place “Sunshine
Gables” is apropos.
(Hoffman/McLeod)
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“On Tuesday the 23rd (of
March) Mary (her daughter) and I took the train. We
had to change cars at 4
A.M. at Monico junction.
At 3:30 the porter called us
and at 4 we got off and got
into a little jerk water train
which wasn’t to leave until
5. We went out on the
platform — 10 above zero
— and were walking up
and down when the
engineer came along and
asked us if we wanted some
coffee, so we walked up to
the engine with him and he
gave us each a big white
enamel cup full of steaming hot coffee. We took it
into the station and sat
with all the other train
men and drank it. Oh, how
good it was."

(NOTE: This account draws extensively from
the diary of Deborah Hill Ferry, who, along
with her husband Frank Sr., built in 1922,
what became known as Ferry-Hill Lodge. She
kept a day-by-day diary, as applied to this
history, from 1926 to 1948. Her daily
notations and journal entries add a further
dimension to the reporting of the times.)

A LOST WEEKEND…
During the 40s, 50s and early 60s, a weekly
ritual played out at the Land O’ Lakes train
station. Sunday evenings would find any
number of Black Oak fathers (usually)
boarding the sleeper back to Milwaukee and
Chicago after an event-filled weekend on the
lake. Their wives used exquisite timing in
their meal preparation in order that the
breadwinner could enjoy a Sunday dinner
repast and still have time available to make
it to town and hop on the train.
Invariably joining the Black Oak clientele,
and others from area lakes, was a couple
from the western Chicago suburbs, summer
residents on West Bay Lake, who, instead of
trying to time the meal and drive to coincide
perfectly with the train’s departure, instead
would arrive very early in town and have
their “meal” in what is now the Rusty Nail.
One could call their dinner a weekly Bon
Voyage party...for two. When the engineer
tooted his whistle to alert passengers to
clamber aboard, the couple would emerge
from the tavern and would take 125 yards to
make the 50 yard beeline to the
about-to-depart train (As the Old Crow flies).
Fellow passengers could set their watches by
them!
In spite of the most carefully orchestrated
timing, departing menfolk sometimes would
arrive at the station only to see the train
fading southward into the distance. Time to
quickly move to Plan B: catch the train at
Conover. Less often, but still happening, the
family sedan arrived so late that it had to
roar south past Conover in order to intercept
the Fishermen’s Special at Eagle River. And
beyond? There is only one known Sunday
evening during which the family sedan had
to hightail it to Three Lakes to make the
trip. Later research showed that the
latecomers invariably were victimized by
Smirnoff’s Law: Every extra round of drinks

before dinner entailed one additional station
to pass in order to make the train.

SAYING ‘GOODBYE’ CAN BE SO MUCH FUN…
Dave Allan relates a tearful tale of parting:
“...the girls had ended their stay with
Carolyn (Schroeder/Meyer) and her
parents, and were taking the train
home. Fritz (Hill) and I were among
those bidding them farewell at the train
station. By this time, Fritz had quite a
crush on Kathy. Little did anyone know
that Fritz and Kathy would be married
one day. We waved as the train left the
station, got in Fritz’s car and drove to
beat the train to Eagle River, where we
located the girls and said good-bye to
them again. After that we drove to Three
Lakes, I think, and said good-bye.
Fritz’s excuse was that he had to buy a
‘much needed prop 'for his runabout
which he had built,’ so he maybe
completed two tasks at the same time."

THE MAIL MUST GO THROUGH
“The post office was operated out of a
little grocery store by an old couple
named Bates. Old man (Washburne)
Bates was a skinny little fellow with a
long grey beard. One morning he
overslept and was not at the depot with
the mail. The engineer gave a couple of
toots on the whistle and Bates came
running out barefoot in his long
nightshirt wearing a tall silk hat and
pushing an iron-wheeled cart with the
mail...much to the delight of the
engineer, passengers and town folks."
Taken from The Search-Farmer-Lippert
History of Black Oak Lake 1919-1979 p. 108

In the late 1920s, Frank Ferry would ride
the North Western Railroad’s evening train
back to Winnetka with his family. The
station agent in Land O’ Lakes told him that
the major item that the freight trains used to
carry to Chicago was ice harvested from local
lakes, Black Oak included.
The demise of passenger train service to
Land O’ Lakes was indeed a regrettable
event at the time. One frequent passenger,
Jim Surpless, Sr., knew the death knell was
imminent, so, unknown to his family, he
arranged for the realization of a boyhood
dream. Listen in: he, like so many other
Black Oak fathers of the time, commuted to
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Land O’ Lakes on weekends during the
summer, coming from southern Wisconsin or
the Chicago suburban area.

DEFINITELY NOT LIONEL..
On one of his last trips on the Fishermens’
Special, he took advantage of an early
morning train stop at Monico for the train
crew’s breakfast and approached the
engineer to make a special request. Sure
enough, his wife Mary, son Frank and
daughter Mary D. were awaiting his arrival
early Saturday morning when they
happened to look up as the train approached
the station and noticed the engineer with a
broad smile on his face and sporting an
engineer’s cap as he furiously tooted the
whistle repeatedly, his left arm draped over
the edge of the engineer’s cab; it was Jim!
No, it wasn’t a trainjacking, just an
understanding engineer who acquiesced to
Jim’s desire to actually run a train, his
favorite train, before it was no longer.

At that time, when not slowly lurching
through the north woods, the Hiawatha had
set the national speed record for regularly
scheduled trains by opening up the throttle
to 109 miles-per-hour, along open stretches
of track in southern Wisconsin and
elsewhere. The feds later clamped down on
this practice.

WALLEYE ON RAILS..
Barb Hook recalls riding the Hiawatha back
to Chicago on a Sunday night, accompanied
by two distinct groups of fishermen: one
celebrating its successes in their angling
trips, the other downcast because they had
come up barren in their efforts. All, however,

DON’T YOU DARE!!
However, it would be a stretch to conceive of
a similar situation occurring many years
later in which, say, Walt Bates allowed one
of his passengers, on the passenger’s last
flight with United, to land his 747 at O’Hare!

DON’T FORGET STAR LAKE!
However, the North Western day and
overnight trains weren’t the only railroad
possibilities for Black Oak residents. South
and west of Black Oak is Star Lake, the
terminus for one of the more famous trains
of the streamliner era. Deborah Ferry’s
diary focuses on this:
“Friday, August 19, 1938: Ann Simley
had to leave this morning so Bob drove
her and me (and others) to Star
Lake—where the Hiawatha starts from.
The departure of the train is at 9:30 and
we got there at 9 so we went all through
the train and Mibs got up into the
engine. It is a fine train, all steel and a
stream line (steam) engine. We waited
to see the train pull off and watched it go
slowly around Star Lake and wind its
way into the woods on an old lumbering
track. It was really quite an unusual
sight."
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A rare photo of the Hiawatha (steam)
streamliner at Star Lake before it headed for
points south. The picture appears in a
combination history and cookbook written
by Margaret E. Guthrie and William J. Hintz
in their A Taste of the Northwoods, 1987.
(by permission of William Hintz).

sloshed themselves to the gills,
so to speak, truly a win-win
situation for both groups!
The reader might want to take a
look at the photograph of the
Hiawatha at Star lake before it
started its journey back to
Chicago via Minocqua and points
south. And a later photo shows a
partial profile of the entire train.
It is difficult to picture the
equivalent of the 20th Century
Limited streamliner chugging its
way on an old logging railroad
right of way, through the quickly
emerging second growth of new
forest while slowly wending its
way back to “civilization.” The
jarring juxtaposition of primeval
and modern possibly presaged
the placement of satellite dishes
atop carefully maintained
original cabins on Black Oak.

THE PASSING OF A CLASSIC…
Because of declining passenger
traffic on the railroad line, the
Hiawatha made its last trip to
Star Lake in 1941. The
Milwaukee Road then ran its last
train to the lake station in 1944.
Hintz’s North Star Lodge and
restaurant was originally the
Waldheim Hotel where
passengers headed to when
getting off the passenger trains.
Star Lake was at first a logging
camp and sent three billion
board feet to points south before
the land was stripped bare. It
then shifted to tourism, and one
of the original logging railroads
right-of-way became the
Minocqua to Star Lake trackage
for the Milwaukee Road.

A vintage posed photo. The fiftieth wedding anniversary
celebrants are Mr. Washburne Bates, State Line’s
postmaster, and his wife, Emma St. Clair Bates. Mrs. Bates
was probably a relative of George St. Clair, either an aunt or
his much older sister. Ethel St. Clair, George St. Clair’s
daughter, stands in the back. She was born in 1903 and
died in 1951, three years after her father died. She never
married. That’s Janet Handlos (Vineyard) in the front, seven
years old at the time. Mr. Bates had all of his clothes on for
this shot.
(Ed and Barb Hook)
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LEAVE IT TO GEORGE

or those with long memories, George St.
Clair has always been associated with
the settlement and growth of Black Oak
Lake in its early years. Who ever would have
thought that an outlander from Fairibault,
Minnesota, would ‘go east young man,’ and
make his fortune in the wilds of Vilas
County, Wisconsin. Born in 1874, he and his
family moved to St. Paul, where he
completed his schooling. He pursued his
original calling as a chef, working for a
number of large restaurants and hotels, not
to mention the Northern Pacific Railroad.

F

In 1906, he arrived at Vilas County, where
he purchased 92 acres of land plus a quarter
mile of frontage on the southeast shore of
Black Oak Lake. Originally
the land was owned by Mary
Mather Otto who had come
from the nearby town of
Donaldson. Lumberjacks
and mill workers lived here.
Here St. Clair pursued
farming and developed his
land into a resort.

well as fresh vegetables. Black Oak residents
really liked what the Heinigs had to offer:
ice, vegetables, and laundry too!
St. Clair, from his original purchase of virgin
land (which had been logged over), built his
resort and undertook an equally daunting
vocation of potato growing. He evidently
knew much about potatoes, and felt that the
Triumph potato species was ideally suited
for growing in the sandy soil of the Upper
Midwest. He grew Triumphs over a period of
many years, and in doing so was able to keep
them apart from other potato species.
This paid off after a number of successive
plantings when he found out that his

He brought local resident
Bill Heinig’s grandparents,
Al and Nanna Heinig, over
from Minnesota to help
build the resort. They later
became caretakers for the
resort by raking leaves,
cutting ice, and sawing
firewood. They lived off the
boy scout road on the south
shore of George Lake, where
Bill’s dad was born. They
then moved to South Black
Oak Lake Road into a
tarpaper shack, located on
the left of the first turn after
coming in from County B.
Back then, in the ‘20s, the
area was totally logged out,
so the home was located in
an open field. His dad was a
DNR tower man over at the
Baker Lake Tower, south of A shopping list composed by Deborah Ferry for her son
Frank to take over the road and through the woods to the
Lac de Lune.
Flodin farm for needed dairy products. Vi Flodin (Becker’s)
He supplemented his DNR
parents leased the farmland from Dr. James Ely and helped
salary by selling ice (under
to supply daily products and poultry for local cabin owners
sawdust) from Black Oak as and the Black Oak Resort.
(Frank Ferry collection)
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Triumph stock showed an extremely low
incidence of mosaic disease, a malady which
attacks the leaf of the potato plant. Word
about his mosaic-resistance potato strain
spread throughout the United States,
particularly in the deep South where potato
growing flourished. There, mosaic disease
was to potatoes as boll weevils were to
cotton.

NOT SMALL POTATOES…
Southern potato farmers glommed on to the
St. Clair seed and found that their yields
increased significantly. The seed, and its
originator, won all sorts of state and national
awards in the 1920s. This was the lesser
known side of George St. Clair. Potato fields
still yield their spuds in the area,
particularly north of Eagle River. A 1938
aerial photo of Black Oak Lake and vicinity
shows the extent of his potato fields just to
the east and north of the resort property.

lovely lawns, fine drives and walks, and
the magnificent trees of the forest, he is
conducting a hostelry with all of the
services and conveniences of a city hotel.
His main lodge is 46x50 feet in
dimensions, with an eight-foot screened
porch, and contains two dining rooms,
reception room, kitchen and office on the
first floor, with sleeping rooms above;
this building is constructed of logs, and
is artistic in all its details and
appointments.
“There are ten cottages, all with French
windows and screened porches; a
particularly attractive feature of these
buildings is the partition, which is done
with heavy duck (not a two ton mallard
but a closely-woven durable heavy
cotton fabric) so arranged that it may be
withdrawn and the interior of the
cottage be made into one large room.
“A large rustic arch with a mammoth
electric sign leads the way into the resort
grounds (did the Conserve School

George also depended on
his neighbors for any
number of necessities. For
example, Vi Flodin
(Becker), who lived on the
Flodin farm where Mike
Stop’s home is located,
still remembers the
standing order to provide
fifty chickens for every
Sunday dinner at the
resort. At the same time,
many others in the
neighborhood purchased
eggs, and milk from them.

ALL THE KING’S
HORSES…

The majestic entry to the Black Oak Resort. George St. Clair’s
home sits on top of the hill. The resort entry road came in on a
diagonal from the intersection of County B with St. Clair Road.
The home’s garage still sits behind the property, second floor
workshop and all.

Once, during the winter,
Vi’s dad was helping St.
Clair cut and retrieve ice
from Black Oak. The
Flodin horse fell into the
lake, and St. Clair’s horse, sent out to pull
Flodin’s horse back to land, also fell in! At
the same time, of course, St. Clair worked
diligently to establish what soon became
what contemporary journalists called:

“one of the most popular and attractive
resorts in northern Wisconsin. Located
in the heart of the beautiful country on
the east shore of Black Oak Lake, amid

(Hesselman archives)

follow St. Clair’s lead?). Mr. St. Clair’s
110-volt electric plant furnishes
illumination for the grounds and
buildings (nice to have after a storm),
and the resort is also provided with a
water plant and a refrigerating plant.
There is a large athletic field, and an
outdoor moving picture stadium.
“All outdoor sports may be enjoyed to
their fullest here; the bathing beach is
one of the finest in this region, and has a
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diving pavilion 200 feet
out from the shore; all
the fish common to this
locality are to be had in
abundance, and the
fishing has a special
attractiveness at Black
Oak Resort, because of
the lake trout, or salmon
trout, which are to be
had in Black Oak Lake
and in only two other
lakes in all this region;
this sporty and delicious
fish ranges in weight as
high as 15 pounds.
George St. Clair amidst a bevy of servers. Actually it’s his wife
to the left of him. The picture was taken about 1920 and
shows what his guests could look forward to when meals
“A fine table is set at the were served. Based on a later picture, Ethel St. Clair, the St.
resort, and one of the Clairs’ daughter, is on the far left.
most enjoyable features
(cited by Paul McLeod, and contributed
of the life here is the
by the Land O’Lakes Historical Society)
Sunday evening meal,
which is served in
served as the town chairman for the various
cafeteria style, each guest selecting his
Liberty Loan and Victory Loan Drives
food and repairing to the rustic benches
during the war.
outside, where a huge bonfire is blazing
and a general good time is had by all; as
And his creative side occasionally kicked in.
many as 200 guests often take part in
The News-Review featured a 1915
this festival; wooden plates are used,
photograph of his outdoor emporium in
and these are the source of fuel to keep
Eagle River where he sold handmade rustic
the bonfire blazing (beats washing
wood outdoor furniture.
dishes) after the meal is finished."

SUNDAY IN THE DARK
WITH GEORGE

One detail is missing from the journalists’
description of the resort. As mentioned by
Myrtle Patterson Lloyd, Barb Knaak’s
mother, “The beds were cots, which were
suspended on chains, and were not the most
comfortable." (Did some guests get
cabinsick?)
1930s RESORT RATES
Board per day:.............$5.00
Single meals: ...............$1.00
Board per week ...........$25.00
Rooms only ..................$2.00
Children under 12.......half-rate
Boats per week............$5.00

I REALLY DON’T HAVE ENOUGH TO DO…
George St. Clair was civic-minded too. He
served as the State Line Town Clerk for 14
years, helped to administer the Selective
Service laws for the first World War, and
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The resort certainly has its place in the
(family) memories of current Black Oak
residents. Nancy Frawley recalls that the
Paulist Choir stayed there when visiting the
area in the 30s up to the 50s, and enjoyed
listening to their rehearsals. So many
families stayed at the resort before
purchasing land on the lake.
St. Clair material taken from “History of
Lincoln,
Oneida
and
Vilas
Counties
Wisconsin" Compiled by George O. Jones,
Norman S. McVean and Others. Printed in
1924 by H.C. Cooper. Jr. &
Co.,
Minneapolis-Winona MN. ill. 787 pages.

ONE FLAG OVER BLACK OAK
The water slide beckoned many from all over
the lake. An accompanying photo shows the
construction of the attraction. Note the
depth of the beach in this (approximately)
1933 picture. The sleds used by the riders
had engraved on them a two-fold warning: a

two-passenger maximum (it
would have been a 2 ½ foot
toboggan), and not to stand
while careening down the
slide! The resort retired the
slide from active duty when a
potential rider fell off the
slide and broke his leg.
Using the picture to gain his
bearings, Walt Bates was
able to roughly gauge the
difference between the depth
of the beach in the early ‘30s
and the beach during low
water today (September,
2007, a time when many
thought an all-time low
water level prevailed). In
doing so, he found that the
1930s beach was about
twenty feet deeper than
today’s. He then waded out
about twenty feet into the
raging surf of Black Oak and
discovered that the water
level was about one foot
lower in the 30s.

The famous water slide at the Black Oak Resort. It seems
rather sturdily constructed though probably wouldn’t pass
inspection today at a contemporary amusement park. Note
the depth of the beach. The photo was probably taken about
1934-35 or so. Walt Bates used the picture to estimate the
current (2007) water level of Black Oak as it compared to the
early ‘30s. Even allowing for the usual shifting of the
shoreline sands, it seems probable that the water level then
was lower than 2007, possibly by about a foot.
(Hesselman Archives)

Jim Bates recalls the steps going down into
the lake water from the family’s lakeside
cabin. At age eight, he borrowed a canoe and
paddled down to the point leading into
Barber’s Bay, but really didn’t know how to
navigate the craft. The wind picked up and
blew him off course, so
much so that he gave up
and walked the canoe back
to the resort! The many
piers jutting out from the
east shore certainly made
his return trip that much
more challenging.

Jeff Klieve brought up one of the more
infamous tales to come out of the lore
surrounding the St. Clair Resort. A group of
nuns, guests at the resort, decided to go
fishing off the resort’s pier. A warden came
by and arrested all of them for fishing
without a license. Even women of the cloth

WE ARE GATHERED…
Vi Becker recalls the
Friday night sing-alongs at
the resort. All the guests in
the cottages and the whole
neighborhood could go and
sing church hymns. Maybe
the Depression in the ‘30s
deepened the meaning of
these gatherings.

A roaring campfire at the Black Oak Resort. This probably
took place during the non-forest fire years, maybe the 1940s.
The photo was taken from a Black Oak Resort brochure of the
time.
(Barb and Ed Hook)
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didn’t escape the scrutiny of the long arm of
the law. If the warden had possessed the
least bit of understanding, he would have
foregone writing up citations for their
transgressions and instead proclaimed to
them.."Get thee to a nunnery."
Ed Torres remembers the group singing with
Mrs. Barnum. She also told ghost stories to
unsuspecting children. The resort featured
the annual Black Oak hydroplane races in
mid-August. Jim Sanborn, the retired Vilas
County Clerk, entered the youth division
races in 1954 and 1955, winning both years.
His father was his pit crew on the beach!
In August of 2006, a Black Oak resident on
the east shore of the lake late on a Sunday
afternoon, with a glassy surface and a sunset
beckoning, was jarred out of his sensibilities
by a loud high-pitched whine...and was
almost deja-vu to death as he realized it was
a high-powered hydroplane. Stunned, he
shrieked, “I got a cochlear implant for
this??!!"
He remembered his parents would discover
creative excuses for absenting themselves
during the two days of the races. He himself
enjoyed the spectacle, and later thought
Arlington Park announcer Phil Georgeff’s
description of race horses rounding the final
turn into the home stretch (“Here they come,
spinning out of the turn..”) a most apt
account of the many hydroplanes which were
pulled by centrifugal force almost to the
main dock of Ferry-Hill Lodge as they tried
to negotiate the first buoy of the triangular
race course.

“AIDA” ON BLACK OAK?
St. Clair’s creativity and openness to new
ideas certainly spurred his entrepreneurial
efforts. Early on, realizing that the
southwest corner of the south shore down
from the public beach offered its own
enticements, he began formulating plans to
construct “canals” within the swampy reeds
in order to offer Venetian gondola rides to
his guests! He never pursued the possibility
but did entertain a glitzy dream of what
could be. One problem would have arisen
had he worked to make this happen: how
many locals spoke enough Italian to warble
arias while poling through the swamp?
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Early in St. Clair’s resort career, the
Carpenter-Allen Company from Lake
County, Illinois, had been doing a series of
geophysical surveys in Vilas County in order
to locate iron ore deposits where potential
iron mines could be sited. Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula had been exceptionally active in
giving up large quantities of the ore, and it
was assumed that the northern tier of
counties in Wisconsin could also be a fertile
area to continue iron mining.

THERE’S IRON IN THAT THEM THAR LAKE…
The company evidently spent a great deal of
time combing the Black Oak area,
particularly during the winter. The ice cover
on the lake allowed company geologists to
map the location of potential deposits while
traipsing across the lake. Paul McLeod found
in his research that Carpenter-Allen had
identified enough potential ore deposits
which caused the company to enter into an
agreement with St. Clair and a partner,
which allowed the firm
“to enter in and upon said premises and
there to search for, dig, mine and carry
away any and all of the said iron ore, or
other ores, minerals and metals and
there also to remove the surface, sink
pits, or shafts, scatter materials, erect
buildings, erect and install machinery,
build railroads and wagon roads and to
do all other things therefore necessary
or convenient to be done for the prudent
exploration for as well as mining and
carrying away of any of the said ores,
minerals
or
metals
doing
no
unnecessary damage."
It never happened. If it had, Black Oak Lake
would have become Black Oak Tailing Pond,
abounding in slurry from the mine. Knowing
Black Oak residents, though, even with this
horrifying eventuality taking place, it would
have never deterred water sports from
happening. Canoeists and kayakers alike,
even facing sludge and unhealthy detritus
from the mine, would have carried on in the
spirit of Oklahoma pioneers: “Let me take
you out in the slurry, with the syringe on
top!"

OL STICK IN THE MUD…
George St. Clair not only gave, he received.
Once, in the mid-40s, he was rowing his
rowboat over on George Lake, when for
unknown reasons, he capsized. The boat

flipped over, and George found his feet
firmly stuck on the bottom of the lake. He
couldn’t move to get the boat upright. At that
time, Harold Sundberg happened to be
driving by and noticed the hapless boater
mired in George Lake. Harold leapt out of
his car, found another rowboat on shore, and
using a board as a paddle, quickly reached
St. Clair and rescued him. A few years later,
Harold ran out of gas in front of what is now
the Fireside while driving to Land O’Lakes
from Eagle River. He went into the bar
section of the establishment, and guess who

was tending bar? George St. Clair. Now, talk
about people helping people in the north
woods: St. Clair said he would drive up to
County B to Gudegast’s Garage, get a few
gallons of gas, and return to Harold’s car to
give it succor. Where was Harold all this
time? George asked him to tend bar while he
was gone. Evidently Harold had some
experience in this field, so the swap
succeeded, and payback had taken place.
Footnote: George St. Clair, his mother, and
his daughter Ethel, are all buried in the old
Stateline Cemetery. It was Jim Lowenstine
who quietly provided the funds for the
cemetery’s upkeep. Also buried there are
Washburn Bates, the Stateline postmaster
for many years, and his wife Emma St. Clair
Bates. (Washburne Bates is not related to
the Bates families of Black Oak; there are
enough Bates in this account as it is.) He
was well-known as the gentleman who would
truck the day’s mail in his wheelbarrow from
post office to the train station or vice versa.
As seen earlier, he wasn’t always
appropriately attired. Emma. St. Clair
(Bates) was either George’s much older sister
or an aunt on his father’s side.
The resort became run down over the years
and was finally placed on the market.
During its latter years, the lake’s
homeowners were concerned that maybe a
trailer park or similar business could emerge
from the aftermath of the resort. In some
respects, that concern became moot when Ed
and Barb Hook along with Ed’s brother Art
purchased the resort from Bob St. Clair,
George St. Clair’s son.

A vertical collection of four-wheeled sleds
which had been used on the Black Oak
Resort’s water slide, bound artistically
together in the garden of Ed and Barb
Hook’s former home. All the sleds were
inscribed with the admonition: “Two to a
sled. No standing.” Soon after purchasing
the old resort property, the Hooks
discovered the sleds discarded in the
woods at the edge of their land. They
decorated the soffits of their kitchen with
many of the old embossed bottles and
antique cans which also had been tossed
by the former owners or their guests. They
didn’t find any bodies, however.
(Frank Surpless)

LIKE A PHOENIX OUT OF THE ASHES…
They explored their new lands and came
across a variety of what today might be
termed antiques or what would be
considered artifacts of the resort. Out in the
woods away from the property they
discovered the wheeled sleds which were
used on the old water slide. They harnessed
together four of the sleds, which then
decorated their garden after their new home
had been built. And in their kitchen they
displayed on high the many different bottles
found on the property. Plus they placed in
one of the kitchen’s corners one of the stoves
used to heat a housekeeping guest cabin.
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At the time they closed on the property, they
had to decide what to do with the cabins and
other structures they had inherited with the
purchase. They first advertised in local
media and got in touch with various social
service agencies for the donation of beds,
refrigerators, and anything else which might
be of use to those organizations. They then
advertised in the Milwaukee Journal for
anyone who wanted to buy an entire cabin,
or the electrical or plumbing contents of any
cabin.
Local hardware store owner Jim Wanty got a
log cabin from the resort, took it apart log by
log, numbered the logs, and reconstructed it
in Michigan as a
hunting shack. The
little white house on
the property was sold
for two thousand
dollars and now lives
on Babcock Road. All
the rest was free.
The wrecker of George
St. Clair’s home,
located just south of
the currently standing
garage, got up to the
second floor, ripped a
gable loose...and then
the sky exploded,
blackened by
thousands of rousted
bats, which in all

likelihood caused the wrecker person great
gastrointestinal grief.
Would the settlement patterns of the lake
been different if St. Clair’s resort had not
been there? It’s speculative to wonder about
it, though most would agree that the resort
was the initial lure which brought later
homeowners to Black Oak. St. Clair must
have made their visits pleasant, so much so
that their relaxation and general well-being
felt while vacationing there added impetus
to a desire to own property. In so many ways,
today’s residents owe George St. Clair a
(housekeeping) cabin-full of thanks for his
creativity and hard work.

George St. Clair’s family’s home, perched on the high point of the
resort property. Local miscreants never considered the possibility
of rearranging the letters of his name on the driveway sign to form
“Erotic Gargles.” Too bad.
(Ed and Barb Hook)
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YORE LORE OF YORE

lack Oak families have come to the lake
for many different reasons, and each
has a story to tell about their early
settlement and how it has affected the
family’s later fortunes. So many families are
spread all over the lake having come from
maybe one or two original cabins or
properties.

B

For example, Bernie Schroeder, Lyn Meyer’s
(and Bern, Jim and E.J. Fleming’s)
grandfather, came up here from Chicago and
lived in what is now Bern Fleming’s home in
the early 1940s. Bernie and wife Ruby had
two children, Hank and Bernice (Fleming).
The two parents bought what is now the
Meyer property across the lake from their
home, and also, in 1950, purchased what is
now Bruce and Galia Vineyard’s place in
Barber’s Bay, where they then lived for a
number of years.
Linda (Bates) LaChance remembers her
folks, Chuck and Betty Bates, packing the
family station wagon for the trip to Bates
Point from Geneva, Illinois, stowing six kids,
two adults, and the family dog. Chuck was
born in 1927 and came up to Black Oak early
on. Linda’s grandfather Chuck Sr.’s wife
Betty’s brothers were Otto and Bill Knecht,
who thus were her grand uncles. Her grand
aunt, Jean Knecht, who married Bill is still
living in the Knecht home on the Knecht
property on South Black Oak Lake Road.
Final exams: Later, when Lyn was dating
future husband Dirk Meyer, she required
that he “pass the test” to see if he enjoyed
the north woods. Evidently he did so. Others
on the lake passed the test, such as Pidge
Tracy and Parry Hesselman. Babs, Pidge’s
wife, mentioned that a number of her
prospects failed the test and were
immediately discarded as husband material.
After Barb and Ed Hook bought the Black
Oak Resort, they were left with all sorts of
remnants of the buildings they had either
sold or dismantled. And that is how a pile of
doorknobs intruded. Their neighbor Otto
Knecht, many years earlier, had asked Barb
if she (and Ed) really wanted to buy their
first place, now owned by Jim and Kay (Olk)
Fleming, because he pointed out that it took
at least twenty years for newcomers to Black
Oak to be fully accepted by others on the
lake.
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This stuck in Barb’s mind, so when a series
of rainy days and a pile of doorknobs from
the resort came together, a brainstorm: any
individual (the one who married in to the
Black Oak inhabitant) lasting twenty years
on the lake would be awarded an
(historically important) doorknob from the
Black Oak Resort. The first recipients? Fred
Lippert, Dirk Meyer, and (TA-DA!!) Barb
Hook. It came full circle.
(When the interviews for this account took
place, the interviewer, at the end, asked lake
residents to describe in one word or one
sentence or one paragraph, just what Black
Oak Lake means to them. Their responses
have been inserted throughout the text and
labeled as such.)

Black Oak Lake: “People say
when we first arrive, ‘Welcome
home,’ which is an appropriate
feeling for me." (DIRK MEYER)
STRICTLY FORMAL
Dave Hoffman relates how his grandfather
Frank first vacationed in the Watersmeet
area but then switched to St. Clair’s resort
and began looking around for a cabin or
property to own. In 1919 he bought the
current family cabin, which had been built in
1916, making it one of the earliest
still-standing residences on the lake. The
family has pictures taken during that era
which depict Black Oak residents wearing
dresses (women) and coats with ties (men).
Back then dress codes and sexual identities
were much more restrictive than they are
today.
Mark Hoffman hasn’t missed a summer at
Black Oak. After high school graduation he
tended bar at Archdales’ during the summer.
For ages his sister-in-law Ree and he have
been participating in family reunions, which
were later joined by her kids Anne Marie,
Amanda, and Andrew. There’s just
something about Black Oak!

The Frank Hoffman family with guests. Note the formal clothing, typical of 1917, when this
photo was taken. On the back of the photograph is written an identification of the
individuals present: in the back row,
l. to r. Al Bates, Sr., George Halbert, Al Bates, Jr., Frank Hoffman
Middle Row: Mrs. Halbert, mystery woman, Amanda Hoffman, Mrs. Bates
Front Row: Theodore Hoffman, Philip Pendleton, Robert St. Clair, Dorothy Hoffman.
Al Bates, Sr. was the “founder” of the Bates settlement on the lake. George Halbert was
the land speculator who sold lots on the east and south shores to future lake residents.
Frank Hoffman is Dave’s grandfather. Mrs. Bates is probably Al Bates, Sr.’s wife. And
Robert St. Clair is George St. Clair’s son. The picture was taken eleven years after George
St. Clair purchased his property, and two years after the Hoffmans bought their cabin.
(A note: for the first person to accurately identify the “mystery woman,” the writer will
treat him/her and his/her significant other(s) to multiple rounds of tantalizing drinks and
succulent steaks at Archdales!)

LORE
Oh the stories! The beauty of it is that
virtually every Black Oak tale checked out
with other participants or families or family
members. For example, Bernice Schroeder
Fleming’s account of the early days
illustrates how strong differences of opinion
could be worked out between husband and
wife...on an “accidental” basis:

We lived in the garage for two summers
while the house was being built. My dad
would not have many trees taken down,
so my mother took care of that. Each
time she backed out of the lean-to next to
the garage, she would hit a tree real
hard with the bumper. We had a Dodge
touring car and it was strong. Then she
would have someone come over and
chop the tree down. The trees were very
spindly in those days.
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Given the same situation today with a Dodge
Intrepid and a mature red pine, it would
seem that the roles would be reversed!

Black Oak: “...to me the lake
means life-long family and
life-long friends." (LYN MEYER)
Lyn Meyer relates how her family’s home
grew over the years with multiple add-ons.
She would invite groups of her schoolmate
friends with whom to share the bounty of
Black Oak, though they did import alien
music (of many decibels) featuring a
swivel-hipped Pelvis Wesley as well as
others. One of her favorite memories is of her
daughter Cindy’s delayed wedding reception,
so friends around the lake who were unable
to attend her nuptials, could help celebrate.
Thus, during the annual boat parade, Cindy
and husband Chris Hook donned specially
“found” wedding togs, Cindy in her dress and
Chris in his tux, water skiing around the
lake behind the family boat. ‘Twould have
been an ideal way to get married, too, but
maybe it was well-nigh impossible to find a
preacher who could ski backwards.
Betty Allan, Dave’s mother, told Dave about
a frequent visitor to the Watson cabin, a
gentleman who slept in his birthday suit. A
number of the menfolk who were staying
there took great joy in trying to entice him
out of his bedroom at night, only to be
greeted by a rather large viewing audience.
As Dave said,
“I believe they were successful on at least
one occasion.”
This was perfectly legal because the movie
rating system had yet to be devised.

A MOOVING EXPERIENCE?
Betty Allan herself, and husband Ken, were
the victims of another storied prank on the
property. Dave tells the story:
“Shortly after Mom and Dad were
married (1935), they were at the lake.
Grandpa (Watson) had rigged the bed
in their room with cowbells to ring
whenever there was “excessive” activity.
Guess what? There was excessive
activity, and I guess that Mom and Dad
never heard the end of it."
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I’M GOIN’ LOONY!:
At an earlier time Beth and Mildred
Yarborough, Anne Hill’s sisters, were
staying in one of the family cabins. Ned and
Bob Hill also played a trick on the visitors
from Alabama: they had earlier snaked a
wire down the chimney and attached it to a
log in the fireplace. Then when they were
seated next to the fireplace, one of the logs
started to twitch and jump, as did Beth and
Mildred. They were further frazzled when,
abed, they heard loon calls for the first time.
And another Allan anecdote:
“Washing would be hung to dry on long
lines in the back yard to blow dry and
take in the sun. We had a BB gun. I
remember getting in trouble for taking
aim at my Aunt Marj’s bras with the BB
gun. The object was to shoot the bras in
the cups and try to get the bra to spin.
Sometimes
we
were
successful.
Sometimes we were caught. When we
were, it wasn’t a good thing, but I think
my parents and Aunt Marj may have
privately laughed to themselves." (Were
they “B” cups?)
Four years later at Ferry-Hill, Deborah
Ferry wrote about the episode in which
“Frank and the Warrens and Charlie Bent
played a mean trick on Anne and Mildred.
Scared them so they laid awake all night. C.
Bent made out he was a tramp and wanted a
place to sleep and to cook his two rabbits"(!)
Hare Hare Hare!!! Truly a fatal attraction.

Black Oak: “...It’s being with
the family.” (TREY SURPLESS)
A NEW VERSION OF NIAGARA FALLS…
Ned and Bob Hill again: when Bud and Anne
Hill returned to Ferry-Hill Lodge from their
five-day honeymoon, the two renegades
rigged up a crossing-the-threshold
celebration. They balanced a bucket of water
above the door with a string attached to the
doorknob. And down it came!!! Lots of
hilarity with these hijinks. Problem was,
Bud’s mother was checking out the cabin just
before the honeymooners returned....And so
ends another episode in the ongoing saga of
The Honeymooners.

Shelley (Caruso) Peterson grew up as an
active outdoors girl. Her neighbor Mr. Wolf
taught her how to use a bow and arrow. She
would go over to the Flemings at the end of
the Sunset Trail and practice her golf swing
by swinging the Fleming’s scythe while
cutting their grass. The Flemings also
taught her how to bowl.
Let Chris Hook tell it:
“After my parents (Ed and Barb) bought
the resort property, I can remember
what
seemed
like
endless
hours/days/years cleaning up the
property. In particular, I remember
watering the trees out by the entrance to
my parents’ house (now their old one!)
on highway B by buckets
from the lake and Lake
George—-and now those
trees are 30-40 feet tall!"

of purchase, but there were ‘facilities’ in
the old barn on the property for use in
times of necessity. Even I remember the
old party line phones that were in use
before a more modern system was
installed. I think that our ring was
‘three shorts.’ I can remember, too, that
you never knew how many people were
listening to your calls, because others
frequently listened in. Among others, I
remember Laura Chapman (neighbor of
the Lowenstines) was on our line. Even I
listened in (shame on me!) to calls of
various parties, but was careful not to
say what I heard nor whom I heard! I
think the Black Oak Resort and the
Humphrey, Sr. home were among others
on the same line. I guess I thought I was
being sneaky."

Cherry Lommen mentioned
that while they bought
property on Forest Lake they
never built there because the
entire family would have
missed Black Oak, where she
and Dick spent their dating
years. She related how the
family ventured out on the
lake to scatter her mother’s
ashes, but forgot the other
mother: nature; the strong
A ferocious, gaudily-clad sextet of local fashionistas,
wind blew the ashes back on showing off their ensembles in striking avant garde poses.
everyone in the boat. Maybe From l. to r.: Edna Bates, Amy Seaman, Maude Seaman,
an ex-sailor would have come Babs Bates, Pearl Wood, and Mrs. Al Bates, Sr.
in handy! Later the Lommen
(the Bates/Seaman archives)
children thought their
grandma wasn’t in heaven
JUNGLE SOUNDS!
but instead was a mermaid because of the
On Thursday, August 2, 1934, Deborah
ashes strewn in Black Oak.
Ferry recorded in her diary:

FROM WATER TO ICE TO SAWDUST…
Dave Allan’s account of early life (for him) on
the lake resonates with many others on
Black Oak:
“In the early days after my grandparents (the Watsons) purchased the
property, one of the sheds was used to
store ice for the icebox. Presumably the
ice was taken from BOL at the
appropriate time in the winter. Even I
remember all of the sawdust that was
there to protect the ice. I don’t know that
there was indoor plumbing at the time

“Boys (12-year old son Frank Ferry and
friend) wearing loin cloths & playing
Tarzan. "
The News-Review might have headlined it
later: “North Woods Terrorized by Ape Men’s
Falsetto Ape Calls," though it would have
more accurate to report that it was the
loincloths which caused pandemonium.
As a little girl, Sara Beedie, Virginia Stevens
Hickey’s daughter, was slathered with
shaving cream and marched down to the
lake, where the perpetrator loudly
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exclaimed, “Look!! A polar bear!!” Her
mother did not take kindly to this
masquerade. She remembers the Eatons and
Stevens lining the path between their cabins
with birchbark so they could find their way
at night.

Black Oak: “...nature..is what
it’s all about..”
(ANNE MARIE HOFFMAN)

CAN YOU HEAR ME?
Long before email, lake residents got in
touch with each other the old fashioned way.
They walked over to neighbors and chatted.
Jeff Klieve and his neighbors Shelley and
Sharon Caruso, went this one step further.
Yep, they strung string between the two
family’s cabins and attached tin cans to each
end of the string and carried on primitive
communication. And no monthly charges!
Though dropped calls probably occurred.

WE’RE SKIPPING SUMMER?!
As a relative newcomer to Black Oak, Kathy
Hill loves sharing the lake with her kids and
grandchildren. Recently one of her daughters
and her family were unable to travel from
Boston to spend their vacation at the Hill
cabin. One of her grandchildren said,
“We’re not going to the lake?! Hey, that’s
what makes summer summer!"

SCAVENGER HUNTS…
were common during the 30s. No television,
lots of staticky radio, no telephones,
infrequent movies, just creating their own
diversions, and what wholesome, better way
to do so than getting a bunch of friends
together for an evening’s activity? Deborah
Ferry’s account goes to show how
imaginative the organizers were then:
(Friday, July 27, 1934) “Last Saturday
night they had a scavenger hunt and the
following is the list of things they had to
get in three hours.
This is the program:
Time: 7:30 to 10:30
Meet: Tia Juana
Rule: nothing may be purchased—48
articles. Penalty-10 points deducted for
each five minutes late.
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Items:
1932 car license plate
hotel towel with name on it
a flat rabbit (!)
Montgomery Ward catalogue
pair of ear muffs
record of St. Louis Blues
a frog
a wagon wheel
a hornet’s nest
a saw horse
an old dead tire
a grain of sand
a “For Sale” sign
a picture of Pres. Roosevelt
an Atlas beer case
a Christmas card
a water-logged wet log
a railroad spike
a Plow Boy tobacco wrapper
a pair of dice
an empty ripe olive can
a piece of rubber hose
a lamp shade
a name of any state
west of the Mississippi
a bunion plaster
a genuine chipped toilet bowl
a five-gallon cork
a fence post
an envelope postmarked “Eagle River”
a live fly
a picture of Mae West
a blue button
a bird house
a door knob
an oil stove—old
a pair of antlers
3 dead ants
a live grasshopper
a 1901 silver dollar
a two dollar bill
a dog license
a beer tap
a hair, 20 inches long,
from the tail of a horse
a razor strop
a mop
a tooth of a mammal
a four leaf clover
“They went after these things in groups
of four and scoured the town and their
neighbors, finding things even in dump
heaps. Mary’s group won the prize,
which was a carton of cigarettes
(participants were all in their 20s and
smoking was cool, and even liberating
for women then) Her group left that
outhouse on the steps of the post office in
Land O’Lakes." Maybe they were totally
wasted by their scavenging.

Black Oak: “It’s the view, the
water, everything else.”
(JACK TROCHELL)

TOO MUCH TIME ON THEIR HANDS…
John Annin and Walt Bates carry on an
annual competition, to wit: in the spring to
see who can get his boat in the lake first.
Seems that John wins every time because he
stores his boat in a boathouse connected to
the lake with a down ramp. John then
launches his boat, motors around to Walt’s
place, walks up to Walt’s cabin and says,
“I’m in.” Sometimes Walt isn’t even there
yet, so John beats him and then sends a
digital picture to Walt. Other times Walt
may be driving up from Florida and phones
to ask if the ice is out yet, and John replies
that not only that but also he’s got his boat
in the lake.

GO WITH THE FLOE…
Once in the lake, John cruises up and down
the north shore (his side of the lake) because
it usually is free of ice first, due to the sun.
He avoids the wind-blown chunks of ice as
they scurry about the lake. Loons appear on
the lake even before the ice is out! Pressure
cracks in the ice cause explosive
reverberations as the ice-out occurs. Frank
Ferry, even without both his hearing aids,
still recalls the frightening “sonic booms” in
the middle of the night just after he arrived
from Santa Barbara.

LISTEN TO THE LAKE…
In the fall, the lake’s surface expands and
contracts. Before the lake freezes completely,
its surface will pop and whistle, making a
scary noise. Newcomers are jolted by this.
After the lake ices up, Jim Thomas clears the
ice in front of his cabin for a night skating
rink. In the spring, wind and lake currents
move the thin veneer of ice and ice chunks
about the lake as the annual thaw occurs.
Margaret and Frank Surpless happened to
check out their dock one morning during an
ice out and discovered huge mounds of
broken glass strewn about their
shoreline...except they were shattered ice
crystals which uncannily resembled a glass

factory after an earthquake. Usually it’s
solid ice in the morning followed by what
often will be a clear lake by afternoon.

THEY’RE OUT OF SEASON!
David Binder’s family bought ice from the
Heinig brothers via weekly deliveries, ice
which had been taken from Black Oak and
brought ashore adjacent to Roberta Morris’
property. The iceman cameth complete with
tongs and sawdust. David and his older
brother tried to go fishing in Big Bass by
trekking through Sylvania Club property. A
man with a shotgun threatened them as they
tried to portage their way through. (David
was nine at the time.) They thereupon got
permission from Joe Handlos, the owner of
the portage, to pass through.
His dad liked walking around the lake. Back
then the railroad right-of-way across the far
northwest corner of the lake, was open to
those who wanted to circumnavigate Black
Oak. Later Jim Lowenstine barricaded the
crossing, which was on his property in the
mid-50s. Up until then, cabin owners in the
northwest bay area could use either the old
right-of-way or Anderson Lake Road for
access to their properties.
During the Depression, the Binders built
their boathouse. David’s mother painted on
the boathouse, “Peace in Our Time,” British
prime minister Neville Chamberlain’s
infamous statement upon his return from
Munich after ceding Czechoslovakia to
Hitler. His mother served on a grand jury in
Chicago and took her stipend to pay for their
outhouse, which she called “The Jury Box.”
(Was it a 12-holer?)

HOW SWEET IT IS…
In the late spring, David watched Harvey
Crooker, George St. Clair’s handyman, tend
to his sugar maples near Merrill Lake.
Harvey put David to work, asking him to
take cans of sap from the maples, dumping
their contents into Crooker’s sleigh and then
back to the fire for boiling down. And to help
pass the time, Harvey got boiled down, too,
while watching the reduction process.
Dave Allan remembers visiting often with
Harvey at the Black Oak Resort:
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“We really liked him,
though he could be more
than a little ornery
sometimes. It’s said that
Harvey took a bath in
the spring and in the
fall, whether he needed
it or not. I believe that
from the way he always
smelled. It is also said
that Harvey would fish
with his bare hands
from the resort’s pier. I
don’t believe he ever
caught anything, but
maybe he did."
Another time, Perry
Eaton, a neighbor, was
driving down County B
Frolicking in the water off the main pier at the Black Oak
and offered Harvey a lift.
Resort. The large building to the left in the background was
Harvey hopped into
Perry’s Cadillac, and, with the recreation building, and the main lodge was located to the
right. Just an educated guess: the chimney of the recreation
a screwdriver in his back
building still stands, but now encased in a small shoreline
pocket, proceded to rip a
building built in the ‘90s or so.
hole in the front seat! It
wasn’t always Harvey,
(Barb and Ed Hook)
though. The Binder boys
cut down a number of
and Nancy Frawley’s daughters would take
trees on their property, and in doing so
picnics down to the Indian statues. Later,
managed to sever any number of power lines. when the statues were moved closer to Laura
Word got out around their part of the lake
Chapman’s place, the four girls continued to
that when the power went out,
share pemmican among themselves.
“The power’s out, the Binders must be
out!”

Black Oak: “It’s always been my
home, where I could always come
back to while I was moving around
the country." (FRITZ HILL)

Marilyn’s daughter, Karen Sauer, looks back
fondly at those gatherings next to the
statues. And she took piano lessons from
Mrs. Gabel, J.R.’s caretaker’s wife.

LOOK WHO GOT BARBECUED!!

Many Black Oak residents still recall the
Indians staring at them close to North Black
Oak Lake Road. Parents would tell their
children to shush while they quietly motored
by and took in the statues peering at them in
a semi-crouch. Driving past just before
sunset would be the most appropriate time
to jolt the bejabbers out of youthful joyriders!

Bob and Dorothy Marling often invited
guests and relatives over for barbecues. One
rainy day, Bob set up the barbecue outside
the door to their boat garage underneath the
living room. Brats and barbecued corn were
featured as the main course for the evening’s
repast. While the bratwurst and corn were
cooking, Bob came up the inside stairs a
number of times to replenish his pitcher of
manhattans to further the ministrations of
his fellow chefs.

Marilyn Nagel remembers when the family
would take picnics into the snowy woods and
stoke bonfires. They would also pick
cranberries in the bogs behind the lumber
mill and make cranberry ice cream. Marilyn

As could be predicted, Dorothy, after quite a
while, wondered aloud just where Bob was
with the food. After some hollerin’, Bob came
up the stairs with the bratwurst, and the
second syllable pretty well describes the end
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product. The point was driven further home
when, at the dining room table, everyone
noticed Bob slathering mustard all over his
ear of corn. Emeril would have been proud!
Not to be outdone, decades later Jack Whipp
told his son-in-law, Jim Thomas, that he had
planned a special dinner to highlight one of
Jim’s short vacations at Black Oak, a fish
boil. He got the barbecue all fired up and
placed a bucket of water on the grill. Then,
following Bob Marling’s classic instructions,
began mixing pitchers of manhattans to
accompany the boil. As Jim tells the story,
“Nobody seems to remember how the
fish turned out!”

public guardian for the twins, he took his job
seriously, and, after extended negotiations,
sued Galvinia for lack of child support. (And
all this time the Tin Woodman remained a
passive onlooker, with a steady three-year
sweat forming rust on his forehead.)
Galvinia felt she should take the attorney’s
challenge head-on. Friends of the family
thus thought that Galvinia should then take
a job as the Welcome Lady for Black Oak
Lake, visiting every home site where she
could distribute, among other gifts,
prophylactics, in order to help other damsels
on the lake prevent what happened to her.
To help her stock up for her new calling,

THE WIZ
It wasn’t too long ago that Barb and Ed Hook
were cruising the north shore of Black Oak
when they happened upon a sight for sore
eyes: Dirk Meyer was cleaning out his
boathouse and had placed his old
dump-bound galvanized pressure tank out in
the open for all to see.
“Match maker, match maker, make me a
match"
..twinkled through the Hooks’ heads: Frank
Ferry had erected some carved Wizard of Oz
idols along his driveway, including the
Cowardly Lion, the Scarecrow, and.....the Tin
Woodman. The Tin Woodman was
lonely...and single! Why not? they thought.
They borrowed Dirk’s tank, fused a wooden
head (made by Kathy Hill) on to her sleek
torso, dressed her up real purty, applied the
requisite make-up, and introduced her to the
Tin Woodman. They even christened her
with an exotic name, a name which some
swore was stolen from Hugh Hefner’s
arsenal: Galvinia. The Tin Man and Galvinia
dated for three years. During that time,
however, her tummy grew increasingly
larger, and what onlookers thought was
happening indeed was happening: Galvinia
was three years pregnant! The Tin Woodman
might not have had a heart but he sure had
something else!
Galvinia’s galvanized body was truly meant
for a three-year pregnancy. Sure enough she
gave birth to invisible twins, and an attorney
worked on their behalf. As the ipso facto pro
se quid pro quo inter alia ad litem et cetera

Frank Ferry Jr.’s Cowardly Lion, still
standing after all these years as a passive
bystander in the saga of the Tin Woodman
and his very own Galvinia.
(Frank Surpless)
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Barb’s mother and godmother were assigned
the task of procuring the prescribed
prophylactics for Galvinia’s warehouse so
she wouldn’t run out of the precious product.

PROCURERS
The two procurers, one in her late 80s and
the other in her early 90s, made a visit to the
Land O’Lakes Pharmacy to pick up the
preventives. Unknown to them, Barb, Ed
and their ilk were strategically stationed
beforehand two aisles over in the greeting
card section, out of sight of the two grand
dames. Neither had purchased the devices
before, ever, during their 180 years. The
pharmacy clerk pointed out to them the
location and types of available products they
were looking for.
The onlookers witnessed the epitome of
hemming and hawing like never before seen.
They did the deed. Too bad neither had been
aware of the keen advice offered by a former
First Lady which would have saved them all
this grief:
“Just say know.” (how it happens).
After she fulfilled her task as the lake’s
Welcome Lady, she returned to her first love,
the Tin Woodman, and she was last seen
dying, blood all over her with bloody
footprints headed away from the scene. In
her sorry state, she was finally returned to
Dirk because she had been gone too long.
What happened then? Perhaps the
contemporary ballad says it best:
“Dumped at the Dump by Dirk."
And, hard to fathom, two of the three Oz
statues on Frank’s property offered an
intimate connection to Black Oak!
Rearranging Tin Woodman’s name would
result in “Toad Minnow”; ...and the Cowardly
Lion? How about “Racy Wild Loon"?
Unbelieveable!!
Back then, many local roads were named
after those who lived on them. Handlos Road
(still labeled as such in the News-Review) is
a case in point. And if one were driving past
the Handlos residence, he would be cruising
along Kent Road. Now both are known as
North Black Oak Lake Road. By the same
token, because the Heinigs lived at the
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corner of B and what is now South Black
Oak Lake Road, locals named that road
Heinig Road. St. Clair Road and Carlson
Road are other examples.

Black Oak: “It’s the history...the
many generations of the family
who’ve vacationed here."
(MARGIE SURPLESS)

ONE-SEVENTH OF THE FOYS
After John King died (the founder of King’s
Gateway Hotel), his widow Sugar (“Shug”)
married one of the members of an all-star
Vaudeville troupe, Charlie Foy, one of the
Little Foys of “Eddie Foy and the Seven
Little Foys" fame. Except Charlie was no
longer little. Perhaps in his late 60s or early
70s, he and Shug settled in her place, which
is now the Bruce and Galia Vineyard home.
He would putter around the lake in their
runabout, stopping at various piers and
chatting up the docksiders, cracking
one-liners all the while.
While on his dock he trained bluegills with
pieces of bread. He tossed the crumbs and
the fishies would swarm to the free lunch. As
Shelley (Caruso) Peterson says, he spent
hours doing this. (Harvey Crooker would
have appreciated his assistance!) Charlie
often reached deeper into his bag of tricks.
He would “swallow” a butter knife (behind
his hand) and would pretend to stick
something through his cheek and it would
come out his mouth! He was the first on the
lake (and maybe the last) to get a “bucking
bronco,” a bronco with a small outboard
motor on it.
Once, Ned Hill invited him to dinner at his
place along with other Hill family members.
For 2 ½ hours after dinner, Charlie regaled
the guests with a continuous patter,
burlesque gags, Broadway songs, and
topping it all off with a spectacular soft-shoe
routine. The private audience with one of the
best-known names in Vaudeville brought
tears to the eyes of Ned’s guests. Truly a
special moment.

AN ELECTRIFYING WAY TO PROMOTE
REGULARITY:
Outhouses again: the Black Oak Resort often
found Dave Allan, Fritz Hill, and others as
visitors who, in the dark of night, visited the
settlement’s biffies and placed Saran Wrap
across the holes. In a time warp, not to be
outdone, (decades earlier) Earl Leimbacher,
when single, stayed at the coach house with
friends at the Watsons' while the girls stayed
in the house. Earl would sneak over to the
outhouse and hot wire the biffy holes,
short-circuiting the girls.
The later term “in-house” hadn’t been coined
yet, and because Black Oak indoor plumbing
didn’t exist early on, by elimination,
outhouse was the way to go.

Black Oak: “Relax beyond
description.” (DAVE HOFFMAN)

Of all the families contacted for this account,
the Marlings, in writing, offered the broadest
and deepest representation of what life was
like from the 30s to the present:
“Time spent at the cabin was from the
end of June until the middle of August.
The Marlings brought along their maid,
as did most of the cabin owners, to help
with the household chores, making
meals and so on. Much of the food was
brought up from Madison or bought at
farm stands along the route to the cabin.
Land O’ Lakes had grocery stores and
you could buy perishable meats,
vegetables, and milk at the Black Oak
(Tavern) Store. Mrs. Arthur Heinig
supplied the visitors with fresh produce,
and Mr. Heinig was the ‘ice man’ and
kept the ice boxes cool with ice harvested
from Lazy Bay and hauled up the fire
lane to his house located to the left just
after entering South Black Oak Lake
Road via the east entrance.

A FAIR TRADE
For many who really didn’t care to venture
out in the darkness to use the family
outhouses, chamber pots were available in
individual bedrooms. Among some families,
for some inexplicable reason, the devices
went by the name of “thunderpots.”

“People came north for the cooler
weather, clean lake, fishing, and later
water skiing. Poliomyelitis, a crippling
childhood disease that was more
prevalent in the summer, along with
seasonal allergies, hay fever, asthma
and so on, brought visitors north. They
traded “modern conveniences” for
pumping and heating
water on a stove or
fireplace, cooking outside
or by propane gas, lights
by candles or kerosene
lamps, no news except by
driving to town to buy a
newspaper or listening to
static on a radio, and
there were no telephones
except at the Gateway.

Ice harvesting on Black Oak Lake, which continued until the
late 1950s. The view looks east from a location near the
central part of the north shore, maybe close to what is now
the Crown property. The Heinig family helped in the annual
ice harvest, using the gradual incline just to the west of the
Aikin-Marling property to haul the ice up on shore. Black Oak
contributed a considerable quantity of ice for shipment to
Milwaukee and Chicago via the North Western Railroad.
(Cited by Paul McLeod in the second lake study,
with the picture contributed by Jim Ort.)

“No baths except in the
lake or a small wash
basin.
No plumbing.
Outhouses and slop jugs
(“chamberpots”...a
convenient euphemism)
with wash basins and
pitchers of water in each
bedroom. Laundry was
done on washboards in
galvanized wash tubs
with boiled water on the
stove and rinsed in the
lake.
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“Drying towels and clothes was a sport.
Hanging the clothes on
sagging
clotheslines and running out and taking
the wash down as the rain showers or
storms came and went; and draping
semi-wet
clothes
on
clotheslines
running across the living room or
hanging or scorching them by the
fireplace or putting them back to be
re-washed after falling to the ground.

NO iPods HERE…
"All family members packed in a small
cabin making the greatest fun with
piano and banjo playing and group
singing, puzzle making, playing cards,
hiding the thimble, learning to knit and
crochet (girls), fishing, blueberry
picking, hikes and picnics, a place to
swim and going to Black Oak Beach,
sail, row, canoe, overnights on Loon
Island. A place to learn about living on
the land with forest animals, lake birds,
chipmunks, and some critters that got in
the cabins and ate and hid and had to
be trapped. Learning survival skills for
the kids. Lost in the woods on Black
Oak, snipe hunts.
“There is nothing better than the
migration to Black Oak Lake for the
summer residents and their family and
guests from all over the country, than a
week or more to recharge them from the
stress of city living. These out-of-state
(for the most part) landowners on Black
Oak have been stewards of their original
cabins for almost one hundred years.
Many of the families’
cottages have been
passed down many
generations, some up
to
the
seventh."
(Roberta
Marling
Morris, July 7, 2004)

Elizabeth’s grandparents bought the place in
1938. Her grandfather fashioned himself a
woodsman. He and his wife searched
diligently throughout the area for a place to
buy, staying at resorts while doing so.

SEE-SAW...ON THE WALL
Her grandfather was also a builder,
constructing the winterized cabin next door.
He remodeled the adjacent pumphouse into a
detached kitchen, then added a dining room
and a screened porch to the structure. He
then went ahead and built the boathouse
and garage, and added a nursery to the east
portion of the house. Nancy still sleeps here
where she was placed when an infant. And
upon their cabin’s west living room wall
hangs a sixteen foot long teeter-totter which
her grandfather built in the early ‘40s.

Black Oak: “Heaven!”
(BABS TRACY)

Sometimes family lore can be shared by
many families. A recent example was the
wedding of Gib and Kerry Clarke. Through
the generosity of the Conserve School, the
ceremony took place on the original
Woodhull property adjacent to the currently
standing home of the late J.R. Lowenstine.
What better place to get married than on the
shoreline of Black Oak Lake?

Nancy Eaton reports a
fascinating history of
the family property. The
Keefes built not only
their place but also Jim
Bates’ cabin next door.
Built in 1916, the cabin
was a kit shipped from
California. Visitors can
still see the stenciled
An early view of West Bay, looking northeast from the Torres
numbers on the roof
cabin, probably 1923 or 1924. Note the virgin wilderness across
supports in the living
the lake.
room. Nancy and
(Ed Torres collection)
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NAUTICAL NUPTIALS
In keeping with the spectacular nature of the
occasion, sexually segregated (sounds
naughty) pontoon boats transported the
bridal party from faraway piers to the site of
the wedding. Jim Surpless’ craft carried the
bride and her attendants from Clarke’s dock
with nary a mishap, the boat festooned with
balloons and streamers. Parry Hesselman’s
smaller boat was a different story. Assured
that only the groomsmen and groom would
comprise the passenger list on his pontoon
boat, he was surprised to find 13 voyagers
boarding his slowly settling craft. Evidently
the groomsmen brought their entourages
along with them.
Spectators lining the shore thus witnessed a
sight never before seen on Black Oak: a
motorized raft with its passengers delicately
balanced to trim the ship. The pontoons were
invisible! Had the London Symphony been
contracted to play Handel’s ‘Water Music’ to
herald the approaching boats, even they
would have been drowned out by a frantic
“MAYDAY, MAYDAY!!” from Parry’s vessel
had it been swamped by the 1½ inch swells
on the lake that day. They made it.

Black Oak: “All of my memories
since childhood are good
memories—memories that seem to
get better and rosier as time passes.
Spending our winters in Eagle
River and our summers on Black
Oak Lake, my sister (Leah) and
I had opportunities to experience so
many things that would be possible
nowhere else. From swimming with
loons to fishing at night to building
wooden boats in my grandfather’s
workshop to playing and laughing
with family from across the
country, I know that I will come
back again, summer after summer,
to make new memories with family
and friends. Black Oak is a
special place."
(BEN SURPLESS)

Two typical housekeeping cabins at the Black Oak Resort. Visitors probably
left their privacy behind in Chicago.
(Ed and Barb Hook)
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THE TIDES AT BLACK OAK

here are no tides on Black Oak. Not even one.*

T

*(But there’s plenty of other stuff!)
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FLAILING, FLAILING OVER THE BOUNDING MAIN

here would Black Oak Lake be
without water? An iron mine tailing
pond certainly doesn’t qualify as
water. There are over 586 acres of open
water upon which to cavort, splash, ski,
kayak, canoe, raft, swim, dive, scuba,
sandbox, booze cruise, sun bathe, beach
comb, jet ski (ugh), fish, windsurf, sail, take
off, land and sink.

W

horsepower motors, hard to believe, which
were just enough to pull a skier out of the
water. Many made their own skis out of
slats, bits of lumber, staves, with boots or
shoes or old ski bindings nailed on the top,
Cheap but effective! In a throwback to
yesteryear, the Lauers learned how to water
ski on canoe paddles. Most of the early skiers
preferred aquaplanes, long before the

Just about everyone who
has visited the lake has
been beguiled into
sampling its wares, some
accidentally. Of course
most excursions have
taken place during the
warmer months, one
notable exception being
the annual Jan. 1 polar
bear dip into the bracing
chills off of the public
beach. (Sounds like a
sure-fire way to speed the
recovery process from the
festivities of the night
before.) Another took
place in the late 1930s
when Bud and Bob Hill
The annual polar bear dip at the Black Oak Beach, New Year’s
and friends stayed a long
Day in the early 2000s. The polar bears didn’t show up but
weekend at Ferry-Hill in
enough patrons from the Black Oak Inn (and lake residents)
the middle of January.
eagerly took their place. Hot toddies, anyone?
They opened up the
(Vilas County News-Review)
boathouse, extracted the
canvas canoe from the ceiling, toted it out
appearance of genuine water skis. Large size
some yards from “shore” and tried paddling
speed boats with inboard motors also
across the lake on top of the snow! The high
provided pleasure boat rides as well as
point, in the home movie, took place when
skiing. Chris-Crafts were the stars of the
Bob reared up in his bow seat and dove head
Black Oak armada early on and still
first into the nearest wave (drift).
occasionally make their appearance.

Black Oak: “A special place.
You don’t believe it until you’re
up here.” (JIM THOMAS)
SLATS, STAVES AND BOOTS
Outboard motors began making their
appearance early in the 20th Century.
Drivers would start their motors by coiling
starting ropes around the top of the motor
and then pulling with all their strength. The
earliest water skiing featured ten

Judge Bates was quite popular with his
Chris-Craft. David Binder remembers him
taking the kids on rides around the lake,
with some of them “skiing” while perched on
boards behind the boat. Upon their return to
the Bates dock, and at other times, Judge
would toss quarters into the water and his
young guests would dive for them. David’s
mother was serving on a jury in Chicago, and
had just completed a trial in which she voted
to convict a number of professional gamblers.
Imagine her surprise and chagrin when she
heard that David, and his friends, had taken
their hard-found quarters into Sparks
Tavern just down the road (Black Oak
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Tavern) and played the slot machines. Her
furious reaction?:
“I spent nine weeks on that jury
prosecuting those bandits, and here you
are playing slot machines!”

A ONE-FINGER WARNING…
Debbie Hill’s new husband, Sigmar
Hofmann, a native of Germany and a
newcomer to Black Oak water sports, was
immediately taken under the wing of
Debbie’s uncle, Ned Hill. Ned offered to
teach Sigmar how to water ski. Sigmar got
up on his second try, and Ned, enthusiastic
about the progress of his pupil, thought the
two of them should move on to learning how
to ski on one ski. Ned instructed Sigmar,
once he had gotten up on two skis, to watch
Ned for the signal to drop one ski, a raised
index finger.
Sigmar got up easily, then spotted the index
finger, the signal to drop a ski. He did
so...sort of. Ned hadn’t fully explained the
total process involved in the procedure: what
Sigmar did was to carefully remove his foot
from one of the skis, slowly place the unshod
ski in the crook of one of his arms, all the
while holding on to the tow rope handle with
one hand. He proudly returned to the dock
on one ski and carrying the other. What an
introduction!

Black Oak: “We adopted Black
Oak as our home.”
(STU AND MARY HUNT)

NOT QUITE DIVING FOR PEARLS
Liz (Duff) Spaulding was recently diving
down to the bottom of Black Oak off her dock
when she recovered a round metal
nameplate, the kind children like to make
when punching in letters on a stamping
machine and found her brother’s name on it
from fifty years ago! And, sadly, her brother
died young. A priceless memento.
Back in the ‘30s, Frank Ferry learned how to
ride the surfboard behind the family boat
and was later able to train his German
shepherd, Prince, to ride the board with him.
Frank would drop off the board and Prince

would continue riding on his merry way,
exulting in his prowess as surfboard soloist.
Prince also showed his family loyalty when
Frank would dive off the platform off the
Ferry-Hill dock and Prince, thinking Frank
was drowning, would dive in, swim out to
where Frank surfaced, grab his arm and pull
him to shore! Rabies shots, anyone?

NAUTICAL ENGINEERS
Dave Allan, Fritz Hill and Bern Fleming
loved to play Advanced Sandbox on the
Allan’s shoreline. As Dave tells it (and he
could be speaking on behalf of many on the
lake who are in their 70s and 80s as well as
the current crop of young ‘uns):
“We loved building tiny boathouses in
the sand along the beach next to our
boathouse when the water was quite
low. Yes, the water level seemed to run
in cycles back then, too. We shopped and
shopped for tiny boats and accessories
that were more or less to scale, and
covered the Variety Store and points
south for such desirables. The
boathouses were built along small
canals that we made in the sand, fed by
lake water. We played with those boats,
cars, and trucks for hours and hours.
We were proud of our construction work.
Of course a storm would come up from
time to time and wash away all of our
work, leaving us to rebuild and begin
anew.” (President Truman refused to
send in FEMA to the rescue...)
Jeff Klieve’s dad bought a sailboat kit and
the family was able to sail out of Barber’s
Bay. But later, Jeff bought a fishing/skiing
combo boat, and on its inaugural voyage in
Black Oak, he caught a ten pound walleye!
He kept it in a live well overnight, and the
next morning he took one look at the
leviathan and just felt he couldn’t keep it...so
he threw it back. Maybe one of the first
catch-and-releases on the lake.

THE DEEP…
Chris Hook, age 5, was learning how to ski
and managed to get up but would always let
go of the handle by the end of the dock
because he was afraid of the ‘deep’ water.
Dorsal fins maybe?
Sailing on the lake? Shelley (Caruso)
Peterson remembers watching out on
Barber’s Bay, hoping to see sailboats come
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by. The problem was that once sailboats
made their entrance, their skippers found it
difficult to pilot their windjammers out of
the bay absent any wind. Shelley found other
diversions though. Her neighbor Mr. Flynn
was her fishing mentor. She saw a fish jump
out of the water near the point across from
Lowenstine’s, got a hold of Mr.Flynn, and
the two of them hied to the point on shore
closest to the spot of the jump. On the third
cast with a pork rind (looks like a frog), he
caught the big bass. He also taught her fly
fishing. And her next door neighbor Julia
Klieve taught Shelley cane pole fishing and
how to clean fish. Both Sharon and Shelley
Caruso looked forward to the Klieves’ arrival
at Black Oak for their annual stay at the
cabin. They did much together while growing
up and enjoyed their neighborliness.
After a number of years of doing without,
Mary and Jim Thomas finally broke down
and purchased their very own pontoon boat.
They thought their inaugural cruise should
be something special, so they invited the
Annins and Bates along to share their good
fortune. The day they picked for their voyage
turned out to be freezing cold but sunny.
They called their guests to see if they were
still up for the trip. They were. When John,
Marilyn, Walt, and Sandi were piped aboard,
they were all clad in their winter-best
parkas, hoods, heavy gloves, and thick boots.
The hosts thoughtfully provided shrimp and
champagne. The champagne
didn’t have to be iced.

boat and hired a plane to look down to see if
the motor could be located! And right down
the road, Fritz Hill had been hard at work,
building his own speed boat in high school in
the early ‘50s. He still takes the boat out for
spins for old times sake. At the time it was
one of the fastest boats on the lake.

O JODY, JODY, WHEREFORE ART THOU, JODY?:
The saga of Jody Trochell: one night her dad
Jack took Jody fishing when she was 14.
Jack let her operate the outboard motor
while she was seated atop the cooler. While
making a somewhat sharp turn, she slipped
off the cooler and plunged into the inky
blackness of Black Oak! Jack was able to
about-face the boat and rescue her. His first
crop of white hair appeared the following
morning.
One of the earliest settlers on the lake, Ed
Torres, vividly recalls his mother beckoning
him to head down to the shoreline from their
West Bay cabin and “catch a fish for dinner.
Just fish near the log” and dinner would
appear! Good old days!

A MOUNTAIN ON BLACK OAK…
Right after World War II, Bud Hill bought a
used frogman inflatable raft for his family’s
enjoyment. The craft came with eight
paddles and was pumped up using a large
bicycle pump. The life raft was very large

Before they bought their
place on Black Oak, Bob and
Mary Olk kept their boat at
the Carusos. It was Susie
Olk who taught the Caruso
girls how to water ski. And
the lake served another
purpose for them: Saturday
baths.

A FIRST:
Shelley (Caruso) Peterson
was the first kayaker on
Black Oak...in 1984!
Dave Hoffman recalls when
one of his cousins lost a
motor off the transom of his

Proudly posing behind his recently completed
boat-from-scratch, Fritz Hill can’t wait to give his Mercury a
workout. The boat still skims the surface of Black Oak 54
years after its completion.
(Frank Surpless)
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and fun to play on. It was a diving board,
and then when it was flipped, the Flemings,
Hills, Surplesses and others would play King
of the Mountain by placing one of the kids on
top of the slimy bottom and attempt to throw
him/her overboard. Can’t beat that for
expending energy!
If the Hills wanted additional childpower,
Bud would drape a large white towel over
the boathouse door, which was a signal for
the Marlings, from across the lake, to come
join the fun.
Right down the same shoreline, the Allans
found a military raft washed up on their
shore after the spring thaw, and they too
tried to climb their own mountain.

Black Oak: “one word—roots.
I’ve always been here, if only for
three months a year. Our daughter
Rade was married up here in the
Ely Church. I remember singing in
the choir, the only young person
among a choir of older women. My
folks were married here. Today?
We enjoy hearing lake resident
Fred Lippert preaching at the
church.”
(HELEN JO PIERCE)
The public beach, the site of the annual
hydroplane races, was originally, as Bill
Berg remembers, just a curve in the road.
George Halbert, its owner, gave the land to
the town of Land O’ Lakes, which in turn
made it into a public beach. The Halberts’
home is just east of the beach. Others have
said that it was Ruth Seaman who made the
donation.
The Bates clan appreciated its proximity to
the family compound and thus were able to
host numerous fish fries, picnics, boat and
skiing related activities, with a minimum of
effort. The Rudderhams, Duffs, Kistlers,
Leimbachers, Bill Berg, Judge Bates and his
family, the Hesselmans, all watched while

Combined photos showing the plentiful
supply of fish at the Torres end of Black
Oak!
(Ed Torres collection)

fish were fried in the huge cast iron frying
pan. The chefs fried many pounds of bacon,
plopped them into paper bags to soak up the
grease, then used some of the leftover fat to
fry the fish. A true shore lunch! With Rolaids
for dessert.

DERBY WEEK:
The annual hydroplane races became a
Mecca for many of the younger residents of
the lake during the 50s. Some would
participate in the Black Oak Lake Water Ski
Club’s shows during the breaks between
races. Others would maneuver their boats to
pick up skiers who had either fallen or
shifted to a pyramid or one ski. And still
others would rescue drivers with disabled
craft by towing them back to the beach. And
finally many of the remaining lake
spectators would crowd their boats as close
as they could to the “pits” to kibbitz on race
strategy and engine adjustments.
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IT’S A DRAG…
When Mimi Allman’s brother, Carl Truss,
was serving in the Navy in the early 1960s,
he became interested in racing boats. As
Carl relates:
“While attending drag boat races in
Long Beach, California, in 1960, I met
the man who owned Mendella Boats
from Lynwood, California.
“At the time he was building the last
wooden boat for himself before they
switched to fiberglass boats. I talked
him into selling me what he had already
put together, for $200. I got the
assembled bottom frames and engine
stringers from Mendella. All the rest of
the lumber was purchased from local
San Diego lumber yards. I built the
trailer in a high school welding class.
” I started working on the boat in Chula
Vista, and in 1961, moved back to
Milwaukee. The boat was moved to
Black Oak and I continued the work.
“When I was transferred to New Jersey,
the boat came along. Purchased an
assembled racing engine block from a
boat racer in Newark. Cost was $200.
“The engine is a 1958 Chrysler 392
Hemi bored out to 398 cubic inches. It
has six Stromberg two-barrel carbs.

A SLOW BOAT TO BLACK OAK
“I was then transferred to Hartford,
Wisconsin, so the boat moved
back to Black Oak. I keep
records of expenses, and the
ledger’s first entry is July of
1960. In July of 1980, it was
completed. It took only
twenty years to complete.”
After he first ran the boat in
any number of trial runs,
R.D. Aikins recalls Carl
asking him if he wanted to
come along to see how the
boat was running. Carl
revved the boat up near the
public beach, jammed the
throttle forward full tilt, and
six seconds later came to a
halt at the far point adjacent
to Barber’s Bay: 100
m.p.h.(!), accompanied by

unique sonic booms. While en route on his
Sunday drive, R.D. found out that a.) Carl
forgot to attach the dead man cord to his
wrist while operating the craft, and b.)
discovered that the engine was leaking
gasoline! He lived. And Search and Rescue
wasn’t necessary.
However, Carl’s brother-in-law Tom Allman
went one step further. He actually
water-skied behind the dragster. But: in
order to allow Tom to avoid breathing in
heavy and blinding fumes while trailing
behind the boat, the two of them tied two
tow ropes together. Tom didn’t breathe more
easily though, even skiing 75 yards or so
behind the boat, because Carl got a tad
carried away and Tom didn’t dare ski outside
the wake, lest…
That being said, one might wonder why Carl
didn’t try for a Guinness record of some kind
involving water skiing. With all that
horsepower lurking in the recesses of the
engine block, why not try pulling all 163
skiers on the lake simultaneously? Of course
it is obvious why such a feat could never
succeed: there weren’t enough gas masks to
go around.

AMAZING RACE! …
With repeated test drives of his craft, Carl
found that many lake residents weren’t as
fond of high speed boats as was he. Few of

What can one say other than gasp in wonderment (and
bewilderment) at Carl Truss’ massively powered inboard,
twenty years in the making, and put together with parts from
both coasts and Wisconsin.
(Carl Truss photo)
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them wished to be witness to future
water-borne high speed drag races on the
lake, which conceivably could start at the far
end of the West Bay and finish somewhere in
Barber’s Bay. (Though it was said that one
bystander, a wretched minister, christened
such a spectacle as a “Hair-raising race.” The
sound wasn’t so sweet, however.) Those
prospective thirteen second extravaganzas,
while a spectacular blur to onlookers,

(aged 13) were on the pyramid for ski shows
during the BOLROA picnics. Liz (Duff)
Spaulding remembers her being perched
atop the pyramid for one of the picnics.

MECCA

Growing up in the 50s, when water skiing
came into its own, Black Oak youngsters
were fortunate to have a number of older,
more skilled, skiers to serve as their
teachers. Roberta and Ned
come to mind, mainly
because they spent daily
double-digit hours on the
lake helping young and old
alike learn the ropes. Ginny
Schroeder especially loved
hosting the large groups of
kids on the lake during the
drifting summer days. She
made 150 peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches every day
for all of them...just because
she enjoyed doing it. Before
heading back to winter
quarters, parents of water
skiing students would make
donations to the senior
A close-up of the engine of Carl Truss’ creation. A
Marlings and Schroeders to
one-of-a-kind machine, it seemed to harness half the power
of a Niagara Falls. It looks like part of it could also double as help compensate them for
the cost of burning the
rocket launchers for July 4th...or else they are horn players
(probable) equivalent of an
temporarily disabled by the bellow of the exhaust.
oil refinery’s one week’s
(Carl Truss photo)
threatened to perforate any
number of eardrums along the
way. Bowing to the dictates of
his wife Joanne, Carl was
forced to retire his boat to
stud.
The Ski Club’s show was
exceptionally professional for
its time. Barely powered
outboards, though
supplemented by Chris-Crafts,
provided the locomotion for
the many skiers involved. Ned
Schroeder, Mike Rudderham,
Roberta Marling (Morris) and
others were the organizers
and choreographers for the
annual extravaganza. Suzy
A BOLROA picnic Black Oak Ski Club pyramid, with Suzy
(Hesselman) Turner recalls
Hesselman (Turner) holding the flag, with possibly Beth
how she and Beth Meyer
(Meyer) Kline, taken in the mid 1980s.
(Hesselman collection)
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production of gasoline over the summer.
Back then gasoline cost 30¢ a gallon, which
made water skiing a bit more economically
feasible!
Later, when the Hooks’ children were
growing up, the water skiing activities
shifted over to their part of the lake...with
ten hour days standard. Once, when Ed took
off for Colorado Springs to put in his
required work hours, Barb had the brilliant
brainstorm of taking their motorboat,
powered by a 75 h.p. outboard, out on the
lake, towing eight skiers at once. It took
forever to get the various tow ropes
straightened out, but the proposed
undertaking was worth it as all eight got up.
Small problem: the strain of the combined
eight-skier cavalcade bent the Hooks’ tow
bar in half. Learn by doing.

Black Oak: “This is home. This
was more of a home here than our
home town of Joliet. It meant more
to us than any other place. ‘Sell
any place but the lake!” (KAY
LEIMBACHER MCDONALD)

YOU SHOW ‘EM, FRITZ!
Fritz Hill had never skied before, so when he
was driving with his family to Land O’
Lakes, he got the opportunity to try out this
new sport in the early ‘50s. They had
stopped in northern Minnesota, and a family
friend was able to get him up on skis on his
second try. Upon arriving at Black Oak, he
wandered over to friend Dave Allan’s place,
where Dave’s Uncle Bruce had just shown up
with a brand new boat and 25 h.p. motor. He
asked if anyone knew how to ski. Dave,
pointing toward Fritz, said, “He’s the expert
skier!” Uncle Bruce took Fritz out on the
lake (his second time up) and proceded to try
to make Fritz fall down by running the boat
in increasingly tighter circles. And to think
that Dave and Fritz are still the best of
friends!

MOON OVER BLACK OAK…
It Had to Happen Department: while
Roberta Marling was towing Ned Schroeder
around the end of West Bay, Ned fell and his
bathing suit disappeared, having been
impaled on the stem of a lily pad. Ned
surface dived to retrieve his skiwear,
mooning any onlooker who happened to be
observing his efforts. The Morris (Marling)
clan still has in its possession their Century
outboard Scamp, a 1931 craft, which served
as one of the first tow boats for water skiers
on the lake. The boat had no fin on its keel,
which meant that when Roberta was skiing
on one ski behind the boat, her sharp turns
would pull the stern in the direction of her
wake crossing, making the
steersman/woman a nervous wreck by the
end of the journey. (Don’t ask her sister
Dorothy about that.)

A TURF BATTLE: TURF OVER SURF
But there were others who learned to ski
among themselves. Lori (Legat) Cline
describes her little brother’s contretemps
with fishermen who frequented the far
northwest bay of Black Oak, (Dollar Bay)
close to their dock:
“My little brother was allowed to go out
on the lake by himself as long as he
stayed in the cove. He had my uncle’s old
rowboat, which had a coffee can filled
with concrete tied to a rope for an
anchor and he loved rowing right up to
the fishermen who were peacefully
trying to lure their day’s catch until my
little brother would fling that
concrete-filled coffee can overboard
(scaring away any fish the fellas had
hopes of catching), just to chat!
“’Catching anything?’ he’d say, and then
sit and talk to the guys. Some weren’t
very hospitable but others took it in
stride. These were in the days of the
party line, and I picked up the phone one
day to hear Mrs. Vilt telling Mrs.
McCluckey, ‘Oh, Lucille, did you see
that little Marsh boy is back
again...rows right up to the fishermen
and scares all their fish away throwing
that Folger’s boat anchor out, why the
thing is as big as he is!”
(In a similar vein, Fred and Judy Madigan
mentioned one of their feisty
granddaughters, who, when she first arrived
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at the Madigan cabin, would head down to
the end of the dock and holler at any nearby
fishermen: “This is my part of the lake, you
can’t be here!!” That’s tellin’ ‘em!)

families had been aquaplaning during
the 1930s. Ski ropes were home made
with hemp rope and broom handles.

Lori continues:
“And of course I learned to
water ski off the back of my
grandpa’s pontoon boat.
Same thing, we’d worked
on it all day making our
coveted cove ‘off limits’ to
any would-be fishermen
who instead stayed out in
the channel hoping we’d
give up and go in. Finally,
after about the eightieth
try (my mother had the
patience of Job), I got up
and no less than half a
dozen fishermen stood up
in their boats and gave me
a standing ovation...(what
they were really saying
was, okay kid, you did it,
now dock that land yacht
and let us get in there and
do some fishing.” )
Perhaps Roberta (Marling)
Morris has offered the most
comprehensive description of
the development of water
skiing on Black Oak:

A Ferry-Hill Lodge 1950 fashion show featuring the very
latest in swimwear of the 1930s. Identifiable models are: (top
center), Mary (Hill) Surpless; to the right of her, Jim
Surpless. In front of him is Mary D. Surpless (Rio Grande).
And holding the dog is Lorin Surpless. Tres chic!!

“Most families boasted a
5½ horsepower motor on a
fishing boat by 1950. Most
boating was for the purpose of fishing or
going on a trip around the lake to see
wildlife and who was developing what
property. Also boats were used to visit
friends, and during World War II to go
to the Black Oak Tavern and Store to
purchase groceries, buy gasoline — with
(rationed) gas stamps — and treats.
This took most of the morning and kept
the kids busy.

ROOTS..
“Water skiing (as an organized group
activity: many were skiing on their own
before this time) began in earnest in
1947 when Roberta Marling’s dad
bought a pair of “Red Bear” skis, and
Ned Schroeder, Mike Rudderham, and
Fritz Hill made hollow skis with Hank
Schroeder’s canvas shoe tops as
bindings. The Ferry-Hill and Bates

(Frank Surpless)

SHOWBOATING:
“In 1948, the Land O’Lakes Lions Club
began hosting the Midwest boat races at
the Black Oak Resort and taking place
at the public beach. Herb Dickman
approached Roberta Marling about
putting on a water ski show during the
intermission of the boat races. The two
boats used were the Marlings’ Scamp
with a 24 h.p. Johnson and Bernie
Schroeder’s old fishing boat with a 10
h.p. Mercury motor. The first ski show
was one skier driving by on two skis and
waving to the crowd. The next year it
was two skiers, some clowns, and some
simple tricks as the group’s skills
improved.
“The following summer the Black Oak
Water Ski Club grew to include anyone
who wanted to help. Ned Schroeder,
Dorothy and Roberta Marling could
now drive their boats without adult
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supervision. They went around the lake
recruiting kids swimming in front of
their cabins to join them. The fishing
boats were made pickup boats, now that
the skiers had graduated to one ski and
dropped one ski used to get out of the
water. With the addition of the Bates
Chris Craft in the early 1950s, the show
became more advanced. More boys were
added who could ski as clowns dressed
up on old clothes from the 1920s and
‘30s which they found in their cabins.
They skied behind the Leimbachers’
aluminum boat with a 25 h.p. Mercury
motor.

BLACK OAK PRODUCTIONS:
“We had three Cypress Gardens Girls
holding shoulders and raising one ski.
We had two slalom skiers doing the rope
weave and turn-arounds with or
without stool on a saucer. We needed
helpers to wind ropes, move skis, recover
skiers. There was a job for everyone, and
we moved to Bates’ pier to start the
show.

I GOT APPLIQUED!
“The Black Oak teenagers kept
expanding as more kids joined and
more families were begged to stay at the
lake longer and to be here for ski shows.
Everett Ingerson (local entertainer)
announced the acts from the resort pier,
we bought red sweatshirts and
appliqued a Black Oak leaf and our
club name on the back, and embroidered
each member’s name on the front of the
shirt. Walt Bates, age five, got recruited
to be the top of a three man pyramid.
Two boats were required to get the three
skiers up and then had to run together to
pass one skier over to the biggest boat.
The goal of learning more tricks and
adding more skiers kept the teenagers
busy all summer and formed strong
friendships in the third generation of
summer residents.
“As the years went by, the Lions Club
added a fishing boat race for children.
The aluminum boats could be powered
by a 5 ½ h.p. motor. Many Black Oak
under-12 youngsters participated in the
races, including E.J. Hook, Art Hook,
Rob Kistler, Pat Morris, Julie Hook,
Chris Hook and Jim Wanty. They all
raced around the triangle course and
were awarded trophies. For many years
these same boats continued to race and

younger brothers and sisters became the
drivers.” Those were the days!

Black Oak: “Growing up, my
experiences in the woods around the
lake were such that in World War
II, I was the first to see movement
when fighting in the woods in Italy,
southern France, and Austria. I
was better able to deal with outdoor
experiences than most of my
buddies. It might have saved my
life!” (ED TORRES)
LET’S NOT CALL THEM “ACCIDENTS”
Maybe “irrational exuberance” would be
more apt. As science now knows, but didn’t
back when, the human brain takes a while to
fully evolve from birth to adulthood. “Better
Judgment,” contained in the forelobes of the
brain, sometimes was squeezed out by out of
control hormones and social pressures which
would manifest themselves virtually every
summer on Black Oak. Or, as a
contemporary adolescent comic strip
character exclaimed after engaging in
primitive tomfoolery involving a crush on a
female teen,
“God shouldn’t serve hormones to
minors!” (ZITS: 1-29-08)
And such happenings would often serve to
bring generations closer together (extremely
closer together) as a result of whatever took
place.
For example, Walt Bates was pulling his dad
on water skis while driving his outboard
aluminum boat. The United Airlines
captain-to-be wasn’t watching where he was
going and ran his boat up onto the shore
while continuing his forward progress
without benefit of boat. An earnest family
discussion ensued. Probably then it might
have been agreed that an observer (co-pilot)
would have helped!

THE GREAT BLACK OAK SMOKE-IN
The Ferry-Hill families still remember Uncle
Bud Hill and his stepfather, Frank Ferry,
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Sr., swimming off their dock with lit
cigarettes in their respective mouths. Ala
Houdini, they would wrap their tongues
around their cigs, dive under water for a half
minute or so, and then surface, mouths still
closed, and then tantalizingly re-open their
mouths with their cigarettes still lit. Wonder
how their dentists reacted at their annual
examinations.

put in that day, so the call was made from
Black Oak to Antigo indicating that the
delivery room would not be needed. Who
made the call? The telephone line installer
actually climbed the pole to make the first
call!
Now contrast the 1924 birth of Janet
Handlos at home with the birth of one of

Cherry (Shely) Lommen’s
daughter-in-law Wendy
was learning how to
barefoot ski behind a boat
pulled by her fiancé, Rick.
She fell, broke her nose,
rushed over to Dr. Earl
Leimbacher’s cabin for
emergency treatment, and
survived. She still
married the boat’s pilot
even though he got her
nose out of joint.
Frank Surpless
remembers when, in the
early ‘60s, he was
Roberta (Marling) Morris performing a turnaround on a stool
practicing a water skiing atop a disc, about 1960.
trick which he learned
(Frank Surpless)
from watching Roberta
Marling (Morris),
Linda (Bates) LaChance’s brothers back in
standing on a tall stool aboard a disc and
Illinois thirty years later: when a telephone
call came through to Bates Point regarding
doing 360s. One day his father was working
away from the high bank not too far from the the blessed event, at 2 a.m., grandpa Bates
klanged the family klaxon with a mighty
water’s edge, and looked up and in disbelief
smote, causing the entire Bates colony to
saw his son’s head far above the water’s
quickly converge to find out why they had
surface, spinning around as if in a
been summoned. Upon hearing the good
disembodied state. A closer look reassured
news, a very very early morning cocktail
him. Some say his head is still spinning
party broke out, to celebrate the new baby!
around in a disembodied state.

ANTIGO NORTH
When Janet Handlos (Vineyard) was a little
girl, her mother would take her along for
night fishing. Her mother was definitely the
outdoors type, and even when she was over
eight months pregnant with Janet, she was
off canoeing in what is now Sylvania. While
there, she went into labor. She made it back
to the family’s home, (which then was the
small cabin up on the hill from Vern and
Janet’s current home) in time to give birth to
Janet. She was supposed to have given birth
in the nearest hospital, Antigo (!), but not
that night. The telephone line had just been

Loon Island sleepovers became popular early
on. Dorothy and Roberta Marling, Sally
Benzies and Debbie (Hill) Hofmann would
gather in a rowboat, load it up with firewood,
motor over to the island, and cast their
bedrolls (no sleeping bags then) upon the
ground around a campfire. Later the island
became a popular gathering place for hordes
of thirsty and hormone-ridden lake
teenagers who liked to conduct philosophical
discussions, recite poetry, and sing gospel
music (or so their parents hoped). Nancy
Eaton looked upon the overnights on the
island as a rite of passage for adolescents on
the lake. (An historical note: with the
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exceptionally low lake
levels of recent vintage,
the square footage of
Loon Island has
expanded maybe 25%,
allowing its capacity at
late evening events to
grow from 97 to maybe
129. Every dark cloud
has its silver lining!)

A COMMANDO RAID…
Jack and Sandy Barnum
got to know the Hoffman
kids growing up and
palled around with them.
One night the Hoffmans
mentioned that they
were spending the night
on Loon Island. This
aroused the practical
The Black Oak Resort’s kitchen. Extremely spacious and
joke instincts among the ultra-clean, it was meant to serve up to 200 people at a meal.
Barnums: they
(Ed and Barb Hook)
put-putted to the sand
bar near Annins, cut the
Of interest: while on the way over, the
motor, and stealthily rowed their craft to the
Barnums (and the Hoffmans on the island)
island, tying the boat to the pier which once
all witnessed a spectacular meteor winging
graced the site. Tip-toeing on to the island
its way 180 degress across the firmament.
they suddenly let loose
with a series of
blood-curdling howls and
bellows at 175
decibels....and nothing
happened! Downcast and
in a state of shock, they
gallomped back to the
pier and cast off.
The following day they
ran into the Hoffmans
and ‘fessed up that they
were the ones whose yells
were supposed to have
scared the nightlights out
of the residents on the
darkened campsite. What
happened? Yep, the
Hoffmans were there,
but...upon hearing the
roars of their “guests,”
thought that discretion
dictated that they keep
deathly still, mainly
because they didn’t know
who the interlopers were!

A 1930s scene taken in front of the shoreline cabins at the
Black Oak Resort. The two in the rowboat probably rented the
boat at the weekly rate of $5.00. Note the stairways from the
cabins entering the water.
(Ed and Barb Hook)
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Maybe the Hoffmans took this as an omen
for what happened later.

KERBLAM!
True love run amok (from Dave Allan):
“lots of time spent on the water. And at
night, too. I remember more than one
night that Fritz (Hill) and I would
paddle a canoe across the lake to the
water in front of the Schroeder cabin.
We would be as stealthy as we could,
and then begin slapping the canoe
paddles on the water so that the sound
was like shots being fired...so we
thought. Lights would go on, flashlights
would shine along the path and there
would be a few screams from the girls.
Then Fritz and I would quietly paddle
back home, thinking how clever we had
been, but we really hadn’t fooled
anyone.” Nice try, guys.

Black Oak:
“It’s in your blood!”
(CHERRY LOMMEN)

Bob Marling, Dorothy and Roberta’s dad,
loved to speed his pride and joy, the family
runabout (the “Scamp”) around the lake at
full tilt. Once after picking up Fritz and
Debbie Hill, with Dorothy and Roberta
already on board, he roared due west to the
West Bay with all five, and in a
death-defying move worthy of an Evel
Knievel, aimed (not steered) the boat over
what looked like a solid land bridge between
Loon Island and shore.

BAKLAVA!
Unbeknownst to his passengers, he had
earlier reconnoitered the narrow passage
between land and the island and pronounced
it navigable. (Much higher water levels
then.) Shrieks and wails rent the West Bay
air as the Scamp roared inevitably to its
doom, except nothing happened. To this day,
at least two of the participants in that
adventure betray their memories of the feat
via protruding eyeballs and bulging jugulars.
Contemporary boat owners really shouldn’t
attempt to emulate Bob Marling’s feat or

else they’ll be inviting what Zorba the Greek
called “the full catastrophe.”
On the other hand, Liz (Duff) Spaulding
remembers that not too long ago she was
able to ski between Loon Island and the
nearby shore.

BETTER SEE AN AUDIOLOGIST, SALLY.
The Farmer family loved to fish and could
catch fish “for dinner” off the cabin, ala Ed
Torres’ family. Jud, Sally Farmer (Lippert’s)
dad, was down on waterskiing, saying it
interfered with fishing. Ten-year-old Sally
liked to sunbathe, so one day she went out in
the family rowboat, lay down on the bottom
of the boat with the oars still in the water.
Elizabeth Whipp saw the boat and got
concerned and called out Sally’s name; Sally
repeatedly ignored the call. Elizabeth rushed
through the woods to alert Sally’s mom
about this. She in turn bellowed out Sally’s
name, which brought about the desired
response. Scary!

NOT PIERLESS!
The Bates again: this time it was Jim Bates
who learned to ski behind a Johnson ten
horsepower outboard. He had made his own
thin skis and was learning the craft quickly.
His dad took him skiing one day, and
initially was going to stop the boat at the
pier; but Jim waved him on and wound up
crashing into the pier himself. A lesson
learned!

Black Oak: “I’ve loved it here!
Just being able to hear the
loons...The lake has been where
I’ve been. The majority of my life
for 32 years has been spent here.
It’s like a wagon wheel with
different spokes, each spoke a
different part of your life. Black
Oak Lake has been my life! It’s
very emotional for me.”
(LINDA LACHANCE)
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Turning to non-motorized power: Mark
Mayeau started the annual Black Oak
Regatta for sailboats in 1990. Babs Tracy
won the 1990 inaugural, Bob Barnum the
next two (seven altogether), then Jim Bates,
with Mark taking the last four. In one race
Walt Bates tipped over in his catamaran and
his dog fell out. Rescue craft came from afar
to rescue the two. An antique brass cannon
started the race, probably buffaloing the
lake’s citizenry with its convulsive report.
Mark and others outlined the accepted
official handicapping
system for various
sizes and types of
boats. The most
common boats were
sunfish, many from
other lakes.

do any work, just grab the handles...So she
started out really slow, then he slammed the
throttle full bore and spun her all over the
place. Hasn’t been on a tube since.

BATES REDUX:
Judge Bates was a definite do-it-yourselfer.
He built a boat using 4 X 12 sections of
plywood, with oil drums underneath with a
motor attached. Not enough flotation. What
to do? Make a dock out of it of course!

Virtually every
participant got a
prize. Frank Ferry
carved the wood
pieces for the prizes
and Mark Mayeau
would paint them.
Kathy Gelb and
Shirley Barnum also
helped to organize
The rustic Recreation Room in the Recreation Building at the Black
the races. One
Oak Resort. The large fireplace provided warmth whenever
person didn’t know
necessary.
anything about
(Ed and Barb Hook)
regattas, so he was
told to follow the
Not content with boat construction, Judge
boats. The leader had to leave the race to
wanted to explore the depths of the lake with
pee, and this guy followed him to his dock!
his home made diving gear. He took the
(probably someone from another lake).
motor from an old family gas washing
Frank Ferry in particular loved the annual
machine and hooked it up as a compressor
regatta because his type of sailboat, a snipe,
for his diving bell. He placed the compressor
was the only boat in its classification, so he
on the end of the dock and attached two
was guaranteed a first place trophy. Nice. At
hundred feet of hose. He then placed weights
the conclusion of each race, the participants
on his shoulders to help him sink to the lake
and their groupies would gather at the beach bottom. He could see through the plastic
for a tasty lunch prepared by the Madigans.
glass of the diving bell but had to remain
And great news!: in August of 2007,
upright or else the bell would release itself
organizers on the lake revived the regatta.
from the diving suit. He also carried along a
Dirk Meyer won the first place trophy, a
storage tank in case the motor quit.
small wooden replica of a sailboat, complete
with jib. He is placing the traveling trophy in
OFF WITH HIS...BELL (?)
a prominent place in his cabin.
Mike Volpe bought a tube, the very first tube
on the lake. He came over to the Hooks and
told Barb about this new-fangled thing. He
mentioned to her that she wouldn’t have to

One day Walt’s mother, Billie, was
monitoring Judge’s underwater progress
when suddenly the motor quit. She panicked
and began pulling the hose, popping the bell
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right off his head! Forty years before “Jaws”
with the same degree of fright!
Judge Bates wasn’t the only creative
nautical engineer on the lake. Linda (Bates)
LaChance still pictures her dad building the
first motorized raft on Black Oak. It had a
1½ h.p. motor attached. The entire family
clambered aboard, her parents sipping
cocktails while the craft zoomed along at
maybe 2 m.p.h., including Grandma in her
rocking chair.

Black Oak: “Home. Black Oak
has been the most unchanging part
of my life. My children love it
too.”
(NANCY FRAWLEY)

Picture this: picnic attendees, many of them
happily imbibing, suddenly caught sight of a
powerful speedboat headed their way with
no apparent driver or passengers. They went
into screaming fits. Meanwhile, back at the
throttle, Walt, sneaking a peek from under
the boat cover, was frantically directing the
helmswoman to “GO RIGHT, GO RIGHT!!!”
in order to avoid crashing ashore. She
mistook “right” from “left” in spite of Walt’s
suggestions, and skillfully (and blindly) first
hit a diving raft and then at full bore,
crushed the boat right on to the beach near
Madigans’. Lots of merriment here!
Walt and Dick Leimbacher managed to
quickly extricate themselves from the
wreckage, ran into the woods nearby, and
not too soon after, reappeared, innocently
making inquiries about what happened. Of
course they were ratted out. Maybe if the
boat had been outfitted with a GPS system...
And now speaking of the beach:

THAR SHE WENT!
More activity: the annual March/April
madness in which a car was placed out on
the lake with bets being taken at the Black
Oak Tavern (maybe Sparks then) on just
when the car would break through the ice.
The tavern stopped taking bets on March 1.
When the ice started getting dark, bettors
and their unsavory associates would gather
on the shore, quaffing quantities of ale, and
carefully scrutinizing the car’s imminent
Titantic-like immersion in Black Oak. A
retroactive sigh of relief: organizers of the
Vegas-style extravaganza always attached a
cable to the car so it could be resurrected
from the lake’s squishy bottom in the spring.

THE HEADLESS OARSMAN.
A long time ago, Duke and Phil Gilbert
rented the Hesselman cabin and brought
with them their brand new boat, which
sported a sleek Johnson 50 h.p. V engine.
One day, while the adults were attending a
picnic on Bates Point, the children, bored,
came up with a practical joke which was
surely an antidote to boredom. Seven of
them, Walt included, put the boat in the
water and crawled under the boat cover just
after the motor was started. They wanted to
provide highjinks and hilarity for the adults
gathered at the picnic.

ON THE BEACH:
Wouldn’t it be nice to swim on your very own
beach even if you didn’t own one? Not too
long ago, there was a lively market on Black
Oak for just that feature. An itinerant
“beach maker” made the rounds of Black
Oak property owners while asking if he could
provide them with lots of sand for their
shorelands. Many prospective customers
couldn’t believe their ears and eagerly made
arrangements for just such a thing (“Blessed
are the beachmakers for they...”)
The nautical entrepreneur called his device a
“sandsucker,” which sucked up huge
quantities of sand from the lake bottom
about two hundred feet off shore and
deposited its capacity load on to the
shoreline of his customers. What a happy
ending for them! And neighbors, who turned
down the man’s offer, later blamed
themselves for not accepting his largesse.
Said one: “I’m beachless!”

SAY IT, DON’T SPRAY IT...
Even today, flying over Black Oak, observant
pilots and passengers can still spot the
excavations through the crystal clear waters
of the lake. What is preventing this tale from
appearing on David Letterman’s Top Ten
Stories list is that the name of the
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sandsucking business had not
been christened “Thad
Thudpucker’s Sand Sucker.” If
only....On the other hand, try
saying that rapidly ten times
in a row! This could easily
have become the fresh-water
version of “She sells sea
shells...”
Jack Barnum and his sister
Sandy Kuepfer loved to take
part in miniature water ski
shows in front of their cabin.
They and Chris Hook learned
new tricks. A successful
completion of a new maneuver
earned them a trip to the
Dari-Maid. Sandy took part in
the ballet for the lake’s water
ski show; Jack did barefoot
and wakeboard. They wore
home made skis which looked
like shoes with toes
protruding!

A pair of delicate ladies swimming on the shore of the
Barbers’ original cabin in 1910. It was probably just as well
that no high dive was present at the time, given the sheer
weight of their swimming suits after entering the water
after a cannonball. Contemporary divers clad in thongs
would have other concerns.
(Joe Handlos photo, taken from the Vilas County News-Review)

Sharon (Basten) and Shelley (Peterson)
Caruso certainly took advantage of the lake
in their back yard. They had two birchbark
canoes when ages five to nine. The family
also was the proud owner of a duck boat and
antique decoys. J.R. Lowenstine gave
Shelley and Sharon a green surfboard; they
would use it as a float and go all the way to
the public beach with it. Or both would
clamber aboard and kick it sideways to the
beach, a marathon and aerobic excursion!

SAVE THE WHALES...EARLY VERSION
J.R. also gave Shelley a fishing pole and a
tackle box. Shelley would set out to catch her
limit, with Sharon begging to come along to
watch. Sharon, however, had an ulterior
motive: she wanted the lake’s fish to remain
in the deep. She would thereupon stamp her
feet on the bottom of the boat to scare away
the fish. Small wonder Shelley considered
her persona non grata! As the two grew up,
they started an animal cemetery mostly for
dead fish. Next door neighbor John Klieve
would perform the burial rites...and he later
became a minister. One wonders...
Growing up, Sharon and Shelley found a
unique way to tour the lake...via a ride in
Harris Bennett’s seaplane. He would pick

them up at their dock and taxi around the
lake, never taking off. One would think that
the possibility of a spectacularly high high
dive entered one of their heads, but
fortunately for the senior Carusos it never
occurred. What was Harris doing on Black
Oak? He was an electrician who made house
calls the old-fashioned way, by air.

Black Oak: “Heaven on earth. It
doesn’t get any better!”
(TOM ALLMAN)

FRIGHT NIGHT...
One of Ned and Pat Morris’s favorite doings
on Black Oak was the one time they, Bim
Surpless, and Erik Johnson barefoot skied
simultaneously behind Walt Bates’ boat...in
the daylight. Conversely, long before DNR
rules governed the activity, and looking for
aerobic exercises to benefit their buff-like
physiques after the bars closed, Ned and Pat
mounted two automobile headlights on the
tow bar of their boat to light their way as
they skied across Black Oak in pitch
darkness. That particular night, Mark
Hoffman was riding in the boat when Pat
suddenly turned the boat sharply (which
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must have looked weird from shore) and
Mark fell overboard fully-clothed.
Pat cut the engine to see if he could hear
where Mark was treading water. As Mark
put it, (going alpine) “I yodeled
‘ladyooladyooladyoo’ at the top of my lungs
so Pat could find me.” Onlookers wouldn’t
have been surprised to witness an
amphibious St. Bernard, which heard the
yodeling, paddling up to Mark and offering
him a loaded brandy snifter! And to think
that Alp-like mountain ranges decorated the
local landscape hundreds of millions of years
ago!

ELECTRIFYING!
Another venture saw Pat and Ned caught in
the middle of the lake during a spectacular
lightning storm. They scurried toward shore
while watching for the appearance of St.
Elmo’s Fire atop the boat’s ski pole.
Fortunately for them, the saint didn’t come
arcing in. (ouch) However, Pat still has curly
hair.
Pat and Ned, in a more constructive fashion,
were the first to set up a water ski slalom
course on the lake. Using concrete blocks,
ropes, empty plastic bleach bottles and other
assorted jerry-built stuff, they were able to
make the course a reality. Since then, of
course, Walt Bates has done the honors. As
he said, it was like pulling teeth to secure
the DNR’s permission to set up the current
layout.

BIG BANG THEORY...
The annual 4th of July celebration in the
area found the Morrises working feverishly
to construct their very own raft upon which
they placed multiple launching tubes (coffee
cans) to rival the airport’s evening show.
They would light the fuses and jump into a
circling boat while the fireworks exploded.
One of their favorite activities then was to
wheel Grandfather Marling’s ten gauge
cannon down to the dock and commence
firing on the 4th. The first time they did so,
they had no idea of the effects of the
explosions: afterwards they went back to the
house and found out that many of the wall
hangings in the house had been shaken to
the floor by the concussive rumblings of the
artillery.

WHAT, NO MERMAIDS?
It isn’t just water skiing and above-water
antics which Black Oak Lake features. Many
years ago, Dan Satran, then editor and
publisher of the News-Review, often in his
column would write of the pleasure he
derived from being able to dive the great
depths of Black Oak and see for himself the
many underwater features the lake had to
offer. He couldn’t believe the huge schools of
walleye and bass he would come across. He
did point out that, though he felt he had
been able to swim up fairly close to them, in
reality the crystal-clear water distorted the
distances and they were quite a swim away.
So Rebecca Basten, snorkeler extraordinaire,
also took advantage of her lake...and wrote
about it. As a second grader at the
MacArthur School in Germantown,
Wisconsin, she entered the PTA Reflections
national competition in the arts. Becka
followed the required theme for her writing,
“I’m Really Happy When...” as she submitted
her entry:
“What makes me happy is snorkeling
and how you dunk in the water and
discover a new world. It is so nice seeing
a school of fish so colorful and pretty.
Snorkeling is the best thing I ever heard
of. It is cold but when I get out it is even
colder. It is cold without my goggles and
my snorkel and my wetsuit and my fins.
So I jumped on in with my goggles and
my snorkel and my wetsuit and my fins.
And what really makes me happy is
diving for treasure and that’s how I
started to be really happy!”
How’d she do? The headline says it all:
SECOND-GRADER’S WRITING
EARNS NATIONAL ATTENTION!
Her school submitted her writing to the
judges in the national competition and made
her school...and family...extremely proud.

Black Oak: “Love the outdoors,
peace, family and friends.”
(MARK HOFFMAN)
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BOO AND KAY’S MOST EXCELLENT MARITIME
ADVENTURE
Back to sailing: Boo Loader tells the story
that when she and her best friend Kay
Leimbacher (McDonald) were12 or so, Judge
Bates and Duke Gilbert came by and asked
them if they wanted to go sailing. As
conscientious sailors should do, Judge and
Duke had already consumed their daily
ration of grog before embarking on the
voyage. In the middle of the treacherously
calm lake, Judge voiced his regret at not
having tipped over in a sailboat before. As
the wish to the deed, Duke shinnied up the
mast, kicked out, and over went the sailboat,
kerschlop.
Witnesses on shore later recalled that only
two heads appeared soon after the
“accident,” and they weren’t the girls’. So
before anyone could yell out, “Crew
Overboard!!,” a flotilla of rescue craft
appeared, some from over the horizon, and
zeroed in on the stricken ship hoping to save
the girls from drowning. What happened?
Judge and Duke had instructed Boo and Kay
to remain in the air pocket formed by the
upended sailboat’s cockpit while they came
to the surface and held on to the boat’s keel
for flotation. “Where are the kids?” bellowed
shocked onlookers, horrified at the tragedy
in the making. Not long after, up came Kay
and Boo, waterlogged and smiling. An
uproariously side-splitting ending to a
quaint tale.

HERE COME THE MARINES!
On another voyage with Walt: one day Judge
Bates was visiting Bob Morrison on the other
side of the lake from Bates Point. He
mentioned to Bob his mystification as to why
his motorboat always seemed to be in need of
repair. He happened to glance out on Black
Oak and spied son Walt zooming along in the
Bates’ swift boat. Ray Morrison, Walt’s
friend, seeing another possible tragedy in the
making, ran out to the end of his pier and
frantically motioned Walt to veer off and not
perform his usual maneuver.
Of course Walt thought Ray was just waving
at him. He waved back, turned the boat
toward the Morrison’s beach at full throttle,

and gunned the boat far up shore, U.S.
Marine-style. An earnest family discussion
again ensued.
The Whipp girls, Mary (Thomas), Susie
(Messner), Linda (Thompson), and Julie
(Tryczak) , recalled their introduction to
water skiing. Maybe the best description of
one of their exploits is Mary’s entry in the
family guest book, the day she learned how
to ski:
“June 28, 1959: Well, today I went
waterskiing for the first time in my life!
First I’ll tell you about my flops. The
first time I was on them in the water was
today. This is my first try: my skis
stopped, I went! Second try: the ski
spread apart, and of course I went!
Third try: I didn’t make it! Fourth try, I
fell over sideways. Fifth try: As you
guessed, I didn’t make it. Sixth try: No,
you’re wrong. I made it. Just as I
figured! I fell down in the middle of the
lake!
“Now another problem came up: How
was I supposed to get into the boat? It
was a struggle, but I made it!
“Later that day I started off again. I
didn’t fall off once! Did I surprise you? I
went about once around the lake. Boy,
after I got off I was pooped! As you
always say, ‘Too pooped to participate!’”
“p.s. After I got up on skis two times, I
couldn’t get up again! It was like the
first five times! (Age 13)”
And they oozed creativity: they brought their
dog along as a spotter, who, when a skiier
tipped over, would procede to bark. Given
DNR regulations today, maybe it would
behoove the Whipps to emulate cheaters in
California car pool lanes by outfitting Rover
in a realistic looking person costume.

Black Oak: “Roots...safe
harbor.” (TRICIA HOFFMAN)
‘TILL BLACK OAK FREEZES OVER...
The Whipps fondly recalled their Aunt
Elizabeth who loved the lake so much that
she swam in it every day she was at the
cabin, and doing so, well into her 80s. And
their annual winter get-togethers only
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recently found them looking out on the lake
and seeing a huge stretch of black ice
unadorned by any snow at all, smooth and
sleek as a skating rink. The men folk
ventured out on the ice tied together with
ropes and discovered that a five inch layer of
ice lay beneath them. It was later seen that
the entire lake was free of snow, so everyone
laced up their ice skates and spent the
afternoon cavorting on the lake’s broad,
smooth surface, putting together unique
combinations of leaps, spins, axels and
splats. Maybe the winter counterpart to the
annual summer water ski show!
Hugh Tyndall, a grandson of Dick and Edna
Bates (one of the original five
settler-children of A.J. Bates), loved to scuba
dive on the lake. One of the high points of his
underwater explorations was his being able
to recover two recently lost fishing rods, one
of which had a small northern pike still on
the hook! Try explaining that to the warden!
On the other side of the lake, Nancy (Hill)
Travis, now a much more frequent visitor to
the Hill cabin, still remembers the summers
she spent on the lake. She recalled the
camaradarie among the many kids her age.
The day she arrived, she would hop in her
dad Ned’s boat and buzz every cabin on the
lake to let friends know that she had
returned. And she proudly recalls that she
and Cindy (Meyer) Hook were the first (at
age 17) girls to barefoot ski on Black Oak.
(And Lee Volpe was the youngest water skier
on the lake who learned how to slalom at age
5!)
Ned’s 1972 boat was taken out of storage
recently and performed just as it did in the
‘80s. He always tried to coax the highest
possible speed out of his craft, and, in order
to vie for the title of the fastest boat on the

lake, he even waxed the boat’s bottom! Just
think of how many epithets could arise from
that last sentence!

ELTO QUAD: FINNISH IMMIGRANT?
Frank Ferry recalls his brothers Ned and
Bob Hill and their powerful Elto Quad
motor:
“Bob and Ned had a racing hull that
only one person could ride in and they
used to put a Quad on it. They were
having trouble with the motor and Art
Gudegast (owned a garage in town),
who was a very large man, was checking
it out on the racing boat. He came in full
speed for the boathouse and shut off the
motor, but it didn’t shut off and he ran
the boat over the dock and into the
boathouse, ripping most of the bottom
off the boat.” Not the best parking job.
Brakes musta failed. And Judge Bates
chuckling in the background.
Nancy Eaton’s grandfather’s real first love
was his enormous Gar Wood inboard
Chris-Craft-like vessel. He laid sturdy steel
rails from his boathouse into the lake in
order to crank his boat indoors for storage
after the season. It dwarfed any other boat
on the lake. The Gar Wood is alive and well
and living in Three Lakes. When not
cruising his battleship on Black Oak, her
grandfather loved to lead canoe trips all over
the area. Art Hook and Bill Bates would
accompany him on his multi-portaging
ventures.
Given the propensity of the extended family
of the Bates clan to participate in a wide
variety of nautical mayhem, is it any wonder
that scrambling the letters of Bates Point
results in “Inept Boats”?
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LET’S GET TOGETHER

et’s face it:
Black Oak
Lake is what it
is because of the
long-standing
relationships that
connect so many
residents to each
other. The laid back
nature of the lake’s
population certainly
has greased the
wheels of friendship
and mutual
understanding.
Perhaps the best
manifestation of the
collective good will
and pleasant
ambience of the lake
is: Boy, do they like
to have fun!!

L

The gathering of the participants in Mike Volpe’s formal “class”
gathering. L to R: Mike Volpe, the Archbishop of Canterburro (Ed
Hook), his wife Dame Barbara, Lyn Meyer, Margaret Surpless, the
man wearing the black tie, and Dirk Meyer, sporting an abbreviated
spinoff of an earlier Playmate waitress’ work garb.

A CLASS ACTION

(Helen Jo Pierce)

Case in point: as
witnessed earlier, as per Ed and Barb Hook,
those newcomers who married a Black Oak
resident would qualify for a doorknob if they
had been on the lake at least twenty years.
But in order to get a doorknob, the
doorknob-seeker had to show that he/she had
class. Evidently Mike Volpe, Helen Jo
Pierce’s first husband, and a twenty year
newcomer, much to his chagrin, was
informed that he didn’t have enough class.
Thus Helen Jo went to work to prove that he
indeed had class.
So, twenty years ago she organized a black
tie affair to be held on the Vineyards’ point
which juts out into Barber’s Bay. One guest
got a mite carried away and took the black
tie invitation literally, showing up wearing a
black tie...a black creosote-soaked railroad
tie around his spindly neck. He couldn’t turn
his head for four days. Others wore ‘formal’
costumes, with Helen Jo sporting a Swiss
miss outfit.

DRUIDS?
The object of the gathering was to formally
christen the Volpes’ sailboat, or yacht.
Guests gathered down where the sailboat
was perched on shore. Ed Hook was attired
in his priestly garments which were
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The concelebrant of Mike Volpe’s
debut-in-"class" gathering, clad in his
liturgical vestments and topped off by a
unique Gucci miter, sternly poses before
the beginning of the ritual. This is the only
known non-commissioned portrait of the
Archbishop of Canterburro.
(Frank Surpless)

discarded curtains from their garage, plus a
beautiful purse from the local resale shop
balanced precariously on his head (the purse,
not the shop). Earlier in the week when Ed
and Barb grazed over the second-hand shop,
Ed spotted a regal and pontifical-looking
purse and tried it out on his head. An older
male bystander in the shop came up to Ed
and queried: “Do you know that you’ve got a
purse on your head?” “Yes,” said Ed. Barb
was the queen in the ceremony, Ed was the
Archbishop of Canterburro.

VICTORIA’S SECRET
As Ed got the ceremony under way, all eyes
turned to the sailboat. Crowning the top of
the mast, as a symbol of all that was right
about living on Black Oak, was a massive
female undergarment with its billowing
amply endowed jibs, smartly spanking in the
breeze. And the background music: the
Hesselman kids and the Meyer kids all
blowing trumpets in unison.
Just at the high point of the ceremony, there
should appear on a pontoon boat the Kistler
family with their house guests, who all had
headed to “the most peaceful part of the
lake” for their serenity now. Wow! Were they
flummoxed! Even the hard of hearing on the
shore could hear jaws thudding on the floor
of the float boat when it came upon the
secret rite. Nobody remembers the
recessional.
To culminate the investiture of Mike Volpe
with ‘class,’ his beloved arranged a formal
dinner to celebrate her husband’s newly
found class. The menu tells the story.
The formal dinner? Helen Jo dug up 44 place
settings from her mother’s cellar, never
having seen the light of day in 25 years. The
presentation of champagne? Served in
minnow buckets.

Black Oak: “Close community
here...and friends.”
(BOB BEEDIE)

Joe and Sherry Beers recall the first days
spent in their year-round home in 2004. Out
of the blue they received a brunch invitation
from Ed and Barb Hook, lake residents

Helen Jo (Volpe) Pierce’s exquisitely
calligraphed menu for her hosting of the
most glorious celebration for her husband’s
coming-of-class. Prize-winning culinary
creations from all over the world dot the
listings. The event was so well planned and
executed that local paparrazi were
buffaloed when they tried to determine the
whereabouts of this social occasion of the
year on the lake.
(from the Helen Jo Pierce Museum)

whom they hadn’t met. They appeared at the
Hooks’ home and knew nobody there at all
(except Fred Lippert, who had stopped by
earlier at that time, dunning them for their
annual BOLROA dues!) and had to ask
someone to identify their hosts. They still
talk in wonderment at the warm reception
they received that day from all those
assembled.
Early in the 1900s, Black Oak was sparsely
settled, which means that most families who
were there just created their own social life
among themselves. Ed Torres recalls that he
and his sibs liked to explore the woods
around their cabin. Late one afternoon they
cruised a bit too far from the family
homestead and wound up in what is now
Sylvania. Darkness beckoned, but members
of the Sylvania Club came across them and
led them past Little Bass Lake to the
Woodhull home (later Laura Chapman’s
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place, next to Lowenstine’s), where they
were placed in a boat for transport to Black
Oak’s West Bay.

ENGINE CHARLIE
In the meantime, Ed’s folks organized a
search party, which was about to take off
when the Woodhull launch appeared at their
beach. Earlier, when Charlie Bent heard
that seven year old Ed was among those lost,
he jumped into his flivver and careened too
fast over to the Torres to help out and wound
up in a ditch. All’s well that....
Others on the lake indulged in friendly
games of poker. A poker club was quite
active, comprised of John Caruso, Emmet
Fleming, Judge Bates, Vern Vineyard, Jim
Bates, John Annin, Harold Sundberg and
others. Maybe they provided Calvin of
Calvin & Hobbes fame the idea of excluding
women from their club.

LOVE’S LABOR LOST…
In the late ‘20s, Ned Hill was dating a local
lovely one summer. He borrowed his father’s
car for an evening date and, after an early
evening of frivolity, sought solitude for the
two of them at the end of the old airport road
(now closed). Trying to maneuver the vehicle
even further from County B, he drove the
left front wheel into a virtually invisible
abandoned well. In brief, he and his date
walked back to Ferry-Hill
Lodge in pitch blackness,
at which point he never
saw her again.

hiked to Berzinski’s (Black Oak Inn), helped
close the bar, and quietly paddled home.
Grandma was mortified because “you could
have drowned!” Can’t win either way.

Black Oak: “Black Oak means
‘history’ to me.”
(REE HOFFMAN)

AN ADOPTEE
In a more familial vein, Mark Hoffman likes
to tell the story of how the many “grand
dames” of the lake served as surrogate
parents or big sisters as he was growing up
on Black Oak. They looked out for him over
the years, so he wanted to make note of their
contributions to his well-being. Who were
they? Ginny Schroeder, Lolly Truss, Mary
Olk, Babs Shely (Tracy), and Mary
Leimbacher.
Others showed their appreciation in
celebratory fashion. For example, Lolly
Truss invited the lake’s teenagers and young
‘uns over to her place to fete Roberta
Marling (Morris) on her birthdays in honor
of her annual hundreds of hours of providing
private water ski instruction to lake youth.
She must have shown the patience of Job’s
wife when one of her charges took 3½ years
to get up on two skis. (Obviously not that she
pulled the hapless neophyte for a continuous

DON’T DRINK AND
DRIVE…
Nancy Eaton recalls her
grandmother being quite
concerned about any of the
young ‘uns headed out on
the town and driving after
drinking. In the early ‘70s,
sister Elizabeth and a
college roommate,
hearkening to her
grandmother’s words,
instead paddled from their
cabin over to the public
beach, left their canoe,

A portrait at the Black Oak beach, taken about 1938, featuring
Bob Marling atop the Scamp, cradleing an unhappy daughter
Roberta, with playmates (l. to r.) Ed Hook, Dorothy Marling
(Aikin), and Art Hook. Seventy years later, the Scamp still
lives.
(Marling/Morris collection)
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3½ years...Intervening icebergs would have
sabotaged her efforts.)

“Checking for cookies in the cookie jar
EVERY time I went by.”

And maybe a recollection from Leah
(Surpless) Malish as she put down on paper
what highlights took place at the family
place as she was growing up, with similar
happenings at other homes on the lake:

PARTIES…

“Sky High Silver Streaks” was the name
of the club we founded in the loft of my
Gaga’s cabin at Black Oak Lake with
my brother and the Siewerths. I was the
secretary and rainy days were spent in
imaginary work, ghost stories, and lots
and lots of food.
“Welcoming Gaga and Papa back to the
cabin after their long trip down south, I
always remembered Papa with a
twinkle in his eye, a pipe in his mouth,
and a project in the wood shop.
“Hours spent in Black Oak with Becky
Swanson concocting our own special
synchronized swimming routine to be
put on for the family.
“Nights filled with the strum of my
Great Aunt Jenny’s guitar and her soft
voice filling the air.
“Trivial Pursuit with my Great Uncle
Frank and Dad vying for supreme
dominance. I remember not knowing
any of the answers but Dad always
pretended to look to me for input.
“The summer when fishing at the bay
(Barber’s) literally yielded a fish with
every drop of the line in the water.
“I remember the tub in Gaga’s cabin
where I luxuriated in the suds after a
quick dip in the lake. And the sign above
it which I never understood at the time,
‘Save water, shower with a friend.’
“Playing cards at the table for hours
upon hours with anyone who would join
me, all sorts of family stopping by and
playing.
“Catching what seemed to be the world’s
biggest fish with my brother and dad at
‘that other lake’ (Little Bass) after
fighting with it for what seemed like
hours, in the rain, with the boat almost
tipping over (and the tackle box did tip
over) and being so proud to hang it on
the wall in our cabin.

“Parties and more parties —- as kids it
is how we became such good friends. All
our parents would get together, haul
their kids along and we’d all hang out
while our parents acted like kids. And
now, we do the same thing as our kids
become friends in the same way.” (Chris
Hook)
Sara (Hickey) Beedie would stay at her
grandparents cabin (the Stevenses) for two
weeks every summer. The Eatons were next
door neighbors. One day, Nancy, knowing
that Sara was afraid of dogs, locked Sara in
the Eaton garage along with the family truck
and a 90-pound black lab, which, though a
gentle sort, traumatized Sara for the hours
she spent inside. At her (recent) 50th
birthday, Sara blew out the candles on her
birthday cake, which had been decorated
with a replica of the big Dodge truck, black
lab perched in the back, with a nostalgic
inscription carefully inscribed across the top,
to wit:
“The Scene of the Crime.”
Did the cake then become airborne?

STEALING SIGNS...NOT BASEBALL STYLE..
Social get-togethers took many forms.
Cherry Lommen tells the stories of how she
and Walt Bates, Cathy (Duff) Hesselman
and others would dream up creative
pastimes which would never make the
roster of wholesome activities offered at
Sunrise Lodge. They liked to smoke under a
flipped canoe perched on sawhorses (the
canoe, not the smokers); they would
occasionally steal signs; they would crouch
on both sides of County B and pulled an
imaginary rope which scared oncoming
drivers witless (a sheriff’s deputy then came
out and offered intense counseling to the
participants); they even composed a ditty
celebrating their (mis)deeds, which
contained the following memorable lines:
“Drive out the fishermen and at the end
of the summer kiss the Black Oak Lake
coppers goodbye,” warbled to the tune of
Rock of Ages or whatever.
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SIGNS: PT II
What started as a small-time caper became a
far-flung rash: Dave Allan reports what
happened one evening when he and his
cohorts sought something challenging to
occupy their time. In his words:
“Several of us made a driving escapade
late one night on a weekend. We drove
for miles, going well farther than
around Black Oak Lake. In fact, we may
have gone as far as Boulder Junction, if
not farther. We gathered a number of
signs along the way, and took them from
their locations, brought them back to
BOL and placed them in conspicuous
locations that could be seen by a lot of
people. We thought we were so clever.
“The following morning (Sunday) we
were told that we needed to attend a
‘meeting’ at Fritz’s. When we got there
we were greeted by Curt Sparks, the
town constable, and our parents. Our
escapade had been detected. Imagine
that! After a lecture of sorts, we were
told that we had to return the signs to
their rightful locations, which we did,
except for one. I think there is still a sign
(there is) at the Hill cabin that reads,
‘Fritz’s Place,’ but I can’t recall where
the sign came from
— it was
appropriate though. We never heard any
more about the incident, and we didn’t
go after any more signs!”
Hey, Dave, you really missed out on
immortality! There was a business right
down the way from your cabin that was just
begging for new ‘sign language!’ All you and
your colleagues had to do was dismantle the
“Black Oak Resort” sign at the entrance and
rearrange the letters to form “Look, Bear
Tracks!” Just think how prospective guests
would marvel at the new name!
On second thought, had that renegade gang
put the hocus-pocus on the Black Oak Resort
and felt emboldened by the deed, they just
might have gone further afield and perhaps
reaching for the gold-plated brass ring,
rearranged the name of the welcoming town
sign from “Land O’Lakes” to “All So Naked.”
Good thing they were apprehended early on.

A VARIATION ON A THEME…
“The fifties were great years for the
Farmer kids. Boating, skiing, parties,
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rerouting people to the town dump for
the Black Oak Lake Boat Races,
dancing on top of the ski jump,
entertaining the people at St. Clair
Resort with cherry bombs.”
Taken from the Search - Farmer - Lippert
History of Black Oak Lake 1919-1979

A later generation carried on the fine choral
tradition established in the ‘50s. Music critic
Chris Hook tells the story:
“And of course no history is complete
without the ‘Parry’ song. After one late
4th of July evening in Hamren’s (Black
Oak Tavern) some years ago, many of us
were out on the lake on a pontoon boat,
and decided that the funniest thing to
do would be to compose a song for Parry
Hesselman, then go serenade him at the
top of our lungs from out on the lake. I
am sure that the entire southeast corner
of the lake that was there at the time
enjoyed the song (Chris is employing
irony here). I can still remember the first
2 verses:
Parry, Parry/ Oh, my, my
We ain’t that drunk so don’t you cry.
Parry, Parry/What do you think?
We haven’t had a single drink.”
Or as Parry, awakening from a deep
slumber, might have murmured to wife
Cathy: “Such a softly sung serenade from
soulful sots,” or something to that effect.

IN THE DUMPS
Speaking of stealing signs: in the late ‘50s,
Frank Surpless invited one of his friends up
to Ferry-Hill Lodge for a weekend. The lad
had taken a liking to Kathy McCloud (much
later Fritz Hill’s wife) and timed his visit to
coincide with her stay at Lyn Schroeder’s
(Meyers’). At the conclusion of his visit, he
voiced a desire to obtain a souvenir of his
time in Land O’ Lakes. He thereupon
borrowed a local sign and drove it back home
with him in order to nail it on a majestic elm
tree gracing the front yard of the McCloud
family in Kenilworth, Illinois. The work of
art, an arrow sign, pointed to the McCloud
homestead. What did it say? TOWN DUMP.
Kathy didn’t marry the lad.

Black Oak: “Love the
community...after a twenty year
absence!” (SARA BEEDIE)
Of course Bates Point was the social center
of the lake during the 30s, 40s and 50s.
Children 12 or older would gather there and
play cards until all hours. Years later all the
girls present there would attract the local
studs, including Jim Lowenstine in his
Chris-Craft and interlopers from Big Portage
Lake. As Nancy Frawley said,
“It’s hard to believe that, now, we’re the
oldest people on the lake!”
Ruth Berg remembers the Bates Point
treasure hunts. Croquet was another
pastime which attracted family members.
Linda (Bates) LaChance states that some of
her fondest memories of living on Black Oak
revolved around her dad’s (Chuck) playing
the piano:

“Once Dad started playing the piano at
cocktail parties, guests would gather
around the piano and join in
sing-alongs. It was beautiful music, and
he played at home for his family, too. It
was family time for us, the best time of
day.” Some of her favorites were songs
from the 1940s, such as :” If You Were
But a Dream,” and “Dancing on the
Ceiling.” “He would play and I would
sing.”
As seen later, his musical talent came in
handy when the times called for a new tune
on the lake.

BROWNS FEES?
Ned Hill also offered croquet to his relatives
and guests. An avid golfer, Ned would let
everyone know that, while guests at his
course, they wouldn’t have to pay the
“browns fees.” His course featured a hollow
formed by the junction of four adolescent
pine trees. The intense competition found
contestants vying to see who would be the
first to drive an opponent’s ball up into the
hollow, aptly christened the Black Hole. The
unplayable lie forced the unhappy victim to
take the father of all penalties: starting over.
Perhaps a News-Review article from July 14,
1932, best summarizes the economic
importance placed by local residents upon
the annual migrations of summer folk to and
vacations at their northern lake cabins
during the Depression.
OVER 117 FAMILIES ARE NOW AT
LAND O’ LAKES
SUMMER HOME OWNERS ARE AT
THEIR LAKE HOMES
FOR THE SEASON
“To counteract any stories which seek to
make others believe that summer home
owners are not at their cottages, a list of
residents who have returned to Land
O’Lakes this season is presented.

An early, early photo taken of Pearl Wood
(Sundberg) on the public beach in 1921.
The scraggly growth of trees across the
lake gives an indication of how early it still
was in the resurrection of the forest around
the lake.
(Bates archives)

“The latest count of summer home
owners and their guests spending their
vacation in the vicinity of Land O’Lakes
shows a total of 117 families which have
arrived early in the season. Many are
here for all summer. Others have made
short visits to their summer homes and
will return later for a month or six
weeks of vacation.
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print the goings-on of local celebrities! Of
course local Bonnie and Clydes could scan
the roster and quickly determine which
cabins were thus empty.

GRRRR…
A much younger ‘un, Jim Fleming, palled
around with associates his own age. His
brothers Bern and E.J. were much older so
he found his own circle. Jim Lowenstine’s
caretaker’s son, Don Gable, was his best
friend. Others included Jean and Dick
Leimbacher, Cathy Duff (Hesselman) and
Pete Hill, Ned’s son. Jim and Don would
sneak out at 2 a.m. to take his canoe out on
the lake. Many years later, his (and Kay’s)
daughter Jamie, age four, was growled at by
Ned’s dog, so Pete Hill came by and rescued
her from the ferocious beast. Guess what !
Jamie is now a veterinarian! Talk about
overcoming childhood frights!

A SWIFT BOAT…
Another shoreline cottage at the Black Oak
Resort. Imagine a guest groggily
awakening to the ladder going down to the
water and wondering if he had parked his
car in the front or the back.
(Barb and Ed Hook)

“A similar situation must prevail in
other resort sections in Vilas County
and the list published below should be
cause for real encouragement.
“The list includes sixteen lakes within a
radius of fifteen miles from the village of
Land O’ Lakes.
Black Oak Lake: Mrs. Lee W. Barber,
Dr. J.O. Ely, E.A. Ely, Harold Kent,
Mrs. C.E. Search, Mrs. Farmer and
sons, Dr. H.M. Craig, Joseph H. Finn,
Miss Lois Broughton, Mrs. McCarter,
Carrol Binder, S.L. Brown, the
Ferry-Hill family, Ben Schroeder, A.J.
Bates, Sr., R.A. Bates, Walter A. Bates,
W.H. Seaman, W.P. Wood, Edward
Torres, Frank Hoffman, L.H. Heywood,
W.A. Marling, R.N. Marling, O.G.
Knecht,
Maurice
and
Mandel
Lowenstein (sic), Ross. A. Woodhull,
Major Ames, A.J. Keefe, E.J. Lindsten,
C.E. Schnader, Emil Weisse, Dr. R.L.
Watson, Dr. Nisman.”
Back even then, ever-probing reporters were
able, in a very low tech fashion, to place into
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“In our late teens, as Cindy and I were
dating, there was a particularly late
evening where I had the boat over at
Cindy’s house. Of course my mom
(Barb) woke up worried and both she
and Ed came across the lake in the
pontoon boat to get me. I raced the fast
boat home, got in bed, and pretended to
be asleep when they returned. Of course
‘we talked about it in the morning.’ To
this day, my mom swears my dad was
more upset that she got him out of bed
than anything else.” (Chris Hook)

Black Oak: “Tranquillity”
(RYAN HUMPHREY)

Sally (Farmer) Lippert’s grandmother and
great aunt occasionally went over to visit
Mrs. Ed Torres, way back when. Austin Bent
lived over on Anderson Lake Road, and, as a
jack-of-all-trades, visited the Farmer place
often. He would tend to stop around supper
time—-so he got the meal. The two ladies
shared a piece of wild blueberry pie so he
could have his own piece. Maybe Bent’s
Camp stole its famous pie recipes from the
Farmers. Too bad the pies are available only
in Bent’s Bait Shop.
“Our Minnows Are in Apple Pie Order” ?

(Maybe Bent’s remembered Gary Larson’s
“Far Side” cartoon which depicted a giant
quarry fronted by a dilapidated shack with a
huge sign perched on top, boldly advertising
“FRED’S FILL DIRT AND CROISSANTS.” )
Kathy Finn was a good friend of Sally; so
much so that others called them the
Bobbesey Twins. For Sally, Black Oak is the

that both were single again, so Fritz courted
his original flame across 3000 miles of the
United States, and they were married in
1985. Kismet.
Now, a flashback to the social whirl of the
20s, 30s and 40s: Edith Barnum in the 1960s
wrote about the social doings at their end of
the lake:

“When we came to the
resort, the Bates were
established at Bates Point.
Mrs. Seaman had not
come; I think she arrived
about three years later. The
Bates did not build log
cabins, but had several of
those houses that came in
segments. They had one
unmarried
son
who
became engaged that first
summer to the Knecht girl.
The young people around
the lake consisted of Esther
Lindsten (Ed and Art
Hook’s
mother),
who
married Mr. (Joe) Hook
later, a young man at the
A 1910 Barber guest at the original cabin, posing atop a
stump probably left over from the recent logging which took resort who liked Esther,
the Grosvenor girls, four
place in the area. Comparing the vegetation then with 98
years later, it reveals how a forest can rejuvenate itself after daughters of Dr. Grosvenor
who came often from
a clear-cut.
Chicago (the Grosvenor
(Joe Handlos photo, taken from the Vilas County News-Review)
cabin is now occupied by
Chris and Cindy Hook),
the Ferry girls and boys;
one constant in her life, a place she always
they came a year later, and the Knecht
called home. She and Fred as well as her
girl. The Knechts came the same year we
parents and her brother and his wife all
did. They rented the cabin where the
spent their honeymoon at the cabin....not at
Reverend Hooks live now. It was built by
Dr. Craig, a dentist whose ashes are
the same time of course.
buried across the lake at a newer cabin
he built.
TAKING A LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE…
When Hank and Ginny Schroeder first
settled on Black Oak in 1954, daughter Lyn
(Meyer) would invite any number of her girl
friends from Illinois up to their cabin.
Teenagers at the time, they were quite
naturally socially active. Many young men
on the lake were thus attracted to the
Schroeder household, like moths to an open
flame. Speaking of which: Fritz Hill took
more than a passing interest in one of Lyn’s
guests, Kathy McCloud. They dated for two
summers but college intervened and they
went their separate ways. Then, hard to
believe: Lyn, the original matchmaker, heard

“There were many parties, really too
many. Madame Bates (grandma)
started the season and all the Bates
followed — Mrs. Knecht and Mrs.
Lindsten and Mrs. Marling followed,
Mrs. Ferry and Mrs. Ely, and Mrs.
Hoffman and Mrs. Grosvenor followed.”
Whew!

Black Oak: “Quiet,
Canadian-like, beautiful,
friendly.” (JERRY SPINNER)
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FLOOZIES
In the forties and fifties, Nancy
Eaton’s grandparents socialized
with any number of lake couples,
which included the Schroeders,
Marlings, Knechts, Bates,
Stevens, and many others. One of
the highlights of their social
season was the scheduling of
theme parties revolving around
floozies, flappers, Hollywood
stars, baseball players and others.
Spectacular and creative
costumes appeared at the
gatherings.
In keeping with the family’s
activities, Nancy and Elizabeth
hosted birthday parties for her
son Paul. Rather than the typical
gathering with presents and cake,
The water slide was removed because a sledder broke
they put on such soirees as
his leg while coasting. But, taking a look at the safety
pajama parties, Italian parties
features built in, in particular the five inch flat safety
(complete with gondoliers),
rails, one wonders just how anyone could fall off the
Mexican parties, and others.
Eighty guests showed up for the thing.
(Hesselman archives)
pajama gathering, many dressed
in ancient period pieces from the
prepared to spring a D-Day (night) surprise
30s and 40s, one even sporting a
on the girls at Loon Island. Barb and the
great-grandmother’s gown.
neighbor overtook the marauders, rounded
them up, and made them head back to the
MORE THAN MARSHMALLOWS
Hook compound. They had to spend the rest
Ed Hook had returned back to work in
of the night in her living room, and before
Colorado Springs. The one young female in
they could have their breakfast, each had to
his family along with her friends got
write an apology to their parents.
together to plan an overnight on Loon Island
along with dozens of marshmallows. Some
HOOKERS APPEAR IN LAND O’ LAKES!
boys on the lake heard about their trip, so
they too made plans. Barb Hook later awoke, Which could have been a News-Review
hearing a motor whose sound she recognized
headline, when early in the 21st Century a
(back then, individual motor boats let out
group of Black Oak artisans banded together
distinctive sounds, and one could tell whose
with founder Kathy Gelb, with help from
boat it was by its sound only). The boat
Elizabeth Eaton, for weekly gatherings
belonged to a neighbor boy who in the past
featuring the lost and found art of rug
had been the mischievous sort. She
hooking. The weekly summer time
immediately leapt out of bed in her pajamas,
assemblages cluster together on lakefront
quickly donned a coat to make herself
porches, focusing intently on their individual
presentable, called a male neighbor friend of
projects. Every two or three years at the end
hers, and then jumped into her boat in order
of the summer season, one of the members of
that they could together head the boys off at
this imposing group hosts an artists’
the sand bar.
exhibition at which members’ rugs are laid
across hundreds of square feet of floor for
CANDY IS DANDY..
examination and admiration by guests, some
Earlier the boys had helped themselves to
of whom accidentally step on the works of
demon rum. Thus emboldened, they were
art.
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A token male, a retired Methodist minister
no less, helps to keep the weekly gathering’s
discussions gender-neutral. Sometimes his
male role among the hookers is
euphemistically referred to as the chief
administrator of an all-women’s social
organization.

JONESTOWN
One representative indication of the
fanatical devotion to their craft evidenced by
the hookers can be seen in this exchange
between a hooker and her husband:
She: “Next Monday, we’re all going over
to Kathy Gelb’s to dye!”
He: “%#@&!! lemmings! Just stay away
from the Kool Aid!”
Nancy Eaton lauds the formation of the
hooking group. The weekly meetings bring
together people like never before, lake
dwellers, Black Oak and otherwise, outside
of their friendship groups or people they
grew up with. Simply a terrific way to meet
others from all over the lake and make new
friends.

WEARING WELL
But these rug hookers weren’t the first. Bill
Heinig’s grandmother was an accomplished
rug hooker, and her finished products are
still wearing exceptionally well in Black Oak
cabins 80 years later!

Black Oak: “Reinvigorating”
(MAMIE HOFFMAN)
Kay (Leimbacher) McDonald vividly recalls
the endless evening gatherings of her friends
at various homes around the lake, not long
after the cessation of the day’s waterskiing
activities. The hosts spanned the spectrum of
lake families: Schroeders, Ferry-Hill Lodge,
Flemings, Allans, Duffs, Tyndalls, Farmers,
Marlings, Lloyds, Shelys, Trusses, and so on.
In 1955, Barb and Ed Hook spent their
honeymoon on Black Oak. While here, next
door neighbor Grandpa Knecht suggested to
them that they might check out the bears at
the Michigan (Gateway) dump, mainly
because that dump was further away than
the local town dump, buying the
perpetrators more time. While they were

gone, the Knechts, Lloyds, Pattersons and
others festooned their cabin with balloons,
ribbons, and toilet paper all over. When they
arrived they were greeted by a cacophony of
banging pots and pans, and then they all
celebrated with lots of food and a ton of
booze until 3 a.m. Sounds like a north woods
shivaree!
The Barnum family held frequent family
reunions at their place. All the cousins were
placed in one bedroom, with an adult
overseer to make sure that sleep took place.
The family, along with the Hills and other
lake residents, were active in the 1930s,
helping the community to fight the frequent
forest fires which threatened to encroach
upon the lake or town.

SKI JORING AT THE POOL
Sharon (Caruso) Basten brings to the
account an unusual perspective: she was
raised year-’round on the lake along with her
sister Shelley. Judy and Mike Nagel were
the only other kids her age with whom she
could play. She baby-sat many children on
the lake who now have children of their own.
Sometimes during the winters, Ed Nagel,
Judy and Mike’s dad, would take the four of
them ski joring on the lake behind his truck.
Sharon and Shelley’s dad, John, did similar
duties on terra firma, pulling the four of
them on the family toboggan behind his
truck on various local roads. Tired out from
two days of skiing and tobogganing, they
would end their weekend winter activities
with a swim at the Gateway pool. Their
activities are similar to what Frank Ferry
and his friends were doing during winter
visits in the late ‘30s: ice skating all over
Black Oak, occasionally using blankets as
sails!
Sharon loved and hated the end of August.
She could look forward to the fall colors
enveloping the north woods, but she had to
bid many a tearful farewell to all her
summer lake friends.
Laura Chapman, Ross Woodhull’s niece and
J.R.’s neighbor, took over Woodhull’s place
upon Woodhull’s death. She had built a
separate bar on her property, which she
called the Rathskellar. Pat and Ned Morris
recall visiting the bar often when they
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became thirsty after their waterskiing
activities. Turns out that Pat’s grandmother,
Dorothy Marling, was a college classmate of
Laura Chapman.

Black Oak: “A refuge; great
memories; serenity; peaceful,
refreshing.”
(ROB AND KATHY LAUER)
And a commentary on the times:
“My life seems so futile and useless —
when I see what others are doing. If my
children only grow up to be fine, honest,
true men and women I will feel that my
life has not been entirely useless — but
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sometimes it is hard to keep on trying
when all the tendencies nowadays seem
to be against the worthwhile things in
life — so much time is being frittered
away in useless activities, so much
driving around and going to the movies,
and such restlessness and abandon —
and more, and the line between right
and wrong growing wider and wider.
There seem to be no standards any more.
The parents in most of the cases I am
thinking of are worse than the children.
(Son) Bob has said to me more than once
that the parents are to blame for the
present day freedom and carelessness of
youth.”
(April 19, 1930), from Deborah Ferry’s diary.
Seventy-eight years ago...and counting!
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very property owner on Black Oak has
tales to tell about either the weather
(usually the extremes) or unexpected
meetings with local wildlife. Some stories
stretch back into the early years of the 20th
Century and serve to provide perspective on
current happenings. Or, the more things
change the more they stay the same.

E

DEJUICED…
Even today with strong winds or electrical
storms striking fear into local residents, the
results echo the accounts of yesteryear on
Black Oak. Nancy Frawley’s somewhat
cynical view of olden times resonates today:
“The first peal of thunder...Poof! no power."
Back then everyone had an oil lamp. Later
kerosene was the light of choice. Nancy:
“Once, powerful winds blew down their
outhouse but the same winds blew it
back upright again, though somewhat
askew. The menfolk went out after the
storm and made sure it was set
vertical." (“I’m plumb pooped” takes on
another meaning.)
Kay (Leimbacher) McDonald seconded
Nancy’s view of ancient life on the lake:
“The power went out every time it
rained!"

Black Oak: “Our family calls it
a sacred ground; 4th generation up
here; kiss the ground, embrace it,
it’s in our blood.”
(JOHN AND MARILYN ANNIN)

Ed Torres remembered a particularly
powerful tornado which devastated the area
many years ago. A man was outside during
the storm and was killed by a flying stove!
Maybe he got his just desserts because of his
constant complaining about his wife’s
cooking.

BLACK OAK FLOOD?
A one inch rainfall adds almost sixteen
million gallons of water to Black Oak.
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Shelley and Pete Peterson survived the great
storm of 1988 but lost over two hundred
trees in the downburst that came with it.
Deborah Ferry, on September 6, 1933,
reported a similar incident:
“What a night —- a near tornado with
terrific wind, thunder and lightning.
Our (bed)room, living room, and porch
deluged."

NOT QUITE THE SWALLOWS OF SAN JUAN
CAPISTRANO…
Jo Mayeau introduced an eerie element into
Black Oak weather accounts: whenever
Mark went south to play golf during the
winter, major storms/blizzards would hit,
causing power outages for two or three days.
Acquaintances quickly wised up and asked
Jo when Mark was supposed to head south
again so they could stock up on firewood,
food, water and candles.
Another eerie element: in 1999, Nancy Eaton
was walking near the shore off her cabin on
a beautiful day and witnessed a powerful
water spout lift her sailboat way up in the
air and flip it upside down in a somersault
and then plunging the top of the mast deep
into the bottom of the lake with only the keel
showing! No warning whatsoever. Wow!
Were Judge Bates and Duke Gilbert behind
this?

SCHADENFREUDE?
On the other hand, she enjoys looking
northeastward over the lake just before a
storm hits, watching the water turning a pea
green color. This unique viewing angle
allows one to see just how a strong storm
affects the east shore downwind.
Schadenfreude? (“Schadenfreude”: ‘schaden’
means ‘damage’; ‘freude’ is defined as ‘joy’;
thus meaning ‘enjoyment obtained from the
troubles of others.’ Or giggling as east side
Black Oakers get hammered by an F-5
tornado.)

THE WEATHER CHANNEL:
In the summer of 2005, Frank Surpless
happened to be watching the Weather
Channel because of what appeared to be the
possible onset of threatening weather. The
buxom blonde (female) meteorologist-on-call

trees which partially blocked traffic on
U.S. 45.

June 17, 1940, saw a tornado make a
landing in the Land O’Lakes area. Similar
scenes make their occasional appearance
over the years.

Black Oak: “It’s in my blood,
under my skin. I’m a life-long
resident and I haven’t left. That
says something. When I traveled the
West, I found it to be too open; I
missed the water and the trees and
the closeness. It helps me to
maintain my equilibrium.”
(SHELLEY PETERSON)

(Ed and Barb Hook)

CISCO GRIST:
stood before a map of the entire continental
United States and proclaimed that for the
first time in weeks, there was no forecast of
rain or storms anywhere in the nation…
“except for this tiny cell in far north central
Wisconsin.” The camera zoomed in on the
minuscule dark greenish, bright yellow,
burning crimson blob, which Frank observed
to be moving northeastward in northern
Vilas County. Oh Oh!
A peek out the window found a bright white
opaque squall line moving quickly eastward
toward him across the lake, preceded by
what seemed to be an accelerating
counterclockwise whirlwind of branches and
pine needles stretching far above the ground.
After an extensive deliberation (four
seconds) with wife Margaret about the next
step, all three of them dropped to the
basement, Spot included, to await their
impending doom. It didn’t happen, but
hundreds of trees around the lake, on the
way to Land O’ Lakes, and especially on the
Gateway Golf course, were uprooted, not to
mention extensive damage to cabins and
homes. Moral: never surf past the Weather
Channel.
The Klieves, the morning after the storm,
barely got out of their driveway to North
Black Oak Lake Road. With the power out,
they had hoped to eat breakfast in Land O’
Lakes; nope, no power there either. So off to
Watersmeet, and here again dodging fallen

For a change of pace, Barb and Ed Hook
gathered together their brood plus friends,
fourteen all told, and commissioned a
pontoon boat rental for a voyage on the Cisco
Chain. The serpentine nature of the
meanderings among the many lakes was
challenge enough for the helmsman, but out
of the blue (literally) a violent storm arose.
The voyagers were some distance from the
marina which was their beginning and end
point. White-capped waves, megawattful
lightning bolts, and eardrum-perforating
strokes of thunder beset them all on their
frantic race back to safety.
Barb thought she was going to die. In the
darkening setting, somehow Captain Ed was
able to navigate the shoals of the chain,
mainly by following the shadows of the
shoreline on his right. And there it was: the
marina beckoned! Twenty yards from shore,
the motor died. My land! What to do?!
Daughter Julie and Barb jumped ship and
towed the craft to safety while wading in the
muck. Barb’s 89 year old godmother and 91
year old mother, stout seapersons they,
thought it was the best boat ride ever!

TOTEM UP:
In the 1980s, a powerful storm hit Black Oak
and knocked over some stately pines, one of
which crashed across Frank Ferry’s
property. Instead of sawing, splitting and
stacking up the tree for firewood, he came up
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with a more artistic use for the fallen,
magnificent straight-as-an-arrow specimen:
carve a totem pole out of it. He got his
hammer and chisel and proceded to dig in.
As typical of most totem poles, he topped his
carving with a bald eagle, complete with a
crosspiece for wings.
The rest of the pole? Observers must
remember that totem poles were and are
native to the Pacific Northwest. The
meanings of the designs on the poles are as
varied as the cultures which produce them.
As “Wikipedia” goes on to say,
“they may recount familiar legends,
clan lineages, or notable events. Some
poles are erected to celebrate cultural
beliefs, but others are intended mostly
as artistic presentations.... Poles are
also carved to illustrate stories, to
commemorate historic persons, to
represent shamanic powers, and to
provide objects of public ridicule…
Finally, totem poles were never meant to
be objects of worship."
Wikipedia adds more:
“vertical order of images is widely
believed to be a significant representation of importance. The idea is so
pervasive that it has entered into
common parlance with the phrase, ‘low
man on the totem pole.’"
This would mean that the uppermost figure
on the pole would be the most important, the
bottom figure the least important. As
Wickipedia concludes,
“...there have never been any restrictions
on vertical order, many poles have
significant figures on the top, others on
the bottom, and some in the middle."
Before Frank carved his pole, he solicited
ideas for representations or figures from his
children. While Frank wanted the bald eagle
on the top, the family contributions, from top
to bottom, are: an American Indian, a
butterfly, (with flapping wings), a shark
(protruding dorsal fin), a frog, a turtle, and
in keeping with the theme of natural history,
the grille of a Mercedes.
Planting the tonnage-laden pole in the hole
in the ground which Frank dug proved to be
a challenge. Using his jeep, block and tackle,
and a bunch of relatives, the combined
operation, which was successful, vividly
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The Ferry totem pole, majestically holding
court over the Ferry grounds. The carved
images adorning the west side of the pole
tell many stories, from the bald eagle at the
top to the bottom-dwelling Mercedes grille.
(Frank Surpless)

brought to mind the flag flying over Iwo
Jima. At least in this instance everyone
survived.

I’M AN INDIAN TOO…
Inspired by the new totem pole, Frank’s
son-in-law (possibly of Indian heritage), built
a teepee close by the totem pole. Though the
teepee was used mainly on the Great Plains
and was enclosed with animal skins,
primarily buffalo, he used native material,
birchbark, to construct his edifice. Maybe the
Sioux are the best-known of the western
tribes to use the teepee, and to see a teepee
in northern Wisconsin seems out of place, yet
the Sioux at one time lived in this area.
Long, conical wigwams are more native in
this part of the country.
Perhaps originally destined to become a
mother-in-law casita, the teepee instead
became a playhouse for the youngsters of

SOUNDS OF THE FOREST…
Dave Allan points out that many of the
body’s senses come into play when staying at
Black Oak:
“The home is surrounded by large
Norway pines and other trees. These are
trees that have grown over the years, as
early pictures indicated that there was
some scarcity of large trees in that area
at that time. The area had obviously
been cleared before building. I will
always remember the soughing of those
pines at night when there was any kind
of breeze or wind when I was in bed
going to sleep. It’s special! And
peaceful!"

Twenty years and counting, Frank Ferry
Jr.’s teepee still stands near his cabin,
suffering only minor scrapes with the
weather. A wonderful place for youngsters
to let their imaginations run riot.
(Frank Surpless)

Frank’s extended tribe. Constructed over
twenty years ago, the teepee shows few signs
of aging, and will continue to serve Frank’s
descendants in the future.

Black Oak: “It’s heaven on
earth, my favorite place in the
world.” (BILL BERG)
John Caruso worked for Wisconsin Electric
for years. Whenever a power outage hit, his
phone would ring off the hook. Small
problem though: his was a party line, so
every call coming in regarding power outages
would cause every other phone on the line to
ring too! This short-circuited the Carusos’
relationship with many of their neighbors.

Back in the 1980s, when Jim Thomas came
up to Black Oak for an invariably short
vacation, he loved to exercise by riding his
bike all over the area on nearby forest roads.
As befalls anyone who has left familiar
territory, Jim would frequently find himself
bewildered by road signs with strange
names. In other words, he was lost. Usually
he would find his way back by stopping to
ask for directions. Less frequently he would
realize that he had traveled maybe 35 miles
one-way...and even if he knew his way back,
he still would stop at the nearest bar and ask
Mary to rescue him. They are still married.

GO TO BLAZES!
Which is what many Black Oak residents did
during the tinder-dry dust bowl 1930s. One
looking at any of the Black Oak shoreline
photos taken during this decade will notice
how low the water level was. While it
resembles the near-record lows of that era,
the 2007 summer lake level was not a
long-term continuation of many preceding
years.
Deborah Hill Ferry’s diary makes frequent
mention of the general aridity and heat of
the 30s:
“Wednesday, June 28, 1933: Hot! This is
the hottest June on record up here. We
carry a squirt gun everywhere with us.
The water in the lake is too warm to pep
us up. Spend a lot of time in it,
however…
“Friday, July 10, 1936: (after three days
of 98 degree heat) 100 today...Bathing
morning and afternoon…
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“Saturday, July 11: 102
today...sat around in
our bathing suits —
much swimming…
“Sunday, July 12: 102
today...sat around all
day and tried to keep
cool. Ate dinner in our
bathing suits (which
was unheard of then!)
“Monday, July 13: 104
today(!)...This is the very
hottest weather we ever
had up here. Ami was
completely exhausted by
the heat...."
A Black Oak Resort postcard photo which does full justice to
Such heat laid perfect
the rustic simplicity and beauty of the north woods.
conditions for the outbreak
(Barb and Ed Hook)
of area forest fires: (from
three years earlier)
time and we were over helping the fire
fighters. We would go down to the lake
“Monday, August 21, 1933: Still no
and bring up buckets of water to fill the
rain. Fires between here and Land O’
back-pack fire pumps the men were
Lakes narrow bridge region...(could be
wearing. (Frank was 11 at the time.)...A
referring to the bridge over the
couple of years ago Mrs. Mann and I
Wisconsin River south of town)
were discussing that fire and she said,
“Tuesday, August 22: Fires smol‘You know who started that, don’t you?
dering… Forest fires are bad…
It was Harold Kent.’ Harold along with
others built the Lambda Chi lodge
“Wednesday, August 23: ...If we could
building on Donahue Lake which was
only have rain! Fires are bad by narrow
later purchased by the Manns. That
bridge and nearer town. Mary (Hill and
summer you could always smell the
Bernice
Schroeder
Fleming)
at
smoke of forest fires. The lake was very
Community House (old town hall next to
very low."
new fire station, now razed) all night
serving fire fighters.... Art and Bob
Three years later in August of 1936, Deborah
(Hill) fighting fires.
Ferry mentioned that the “forest fire smoke
is bad.” At the end of September, 1938, her
“Thursday, August 24: Our latest
diary frequently notes the prevalence of
excitement is forest fires. There are
forest fire smoke in the air: (September 27)
several in this vicinity. The two worst
“This morning the air is so full of smoke from
ones are Charlotte Lake and Donaldson
forest fires that we can barely see across the
& Island Lake (Mill and Landing Lakes
lake (!)"
north of the Bear Trap) There was one at
Moccasin Lake too...The fire apparatus
Frequently the nearness of forest fires to
up here is very inadequate.
Black Oak was considered so dangerous that
“Sunday, August 26: Kent’s place (now
cabin dwellers were ready at a moment’s
Beedie’s) threatened by forest fires. All
notice to jump into their rowboats and row a
of our young folks fought and town men
safe distance off shore. The Black Oak
and put it out by supper time...."
Resort’s clientele was often instructed to do
just that if any fire danger approached.

DON’T PLAY WITH MATCHES…

Frank Ferry Jr. recalled that fire:
“I remember the one at Harold and
Ethel Kent’s property at the west end of
Black Oak on the north side. A friend of
mine from Winnetka was visiting at the
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Black Oak:
“I feel I belong to it.”
(DAVID BINDER)

(IN)VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
Tug Juday remembers that during this era,
if a man were driving close to where a fire
was burning, the state required that he park
his car and join the fire-fighting
brigades...with a grub hoe...and get paid
twenty cents an hour for his work!
In 1933, Juday and neighbor down the road,
Austen Bent, noticed a fire burning on the
north shore of nearby Spring Lake. Bent
quickly rigged up a gasoline pump, and the
two of them, with no roads available, rowed
over to the north shore, placed a hose in the
water, started the pump, and were able to
extinguish the blaze.
Many years later, in the 1980s, extremely
powerful winds buffeted northern Wisconsin
and the Upper Peninsula. During the spring,
before ‘green-up,’ the forest fire danger
became acute. Combine the two and
potentially lethal conflagrations could
appear. A fire did break out west of Merrill
Lake just west of the Forest Lake Store, so
emergency personnel alerted area
homeowners to immediately leave their
homes because they were in the line of the
current fire.

TIME FOR DRINKS AT ARCHDALES
Juday remembers his family gathering near
Archdales’ to watch the firefighters combat
the blaze. The fire did jump eastward across
County B but just then the winds almost
totally died down. Firefighters were able to
contain that small fire, so everyone could
breathe easier. Had the winds not abated
then, the Black Oak area could have been
incinerated.

KEEP YOUR COOL…
Because neither of their cabins was
winterized, when Parry and Cathy
Hesselman came up to visit in the winter of
1991, they rented one of Babs Bates’
cottages. It was -20 outside, no running
water, very little heat, all appliances on to
provide a modicum of warmth, with the
windows open to provide a draft for the
fireplace. Of course the fuses blew and blue
was the language.

SARDINE-A-PEDIC…
The same Babs Bates' cottage was the site of
an earlier visit, by Babs (Shely) Tracy and a
group of her college-age friends. This time it
was -40 (it really was colder earlier in the
century), so the group started a fire in the
fireplace. They placed a six-pack of beer on
top of the log that was burning...and that
froze too! Later they slept in front of the fire
on a mattress with another mattress on top
to keep them warm. A frozen fish sandwich?
Tug Juday tells of winters in the Anderson
Lake/Black Oak Lake area. He would
snowshoe across Anderson Lake on the way
to Austen Bent’s cabin, then walk to County
B from there to meet the school bus. He rode
the bus with Vi Flodin (Becker), and now
picks her up for the Land O’ Lakes senior
lunch!

NORMAN’S FATHER?
Tom (Alfred Hitchcock) Allman passed this
on: one winter’s late afternoon he happened
to look out upon the lake in front of his cabin
and espied what looked to be an ice
fisherman who was peering down a hole
which probably had been augured for a
fishing line. He didn’t move at all. It became
dark. The next morning Tom looked out
again on the lake and the same body in
exactly the same position was peering down
the hole. Or was it?
“Is this guy dead?”
Tom asked himself. He quickly hied down to
the shoreline and crunched rapidly through
the snow to where the body lay. It moved! It
turned its head toward Tom, and replying to
Tom’s query, answered that he was just
looking at the fish(!) Most likely not all night
long. For Tom’s sake, it was a good thing
that it wasn’t Norman Bates’ mother who
was doing the peering.

Black Oak: “After my husband
died, Black Oak has been my
salvation.”
(DOT HINZE)
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Over the years, the Heinig family of Land
O’Lakes, has been associated with Black Oak
Lake in so many different ways. Perhaps this
could be best illustrated by a feature story
which appeared in the Vilas County
News-Review in January of 2002:

Above the article was placed a photograph of
the epic cruise across Black Oak, with Bill
Sr. rowing the boat and trying to dodge
miniature ice floes floating across the lake,
with the far north shore of the lake encased
in a blanket of snow.

HEINIG RELIVES FATHER’S
JOURNEY

And a footnote: Bill Heinig’s grandfather
and father sawed ice from Black Oak and
sold it to summer residents for their
iceboxes, as did Herb Dickman. Heinig’s
mother’s family also came from hardy stock.
They traveled north from Kentucky and
settled near the town of Nashville, south of
Crandon. They survived by bartering, and
kept their food cold by placing it in a barrel
and immersing the barrel in a nearby swamp
where the cold swamp water served as a
refrigerant.

“Above
normal
temperatures
in
December allowed William A. ‘Bill’
Heinig of Land O’ Lakes to fulfill his
dream of rowing a boat across Black
Oak Lake on Christmas Day, as his
father did many years ago.
“According to Heinig, his father, Arthur
A., spoke of making such a boat ride
when he was a young boy some time in
the 1920s. Since hearing the story, Bill
Heinig said, he hoped that he would one
day be able to repeat the journey.
“Arthur A. Heinig was born in Land O’
Lakes in 1912 and lived there until he
died in 1998. After his father’s death,
Bill Heinig said, he has wanted to make
the lake crossing even more.

Bill’s mother was born prematurely, and the
doctor thought she wouldn’t live. Her
parents thought otherwise: they placed her
in a shoebox and put the shoebox in the
warming oven on the side of the wood stove.
The makeshift incubator did the trick...and
of course she survived!

“Heinig’s
dream
seemed
nearly impossible, he said, as
the snows in past decades have
fallen early with the lake
freezing over by the end of
November. Warmer winters in
more recent years started him
thinking about it again. He
came close in 1997, but the
lake froze over December 23.
“This year, nearly 80 years
after his father’s original
journey, Black Oak Lake was
still open on Christmas Day,
2001. Bill Heinig was not only
able to get a rowboat out on the
lake, he made the voyage with
his son and grandson,
William S. and William D.
Heinig of Columbus, Ohio.
On Christmas Day, 2001, Bill Heinig fulfilled a lifelong
“’It was a very cold and windy dream by rowing across Black Oak with his son William
day,’ Heinig said, ‘but our S. and grandson William D. Heinig, commemorating a
hearts were warm with similar voyage which his father had taken with Bill’s
thoughts
of
a grandfather in the 1920s. The re-enactment spanned five
father/grandfather who made generations and eighty years. Over the years, the Heinig
a similar journey so many family has played stellar supporting roles in the
years ago and the fulfillment settlement and sustenance of the lake and its
of a lifelong Christmas wish." surroundings.
(Vilas County News Review)
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AND THERE IS WILDLIFE..
(please bear with the account here) Dave
Hoffman tells of a bear which crashed
through a locked screen door and pulled a
garbage can outside. When she was three,
Babs (Shely) Tracy still (traumatically)
recalls when in the light of day, she was
hiking the trail over to the Duffs when she
came across a baby bear. Both fled each
other. Nancy Frawley remembers when the
Gateway Inn kept two caged bears on the
premises and fed them.

Black Oak: “Peace and
tranquillity; an antidote to working
hard; a special place to be with
our children, an important family
place which everyone loves to go
to.”
(JEFF AND JANE KLIEVE)

GIT!!
Mary Olk’s next door neighbor still can’t
believe what he saw not too long ago: a bear
was chomping on corn in
Mary’s deer feeder, which
really upset Mary. She
charged out of her house and
aimed her fire and brimstone
at the feeder, not to mention
her menacing approach to
the animal. Said bear got the
message and scrammed.

is now the bike trail through the woods off
Carlson Road, when she came across a bear.
Jerry Pitts’ dog Riley, a frequent visitor to
Jim Surpless’ cabin and a fellow jogger,
chased the bear into the woods, and all
seemed well at the time. Except: about five
minutes later the bear came crashing across
the trail about 15 feet ahead of Kathy, with
Riley in close pursuit. Kathy thereupon
made a swift detour, exiting her usual route
and came out on B next to Nagel’s for a
nervous trot back to St. Clair Road.
Fred Madigan, noticing a bear pawing
through his feeder, quick fetched his camera
for a memorable photo. But the bear spooked
and was en route toward the Hesselmans
next door. He immediately called them to
warn them about the bear’s imminent
appearance at their cabin, but Parry said,
“You’re wrong, we sent it back to you!"
Even so, no picture. The bear just wouldn’t
cooperate.

SWEPT AWAY…
And way back when, Ed Torres' mother
decided to chase a bear away with a broom.
The bear reared up, faced her, and she
immediately put the broom down and went

Two doors down, Jim
Fleming, when younger, saw
his dad Emmet charge
toward a marauding bear on
their property. The bear,
spooked, bounced off the
fence twice before making it
the third time.
The Torres family posing next to their cabin after having
picked multiple buckets of berries to can jam. Maybe Ed’s
THE LIFE OF RILEY:
father took the picture. The sign at the top says, “No fish but
And two doors further down, lots of berries.” Probably a short-term shortage of fish!
in a tale of more recent
Berries were plentiful then and in later years because the
vintage, Kathy Surpless was clear-cutting of the forests enabled berries to flourish. Ed is
well along on her jog on what in the center of the photo with his hands over his head.
(Ed Torres collection, cited by Paul McLeod in the Lake Study)
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about other household chores. Local bears
certainly didn’t keep the Torres children
from wandering about their property and
beyond. Early on, due to the recent logging
activity, there were few trees anywhere near
them. With all the clear-cuts and open
spaces, wild blueberries and raspberries
grew in abundance. They used to pick
bushels of the wild fruit, which their mother
preserved in mason jars. They did not sell
the berries. The five children, and their
parents, devoured manifold jars of the stuff.
Or as the sign in one of their pictures says,
“No fish, but oh boy Loads of Berries”!

Black Oak: “This has been
paradise for us. A great place to
be for a shy kid. My mother
wanted to be up here. The lake
had medicinal value for her...she
cleansed out wounds in lake water.
We’re both so happy that our kids
love it too."
(JIM AND KAY [OLK] FLEMING)

Austen Bent found a bear cub, kept it, fed it,
and treated it with cookies from his pocket.
As one of his talents, he repaired motors. So
when customers came in with their
non-functioning motors, they were met by
the bear, which proceded to nuzzle their
pockets for cookies. A frightening time was
had by all! It wasn’t just the cookie that
crumbled!
The very first time Barb Hook saw a bear at
Black Oak, was when Ed heard a noise
outside the cabin, turned on the light, looked
out and they both saw a momma bear
chomping at the suet-filled bird feeder. Ever
the thoughtful parent, she continually
swiped her two cubs back with her paw
while she feasted on the fat. Frustrated, one
baby bear clambered up and down a nearby
tree, and the other sat on the yard swing and
swung back and forth! Thanks, mom.

IT BEARS REPEATING…
with another bear tale. Shelley Peterson’s
husband Pete noticed spilled bird seed in one
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of their outbuildings, and assumed that
racoons had visited. He left for the evening,
and sure enough a mama bear and her two
cubs (fresh from the Hooks?) showed up and
began prowling the Peterson’s porch. The
porch door was locked, so no mortal fear
involved. Then the mama went after the bird
suet in the feeder on the corner. Giving up
here, the mama bear and one cub went to
one of the outbuildings, the door slammed
shut, and now two bears locked up in a
closed shed. What to do?
She called friend Diane Schindelholtz for
advice. She said she’d be right over to honk
her horn...except the horn was broken. Just
then the mama bear swiped at the door
handle so she and the cub were free. End of
story? Nope. The three bears then went to
the other outbuilding where the garbage was
stored, opened the door, and then dragged
the trash out all over the place. Still on the
phone with Diane, Shelley asked what to do.
Diane: “Shoot your 22 into the air!" This
Shelley did. Two of the bears ran north but
one remained and climbed a tree.
Two hours later when she was in her
bedroom, she heard a scratching, looked out
the window with her flashlight pointed down
and saw one of the cubs. She firmly told
him/her to please leave and rejoin your mom
and brother/sister. (S)he did.

GINGERBREAD, MAYBE?
Porcupines do more than provide quills for
Indian basket-making. They also follow a
high fiber diet, as seen in this tale: soon after
Debbie and Sigmar Hofmann’s log home was
built, Debbie was looking out the window
and noticed a strange looking animal
camped in the cabin’s breezeway. She looked
closer and realized that it was a porcupine,
and not just the average porcupine: this
porcupine was gnawing on her new house!
She quick called the builder, Bill LaFriske to
report that,
“A porcupine is eating my cabin!"
Not to be outdone, Jim Thomas described
looking out one day and seeing a porcupine
chomping on the stairs of his new house.
Earlier it had eaten the spout off of a gas
can.

SNAP CRACKLE AND POP
When Sharon Basten was quite younger, she
was eating a bowl of dry cereal in a chair in
the Carusos’ back yard. Her mother, Dee,
happened to look up, exclaiming in a
controlled loud voice,
“Sharon, I think you should come inside
right away!"
As Sharon got up, she happened to partly
turn around and glimpsed a bear close to
her. She immediately reacted as anyone else
would: she tossed the cereal up over her
head and behind her and fled. This wasn’t
April 1. And the bear, partial to oatmeal,
fled too.

THE BEARS’ BUFFET
Of course visiting the Land O’ Lakes dump
and Gateway dump to observe the bears was
de rigeur on Black Oak. As many as six to
eight bears could appear at any given time to
sample the delicacies placed before them.
Fritz Hill would crank up his jeep and gather
anywhere up to ten riders for a trip to the
dump; to put it mildly, the jeep was/is a
convertible, which didn’t seem to faze the
“we’ll never die young” “we’re indestructible"
teenagers aboard as they got up close looks
at the foragers. And as Mary D. Surpless
(Rio Grande) remembers it: on any given
night, whole clusters of cars would show up
for their private audience with the bears,
with hollers and hellos ringing out from
vehicle to vehicle as friends greeted each
other. One meets the nicest people at the
dump!

Black Oak: “I always envision
Black Oak as a place where inner
peace reigns supreme and where the
only sounds are family and nature.
It is a place that is made special
by the memories that exist and that
will be created by the people who
love it.”
(LEAH SURPLESS MALISH)

And in what had to be a chilling moment, the
Mayeaus remember when a bear had just
come out of its den and lumbered up to their
cabin and stuck its claws through the outside
pane of a double-pane glass window.
“Nightmare on Black Oak Street”?
The dump again: Bob Marling thoughtfully
purchased a Chrysler with spotlights
mounted on each side of the front seat so
wife Dorothy could shine her light on the
bears.
And of a more recent vintage: Not too far
from the old airport road, Shirley Barnum
was riding her bike toward the Forest Lake
Store (Millers’) on the new bike trail, when,
coming to a crest, looked down and saw a
large black dog looking up at her. Just as she
was about to coast down the incline, she got
a closer look at the “dog” and then realized
that the dog had metamorphosed into a bear.
Mutual shock took place, and both hightailed
it in opposite directions.

FISHING FOR BEARS
Once when Pete and Shelley Peterson were
dog-sitting the Carusos’ dog, Pete hauled out
of his deep freeze a pile of frozen fish guts
and tossed them into his truck to be
transported to the dump on that Saturday
morning. It was early, so Pete went down to
the lake shore and tried his luck casting for
fish. Soon the pooch was barking...loudly...so
he went up to see what was going on. Sure
enough, a bear was sitting in his truck bed,
munching himself into oblivion with his
engorgement of fish guts. The dog’s barking
soon drove away the bear, though Pete’s dad
later said he should have driven off with the
bear so it wouldn’t bother them any more.
Wonder what Pete said to that!

SNIPE ANYONE?
And who could forget the periodic snipe
hunts, even out of season? One of the more
notorious gatherings took place in the
mid-50s when Roberta Morris’ cousin, Fritz
Kahlenberg, invited a group of teens from
Black Oak over to his family’s property on
Pinkeye Lake. Kathy McCloud (Hill) and two
of her friends were guests of Lyn Schroeder
(Meyer), and these were the lucky threesome
who seized the opportunity to corral the
elusive snipe seen at scattered locations not
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too far from Pinkeye. They were given brief
general instructions as how to go about
tracking the mysterious animal, then let
loose on their own, armed with just
flashlights.
Not soon after, Fritz took the leash off his
black lab and gave it specific instructions to
hurdle headlong toward the girls, who, when
catching out of the corner of their eyes a pair
of glinting orbs rushing their way, dropped
their flashlights and careened off into the
woods at a high rate of speed, their piercing
shrieks rending the wilderness (which
probably scared away all the snipe).
Other forms of wildlife continue to stalk the
Black Oak area. Talk about rocks and hard
places: Cathy Hesselman’s folks told her
about the family of skunks living outside the
door of their outhouse! Racoons were and are
still a problem, even with secured garbage
cans. Though back in days of yore, at least at
Bates Point, residents would bury their
garbage on their property. One former
resident recalls that the family didn’t always
bury the garbage deep enough.

BLACK OAK’S FIRST HOUSEBOAT?
Racoons appear in many guises. The Cisco
Marina had just repaired Dottie Hinze’s boat
and docked it on shore. She later discovered
that a racoon had invaded their workshop
and had used it as an outhouse. After having
trapped the crittur, they later made another
discovery: the same creature had been using
their newly repaired craft as a home and had
used it as a storehouse for berries!

Black Oak: “This is home for
me; memories are here, children are
here. I like going into a grocery
store, a filling station, church, and
see a face I know. This doesn’t
happen elsewhere. In Land O’
Lakes: celebrate with us, grieve
with us.” (MARILYN NAGEL)
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PASSING THE BUCK…
In the summer of 1947, Fritz Hill was sitting
down at the Ferry - Hill dock with the
boathouse behind him, gazing toward
Lowenstine’s, when he spotted what he
described as a V swimming across the lake
toward the east shore. Next thing he knew,
he turned around and came face to face with
an adult deer right on the dock! Shocked, he
quickly pirouetted around the stunned deer
and streaked (fully clothed) toward his Uncle
Ned’s cabin, about 125 yards away...and the
deer followed him! Turns out that the animal
had escaped from the Moccasin Lodge
“petting zoo” on Moccasin Lake. Good thing
it wasn’t hunting season or else Fritz
wouldn’t be here to tell the tale.

IT WAS CALLED “DEERING” THEN…
And what became a ritual for many families
on the lake from the ‘30s to the ‘70s and
later, an early dinner was often followed by a
drive in the immediate Black Oak
neighborhood, looking for deer. Roberta
Morris tells the story of the Ferry-Hill
Yellow Cab, an early ‘30s open air,
crank-started truck-looking vehicle, picking
up kids from all over and setting out on
highway and dirt road alike, trying to see
who would spot the deer first. Such ventures
were unusual in that the Yellow Cab was
minus a muffler (were they used then?) and
thus was wont to erratically explode its way
along the trek.
Surprisingly, most deer just gaped at the
passing band of pioneers aboard the
Conestoga-like truck, perhaps saying to
themselves (in deer language of course),
“We.. know.. man. But.. this.. is..’ Weird
Man’!”
Thus hypnotized, the deer often would
remain rooted to the spot on which they were
first seen, especially down the Black Oak
airport road, and the return trip would find
them counted again. Such double-counting
would result in humongously inflated
deer-spotting figures for the evening. An
all-time high of 54 deer were seen one
August evening, but this record was tainted
by a following wind.

VENISON ON THE MENU
Back in 1963, Jim and Jane Surpless with
family and another couple, thought it’d be
fun to visit Ferry-Hill Lodge in November
during the hunting season. They stayed at
the cabin with no heat, food or water, but did
eat breakfast at McClone’s restaurant (now
Pine Cone). There were about seven of them
gathered around for the meal.
Given it was hunting season, one of the kids
asked just where the deer were. Jim told
them he would show them deer after
breakfast. They headed out to North Black
Oak Lake Road and stopped just past
Vineyards, and sure enough they saw some
deer down by the shoreline of Barber’s Bay.
Jim looked into his rear view mirror and saw
a truck with three hunters aboard pull up
close. They had been sitting at an adjacent
table at McClone’s and had heard Jim say he
would take the family to see deer. When
seven year old Debby saw the hunters, she
leaped out of the car and, waving her arms,
shooed the deer away. Good thing the story
ended here!
Picture this (literally): five-year old Shelley
(Caruso) Peterson and her younger sister
Sharon Basten had just returned home from
church and found a frequent visitor in their
yard, a doe. Her dad, John, placed Shelley
aboard the animal and took her picture.
Saved them a trip to the Milwaukee Petting
Zoo!
Mimi Allman tells of deer following her cats
home from her grandfather, Mr. Wenz’s
cabin. No connection: the Allmans maintain
a cat cemetery adjacent to their home. The
Annins saw a turkey walk up the hill to their
place and down to the lake. Another time
they witnessed a pack of coyotes capture a
yearling fawn down on the ice along their
waterfront. David Binder’s family saw
weasels on their property and even spotted a
mountain lion (also called puma, panther or
cougar). Frank Surpless came across a large
herd of turkeys while hiking the Sunset
Trail near his place.

WAS IT A FLYING TIGER?
More recently Marilyn Nagel was driving
back to her home on North Black Oak when
a mountain lion took a giant leap across the

road just barely in front of her car. Wow! She
also commented on the exploding deer
population: she had just returned to the
north woods and was approaching her home
when she counted over 26 deer munching
contentedly on her front lawn (or just
contentedly munching her front lawn).
Jo and Mark Mayeau saw a cougar which
had just killed a deer and was dragging it off
the road. They point out that the animal is
not nocturnal, which means that it’s more
likely that people will spot them when
they’re in the area.

Black Oak: “We’re home; no
place we’d rather be...maybe
except in March.”
(FRED AND SALLY LIPPERT)

OTTER SIGHT!
Otters also live adjacent to and in the lake. A
local otter would hiss at the Mayeaus’ dog
when the dog was on the dock. Later they
witnessed an otter which wiggled its way up
from the lake and approached the guest
bedroom window. It looked in for a while,
retreated maybe four feet, and came back to
continue looking. Maybe, in wonderment, it
was seeing its reflection.
Otters have also been spotted on Black Oak’s
east shore: in what seems to be an annual
rite (maybe a migration), two or more otters
cruise toward the public beach then
re-appear at a later time on their way back
to Barber’s Bay. Could be a mating session
involved (Those midnight beach parties
occasionally get out of hand...).

SAVED BY THE BELL
Myrtle Patterson Lloyd tells another story:
“At another time there was a family of
otters nested under the porch. They were
difficult to get rid of, and we always
knew when they were around because
they made so many bad smells! We
dropped mothballs down through the
cracks and hung a bell by their entrance
so that when they went in they rang the
bell! Eventually they got the hint and
left."
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Hearing a picture fall over in her bedroom,
Dottie Hinze turned on the light, and staring
at her from atop the bureau was a
chipmunk. Flying squirrels also lived on her
first floor. Stu and Mary Hunt, too, vividly
recall when over thirty flying squirrels lived
in their attic. He shot a bunch and then
locked out the rest.

SHE CRIED WOLF!
Back in the late ‘20s, Janet (Handlos)
Vineyard tells of returning to her family’s
home and seeing her mother, Helen Handlos,
extracting porcupine quills from the nose of
a wolf! An outdoors woman, her mother
finished the job and placed the animal in
their basement. The wolf was sick and
therefore docile.
During that time and later years, Dr.
Watson performed the same tasks for Black
Oak dogs which had been brought to his
cabin for the same malady. He worked on
humans, too! When Janet Handlos
(Vineyard) was young, she had been stung
repeatedly by hornets or wasps. Dr. Watson
saved her life.
A physician from Eagle River, Dr. Oldfield,
and Janet’s parents were good friends and
would hunt deer together in the area. Joe
Handlos, her dad, would drive the deer and
the others would shoot. Her mother would
secure three deer permits (two from other
hunters) and would take only three bullets
along, one for each deer. Sure enough, she
bagged a trio of deer, later saying that if she
couldn’t shoot the three of them with three
shells, she was a lousy hunter!

ANNIE
She was truly the Annie Oakley of the north
woods. Plus her fame as a fishing guide
preceded her. Others in the area called her
the best guide available. One guide told
Vern, Janet’s husband, “Why hire me when
your mother-in-law is the best guide in the
county?"
Helen Jo Pierce, Helen’s granddaughter,
makes the point that
“she was such a lady. My grandmother
belied the stereotype of the great white
fisherman or great white huntress."
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Sally (Farmer) Lippert fed chipmunks and
Freddy, her pet red squirrel, out of her hand.
A home movie shows Frank Ferry Sr. sitting
on the ground in his patio with peanuts
stuck up his nostrils, with neighborhood
chipmunks clambering up his torso and
gently removing them (the peanuts) for a
snack.

RIBBET...YOU WILL DO WHAT I SAY...RIBBET.
Many years ago, Austin Bent, a frequent
visitor to the Farmer cabin, taught Sally and
her brother Jim how to hypnotize frogs. (way
too much time on their hands). Jim lined up
the frogs on a chair, placing them on their
backs. He would hold their legs while Sally
would wet her fingers and stroke the frogs
down the outside of their throats. The frogs
would just become inert and freeze. They
would eventually come to and go on their
way.
Sally felt that Lazy Bay needed more frogs,
so she rowed over to Loon Island and caught
many of the local frogs by twirling a finger
above a frog, then grabbing it.
On the other hand, Liz (Duff) Spaulding,
among others, commented on the paucity of
frogs in and near Black Oak. Once plentiful,
they seem to be relatively scarce. This could
be a regional phenomenon.
Jeff Klieve growing up would go down to the
swamp at the end of his road off Orchard
Point on the east shore of the lake. There he
would find dozens of frogs and have fun
capturing them. Not too soon after this, the
owner of the swamp had it filled in...so no
more frogs. Maybe an omen of what came
later.

PHEW
Another time Sally and her friends caught a
baby skunk. Sally asked her mother if they
could keep it. She said, sure, thinking that
they’d never do it. Next thing she knew, the
baby skunk was in her kitchen. Her mother
pointed out to them that it was cruel and
inhumane to keep wildlife as pets. Still, just
as a memento, they wanted to take a picture
of their pet skunk. Brother Jim picked up
the skunk for a formal photo and got
sprayed! Serves ‘im right.

Bill Berg’s dog was skunked under his cabin
just before the family left on the two day
return trip to Pennsylvania. It wasn’t until
they were well on their way when they
realized what had happened. Probably drove
for two days with all their windows down!
Dave Allan’s family’s pet, their dog Buster,
was also known to time his polecat meetings
the same way.
Dorothy and Roberta Marling vividly recall
the morning when they heard a clink, clink,
clink sound outside the kitchen of their
cabin. It became louder, so they investigated:
a skunk had unearthed a glass jar from the
garbage pit in the nearby woods, and being
nosy, got most of its head stuck inside the
jar. No one had the courage to perform a
charitable act toward the crittur, something
about “he who lives in glass jars should
never get stoned," or something.

LOONS:
lake residents have come to increasingly
realize that over the years the numerous
loon visitors, some of them returning for
many summers, have grown accustomed to
the lake’s nautical activities. Not really to
say that they’ve been domesticated, but the
loons seem to understand that they can go
about their business in relative safety. At
the same time, particularly when towing
water skiers, drivers might not see a
recently surfacing loon and come
dangerously close to a collision. Fortunately
loons’ crash-diving abilities save the day.
How many loons nest on Black Oak? Hard to
tell. Some of them use George Lake or other
neighboring lakes to raise their young,
provided that eagles, other raptors and
land-based mammals don’t get to the
hatchlings (and older) first. In the late
summer and early fall, Black Oak serves as a
rendezvous for area loons just before heading
south for the winter. As many as fourteen or
more have been seen clustered in the middle
of the lake during this time.

Black Oak: “We never considered
retiring anywhere else.”
(JIM AND ANN BATES)

BALD EAGLES
have increased in numbers over the years.
Up to a few years ago, the gargantuan aerie
atop one of the taller pines at the end of
West Bay served as a destination for float
boaters and kayakers alike. Sometimes the
eagle(s) were absent, but more often than
not, usually after eaglets appear, one of the
adults was there to stand sentry duty.
The Mayeaus report that fledgling eagles,
screaming loudly, perch in the pine tree next
to their cabin. Later in the season adult
eagles “talk” to each other from separate
trees, some as far apart as 100 yards. Some
time ago Jo saw a mating pair free-falling,
maybe the avian equivalent of the Mile High
Club.
Once Shelley Peterson was cross-country
skiing and came across what she determined
to be imprints from flapping eagle’s wings.
She saw feathers too, and the imprints
extended for quite a distance. The eagle had
probably been attacked by a bobcat,
mountain lion or coyote. Later she met up
with a pile of feathers along with the eagle’s
carcass. The eagle never made it.

THE EAGLE HAS LANDED (OH NO!!)
In the late summer of 2005, Frank Surpless
saw a bald eagle swoop down close to his
dock as it seemed to diving for a shore lunch.
The bird caught its fish but the weight was
too much and forced the eagle to actually
land in the water, a rare sight indeed. He
was prepared to call the local raptor rescue
phone number to get them to Black Oak to
pull the bird out of the water when he
noticed the eagle extending its wings as if it
were trying to balance itself on the surface of
the wind-swept lake. Later it ferociously
flapped its wings and finally became
airborne after much effort. Frank loudly
applauded. Later an ornithologist informed
him that such a happening is more common
than people think. Maybe just not on Black
Oak.
State Farm Insurance Company Claims
Adjuster:
“You say that this semi-domesticated
fowl who lived next to a garage and by a
busy county highway came up to your
Cadillac Escalade featuring a 6.2 liter
small block 403 H.P. V-8 engine, with
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417 lb.-ft of torque, 6-speed automatic
transmission, weighing 5800 lbs with
all-wheel drive and pecked tiny holes in
the driver’s side door?"
Driver: “Yes.”
State Farm Insurance Company Claims
Adjuster:
“I’m going to have to call Bloomington
about this."
IN MEMORIAM:
There was a young turkey named Bob

seeing the same potential tragedy in the
making as the dog walker, leapt out of her
cab, ran to the turtle, lifted it up, and placed
the stunned animal a safe distance beyond
the other side of the road.
The dog walker made an inquiry of the
driver and was told that she had just
enrolled her son as a freshman in the 2008
Conserve School freshman class. Maybe
there's a genetic component in the outlook of
incoming Conserve School students!

Who thought himself up to the job
He strutted his stuff,
He twirled his duff
But then he was moseying around the
nearby autos and didn’t watch where he
was going and a wayward
car backed up the driveway and ran
over him.
BOB THE TURKEY R.I.P.
Local wildlife can occasionally be nuisances.
This is true of those who lovingly seed, plant,
grow, and harvest either blooms or
vegetables. Usually deer are the culprits who
frequently destroy the efforts of gardeners
around the lake.

A NORTH WOODS CLASSROOM…
Joe and Sherry Beers really do enjoy
teaching their grandchildren about the north
woods and all its wonders of nature.
Kayaking, how to row rowboats, identifying
fish and bird species as well as other
animals, learning the rules of boating, hiking
the trails put together by the Fish and Game
Club, all have combined to help the
youngsters adapt to and gain a broad-based
knowledge of the surrounding area. One of
the highlights for their grandchildren was
the day they got to witness a doe nurse her
newborn fawn just outside their window
down by the lake.

THERE WAS A
LITTLE TURTLE ...
A Black Oak
resident was taking
his dog for a walk
along North Black
Oak Lake Road and
just before taking
the sharp curve into
the Conserve School
property, he noticed
what looked like a
mud turtle poking its
away across the road
toward Little Bass.
Just before he got to
the turtle, a white
Ford-150 pickup
careened around the
turn toward him and
suddenly screeched
A local albino deer.
to a stop. The driver,
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(Frank Surpless)

SCAT!
Even when their grandchildren ride their
bikes on the bike trail, they stop to look more
closely at the scat which they often find. For
the uninitiated, “scat” refers to an animal’s
bowel movements (BMs), and can serve as an
identifying characteristic of a given species.

PLAY BALL!
The empty field across from Dave Hoffman’s
place, earlier a Ferry-Hill vegetable garden,
was the scene of many games of baseball,
played by Fritz Hill, Dave Allan, Dave Hill,
Bern and E.J. Fleming. They played endless
games of “work up” and “500" on that field.
What made it extraordinary was that the
field’s surface was uneven and various
textures of scat dotted the landscape.
Somehow everyone survived.
In 1995 Shelley Peterson saw a moose on
Carlson Road. She even found moose scat in
her yard. She thinks the moose were possibly
passing through, which was about the time
that they were introduced into the Upper
Peninsula and other places.
One evening, just before going to bed, Ned
and Pat Morris happened to glance at the
evening sky and noticed the beginnings of
what turned out to be a spectacular aurora
borealis. Everyone in the Marling/Morris
clan made their way down to the dock, lay on
their backs almost all night long and
watched the northern lights spread out
across almost the entire sky, the shimmering
colors mesmerizing them all. In all
likelihood, most families on the lake could
tell similar stories.
And in what could have been an omen for the
subsequent fire which a number of years
later destroyed part of the original Marling
cabin, Pat and Ned witnessed a powerful
blinding lightning bolt striking one of the
larger pine trees adjacent to the shore. The
following morning they came across a pile of
dead fish next to their dock. Not exactly a
Door County fish boil.
Bim Surpless recalls a houseful of guests
engaging in a contest to see who could catch
the most fish on one worm!

HOOK, LINE AND BACON…
Many years ago, Boo Loader persuaded her
husband Cliff to visit Black Oak. He had
never fished before, so Mary Leimbacher, a
close friend and avid fisher woman, offered
to help set him up. Mary liked to fish with
bacon (!) Boo put her bacon-baited hook
down to help Cliff when the dog grabbed the
hook and swallowed it! One could envision a
mounted dog proudly displayed above their
fireplace complete with length, girth, and
weight noted, but this was not to be.

EAT YOUR VEGGIES!
After fruitlessly trying to extract the hook
from the dog’s craw, Cliff and Boo rushed the
dog to the vet and discovered that the dog
had swallowed a bee along with the bacon.
The bee had then stung the pooch in the
throat which led to his troubles. Of course
the vet saved the day. The moral to the
story? Bait the hook with a brussel sprout.

Black Oak: “This is home.”
(VERN AND JANET VINEYARD)

Speaking of dogs: Deborah Ferry reported in
her September 10, 1936, entry in her diary,
“Prince (German Shepherd) is quite sick...Dr.
Zimmerman from Hooks’ came to see Prince,
advised mineral oil and whiskey" (!) Don’t
know whether or not the doctor was a vet,
but if dogs could smile....And Prince did
recover. Two years later, though, on Sept. 18,
1938, he met his first porcupine: (as per the
Ferry diary)
“Last night he got mixed up with a
porcupine and got so many quills in his
nose, the boys couldn’t extricate one of
them and Frank (Ferry, Jr.) was told
that they sometimes work up into the
brain and the dog dies. He wanted us to
watch that one quill, but I can’t even feel
it and I think it will dissolve before it
reaches the brain. Bob says that Prince
hasn’t any brains, so why worry!"
Boo and Kay really do appreciate their north
woods. Maybe when 12 or so, they crafted
together unique creations which utilized
living organisms for their art. Each took a
cookie sheet, placed a small mirror in the
center and surrounded it with live moss, and
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then planted tiny live trees in the moss,
watered them and kept their lake scenes
“alive” for a long time. Art Impressions
would have welcomed their work. And they
weren’t made in China!
When Boo returned to Joliet on the train
from Land O’ Lakes, she took home with her
a souvenir from Black Oak, a
chartreuse-colored pine snake, which she
would wrap around her wrist like a bracelet.
She showed off her “bracelet” to the porter
on the train, who, when he realized it was a
serpent, was never seen again.

EEK!
Boo kept the pine snake as a pet in her
home, so when school opened that fall, she
showed off her live bracelet to her fellow
(and girl) classmates. Her teacher came by to
admire her new bracelet but let out an
ear-piercing shriek when she discovered that
the bracelet was alive. Of course Boo was
sent to the principal’s office and was told
never to bring her bracelet to school again.
Show and tell run amok!

FISHING...AS IT WAS
Harold Sundberg happened to play a
co-starring role in one of the signal
occurrences in the history of Black Oak
Lake. As he tells it in relating a fish tale
involving his father-in-law:
“Mr. Willis P. Wood was one of the finest
fishermen on Black Oak lake. He had
strong feelings about certain parts of the
lake being the province of the fisherman,
so it was inevitable that one day he
would tackle the boating problem
head-on.
“I happened to be rowing for him that
fateful day of June 5, 1934, having been
asked by Willis to go fishing with him
that morning. It was no matter that I
never got to touch a pole — there was
excitement enough.
“Willis was slowly working a worm,
trying to coax a bass off of the cool
bottom of West Bay when (12-year old)
J.R. (now known as Lowenstine) piloted
his Chris Craft into the bay at
breakneck speed. Willis stood in the
boat, shaking his fist and yelling at J.R.
and instructed me to catch him. Well, I
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was a young lad, with plenty of pluck,
but my rowing was no match for his
Chris Craft.
“After abandoning the chase, we
returned to Bates’ Point where we
disembarked, and Willis ran to his 1928
Packard and drove to Lowenstines,
where Willis instructed J.R.’s father
(Nick) that motor boats were not to enter
any fishing area such as West Bay,
Barber’s Bay, or even come close to any
fisherman.
“Lowenstine and Woodhull (who was a
next-door neighbor of Lowenstine) were
fishermen and they understood Willis’
point of view and agreed with it. Largely
due to the influence of these men,
high-powered boats operating at high
speed were restricted from these areas
for several generations." Oops.
Back in the 30s and 40s, Black Oak
fishermen had a “secret” code word or phrase
they used when they became thirsty. They
would tell their wives that the fish were
biting in the West Bay, and off they went...to
fish, maybe, but in reality to visit the Pine
Terrace Resort to partake of their bar. Many
were guilty later of R.W.I., (rowing while
intoxicated), but at least they were relatively
harmless!

FISHERS… OF MEN
When Shelley and Pete Peterson first moved
into the cabin on Little Bass which they
rented from the Vineyards, they found out
that the previous renters had tossed fish out
into the woods, which attracted fishers. In
spite of having grown up in the north woods,
Shelley didn’t know what they were, so when
two of them showed up and entered one of
their outbuildings, she quickly ran out and
shut the door, so when Pete came home for
lunch, he’d have a chance to identify them.
He came home. She related the story to him.
He went to the building, opened the door,
and the two fishers bolted out just as he
opened it, running between his legs. They
are not calm, quiet animals. In fact, as they
later found out: Fisher:
“A large dark brown North American
carnivorous animal related to the
weasel. Extremely vicious."
While not truly biblical, Peter in the fishers’
den still sounds foreboding.

WE CAN SAVE TIME IF..
The Ferrys did their part in contributing to
the appreciation of the area’s wildlife: on
their own, they switched to daylight savings
time (Wisconsin remained on standard time
in the summer). As the Ferry diary
mentions, “It would give the men an extra
hour after supper in which to fish — and us
to see deer."

harvested wild flower, all coalesce into a
unified collage presenting itself at an
informal exhibition for nature’s observers.

Way back when, even Bent’s Camp
recognized Black Oak for its nautical
attractions, as Waube Kanish and Dunny
Bent pointed out:
“All worked hard (then) and played just
as hard. There was hunting, fishing,
swimming, camping and canoe trips.
Many guests enjoyed the long day canoe
trip through the (Cisco) Chain, then
leaving Thousand Island to portage
through Loon, Clark, Sand, Deer
Island, Big Bass, Little Bass, Black
Oak, Anderson, Spring and back to
Mamie Lake." Now, for a day trip, that
was a trek!
From The Cisco Chain of Lakes, p. 27

Nowadays it’s more of a one- way canoe trip
exercised by Black Oak residents, heading
westward from Black Oak to Anderson Lake
to Spring to the creek to Mamie Lake to a
much-anticipated lunch or dinner at Bent’s.
At which point, indulgent grandparents
would haul the trippers and their canoes
back to Black Oak.

Black Oak: “We’ve loved it
always. A wonderful place.
People are great.”
(MARK AND JO MAYEAU)

An upside down pileated woodpecker
gorging himself/herself on suet.
(Frank Surpless)

While New England poets are fond of
describing the passage of time through the
observation of seasonal variations in climate,
animal and plant behavior, this doesn’t
mean they have a monopoly on the art. What
better way to localize the craft than using
the Conserve School as a land bridge from
Black Oak to Sylvania to hear what Marv
and Norma Jean Lauritsen say about the
seasons in their informative book, Sylvania:
Where Man Is a Visitor:
“January:

SEASONINGS
The north woods enchants residents and
visitors alike with strong renditions of each
of the seasons. Year-round residents find
their biological clock intimately affected over
the course of the calendar year by the
usually seamless transitions from one season
to another. The sound of the pileated
woodpecker, the taste of wild blueberries,
the sight of fawns cavorting, the smell of an
imminent rainfall, the touch of a freshly

•Pileated

woodpeckers can be heard
drumming

•Pine

and evening grosbeaks will
appear in flocks

•Chickadees whistle their familiar call
•Owls often migrate to these areas
when food becomes scarce in more
northern locations.

•Bear cubs will be born in dens
•Porcupines may be seen aloft in trees
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February:

July:

•Ravens perform aerial acrobatics
•Pileated woodpeckers search

•Many
for

carpenter ants

•Deer may be facing starvation where
deep snow exists and browse is scarce

•Fisher

are more prominent with red
squirrels and porcupine making up
much of their food

March:

•Aspen and maple buds swell
•Crows and red-tailed hawks return
•Bald eagles will be seen more
frequently

•Red squirrels begin courtship chases
Young otters are born

•Chipmunks emerge

•Pin cherries are ripe
•American mountain ash is flowering
•Otters are busy feeding and frolicking
•Chipmunks, red squirrels, raccoons
and black bear are relishing the berry
crop
August:

•Days are shortening
•Hazelnuts are ripening
•Monarch butterflies

begin

their

southern migration

•Red-eyed

vireos sing
throughout the day

persistently

•American goldfinches nest using down
thistle heads

April:

•Snowmelt

continues in earnest but
frost is still present

•Ruffed grouse drum to advertise their
territory

•Great blue herons begin returning
•Black bear leaves den
•Porcupine pups are born
•White-tailed deer and moose shed
antlers

•Deer and bear are feeding on fungi
•Red squirrels are harvesting white
spruce cones to salvage seeds before
cones reach maturity
September:

•A chill returns to the Northwoods
•Fall colors are becoming more
pronounced and peak at the end of
month

•Three-year old white pine needles are

May:

•Grasses green up due to warmer soils
•Aspen, balsam, poplar and willow
begin to leaf out

•Wild strawberry is flowering
•Freshly cut trees provide evidence

falling

•Canada geese are headed south, flying
in their familiar ‘V’ formations

•Robins and flickers are congregating
for their southern journey
of

beaver activity

October:

•Hard

June:

frosts have withered ground

cover

•Bunchberry

and
bog-dwelling
Labrador tea are blooming

•Wild strawberries are ripe
•Male hummingbirds fly

fruits, nuts and seeds are
ripening

•Deciduous trees are shedding leaves
•Some mammals have begun to
hibernate

courtship

loops

•Ruffed grouse and loon are hatching
eggs

•Red squirrel pups are leaving nests
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•Cattail

heads are beginning to puff
and release seeds

•Snow

geese are migrating at a later
time and at higher altitudes than
Canada geese

•Snowshoe

hares are converting to
white to camouflage themselves in the
snow-covered conditions

•Sexual excitement (rut) of male deer is
active
November:

•Woods

become much quieter with
fewer people and wilderness creatures

•Gray squirrels are fattening on acorns
•Birds are continuing their migration
•Downy woodpeckers are sleeping in
roost cavities

•Ambushing

owls and hawks often
stake out woodpecker cavities

December:

•Redpolls

and siskins are feeding on
birch and weed seeds

•White-tailed

deer food is becoming
limited to woody browse and lichen.
Deep snows cause them to concentrate
in heavy conifer cover as do snowshoe
hares

•Fawns have lost their spots — adults
are growing their winter coats

•Warbler

flocks have begun their
journey southward

•Oak acorns become

a favorite food for
certain birds and many animals
including bear, deer, and squirrels.

Taken from Sylvania, pp. 78-82

Year-round residents on Black Oak
experience such happenings and much more
as time passes during the year. Seasonal
dwellers can spot the forest highlights while
present here. Just maybe a knowledge of
such happenings was a requirement for
Indians living in the area, not just because it
is aesthetically pleasing, but obviously more
so because it helped to ensure their survival.
Early on in Black Oak’s history, the outdoors
drew visitors for Sunday worship. Frank
Ferry remembers walking over to what he
called Dinsmore Woods, property then owned
by Dr. Ely, who lived where the Gelbs now
reside. The woods, named after Dr. Ely’s son,
later became part of the Lowenstine
property. Church services were held there
before the advent of churches in the Land O’
Lakes area. Many years later, not too far

from the site of the Dinsmore Woods worship
services, Jim Lowenstine built an outdoor
chapel for his wife Elaine.
There is an additional connection to the
Dinsmore Woods site: Dr. Ely’s son, a flyer in
the renowned Lafayette Escadrille during
World War I, had been killed in the war. A
few days before his death, he wrote a letter
to his father. The letter’s final paragraph:
“And I want to say in closing, if
anything should happen to me, let’s
have no mourning in spirit or in dress.
Like a Liberty bond, it is an investment,
not a loss, when a man dies for his
country. It is an honor to a family, and
is that the time for weeping? I should
rather leave my family rich in pleasant
memories of my life than numbed in
sorrow at my death."
As befitting the spirit of Dinsmore’s wishes,
Dr. Ely and his family held funeral services
on the shore of their property in Barber’s
Bay,
“placing his effects in his canoe and
covering all with the national colors,
and sinking it in a quiet nook of the
lake, which was the favorite of the young
Ely."
Taken from summaries of his
published in the Chicago Tribune

death

The craft was sunk off Dinsmore Point, the
last major point of land on the north shore of
the bay before the shoreline ends at the tip
of the cove.
Years later, when the organizers of the new
Congregational church were seeking
donations to pay for the proposed building,
they approached Ely for a significant
contribution, which he made. He died before
the church was built, but the church was
named Ely Memorial Church in memory of
both Dinsmore Ely and his father.

Black Oak: “A place I hope will
be enjoyed by our family for a long
time. The water, the sunsets, the
gorgeous view, the wildlife.”
(DEE AND JOHN CARUSO)
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ON THE TOWN..

n 1983, lake resident David Binder
submitted a description of Land O’ Lakes
to the New York Times, and it appeared
in the August 7, Sunday Edition. His
thoughts provide the reader with a broader
understanding of Land O’ Lakes history.

I

LIFE IN THE NORTH WOODS:
HILLBILLIES AND HYPERBOLE
AMID THE RED PINES
By DAVID BINDER, Special to the New
York Times
Land O’ Lakes, Wis.
Those who live in this neck of the woods,
where wood is the only major product
besides babies, sometimes refer to
strangers as ‘’Flatlanders.’’ The term is
puzzling in view of the local
topography, which is as flat as a
beaver’s tail.
It is one of the mysteries of a region that
goes by the name of North Woods, as in
Ken’s North Woods Grocery or the way
the radio station
in Rhinelander
designates itself as ‘’A Northern Voice.’’
But the perplexity was recently cleared
up for a visitor who, after 50 years of
coming here in the summer, was finally
let in on some of the secrets.
‘’You’re a Flatlander, too,’’ said a Vilas
County resident, who identified himself
only as Pete. ‘’That means you’re not a
hillbilly like us ex-Kentuckians.’’
The North Woods were originally
inhabited and today by Chippewa
Indians, known here as ‘’the only tribe
that defeated the Sioux in battle’’; were
explored by 18th-century French
voyageurs who left behind their names
and place names, like Dussault and
Paquette and the lakes Vieux Desert and
Big Bateau, and were later settled by
Finns, Germans, Czechs, Poles and,
oddly enough, Kentucky Scots - Irish English.
Most of the North Woods’ old Kentucky
clans of the Sparks and the Pitts
migrated here shortly after the onset of
Prohibition in 1920, and their reason,
Pete disclosed, was ‘’to get away from
the Revenuers.’’
‘’They went as far north as they could
get,’’ he went on, speaking in terms and
tones that could have come straight
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from Harlan County, over 600 miles to
the southeast.
True to their independent origins, the
Kentuckians resumed the distillation of
corn liquor, or ‘’shine’’ as it is called
here.
‘’You want some good shine?’’ asked
Pete. ‘’I can get you the best, and it’s
cheap.’’
If proof of their prowess were desired,
there is evidence: the discovery a few
years ago in neighboring Forest County
of a still and its output of 55,000 gallons
of moonshine. Gossip had it that the
still was turned up by Federal surveyors
examining the ground for the Navy’s
vaunted and much disputed Extremely
Low Frequency project of underground
antennas for communication with
submarines.
‘’That’s it,’’ said Pete in confidential
tones. ‘’The reason everybody around
here is against ELF is they don’t want
those Federal types snooping around in
the woods where the stills are. Of course
they won’t say it; they’ll talk about their
fear of microwaves. But they don’t give a
damn about microwaves. They give a
damn about shine. That’s a way of life.’’
Conversations
with
other
Kentucky-Wisconsinites around here
add more substance to Pete’s assertion,
although it is not something that
anyone wants to broadcast on WERL,
the Voice of the Great North Woods,
transmitting out of Eagle River, the
Vilas County seat. Over in the Forest
County town of Crandon, the
Kentuckians are so bold as to celebrate
‘’Kaintuck Days’’ every summer. But
they don’t advertise their XXX jugs then,
either.
There is a sense of clan loyalty, too.
When Bobby Pitts, a lad who never got
far in school, was struck down one June
evening by a hit-and-run driver on
County Road B and was left severely
injured, an outpouring of sympathy
came from all those who remembered
Bobby putting on his own talk-and-song
show in the evenings on a wooden bench
at the Land O’ Lakes Dari Maid. The
sheriff offered a $1,000 reward for the
apprehension of the driver, and when
the victim was released from the
hospital the Red Owl grocery strung a
huge banner across the storefront that
read, ‘’WELCOME HOME BOBBY.’’

Events like that and the case of the
teenager who injured himself and his
two buddies ramming a powerboat into
a pillar of the Chicago & North Western
Railway bridge at night are big news
items, bigger by far than the Middle
East and El Salvador and ‘’war’’ with
Nicaragua. The C.&N.W. bridge is a
relic preserved as a walkway to Eagle
River’s pine-shaded downtown park.
The tracks and ties were torn up last
year, the end of an era of railroading
that had carried away so much North
Woods timber that, 60 years ago, the
land looked like a war zone. Timber
cutting has resumed with the
harvesting of second- growth Norway
pines and poplar and birch, and there
are local lumber companies like Nagel’s
in Land O’ Lakes that are doing well,
moving the wood on big flatbed trucks.
There is virgin timber remaining,
patches too isolated by glacial boulder
formations or muskeg to be readily
exploitable by the first generation of
loggers. Some of the finest stands of
hemlock, with trunks four feet thick,
and yellow birch, and white pine and
Norway pine, can be found in the
Ottawa National Forest, just over the
state line in Michigan. There the thick,
needled forest floor resounds like a
kettledrum when you tread on it. From
the sun-dappled ferns and grasses and
woodruff below to the soaring, redolent
branches above, the range of deep to pale
greens is breathtaking. The slanting
summer sunlight is brighter by a
northern latitude or two, and if you are
lucky the Northern Lights play at night.
Bonnie Peacock of the National Park
Service, at the headquarters of the
forest’s Sylvania section at Watersmeet,
shows you the mounted timber wolf
brought after it was struck on a nearby
highway a couple of years ago, along
with a stuffed badger, wolverine, deer
and other forest denizens. The hiker can
find his own traces of wildlife in the
form of bear dung on a trail, or actual
black bear appearances when food is
suspended between trees at a campsite,
as instructed.
‘’Bears are not polite,’’ Miss Peacock’s
advisory bulletin warns. Bald eagles
nest in a red pine at Plum Lake; a
mountain lion has been putatively
spotted for 30 miles around. Sylvania
belonged to a group of Detroit
professional men who kept strangers out

of their fishing and hunting ground at
the point of guards’ guns for over half a
century. The survivors decided to sell it
to the Federal Government about 15
years ago.
Now it is a campers’ paradise.
The
name
Wisconsin,
meaning
‘’gathering of the waters’’ in the
Chippewa language, is appropriate;
Watersmeet and Land O’ Lakes, too. The
waters of these lakes and rivers are not
subject to alien nutrients. They gather
from indigenous springs and rain and
snow. They soften the skin and
sometimes the spirit. In some lakes, the
fisherman can see 30 feet down in
waters forest green, or black, or blue,
depending on the time of day or the
perspective, and can retrieve dropped
eyeglasses or snagged fishing lures.
In the Great North Woods, where
nobody has got rich except the
lumberyard operators, it is customary to
think and dream in superlatives. Eagle
River, population 1,300, calls itself the
snowmobile capital of the world.
Conover, population 150, counts the
same for its water-skiers. Boulder
Junction advertises itself as the Muskie
Capital of the World.
Here in the Black Oak Inn, 25 miles to
the east, Bruce Becker, a young Paul
Bunyan-sized guide, sits telling about
the ‘’30-pound’’ muskellunge, the giant
of the pike family, who ‘’sounded,
charged the boat and tossed the lure
before I could reel in.’’ He said he was
thinking of acquiring an electricpowered device for quick reeling of
muskies, as if going after a whale.
Somebody suggested that he go down to
the town of Minocqua to drink. There is
a tavern there called ” The Thirsty
Whale.”
From the New York Times, Aug. 7, 1983,
copyrighted The New York Times. All rights
reserved. Used by permission and protected
by the Copyright Laws of the United States.
The printing, copying, redistribution, or
retransmission of the Material without
express written permission is prohibited.

Where would the Black Oak Lake
community be without the nearby town of
Land O’ Lakes? Not just the source of
necessities for living on the lake, Land O’
Lakes has provided Black Oak residents
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with an historical perspective as to where
local lake residents fit into the grand scheme
of things. Over the years the connection to
the town has made the vacation (and
year-round) experience that much more
complete. Such as: educational (Land O’
Lakes Library); gustatorial (the many
restaurants and taverns); historical (the
Land O’ Lakes Historical Society and its
NorthernWaters Museum); entertainment
(Gateway Inn and Lodge, Tia Juana,
Barefoot Charlie’s); recreational (bicycle
trails, bowling, golf, trap shooting,
tobogganing, tennis, downhill and
cross-country skiing, snowmobiling,
baseball); transportation (airports, railroad,
service stations); medical (the many clinics,
physicians, dentists); religious (the local
churches representing many faiths); and a
host of others.

Black Oak: “Friendships, history;
it took a while for Sandi to make
it her spot; she married into it. It’s
now home; how blessed we are.
Talking to Sandi from abroad in a
high rise hotel: sirens, smog,
noise...and I hear loons in the
background from her receiver.
Heading back late when
commuting, I would go down to the
lake at 1 a.m. and look at the
stars and listen to the loons.
10-15 stars in big cities; 150
stars in the suburbs; 2500 stars
at Black Oak.”
(WALT AND SANDI BATES)

For many on Black Oak, the town or its
features form the centerpiece of many tales
which continue to bewitch listeners over the
decades. From the sacred to the profane,
from the straight-laced to the ribald, from
the intra-family to the community as a
whole, the accumulated lore and oral history
serve to cement the continuity between the
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happenings of yesteryear and what is taking
place today.

SYMBIOSIS?
And who is to deny the powerful role that
Black Oak residents, over the years, have
played in creating and enhancing many of
the current features of the Land O’ Lakes
community. For example, Joe Handlos, Janet
Vineyard’s father, was extremely active in
the Land O’ Lakes community. He was
directly responsible for bringing North
Central Airlines to the Gateway Airport. For
a number of years, Land O’ Lakes was the
smallest community in the United States
served by a regularly scheduled airline!

GO TO THE POST OFFICE
And, on land, he chaired the U.S. 45
Association, a group dedicated to improving
the main auto route to Land O’ Lakes so as
to make it easier for visitors to more
expeditiously drive to the north woods. He
even was called “Mr. Highway 45.” Land O’
Lakes Post Office visitors, on their next visit,
should take a closer look at the two
paintings hanging from the facility’s west
wall. Rescued from an interior wall of the
original town hall as it was being torn down,
the art work depicts two distinct views of the
Land O’ Lakes area, and central to the
works’ “theme” was the bright white U.S. 45
road sign. Perhaps an early subliminal
message?
And that’s not all for Mr. Handlos: he held
the post of District Commander of the
American Legion. He was active in the Vilas
Tavern League and played a leadership role
in the Vilas Republican Party. For years he
was a prime player in the Vilas Taxpayers
League, held various leadership positions in
the local Lions Club, was an active
participant in the Eagle River Rotary Club,
worked with various agents in helping to
solve local agricultural problems, and
willingly served on local school boards and
school committees. After George St. Clair,
Joe certainly was the trail blazer for later
Black Oak participation and support in the
Land O’ Lakes area. He even directed that
any funds left over from the 1975 testimonial
dinner on his behalf should be donated to the
Phelps Hospital. Did he ever have any down
time?

Black Oak:
It is where Cindy and I met and
fell in love. (cue the violins)
On a glass calm warm evening, the
channel has the best skiing on the
face of the planet.
It is the place where we adults can
go and still act like kids.
It is a never ending circle of
friends. You can spend winters, or
even years, apart, but once you
return to Black Oak, it’s like you
never left.
Most importantly, we all can live
in many other places, but when
we’re at Black Oak, we truly
feel like we are ‘home.’
(CHRIS HOOK)

Another example: the impetus toward the
establishment of the new town library owes
much to Bill and Jean Rose, Jim and Ann
Bates, and many others on the lake who
contributed time and
funds toward its
successful completion.
Recently, Black Oak
gardeners have
helped to maintain
the graceful and
attractive grounds of
the library.
Their efforts were
preceded by many
years through the
good works of
Jeanette Hill and her
fiancé Dan Wells,
who, in the early
1930s, organized the
Land O’ Lakes
Library’s holdings in
the Town Hall.

BEAUTY…
Jim Bates again: he and Leo Lang headed up
the Land O’ Lakes Beautification
Committee. Town and Black Oak residents
were concerned that the town sidewalks
were a mess and discontinuous. So they drew
up a model of what they had hoped to do and
then sold the idea to the homeowners who
would be affected by the alterations to their
properties. Needless to say, the downtown
area still looks immensely improved over its
earlier appearance. And now the Land O’
Lakes Chamber of Commerce benefits from
the leadership of Jim Thomas, an active
participant in all of its activities. So does the
Fish and Game Club enjoy his leadership as
well as the membership of a number of lake
residents, particularly Stu Hunt.
As an indication of the lake’s hold on people,
the Beers’ grandchildren cry when they have
to leave.

FROM CHALET TO MUSEUM…
Ann and Jim Bates, along with Betty Ferry
and Barb Nehring of Land O’ Lakes, were
the driving force behind the creation of the
Land O’ Lakes Historical Society. They were
instrumental in working with Richter
Concrete to make it possible for the donation
of the former ski chalet at the old Gateway
Ski Hill, to be used as the building which
would house the new museum....after a three

Another view of the resort water slide. (taken through the periscope
of a Russian submarine submerged off the coast.)
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mile winter’s move from south of town to its
present site adjacent to the town park. And
the chimney arrived intact!
Barb Hook then took over as president of the
historical society and helped to make
possible the museum’s emergence as the
focal point of the Land O’ Lakes historical
record. Many Black Oak residents have
served and continue to serve as active
supporters of the enterprise: fund-raising,
serving as volunteer docents, landscaping,
maintenance, and particularly the creation
of attractive exhibits (Marilyn Annin); all
owe much to the lake’s steady support. The
Wisconsin State Historical Society,
recognizing the high quality of the museum’s
activities, held one of its regional meetings
in Land O’ Lakes, a testimonial to the hard
work and long hours which have gone into
the museum.

TOUR DE BLACK OAK…
The new (2005) bicycle path happened
because of the leadership of Jim Bates, who
worked for over ten years in helping to bring
the trail to fruition. He and his committee
persevered in the face of the usual
bureaucratic hurdles and inertia, and came
up with creative solutions to what seemed to
be immoveable roadblocks.
Jim, along with Ed Hook and Stu Hunt, also
worked hand-in-glove with the Frosty Club,
the Land O’ Lakes snowmobile club, to work
out an equitable and agreeable compromise
regarding the routing of the bike trail as it
paralleled the snowmobile trail. Stu of
course, along with wife Mary, has been very
active in volunteering to hold down
leadership positions in the snowmobile club,
contributing uncounted hours over the years
to the furtherance of the organization’s
activities.
The bike trail? Maybe 99+% of the trail’s
users are non-Black Oak residents, and
that’s the way it should be. Jim has also
provided yeoman assistance to the Land O’
Lakes Airport Commission in its continuing
mission to improve the operations of that
facility.

BE PREPARED…
Along with Tackle Box owner Steve
Koskelin, Mark Mayeau started a new boy
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scout troop in Land O’ Lakes, with boys
recruited area-wide including Watersmeet.
It has become an extremely active
organization with the occasional summer
spent at the Philmont Boy Scout Ranch in
northeastern New Mexico. Wife Jo is a
member of the Ottawa (National Forest)
Interpretive Association. They have
organized the annual loon count on the lake
under the auspices of Loon Watch.

BARB AGAIN:
The local chapter of Habitat for Humanity
saw Ed and Barb Hook’s active membership
for a number of years, culminating in their
co-presidency, which extended the number of
homes built all over Vilas County to fifteen.
A stupendous number of hours was involved
in their tenure.

ED AND FRED:
In addition to all of the other volunteer work
contributed by so many lake residents, two
men of the cloth on the lake, Fred Lippert a
retired Methodist minister and Ed Hook, a
retired Episcopal priest, continue to step
forward when called by area churches to
minister to their congregations. Fred has
taken extended tours as an interim minister
at United Church of Christ churches in St.
Germain, Phelps, and Land O’ Lakes, in
addition to occasional Sundays in other area
pulpits such as Eagle River. Ed has preached
in many churches near and far: not just
Phelps, Land O’ Lakes and Minocqua, but
also Tomahawk, Wausau, Marshfield,
Merrill, Green Bay, and even Door County!
Plus Ed has presided over many lake
marriages, funerals, and scattering of ashes.
Retired?
Finally, going back a number of years, Frank
and Deborah Ferry provided the land for the
building of St. Albert’s Church as well as
assisting in the start of the construction of
the Ely Memorial Church. Before the church
was built, their friend on St. Clair Road, Dr.
Ely, hosted church services in his home on
Black Oak. Evidently there was enthusiasm
for a new church. As Deborah Ferry noted in
her August 12, 1939, entry in her diary,
“Mr. Gillen gave us $1000 unsolicited.
His hobby is children and young people.
He says that Land O’ Lakes is a Sodom
and Gomorrah. (Now no longer a

drawing point for tourists). He thinks
there is a real need here for a church.”
Unmentioned here is the fact that Mr. Gillen
on Tenderfoot Lake was a Catholic. He was
aware that the Ferrys, who were
Congregationalists, had donated the land to
build St. Albert’s Catholic Church. So he
returned the favor. Back then it seems that
everyone pitched in to help out others in a
common cause. It continues today. In
addition the Ferrys helped to make possible
the building of the original town hall or
“community house” as it was called. (now
torn down, located adjacent to the current
fire house on its east side)
And that same community house was the
site of an anniversary party which honored
another “original” family on Black Oak. The
Eagle River Review’s August 30, 1934, issue
tells the story:
OBSERVE GOLDEN WEDDING HERE
Land O’ Lakes SUMMER HOME OWNERS
CELEBRATE EVENT AT COMMUNITY
HOUSE
“The Land O’ Lakes Community House
was the scene of a happy anniversary
when over eighty relatives and friends
gathered Monday evening, August 20, to
celebrate
the
golden
wedding
anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Albert J.
Bates, Chicago, whose summer home is
Bates Point, Black Oak Lake. The five
children,
the
eleven
grandchildren, and a host
of friends made the occasion
one long to be remembered.
“The library room and
lower
floors
of
the
Community House were
prettily decorated with
autumn
flowers
and
evergreens. The wedding
party emerged from the
library and approached the
improvised altar to the
strains of Mendelssohn’s
march, preceded by two
grandsons,
Billy
and
Jimmy Bates and little
Miss Suzan Johnson. W.A.
Bates, eldest son, was best
man, and Mrs. Willis P.
Wood, the daughter, was
matron of honor. The father

and mother, Albert J. Bates and Ann
Ellen Bates, were attended by three
sons, R.A. Bates, A.J. Bates, Jr., and
C.I. Bates, with eleven grandchildren:
Kenneth, Doris, Mary Ellen, Walter Jr.,
Vavella, Aldrian, Betty, Charles, Billy
and James Bates, and Jean Wood. The
service was read by Rev. Claude W.
Warren.
“Following the wedding supper, an
informal program was carried out with
Charles Bates acting as toastmaster. He
read an original poem entitled ‘The
Family Tree,’ a burlesque on the rest of
the older children which made a great
hit. Each member of the family was
called upon to speak or sing, and all
responded true to form which caused
much merriment.

SONG, DANCE AND POETRY
“A solo, ‘I Love You Truly,’ was
charmingly sung by Mrs. Craig of Gary,
and Mrs. Chapman sang ‘Love’s Old
Sweet Song,’ to the delight of all. Betty
Warren sang ‘There Are Fairies in the
Bottom of My Garden.’ A parody, ‘The
Talk of the Town,’ was given by Jimmy
Hastings, David Fox, Jack Knecht,
Walter Bates, Jr., and Billy Bates. Bob
Weybrock and John De Wolf sang ‘The
Old Empty Bottle.’ Vavelle, Aldrian
Bates and Nan Netsch gave tap dances.
Mr. Chapman recited ‘The Shooting of
Dan McGrew,’ followed by Mrs.
Barnum in a humorous selection. Miss

A group photograph of the 50th wedding anniversary
gathering for Bates patriarch Alfred.J. and his wife Ann
Ellen Bates on August 20, 1934. The celebrating couple are
standing in back, the fifth and sixth adults from the left.
(Bates archives)
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Betty Bates told in a mournful manner
that ‘Annie Doesn’t Live Here Any More.’
Jean Wood gave a tap dance in a clever
and original manner. Mrs. Charles
Bates gave a delightful reading, ‘A
Swedish Strawberry Festival.’ Dennis
Bell gave a reading in Old English (!),
that proved that he was a master of
linguistic accomplishments. George St.
Clair, owner of Black Oak Resort,
reminisced about the time he received a
letter from Albert J. Bates inquiring
about accommodations at his resort.
Looking around the room
at the
assembled guests, he said, ‘this is the
result of that letter.’”
(writer’s
emphasis).
Or one could say that the Bates’ first visit to
Black Oak had come full circle. And it is
worth noting that the anniversary party took
place in Land O’ Lakes, and not in the Bates’
home town.

BEATS HELL-RAISING
In the late 20s and 30s, the Flodin farm (Vi
Becker’s family), located just north of what is
now Mike Stop’s property, supplied all sorts
of dairy products to Black Oak cabin owners
and St. Clair’s Resort. And, as shown
repeatedly over the years, lake residents
pitched in to help out others not living on the
lake. Deborah Ferry mentions this in the
August 26, 1938, entry in her diary:
“The Flodins had a farm down there
several years ago and they had a ‘barn
raising.’ Dr. Ely, Frank, and several
other men from Black Oak went and
helped. They furnished the dinner and
got the barn built in one day almost!”

Black Oak: “It’s a wonderful
place to live, to bring up children
and raise your family; my children
appreciate it still and appreciate it
more after having lived elsewhere.”
(MARY OLK)

FINALLY!
Now, to the good stuff! Perhaps Land O’
Lakes’ heyday as a center of entertainment
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took place during the thirty years from the
early ‘30s to the late ‘50s. It wasn’t so much
then the restaurants which brought visitors
in to the town during the late afternoon
hours as it was the late evening
nightclubbing which served as a
counterpoint to daytime lake activities. The
original Bates clan actually worked their
week’s schedule around Saturday nights in
Land O’ Lakes. The menfolk would slave
away in Joliet during the week, drive
non-stop to Bates Point, spend the weekend
days working on their cabins, and, as
promised to their loving spouses who ran the
show in their absence, they would don their
glittering north woods finery and, on
Saturday night, take Land O’ Lakes by
storm.
The Hi-Hat’s bar and restaurant often
served as the first watering hole for the
weekend visitors, though Sparks’ Tavern
(the “Monarch”) close by the lake (Black Oak
Inn), often provided an earlier release for
dehydrated denizens of the lake. At this
point the Gateway Inn and Hotel became the
central destination of Saturday night’s
celebrants. Fine food, large dance bands, lots
of lively exultation, just a happy release for
those in attendance.

ESPANÕL ANYONE?
Later (the Gateway really didn’t get under
way until 1937 or so, which means that there
were other places to visit before then) the
Gateway guests would motor down the road
to the Tia Juana for more dancing and
drinking and over the top camaraderie. For
decades no one noticed the misspelling on
the Tia Juana sign: “Tia Juana” itself
translates as “Aunt Jane.” Except the sign
was spelled “Tia Jauna,” which translates as
“Aunt Jauna.” No hablan espanõl.
According to Vi Becker, way back when, the
Tia Juana was nicknamed by the locals as
“The Two Johnnies,” because there were two
outhouses with a kerosene light at the back
of the place, and two clotheslines which
customers held on to, one leading to the
men’s privy and the other to the women’s.
One could imagine that the clothespins
attached to the clotheslines served double
duty when they were used to hang up overly
enthusiastic topers to dry out until morning.

RIDE, RED, RIDE!!
Jim and Jane Surpless way back in the ‘60s
annually invited for a week about 15 couples
sans children. However, only one bathroom
and one outhouse was available. Given the
crowds, most likely in the morning the woods
were alive with the sound of....precipitation.
Their week’s stay at Ferry-Hill culminated
in an evening’s celebration at the Tia Juana
for an extended activity of dinner, dancing
and whatever on a Saturday night. Red
Evans’ trio provided the music then, and
everyone appreciated his contribution. Susie
Olk was the waitress for that bunch and
probably made two weeks worth of tips in
one night!

NOT A TOBOGGAN BOGGIN’
When Babs (Shely) Tracy was younger, her
folks took her and her brother Bill to the
Gateway Hotel. While the elders were
sampling the concoctions at the bar on a hot
July day, Babs and Bill snuck off and
clambered up the steps on the side of the ski
jump. They got up to the top of the lower
section of the jump and inserted themselves
in the toboggan slide on the edge of the jump
and rode swiftly down amid shrieks of
delight. In Babs’ words, “It took years to
extract all the splinters!” Of interest: that
same ski jump was the site of a world record
jump at that time (for distance) set by Swiss
jumper Reider Anderson. Shelley Peterson
went to the Gateway Hotel as a youngster
and still recalls the waitresses clad in
full-length starched calico dresses and
aprons, while carrying their trays way way
up above their heads. Crossing B to the Inn,
the Carusos enjoyed Sound Spectrum and
the highlights from Broadway musicals. An
historical note: the interiors of the Gateway
Inn, Hotel, and Ski Chalet were built by
Finnish carpenters earning 37 cents an hour!
Though it was the tail end of the Depression,
it still seems a tad low, considering the
quality of the intricate woodworking.
And of course, what would tales of the north
woods be without mention of the
ever-present slot machines? Slots were
present in so many locations such as grocery
stores, restaurants, and night clubs. The
Gateway Inn, whose building is still situated
on the Wisconsin-Michigan state line, would
somehow get advance notice of an imminent

raid by the state authorities, and move its
slots from one state to another to avoid
arrest. An additional benefit of that location:
when Wisconsin bar closing hours took
effect, patrons moved across the room to the
Michigan side and imbibed for an additional
hour because of the time change! And during
Prohibition, when it was illegal to sell booze
at all, local nightclubs surreptitiously served
drinks, maybe just set-ups for patrons who
brought their own.

FROM HARD TO SOFT…
Barefoot Charlie went this one step further.
Whenever the feds started to rumble in
southern Vilas County, one of his ‘agents’
there would telephone him to alert his
establishment in time to prepare for the
raid. He would sequester his booze from the
soft drink bottles which would make it easier
to squirrel them away in secret caches. One
would wonder how the feds reacted when
they arrived and witnessed any number of
patrons tottering on their stools from what
appeared to be an overindulgence of Coca
Cola or Dad’s Old-Fashioned Root Beer.

LIGHT OVER THE DARK CONTINENT…
Ginny Schroeder and Janet Vineyard were
flying in an airliner over Africa when Janet
wanted to smoke and was directed to the
back of the cabin, as it was in those days.
There was an aisle seat open, so she sat
down and while smoking struck up a
conversation with her seat mates, a
husband and wife from England. She asked
where they were headed and they replied
that Wisconsin was their destination.
“Oh, I’m from there,”
she responded. The couple informed her that
an American woman had broken her leg and
had spent time in the hospital where the
English woman was a volunteer, a ‘gray
lady,’ as she was called. The American
woman was so grateful for her aid and succor
that she invited the volunteer and her
husband to visit her and her husband in
Wisconsin.
“Just where in Wisconsin are you
visiting?”
asked Janet. He answered,
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“Oh you’ve probably never heard of it,
just a real tiny town way up in the
northern part of the state. It’s called
Land O’ Lakes. Ever heard of it?”
Land O' Lakes. I’m from there!”
replied Janet in disbelief.
“Who are you seeing?”
“We’ll be staying with a couple named
Pete and Joan Peterson, who own the
Black Oak Inn,”
they replied. The tavern is about a mile from
the Vineyard home! As the world shrinks...
Pete’s daughter Betsy remembers the
woman looking over their Friday night menu
and ordering the “Wally-Eye”!

Black Oak: “It’s home...and it’s
really my home because early on I
was a Green Bay Wisconsinite!”
(KATHY GELB)

SHE WAS HEARD BUT NOT SEEN..
Some remembrances of the era: Bill
Chapman, the lieutenant-governor of
Illinois, would drop by Bates Point in his
limousine to pick up portions of the Bates
family for an evening of show time at the
Gateway Inn. Nancy Frawley has a host of
memories of the time: she
saw Mrs. D.C. Everest, the
richest woman in Wausau,
play the only one dollar
slot at the Gateway Hotel,
a site where formal clothes
were the rule. She had her
first drink at the Tia
Juana,

town had a casino (!), and the Tia Juana
served Land O’ Lakes well. Every year the
Chicago Tribune would run a story on the
roulette wheel at Tia Juana, which, it
contends, was fixed. The rumor is that when
the Tia Juana closed for the evening, the
gambling activity shifted to the end of
Lowenstine’s road. Talk about hell-raisers!

GOTTA RUN…
Today the Tia Juana name has been retired.
The establishment now goes by the name of
“Big Rob’s Loose Moose,” a moniker
probably derived from maybe one of two
sources: a lumbering horned creature
afflicted with either moral turpitude or
diarrhea.
David Binder mentioned that John King was
a dreamer at heart in that
“he wanted to make Land O’ Lakes the
Las Vegas of the north.”
However King lost sight of the fact that the
town was a growing concern only three
months of the year.
And the stuff of what could have been a
recent episode from “CSI: Land O’Lakes,”
perhaps entitled: LEND ME YOUR EAR
(from the recollections of Dave Allan)...
“Many years ago there was a story about
John Garber when he was the manager

“a bourbon and ginger
ale or maybe a Cuba
Libre.”
Her parents of course were
nowhere to be seen.
Nancy remembered that
the anti-gambling laws
weren’t enforced until
1945, so it was more
wide-open until then. She
pointed out that every

A profile view of the Hiawatha under a full head of steam (not
in the north woods). Even chugging along an abandoned
logging right-of-way, it certainly must have been gathered as a
symbol of the changes which were about to overtake the
rusticity of the north woods.
(By permission of Bruce Friesch)
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of the Gateway. It seems that he had a
girl friend, so he thought, who worked
in a bar in Hurley (Wisconsin). I believe
it may have been about New Year’s Eve
one year when he went to Hurley to see
her. It seems that she had another
friend, or at least an admirer.
“Hurley was reputed to be a tough town
(a dying iron range mining town). The
two men fought, and the other man
chewed off part of one of John Garber’s
ears. Imagine John Garber’s situation.
How would he go back to LOL and
explain that?”
(Maybe “That
Watersmeet librarian talked my ear
off,” or something to that effect.)
Not everyone has special memories of Land
O’ Lakes happenings. Jim Thomas relates
that his visits up here were so short that he
wanted to spend all his time on the lake. He
and wife Mary loved the water and cooking
on the grill. It wasn’t until they became
full-time residents that they began to take in
attractions beyond Black Oak.

BAREFOOT CHARLIE, AND THE LIVIN’
WAS....SLEAZY
Barefoot Charlie certainly had his following.
He flourished during Prohibition and still
did business until the late 1960s. A
self-promoter, he was known for advertising
his business far beyond the boundaries of the
north woods. One of his best known ventures
was driving his sedan all the way down to
Chicago’s Loop, intentionally killing his
engine in the middle of the intersection of
State and Madison, then “the world’s busiest
street corner.”
With his name emblazoned on both sides of
the car and with his engine hood pulled way
up, the barefoot driver himself made like he
was trying to bring his engine back to life.

SAP ON TAP…
He also brought life to his bar. The bar and
its stools and nearby tables were all
hand-carved masterpieces of locally grown
pine. Beer was tapped out of one of the trees
which actually grew indoors, just behind the
bar. Large yellow footprints “walked” into
the huge stone fireplace. At one end of the
enclosure was a local wildlife museum with
exotic stuffed animals. At the other end
stood a unique attraction: male customers
were allowed to enter the adjacent small

room and view some other “exotica.” How so?
For some time, Barefoot had combed the
woods adjacent to his property and
discovered unusual shapings of wood, dead
and alive. He amassed them in his very
private collection and put them on display in
the room. He told his male customers in
advance that “suggestive” carvings awaited
their pleasure for only five cents admission!
(Oh if we could only turn back the clock!)

DID HE FURNISH A CHOCOLATE FOUNTAIN?
And two visitors to the Barefoot Charlie
exhibit at the NorthernWaters Museum
brought back memories: they gave to the
museum a copy of a picture taken with him
at their wedding reception. The wedding
took place in Iron River, the reception
at....TA-DA..Barefoot Charlie’s. Actually
they held their reception in Iron River but
did make a special trip to Barefoot’s after the
wedding because of the good times they had
had at his place. And the picture provided
them with a connection to their dating days.
Also Black Oak elders still recollect riding
the miniature diesel train around Barefoot’s
property. Maybe David Binder put it best
when he said Barefoot’s
“looked like something out of a comic
strip.”

TWO POINTS, STRAIGHT LINE…
When Pat and Ned Morris left Barefoot’s in
the wee hours, quite wisely they took a more
direct route back to their cabin. Once, riding
in Rob Kistler’s Land Cruiser, they made a
left turn off 45 on to the airport runway, and
while flying through the fog, passed the turn
which allows drivers to miss the railroad
tracks. They soared aloft and landed
nose-first into the railroad embankment and
almost tipped totally over. (the car, not the
passengers) They were able to successfully
get it righted and made it back to Black Oak
with nary a mishap. The shortcut on the
runway allowed them to avoid the frequently
occurring 1:45 a.m. traffic gridlock in
downtown Land O’ Lakes.

CHICKEN?
On U.S. 45 in front of Barefoot Charlie’s,
there took place an event which has
repercussions to this day: Jud Farmer, Sally
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Lippert’s father, who was a teenager then,
was returning from Eagle River in the
family’s Packard touring car. At that time
most of the roads were packed gravel, which
became bumpy over time. The secret of
driving on it was to go fast. So, Jud was
flying along and was about to cross over the
Wisconsin River toward Land O’ Lakes,
when who should appear careening along in
the opposite direction in the family Lincoln
but Bob Hill, from Ferry-Hill Lodge. A one
wagon bridge arched over the Wisconsin
River where they could have met in a
calamitous collision, but they managed to
stop just inches apart! No seat belts, no air
bags, just wondering if either or both knew
how to swim.

court and tried a court-length shot toward
his basket at the other end, if the shot went
in, it would barely qualify as a three-pointer
by today’s rules.

Black Oak: “A beautiful place.
It’s part of our family history.”
(VIRGINIA STEVENS HICKEY)

TIGER...NOT.
Talk about a windy day. One gusty August
morning in 1959, Frank Surpless, teeing off
on the first tee of the Gateway Golf Course,
tried to stare down a powerful north wind
blustering itself into his face, and let loose
with a booming drive. It was a towering sky
ball. The Michigan-Wisconsin line crossed
the fairway about 50 yards away, which
meant that his misdirected drive crossed into
Michigan and was blown back into
Wisconsin on the fly via a wicked slice.
Thinking that a statement that made the
claim that

Many Black Oak teens worked in town
during the summer. At age 15, Dave
Hoffmann got his first job as a busboy at the
Gateway Hotel along with Howard Aiken.
Howard’s father was Milton Eisenhower’s
father-in-law. Brother Ike came to visit the
Fisher estate (later Sylvania) and played golf
at the Gateway, where Howard’s dad had a
cottage off the ninth fairway. Today, Dave
has turned into a local
historian/archaeologist. He has put together
material on local glaciation, Indian trade
routes and Indian archaeological sites in the
area.
Jack LaChance grew up in the Land O’
Lakes area, and clearly remembers his
summers working at the Gateway. He got to
meet Ike, drove Ike’s brother Milton as well
as Lawrence Welk around the area.
Governor Warren Knowles was another
visitor he got to know. Even Arthur Godfrey

“he hit the ball so hard it
sailed out of the state and
back in on the same drive!”
would be worth a good story,
he described his immortal
swing to the golf pro in the
clubhouse after he finished
his round.
“Happens all the time,”
he said. Oh well.
Kay (Leimbacher) McDonald,
Jim Fleming, Fritz Hill, and
many others still fondly
recall the square dances held
on the basketball floor of the
old town hall (in the days
before television). The floor
was unique in that if a
defensive rebounder snared
the ball at one end of the

Arthur Godfrey, the redhead himself, he of ukelele fame,
visited Land O’Lakes, and one of Black Oak’s own, Janet
Handlos (Vineyard) was there to see him off at the Black
Oak Airport. Arthur Godfrey’s 1952 fly-in featured an all-day
fishing expedition at the Fisher property in what is now
Sylvania.
(from The Vilas County News Review)
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made a one-day appearance, though just
using the Gateway airport as a launching
pad for a fishing excursion on the Fisher
(Sylvania) property. Janet Vineyard got to
see him up close. Kenny McClone worked as
a chef at the Gateway and later, with his
family, opened McClone’s Restaurant, now
the Pine Cone.
As pointed out by long-time Land O’ Lakes
resident, Henry Mitchell, in Wisconsin
Public Television’s “A State of Escape,” other
visitors to the Gateway over the years were
Bob Hope, Mitzi Gaynor, Abbott and
Costello, Louis L’Amour, Gypsie Rose Lee,
Elizabeth Taylor, and astronaut Jim Lovell.

VIVE LE PETER…
Jack’s great-grandfather
Peter emigrated to the Land
O’ Lakes area from Quebec at
an opportune time in the
early 1890s. Realizing that
the infant town of State Line
was missing vital services, he
opened a general store and
augmented it with a bar, a
dance hall, a restaurant, a
pool hall, an ice cream parlor,
and all with the only gas
pump in town situated in
front! Chuck’s Rusty Nail lies
on the site of Peter’s
conglomerate.

GOO GOO GUY CAN…

concoction! Sounds like the Dari-Maid is a
direct descendent of LaChance’s.
In addition, both Janet (Handlos) Vineyard
and Bill Berg relish their memories of
visiting La Chance’s Ice Cream Parlor
(featuring Carver’s Ice Cream), located in
the same building as the La Chance Bar,
now the Rusty Nail. Of course Bob and Mary
Olk’s drug store carried on the ice cream
tradition in later years.
Peter was not only an entrepreneur but also
a budding land baron. A number of his bar
customers were loggers or foremen at local
mills, and when they ran up bar tabs, Peter
offered to rip them up in exchange for titles
to various properties they owned. In this way

Mary, Lulu, and Peter LaChance. Lulu, Jack’s grandmother,
was the daughter of Jack’s great-grandparents Mary and
Peter. They are standing in front of their home which was
located on the site of the right side of the current Schiltz’s
Gift Shop.

Dave Allan’s younger
epicurean tastes found an
outlet at the LaChance Grill,
where Lorraine LaChance
often waited on his family. As Dave recounts,
“They made good chocolate or hot fudge
sundaes, sodas, and something called a
Chocolate Marshmallow Goo Goo,
which could be chocolate ice cream,
chocolate
topping,
marshmallow
topping, nuts, and a cherry on top, any
of which was something a growing boy
should have.”
Imagine that: all of the major food groups
comprising the fabled North Woods Diet
were encompassed in that healthful

(LaChance collection)

he gobbled up real estate on local lakes...plus
paid $1.00 a foot for additional land.
His son, Jack’s grandfather, married a
Dussault from Eagle River, and continued to
operate the family business until the 1940s.

PLAY BALL!!
Baseball was another pastime during the 30s
and 40s. Bill Berg played on the local Land
O’ Lakes team along with Al Duff, Bob and
Ned Hill. He remembers playing against the
Paulist Choir choristers when they were
staying at St. Clair’s resort. Maybe the bass
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members of the choir
played lst, 2nd and 3rd
bases. Ned Hill’s niece,
Debbie Hill (Hofmann)
recalls watching the
baseball games at the
Land O’ Lakes field.
“The Indians (Ojibwes)
from Watersmeet
fielded a team and
played against the
locals. They all got
along famously, which,
for that time, might
have been unusual.”
Many years later, the
Paulist Choir held
annual reunions of
their Chicago church’s
organization, and
celebrated their return
by putting on vibrant
concerts at the old
Gateway Inn.

A 1920 baseball game at State Line, probably not far from the site
of the current diamond. Then, as now, all it took was a clearing.

When they stayed at the Black Oak Resort,
occasionally one would need medical
attention, and Dr. Watson was happy to
oblige. The Watsons also hosted Father
O’Malley and some of the choristers for
dinner at Sunshine Gables. Many on Black
Oak still recall one of the highlights of their
shows, their version of Gordon Lightfoot’s
“The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald,”
whose rendition brought tears to the eyes of
the audience. After one of their recent
concerts, Dave Allan spoke with one of the
Chorister alums, and he remembered Dave’s
grandparents when staying on Black Oak.

PIN MONEY
The Gateway bowling alleys (covered over by
the flooring of the now-closed restaurant and
meeting hall) entertained many during its
highlight years. Dick Leimbacher and Walt
Bates set pins for bowlers, who, in turn,
would roll quarters down the alley for tips
for the pinsetters.
Late one summer Saturday evening in the
mid-fifties, 16-year old Frank Surpless and a
family friend drove to the Inn for a proposed
three lines of bowling. As they entered the
front door to the building, they were accosted
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(Ed and Barb Hook)

by a large, boisterous middle-aged man who
sought to buy them drinks and join him at
the bar. Teetotalers then, they politely
declined. The gentleman insisted, though the
boys walked away. Three lines later they
were leaving and the same gentleman, now
filled with even more gusto, offered to buy
them two (!) drinks apiece. Nope.

HIC!
Later they discovered that the genial host
was none other than Senator Joe McCarthy.
As Frank said many years later,
“Had I known then what I later learned
about him, I would have replied to his
generous offer with a stern ‘I would like
to raise a point of order, and the order
isn’t for drinks either, Senator
McCarthy!’”
Two years later, Joe died of cirrhosis of the
liver.

WANIGAN SHENONIGANS…
This account of Land O’ Lakes would be
deficient if it did not make mention of one of
the cultural icons of the area: Wally Becker’s
The Wanigan (Bear Trap). Wally and Vi’s
establishment catered to locals and
vacationers alike. Perhaps, at least during

their prime, the place was best known for
staying open long past state-mandated
serving hours. At precisely 2 a.m., Vi would
close all the curtains on the windows facing
County B.
Before 2 a.m., a long line of cars would
appear, headed toward the Wanigan parking
lot. The cars’ passengers would quickly enter
and place consecutive drink orders before the
2:00 a.m. serving deadline. This would allow
them to enjoy the ambience of the Wanigan
for long past the bar closing. Wally, a solid
musician in his own right, then provided the
late evening/early morning’s entertainment
by playing his clarinet or sax, being
frequently joined by any number of the bar’s
patrons. For this account, it was difficult to
find testimonials of the Wanigan’s
extravaganzas, mainly because customers’
memories had been befogged by a
combination of time and brain damage.
Fritz Hill and Frank Surpless fondly recall
their late night exploits at Wally’s.
Nowadays? In the words of Fritz,
“We’re rarely up past nine.”
A frequent guest to Black Oak who loved
visiting the place, thought all along that the
owner’s name was Wally Wanigan.

A TERPSICHOREAN TIDBIT:
One fish fry night, E.J. Fleming, Walt Bates,
and Turney Duff decided to provide
impromptu entertainment for Wanigan
guests. First, into Wally’s duck pond
highlighted by a waterfall, they plopped a
large quantity of grape fizzies. While the
sizzle took place, the three thespians, clad in
smartly tailored immaculate birthday suits
(with Keds) came tiptoeing, actually
Rockefeller Center Rocketing, through the
pond, with a carefully choreographed series
of precision high kicks.
Among the diners who witnessed the
extravaganza was Walt’s mother, Billie. Her
table mates screamed at her, “Billie, look, it’s
Walt!!!” To which she replied,
“Walt! Walt?? I don’t see Walt.”
Wally Becker was so enchanted by the
evening’s central attraction that he snatched

his .38 from below the cash register,
exploded out the door, emptied the revolver
into the nearest cloud and generally went
berserk. Ah, memories.

Black Oak: “It’s a very special
place; we hope our kids enjoy it as
much as we do.”
(JIM AND JANE SURPLESS)

IF IT HAPPENS IN Land O’ Lakes,
IT STAYS IN…
Waukegan, Illinois (!!??). As an architect, Joe
Legat is by nature a creative sort. His
parents-in-law, Jerry and Marian Marsh,
settled on the far northwest shore of Black
Oak while still commuting for vacations from
their home in Waukegan. In the early ‘70s,
Joe became active in the Waukegan Lions
Club, which put on a monthly party
featuring a nation or ethnic group for its
theme. Early one summer, the Lions club put
together an Arab party. Each member and
spouse came dressed as Saharan or urban
Arabs from any number of places in the
Middle East. So much work went into the
planning and production of the gathering
that Joe thought it was a shame that once
the party was over, no further use could be
derived from all their labors.
Except: given the then brouhaha over
rocketing OPEC gas prices, and Arab princes
and sultans becoming wealthy at the
expense of their customers, Joe thought it
would be a perfect time to wring further use
out of their costumes. Thus he, his wife and
another couple drove up to Black Oak, laden
with Arab robes and headdresses and
plotting an ingenious to-do in Land O’ Lakes.
The day after they arrived, he and his Lion
club friend roamed around the business
center of Land O’ Lakes spreading the rumor
that a group of Arabs was planning to buy
the Gateway, then in dire financial straits.
“Does anybody know about this?”
“When are the Arabs going to arrive to
close the sale?”
and so on.
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strolled into the Hi-Hat, a local realtor
approached them and offered to show them
choice properties. Joe rebuffed him thinking
that the realtor would sooner or later spot
the fake beards adorning their faces. The
Hi-Hat owner rushed up to the Arabs and
apologized to them, saying that he was sorry
if the realtor had offended them.
Off to Tia Juana! This time other locals came
up to them, already hearing of the Arabs’
earlier appearances at the Wanigan and
Hi-Hat. They then left and headed back to
Black Oak. Later, Joe heard the rumor that
the Arabs had made inquiries about
purchasing refrigeration equipment for the
Gateway! Who ever said that small town life
is dull?!

Black Oak: “This is our own
little piece of heaven. The sign in
front says, ‘New Beginnings.’”
(JOE AND SHERRY BEERS)
One of the two sheiks himself, Joe Legat,
all made up for his, his fellow sheik and
their two concubines’ foray into an
unsuspecting Land O’Lakes. And they
made sure that their venture didn’t coincide
with Halloween!
(Joe Legat photo)

THE CARAVAN STOPS AT AN OASIS…
Having planted the seeds, Joe and his friend
then moved on to phase two of their
nefarious plot. They first dropped off their
wives outside the Wanigan where the two
alluringly clad women took prime seats at
the bar. Later, in full Arab regalia, beards
and darkened skin, Joe and his friend
sauntered into the Wanigan and proceeded
to put the move on the two babes at the bar.
According to eyewitnesses at the bar, the
wives were mesmerized by the Arabs’ lines.
And before too long, the Arabs, arms draped
around their newfound chicks, spirited them
out to their car.
Word travels lightning-fast in a small town,
particularly one on edge not only because of
a local soon-to-be bankrupt business but also
high gas prices caused by foreign upstarts.
Thus when the Arabs and their pickups
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Not too long ago, Rade (“Roddy”) Volpe,
Helen Jo Pierce’s daughter, married Chris
Batman at the Ely Memorial Church in Land
O’ Lakes. A few years later, the church
tragically burned down as a result of an
accidental fire set by a welder. Janet
Vineyard, Rade’s grandmother, telephoned
Rade, who lived in Rhode Island at the time,
to let her know what had happened.
Janet: “Rade, I’ve got some terrible news
to pass on to you. A Land O’ Lakes
landmark, which should mean so much
to you, just burned down!”
Rade: (shrieking loudly) “Oh my God,
the Dari-Maid burned??!!

CAN YOU HEAR ME?
It wasn’t that long ago when Fritz Hill and
his Uncle Ned Hill hit the Hi-Hat for a
session at the bar. Ned didn’t drink, but still
enjoyed the experience of watching Everett
Engerson fool around on the organ while
entertaining the clientele with his imitations
of famous stars. Ned excused himself to go to
the bathroom. Everett noticed this and not
too long after he had left, shouted out,
“Ned, can you hear me?”

Ned replied from the bathroom,
“Everett, I can hear you.”
To which Everett replied,
“Well, we can hear you too!”

GENERAL MACARTHUR??!!
(Dave Allan)
“I remember one time in the early 1950s.
It was a stormy, rainy night. Several of
us crammed into the Jeep and drove
into town. I don’t remember who
drove...I seem to remember Lucy
Humphrey being along for the ride. This
was after General MacArthur returned
from Korea, but not soon after. Lucy had
on some old clothes, maybe a fatigue
jacket and cap. We drove through LOL
in a driving rain. She hung out the back
and waved without saying a word.
Later, we would spread the word that
General MacArthur had driven through
town. I don’t know that anyone believed
the story, but it was a fun experience.”
(Was MacArthur of Arab descent?)

DAIRY-MAID IS THE QUEEN
Some on Black Oak have gone so far as to
say that the area’s social center is none other
than the Dari-Maid outdoor ice cream parlor
close to town. The business has continued
the tradition of its predecessors by providing
locals, vacationers and transients alike with
flavorful and yummy ice cream delights.
Over the years owners gradually added other
attractions to the menu, but the mainstay of
its offerings is still ice cream.
Way back in the 50s and 60s, its owners
devised a unique delight, christened the
Truckers Special, which was a towering,
maybe twelve inch, soft-serve column of
vanilla ice cream, comfortably ensconced in a
cone. On extremely hot days, of course,
owners of such beautifully crafted works had
to piggishly devour the masterpiece before it
collapsed under its own weight. Later, and
currently, the Dari-Maid features Walt’s
Malt, named after one of Black Oak’s finest,
and consisting of a double shot of malt which
painlessly offers a powerful sugar high!

THIS TOWN AIN’T BIG ENOUGH FOR THE TWO
OF US..
It’s hard to believe, but also back in the ‘50s,
a competitor erected a similar ice cream
stand, virtually next door to the current
Dari-Maid. It lasted for one summer, done in
by a superior product more attuned to the
tastes of its customers.
Later, as David Binder wrote, a hit-and-run
accident tragically disabled a young Bobby
Pitts of Land O’ Lakes. The town took Bobby
under its wing, and one manifestation of
Bobby’s pre-eminence in the community is
his nightly appearances at the Dari-Maid,
boom box at the ready, microphone in hand,
chatting up the customers, and warbling
country and western hits. The Milwaukee
Journal-Sentinal, recognizing a genuine
human interest story in small town
Wisconsin, featured Bobby and the
Dari-Maid on a front page spread of one of
its Sunday editions.
Current owners and BOLROA members,
Shelley and Pete Peterson, carry on the fine
tradition of selling tempting dairy creations
and other offerings to hungry visitors all
summer long. When Shelley (Caruso) was
growing up on Black Oak, she envisioned
herself one day owning the Dari-Maid. Her
dream came true! One anonymous visitor to
the business described it thusly:
“The Dari-Maid is the cultural and
culinary epicenter of Land O’ Lakes” (at
least a 9.5 on the Richter).

Black Oak: “It’s home, it’s our
family, it’s our anchor in a storm,
it’s a retreat to Lazy Bay. We
haven’t missed a year in all our
lives...”
(R.D. AND DOROTHY AIKINS,
AND ROBERTA MORRIS)
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An early photo showing the original LaChance grocery store, saloon, ice cream
parlor/dance floor/gas station. The tall pine seen here still grows across the street from the
Post Office, and is now twelve feet in circumference.

YEAR 2000 Y2K TIME, AND THE LIVIN’
WAS....QUEASY
Even up in the remote north woods, the
concern that many felt over the possibility of
world-wide computer crashes, power outages
and ensuing chaos at the end of the 20th
Century made itself felt. Not so for a large
number of Black Oak residents. Led by Barb
Hook, they rented the old Gateway Inn on
Dec. 31, 1999, to ring in the new millennium,
Y2K be dammed.
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Overheard at 12:03 A.M., January 1, 2000:
Ernestine:
“You mean you spent $17, 541.08 on a
*&%#@!? 15 KW Model AG 15
Mitsubishi generator, and nothing
happened!!!”
Enoch:
“You’re out of your chamberpot!”
And the millennium wore on…

WHO SPANKED J.R.?

or many on Black Oak, the name Jim
Lowenstine connotes an air of mystery,
an unknown person, a gentleman who
seemed to be hard to get to know, a Black
Oak resident who generally kept to himself.
He broke the engagement to his first love,
got married, but then, after the death of his
wife Elaine, became more reticent the older
he got.

F

Paul McLeod, an instructor at the Conserve
School, which benefitted directly from
Lowenstine’s fortune, has done some
extensive research into the man’s life in an
attempt at least to help explain him to those
who didn’t know him well or who had never
met him. He interviewed any number of
individuals who knew him: local friends,
business associates, neighbors, to get some
idea as to what he was like.

THE CRIME OF THE CENTURY
Paul even drove down to Valparaiso,
Indiana, where Lowenstine spent his earlier
years, to get more of a flavor of his
background. When he (Lowenstine) was one
year old, his father Mandel (Nick) and
mother Daisy lived in the Englewood area of
Chicago’s South Side. Two blocks away from
their home, Bobby Franks was murdered by
Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb in what
was then called “The Crime of the Century.”

outside son Jim’s second floor bedroom, so he
could escape any potential conflagration.
Nick had become wealthy through his
successful business enterprises, among them
Chicago Steel and Wire. Because of his
wealth, he asked his chauffeur to take on an
added duty: Nick’s bodyguard. Put these
items together: Leopold/Loeb, Nick’s wealth,
a “fireproof” home, and a bodyguard for his
father, and picturing Jim Lowenstine’s
upbringing with the ultra-protective aura
surrounding the family, one could surmise
that such forces acting on him could help
explain his keeping to himself and possible
distrust of others.
Speculation: in addition to the already
successful Chicago Steel and Wire
fabricating business in Chicago, Nick,
foreseeing the boom in automobile sales,
started another firm in Valparaiso, which
manufactured magnets used in the making
of automobiles. Maybe Nick got to know the
magnates of U.S. Steel in his business, which
could help to explain how they got to own
adjacent properties in the north woods, now
the Conserve School and Sylvania.

Black Oak: “A place to be
refreshed, soothing to the soul;
peaceful and relaxing; it’s really
too hard to put into words..."

The murder was unusual in that it was
committed by two young men who were
intelligent, well-educated, and came from
well-to-do families, and who knew their
young victim. The crime drew national
attention. Nick and Daisy were horrified,
and thinking of the best interests of their
only child, Jim, quickly sold their Chicago
home and moved back to Valparaiso, Nick’s
boyhood home where Lowenstine Brothers
Department Store had been flourishing for
many years.

When a tot or maybe older, Lowenstine’s
parents would often find a baby sitter on the
lake to stay with him for the evening. One
night, babysitter Bernice Fleming, upset at
Jim’s un-tot-like behavior, spanked him and
told him to mind his manners. He probably
needed that.

Earlier in their family history, an horrific
fire in Valparaiso took the life of a
four-year-old male relative who, in his
burning wood home, became disoriented by
the blaze and hid in his closet, where he
burned to death. Nick and Daisy starkly
remembered that when they designed their
new home in Valparaiso. They built the
home with concrete floors and concrete walls,
and located the building’s only fire escape

Vi (Flodin) Becker still remembers waiting,
in -6 degree weather, for the school bus at
the corner of North Black Oak and County B,
when Jim Lowenstine showed up atop his
horse. Said horse slobbered all over her
shoulder during her vigil for the bus. Even
earlier, in the 20s, Bill Heinig’s grandfather
was taken to school not in a school bus but
on a horse-drawn sleigh under canvas! Even
Abe Lincoln would have been impressed.
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(BOB AND SHIRLEY BARNUM)

FINALLY…

WHERE THE TERM ‘CRUISING FOR CHICKS’
CAME FROM
J.R. spent his youthful summers on Black
Oak. Residents still remember him tooling
around in the Lowenstine Chris-Craft, an
attractive magnet for the lasses on the lake.
One night, he gathered a bevy of Black Oak
beauties in his craft and zoomed around
Black Oak, impressing them all no end.
However: in a major navigational error
rivaling the iceberg and the Titanic, he came
very close to shore, and thinking that the
cluster of lights ahead represented a group of
night fishing boats, attempted to bank
around them at full speed.
Problem: the lights were not fishing boat
lights but instead were the lights of the
Black Oak Resort. He ran the heavily laden
boat up the shore across the sand beach and
into the trees just off the beach. No one was
badly hurt, and the next morning witnessed
Nick directing the operation of a heavy-duty
crane which lifted the badly damaged
Christ-Craft out of the trees and back on to
the lake. Lowenstine became a legend in his
own time. Footnote: Emmet Fleming, Jim’s
dad, knowing that Lowenstine hardly ever
used the Chris-Craft as he grew older,
purchased the boat for his sons. He later sold
the boat, and his sons were heartbroken

The family owned a giant Deusenberg sports
car, one of a very limited edition, and had it
driven up on corduroy dirt roads to the
Lowenstine compound. Of course it was
considered a privilege among lake residents
to be asked aboard the vehicle for a ride
about Land O’ Lakes.

Black Oak:
“One word...’home’”
(SHARON AND MARK BASTEN)

Nick Lowenstine’s neighbor, Ross Woodhull,
made friends among the movers and shakers
of Chicago and Illinois state politicians. He
had Governor Hoerner as house guest a
number of times as well as Mayor Cermak
and a host of others of what a lake resident
recently called
“every crooked politician from Chicago."

THE PIED PIPER, OR THE TWO FACES OF J.R.

Growing up, Sharon and Shelley Caruso got
to know Jim Lowenstine (J.R.) quite well.
Older lake residents might still regard Mr.
Lowenstine as an aloof, hermetic, and maybe
somewhat paranoid individual. The Carusos
and Vineyards, as virtual next-door
neighbors, offer a richer and
more diverse counterpoint to
Lowenstine’s public persona.
The Carusos would spend
Thanksgiving, Christmas
and New Year’s with J.R. at
his place. Sharon remembers
J.R. tooting his bugle and
asking the kids to follow him
all over his house during the
festivities at Christmas. And
he loved to tell stories in a
sing-song voice. Too, he
assigned his youthful
visitors certain tasks which
would add flavor to the
A photo from the early 1920s depicting, among others, Ross gatherings: Sharon was
asked to memorize Robert
Woodhull (in cowboy hat) and Nick Lowenstine (in baseball
cap). Paul McLeod thinks that this was probably around the Service’s poem, “The
Cremation of Sam McGee,”
time that the Lowenstine house was being built. Back then,
which she did, flawlessly.
to provide power to the power saws on the premises,
And what a setting for the
builders ingeniously devised the contraption shown here:
the drive wheel of the truck spun the rotor which moved the climax:
belt controlling the saw.
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“It was on the marge of Lake LeBarge
that I cremated Sam McGee,"
with the temperature at Black Oak hovering
around maybe thirty below!
The Caruso clan loved to cross-county ski
during the winter, and once asked J.R. to
come along. He turned down their offer
because he didn’t know how to ski and would
have to learn how and didn’t want others to
watch him stumble along. A proud man.
Sharon offers a further glimpse into J.R.’s
multi-faceted personality:
“Mr. Lowenstine used to come over to
our house after 5:00 every night during
the summer and just hang out with us
and his dog LoBo.
“And Elaine used to stay at our house
every summer for fifteen years, before
she met Mr. Lowenstine. One summer he
met her. He would come over alone with
LoBo and see Elaine and all of us when
she stayed with us that summer
vacation. One night my mom already
had dinner cooking. He wanted to take
all of us to the Tia Juana, and my mom
said no, that she had made dinner. He
went inside, rolled up his sleeves and
proceeded to wash the pots and pans, so
we could all go out to dinner! And that
was that!"

An earlier glimpse into the life of J.R. can be
found by reading a poem which he sent his
parents after D-Day in Europe during World
War II:
(from Lt. James R. Lowenstine):

“Mother and Dad are a wonderful pair,
they’re all that’s clean and all that’s
square,
Mom, so beautiful—and Dad, so kind,
Are the most wonderful parents, and oh,
so fine!
I am proud to be such a fortunate lad,
And to have such a wonderful Mom and
Dad."

Black Oak: “A manageable pace
of life.” (ANDREW HOFFMAN)
A BUGLE CALL…
One early evening during the summer,
Sharon’s brother Mike, age nine, played
Taps on his bugle from the balcony off his
bedroom. A half minute later the echo came
back...except it was J.R. playing Taps in
response. Must have raised a crop of goose
bumps. And during the summer months, the
Caruso girls were always welcome over at
J.R.’s pier for swimming and sun bathing.
J.R. gave them a fishing boat which they
used extensively over the years. He further
let them traipse all
over his property
with their friends,
something which
other youngsters on
the lake were afraid
to do.

The sparsely furnished living room or game room of Hullwood, the
Woodhull house which was torn down by Jim Lowenstine. Mr.
Woodhull seemed to be quite the outdoors man.
(Barb and Ed Hook)
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Shelley Peterson
says it wasn’t that
long ago when she
found herself locked
out of the Peterson
cabin on Little Bass,
when J.R. and
Elaine drove by, saw
her plight, and
stepped out to help.
Shelley clambered
up on J.R.’s
shoulders and
climbed into her
bedroom and was

able to open up the cabin.
Earlier, it was Elaine who
rowed the boat while Shelley
fished on Little Donahue. It
was J.R. who gave her a fly
fishing rod and kit. And it
was even earlier when Dee
Caruso introduced her friend
Elaine to J.R., who then
married her.
An aside: Actually one lad,
who wanted to fish on one of
J.R.’s lakes, heard from his
friends that it was okay to
sneak on to his property and
cast his lure. His friends
assured him that ‘everybody An informal picture of the Lowenstines when Jim was older.
does it.’ But he didn’t agree L to R: David "Mac" MacFarland (Nick's bodyguard), C.L.
with the surreptitious nature Bartholomew (Valparaiso Mayor and undertaker),
of their trespassing and unidentified, Jim Lowenstine, Nick Lowenstine, Henry
fishing, so he wrote J.R. a Lowenstine, and Justin Shauer (seated). Photo ca. 1946
(Land O' Lakes Historical Society)
diplomatically phrased letter
in which he kindly requested
permission to fish on one of his lakes. J.R.’s neighbors still regret. Regardless, Jim
reply? Just say that his written communique Lowenstine was a much more complex
in response to the polite request submitted individual than many on the lake gave him
by the youngster now lies framed in the credit for.
{much older} youngster’s bathroom.

A FORESHADOWING…
Sharon remembers at age 11 asking J.R. how
much he was worth (!) Her mother Dee was
present, and upon receiving what probably
was a withering look from J.R., responded by
exclaiming,
“She’s yours, not mine!"
Sharon followed up this impertinence with
an even more direct query, to wit,
“What is going to happen to your place
after you die?"
His rational, calmly stated reply:
“None of your___________
business!"

__________

Sharon asked the questions in 1968, and
thirty years later, lake residents got their
answers.
Because J.R. didn’t have children or cousins,
he maybe regarded Sharon and Shelley as
surrogate children or nieces in his family.
After his wife Elaine died, J.R. became more
reserved and somewhat reclusive, which his

Any description of J.R. Lowenstine would be
incomplete without mentioning any number
of other good deeds he did over the years...as
pointed out earlier, he put up the fence at
Stateline Cemetery and kept it painted. J.R
did a lot for the town. He would buy way
more than he needed to keep the drug stores
and food stores profitable.
In addition, Jack LaChance got to know J.R.
when Jack was younger. He attended a party
at J.R.’s with the Caruso family. When he
mentioned to J.R. that he really liked one of
Engelbert Humperdinck’s records, J.R. gave
a copy to him.
Upon Laura Chapman’s death, J.R. bought
her place (the old Woodhull home) and tore it
down along with the five car garage and
apartment above.

Black Oak: “There is a mystique
or mystery about the lake. It’s
become the essence of our lives."
(ED HOOK)
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pon the death of Jim Lowenstine in
1996, his plans for his property on
Black Oak Lake became public.
Lowenstine began formulating those plans
as far back as 1965 when he penned the
following wish:

U

“To the future young
folks of Lowenwood:
I wish you all love, hope, happiness,
And a long and healthful life.
May your understanding of mankind
Be broadened through your association
with
And, I am sure, your love of Lowenwood.
—Jim Lowenstine (5-13-1965)”
He began formalizing his plans in 1981 with
the first draft of what would become known
as the Conserve School Trust. He actively
updated those plans during the remainder of
his life, with his last restatement in
September of 1995. Lowenstine called for the
majority of his property and assets to be
used to build and operate a school called the
“Conserve School.” In the Trust he laid out
general guidelines for the school directing
the Trustees to use the net income and
principal of the Conserve School Trust to set
up the following:

THE PROGRAM..
“to prescribe a school curriculum which
must include instruction in reading,
writing and arithmetic and shall
comply as nearly as the trustees deem
practicable with the requirements set by
school officials of the State of Wisconsin
and which also shall, to the extent the
trustees deem practicable, include
nature study (and in particular the
study of the ecology of unspoiled forest
and lake areas such as Lowenwood),
instruction in outdoor sports including
skiing, use of snow shoes, archery, ice
skating, target practice, swimming,
fishing, boating, camping, sledding,
methods of survival in unexplored
areas, and other outdoor activities;”
(Conserve School Trust Article VI.B.8)
“to open the school for the regular
enrollment of students beginning with
the seventh grade, and extending, in the
discretion of the trustees, through high
school.” (Conserve School Trust Article
VI.B.10)
“It is my hope that some students may be
instructed or trained at the Conserve
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School so as to prepare them for or
incline
them
toward
ultimate
employment in some activity related to
the preservation and use of forests, lakes
and streams for public recreation
without spoliation, and in the general
science of the conservation of natural
resources.” (Conserve School Trust
Article VI.J)

THE KIDS…
“I direct that students admitted to the
Conserve School be persons deemed by
the trustees to be honest, of good moral
character, mentally alert, and in good
health. Such students may include
those who, because of lack of funds,
might not otherwise be able to afford the
benefits of instruction at an institution
such as the Conserve School, and may
also include those whose lack of
material advantages is such that they
would receive more than normal
benefits from instruction in the open air
environment to be provided for the
school.” (Conserve School Trust Article
VI.H)

THE PROPERTY…
“In order that the students may be given
an opportunity to study birds, fish,
animals and other wildlife in their
natural setting, and be afforded the
benefits of outdoor education in an open
and uncrowded area, I direct that the
school grounds be maintained so that
their natural beauty and wildlife will
not be harmed; the grounds be afforded
proper fire protection; the grounds and
woods and lakes be kept free of rubbish,
refuse and pollution; the buildings and
improvements be kept neat, clean and
maintained according to the highest
standards of care; the woods and forest
lands be preserved in their natural state
and not be cut or logged except as is
necessary to preserve them in their
natural state; the grounds be preserved
in their natural state to the extent
possible; some considerable areas of the
grounds be left free of all buildings,
equipment or other improvements so
that students may enjoy the quiet of a
natural forest;” (Conserve School Trust
Article VI.I)
And he recognized that Conserve School
could serve students beyond those enrolled
in the regular Conserve School program.

ACADEMIC OUTREACH..
“I further request that if, after due
consideration, the trustees deem it
feasible, students who are enrolled in
public or other private schools may be
permitted to enroll in the Conserve
School to receive tutorial instruction
after such students’ regular school
hours or on Saturdays and school
holidays,
and
during
summer
vacations.” (Conserve School Trust
Article VI.K)
The plans for Conserve School were guided
by Lowenstine’s stated wishes in the
Conserve School Trust and by the deep
personal understanding that the original
Conserve School trustees had of him as a
result of their long standing professional
relationships with him.

THE MEETING…
Upon first hearing the stipulations
expressed in the document, many on Black
Oak became concerned as to its potentially
negative effects in so many areas. Acting as
an informal representative of lake land
owners, the BOLROA board sprang into
action. They got in touch with the school’s
first board of trustees, a group of individuals
from Lowenstine’s company, Chicago Steel
and Wire, and began informal conversations
with them. The BOLROA board then set up
an informational presentation by the
Conserve trustees for the benefit of
interested lake residents on July 8, 1997.
Needless to say, the town hall meeting room
was packed.
Conserve School’s Managing Trustee, John
“Jack” Tiernan, was joined by one of the lead
architects, Jim Blomquist of Blomquist and
Associates Architects and Team Interplan,
along with environmental specialists Lan
and Pam Richart from Planning Resources
Inc. Mr. Tiernan began the meeting with an
overview of J.R.’s interest in setting aside a
portion of his estate for a non-sectarian,
independent, coeducational boarding school
that would serve academically-talented
students who are interested in
environmental education. The Richarts
presented the Master Development Plan and
explained key elements of the master plan
and how the site planning process had gone.
They shared that six different sites for the

school on the Lowenwood property had been
considered. The presentation also introduced
the “Living Machine” waste treatment plant
that was to be built at the school. They
detailed the effects of the school on the
landscape and its surroundings.

THE INITIAL REACTION:
Homeowners raised a whole series of issues
ranging from aquifer protection and waste
treatment to the locations of curricular and
extracurricular activities. What type of
student would attend, what security
precautions would be taken, how much
additional traffic on North Black Oak Road
could be expected, what use if any would be
made of Black Oak Lake, and so on. After
the meeting there was still a web of
uncertainty, not to mention those fearing for
the worst. In retrospect, lake residents were
able to quite specifically articulate their
concerns. Typical reactions follow:

THE LAKE SPEAKS:
Dirk and Lyn Meyer envisioned mass
breakouts from the school and the invasion
of nearby properties. Marilyn Nagel also felt
this way. They also pictured the looming
presence of “hunkin’ big semis” barreling
down North Black Oak from County B.

Black Oak: “It’s roots for us.
We’ve been here our whole lives,
just an accumulation of memories:
the sights, smells...a continuation
of relationships with people on the
lake.”
(PAT AND NED MORRIS)
Stu Hunt’s issue was with the wastewater
disposal and treatment facilities. He, along
with Dave Hoffman, were suspicious of the
new technology involved. Dave even went so
far as to visit the Green Machine natural
waste treatment facility (the Living System).
His long trek out to its site in Vermont
convinced him that the Conserve School
board was serious in that it was proposing a
state of the art facility coupled with an
emphasis on non-chemical treatment of the
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school’s waste, something that went
hand-in-glove with the school’s natural
resource and conservation theme.
Similarly, Ed Hook had a concern over the
potential pollution off Black Oak, with
effluent reaching the lake. Now, with six
years of operation under its belt, the school
has been successful. Ed’s grandson did well
when he attended the school and found it
very good preparation for college. And all
along the school listened to Black Oak
residents’ concerns. Conserve is doing an
increasingly better job of providing programs
for the community and including the
community in their activities.

WHAT COMES UP MUST GO DOWN…
Frank Surpless had rather strong
reservations as to the potential depletion of
the aquifer from which lake residents draw.
The hydrologist present at the town hall
meeting pointed out that for every 100
gallons of water taken from the aquifer for
residential or school use, 95 gallons find
their way back. The recycling of water
through showers, dishwashing, flushing of
toilets, and so forth, through septic systems
and drain fields, sees to it that severe
depletion will not take place.
Sara Beedie wishes that the property had
been taken over by Sylvania, which means
no building or alteration of the then
landscape. Further, she pointed out that the
original entrance into the School was
supposed to have been off Buchanon Road to
the east. She would have preferred that
entrance.
Cathy and Rob Lauer expressed a general
concern in that they felt with the advent of
the Conserve School, more civilization would
be coming here and that the area could begin
to lose its unique rustic appeal.
Nancy Frawley still wishes that the school
were ten miles away.

IT KEEPS ME ON MY TOES…
Jack LaChance thought the school is a much
better use of the property than as a
development;
“It’s nothing but a plus for the lake. And
it’s nice for Linda to be able to work
there.”
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Linda seconded the motion, pointing out that
the proximity of a job which offered such
intellectual stimulation certainly redounded
to her benefit. She appreciates the many
cultural events offered to the public at the
school, and has found herself growing and
learning while going about her work.
Karen Sauer appreciates the use to which
J.R. put his property.
“I enjoy hearing the cheers at daytime
sporting events, not to mention the
sounds of music coming from the
school.”
One resident who knew Lowenstine fairly
well found it hard to believe that he would
have his property made into a school. Yet,
Vern Vineyard continued, Lowenstine would
never sell his property to the first person
that came along.
Jeff Klieve was concerned about the
imminent growth in population density. He
no longer expresses that concern.

WHAT??!!
Barb Hook’s first reaction to hearing about
the establishment of the Conserve School
was,
“Are they crazy?! Talking about
teenagers up here, who’s going to want
to come to school in the middle of
nowhere?”
Jim Thomas was quite concerned over the
potential impact the Conserve School would
have on the lake;
“It was scary.”
Now he admires its programs. As president
of the Land O' Lakes Chamber of Commerce,
he is thankful for the school’s community
service requirement for its students. He also
thinks it’s nice to have such a variety of
cultural attractions so close to Black Oak.
John and Marilyn Annin took Vineyard’s
thinking one step further: they felt that the
proposed use of the property as a school was
the best alternative to its being developed
into condominiums. Others were happy that
neither a large development of single family
homes nor even a commercial enterprise
could be established. (This was before the
rezoning of the lake.)

GOOD P.R.
Three years of construction brought about a
lavishly handsome facility with the latest
educational technology available to its
students. While this was going on, the
school’s trustees did their best to allay lake
residents’ concerns about the school. The
school put out newsletters, and
representatives of the school made periodic
presentations open to everyone as well as
organizing tours of the yet to be opened
facility.

SCHOOL’S IN SESSION
Conserve School opened its doors to its first
79 students on August 18th, 2002. Since
then the school has sent 110 graduates on to
colleges and universities around the United
States and overseas. Conserve School
enrollment has grown to 130 students with
hopes of achieving full enrollment of 150
students by 2010. The summer time at
Conserve School has become a busy time as
well with residential camps for students
entering grades 6-10 and day camps for
younger kids. In 2007, Conserve School
summer camp involved over 55 children,
primarily from the local community, in a
theatrical production of “The Little
Mermaid” that was done in conjunction with
the Missoula Children’s Theater.

Black Oak: “There are three
things I think about: just sitting on
the porch, feeling the breeze in the
afternoon or watching the sun set in
the evening; and...completing the
(annual) swim across the lake.”
(KATHY DEGRAAFF SURPLESS)

opinion shared universally by those
interviewed. The NorthernWaters Museum
has benefitted from major contributions by
the school’s faculty and students. An entire
archaeological display became a focal point
of a two-year exhibit at the museum. And, as
expressed by so many on Black Oak, where
would lake residents’ understanding of the
area be without the presence of Paul
McLeod?

PAUL
A science instructor at Conserve, Paul has
lent his energy and expertise to so many
projects which directly relate to Black Oak.
He spent uncounted hours, and personal
funds, researching the legacy of Jim
Lowenstine. His guidance in helping to
construct the archaeological exhibit made it
an exemplary educational tool for all who
saw his work. He did yeoman work in
putting together the logging exhibit, which
proved to be one of the most popular of the
many exhibits put on at the museum.
Because of his efforts, many on the lake have
gained a newfound respect for the historical
and archaeological features of the area.
Nancy Eaton thinks that the best feature of
the school is that Black Oak adopted Paul!

Black Oak: “It’s the best
vacation I know of. It’s like a time
machine here, coming back and
taking on where I left off. I’m a
creature of habit and thus I
appreciate it. The friendships made
at Black Oak are the strongest of
all my friends.”
(ERIC JOHNSON)

AN ABOUT-FACE
Among lake residents, feelings of general
approval and admiration have replaced the
undercurrents of uncertainty and fear
prevalent when the school’s announcement
was first made. The Meyers hope the school
stays. The Trochells think it’s great. The
Hesselmans hope it survives. They pointed
out how much the school has reached out to
the community: plays, concerts, lectures, an

GOOD NEIGHBORS…
David Binder characterizes the school as
good neighbors. Jim and Kay Fleming also
admire the school’s presence, calling the
creation and operation of the school
” a first-class job.”
The Lipperts called the school
“a great addition to the community.”
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And their participation in the lake water
quality study was most welcome.
Helen Jo and Bob Pierce think the school is
“terrific for us and the lake. The school’s
operations are basically a wintertime
activity and not summer. The school’s
presence keeps the land from being
developed.”
And
“it’s great they’ve participated in the
stewardship of the land, and their lake
studies on Black Oak and Little Bass.
The Conserve teachers did a very
complete
and
artistically
and
scientifically helpful rendition of Little
Bass, which helped its lake residents.”
And it continues. For example, in the
summer of 2002, the school erected a
flashing digital electric sign on North Black
Oak just before reaching the entrance to the
school. Conveying to drivers and passers by
the name of the school, the date and the
temperature, the sign raised hackles and
caused a general ruckus among lake
residents. Concerned that such a sign was
way out of the north woods character of the
area, BOLROA board members met
informally with the leadership of the school
and ultimately resolved the issue.

AN ASSET…
Kay McDonald calls the school an asset to
the area. The Lommens indicated that their
grandchildren want to attend the school’s
summer session. Nancy Eaton says that a
number of her friends’ children have
attended the school and received a good
education. Conversations with the Conserve
School headmaster, Stefan Anderson, and
his wife Jennifer, gave a more complete
understanding of the school’s background as
well as the current and long-term operations
and goals of the institution. In the 1960s,
Jim Lowenstine originally envisioned the
establishment of a summer camp after his
demise. Later, in the 1980s, his thoughts
turned to a broader vision, the building of a
boarding school with special emphasis on the
conservation of natural resources.

THE NAME…
It has been said that Lowenstine first
considered naming the school Lowenwood
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Academy. But because he wanted to ensure
that the school’s curriculum and goals would
always reflect its theme of conservation, he
changed its name to the Conserve School.
This assured that the focus on conservation
would not be lost in the future. It has also
been speculated that Jim also preferred this
name as a word play on Central Steel, giving
the school the same initials as his company.
There are many visible connections between
Conserve School and Central Steel & Wire,
from the schools colors of black and gold to
the schools athletic team name, The
Steelers.

FINANCIALLY SECURE…
Lowenstine thought school for grades 7-12
would be ideal for what he hoped to
accomplish. But, realizing that J.R. was an
extremely fiscally conservative individual,
the trustees felt that slow, even growth was
a desirable method to reach the goals set
forth. Thus the trustees set the maximum
(current) number of students at 150 in a 9-12
school. Sustaining such growth was an
overarching financial plan originally set
forth by Lowenstine: no debt, no risky
investments, careful husbanding of
resources. Then, when the economy
experienced hard times, the school’s funds
would be immune from such risk. And a
positive fringe benefit for the Land O' Lakes
economy: 75 employees (and the school itself)
pump needed dollars into the pockets of
merchants throughout the area.

Black Oak: “It’s removed...it’s
a slow pace. It feels like the
‘50s up here, like the area
hasn’t caught up.”
(BRIAN TRAVIS)

DIVERSITY
Lowenstine further wanted a diverse student
body, and not just students hailing from the
United States. A recent demographic
breakdown of the student population showed
that one third of the students came from
overseas with ten foreign countries
represented. This is in distinct contrast to
any American public high school which
might be hosting foreign exchange students.

Proportionately, a typical American high
school of say 1000 would have to host about
300 foreign exchange students to reach the
level of the Conserve School. Visitors
walking through the cafeteria are impressed
by the flags of the many nations represented
in the student body.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE…
At the same time, 90% of Conserve’s
domestic students receive need-based
financial aid. While the curriculum is
structured in a typical breakdown of
English, math, social studies, science,
foreign languages, teachers and course
descriptions in their own way integrate the
themes of conservation of natural resources
and love of nature into daily lessons.
What do students like best about the school?
Being outdoors by themselves, bicycling,
taking walks. On the other hand, one
African-American student from the inner
city mentioned that he initially didn’t like
the general atmosphere because it was “too
quiet.” He got over that though. Another
student told Stefan that she had just
experienced the “best day of my life,”
because in the morning she had banded a
juvenile swan and in the afternoon had
played on the volleyball team which that day
had just won its first match...ever!
Conserve students like to get involved in
conservation projects. Upcoming themes will
reflect such diverse activities as constructing
and operating a solar research facility,
creating a wind power demonstration
project, and setting about utilizing
geothermal energy (extracting the heat from
55-degree water underground and
converting it to a major source of household
warming).

A GREEN DREAM…
The school itself has won all sorts of awards
for its “green” design and operation. The
School is an Audubon International Certified
Signature Sanctuary. It was one of the first
schools in Wisconsin to be recognized as a
Wisconsin Green & Healthy School. The
Conserve School Envirothon Team has won
the Wisconsin State Championship five
years in a row. The National Geographic
Green Guide ranked Conserve as the fifth
greenest school in the country in 2006! And
its faculty and students are continuing to
research ways to make the school even
greener.
And as a good neighbor, the school has
opened its doors to a multiplicity of cultural
and outdoor programs for the general public
to enjoy: concert series, plays, lectures,
dances (hoe-downs are popular!),
Chautauqua style programs, ballet, acrobats,
conservation programs, skiing and so on. In
addition the school has opened its campus to
any number of church organizations, other
groups (BOLROA included), and runs a
residential camp and a day camp during the
summer.

BOOT THE SUIT!!
Over the years, the trustees have cooperated
with BOLROA in any number of areas,
particularly the re-zoning effort, which has
strengthened the bonds between the school
and Black Oak homeowners. Both sides
breathed an enormous sigh of relief when
The Culver Educational Foundation dropped
its suit against the Conserve School. J.R.
would approve!
And a small world note: a Dollar Bay
resident, Joe Legat, an architect by trade,
mentioned that his fraternity brother from
college was the gentleman who designed the
Conserve School!
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THE BLACK OAK AIR SHOW

he heavens over Black Oak have always
beckoned over the years. Early on it was
the attraction of the aurora borealis
which infrequently lights up the sky in
dazzling and seductive colorations. Later, in
the 1950s, residents would flock down to
their docks to squint and try to locate the
oscillating weather balloon “Echo,” whose
nightly showing appeared in a schedule
posted in that morning’s newspaper. The
annual August appearance of the Perseid
meteor showers always is an evening
show-stopper.

T

Judge Bates, Walt’s father, liked to fly up to
the Black Oak Airport. Judge’s plane was an
amphibious craft which could land on and
take off from the wet grass at the airport.
When he took off, he needed the help of two
assistants to hold the wings steady before he
became airborne. Once his engine quit and
he had to make an emergency landing in a
field in Three Lakes. He bent the prop upon
a rough landing, but Bill Knecht helped him
straighten it out by placing it in the crotch of
a maple tree and bending it back into its
original shape. And off they went.

Of course the identification of the myriads of
constellations occupied the time of many. So
many on the lake remember craning their
necks upward to try to identify any number
of those special mythological outlines in the
sky: The Big Dipper, Cassiopeia, Sagittarius,
Ursa Minor, Hitler’s Mustache, and others.
And, if lucky, cabin owners might spot a
shooting star in flight, arcing overhead in a
spectacular dazzling show. Hale-Bopp and
other noted comets would show up just for
variety. And, more recently, the space
shuttle might appear on any given night,
lurching across the night sky on its way
along its orbit around earth.

Bob Hill flew airplanes in the 30s, and for a
period of time flew a mail plane north from
the Chicago area, landed at numerous
Wisconsin towns, and completed his mission
by landing at the Black Oak Airport. He
would stay at Ferry-Hill on Black Oak, then
reverse his routing for the next day.

Black Oak: “It’s paradise here.
I’ve always wanted to
be here."

HOLD THE BURRITOS, DUNNY!
Jud Farmer was not content with seeing how
fast he could drive in the family Packard, so
he took up flying with Dunny Bent of Bent’s
Camp out at the Black Oak airfield. Bent
attached an engine to a one seat American
Eagle glider. Jud would get in and Bent
would sit in his lap. The plane was so
under-powered that in a stiff wind their
shadow would stand still on the ground. In

(BOO LOADER)

But this is all nighttime
stuff. When Orville and
Wilbur successfully flew
their contraption at Kitty
Hawk, little did they realize
how a mid-sized lake in
northern Wisconsin would
benefit from their creation.
Long before the Land O'
Lakes Airport officially
opened as an adjunct to
King’s Gateway in the late
1930s, the Black Oak
Airport (off B, south of
Black Oak), as it was then
called, was functioning as
the local air strip.

Edward Whipp clad in his pilot’s uniform at the Black Oak
Airport, long before the Gateway opened its own landing
field. The original airport, as seen in the photo, was able to
function in a rather large field of cleared land. The main
runway (grass) , still barely seen from the air, ran east/west,
while the remaining two (grass) “runways” ran
northwest/southeast and north/south.
(Whipp family collection)
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“Sometimes we cooked dinner down by
the lake, but more often than not we
would eat up at the house. There was a
signal that was noticed, and that was
what was a military aircraft that flew
within sight of those on the lake at about
the same time every afternoon. That
plane began to be known as the ‘Potato
Plane’ because it became the signal for
Mom and Aunt Lucy and others to go up
to put potatoes in to cook, and otherwise
get started with dinner. Once they got
that done they would come back down to
the lake until the next step. That went on
for years." (Dave Allan)

spite of that they managed to put on air
shows over Black Oak with wing-overs,
loop-the-loops, and Immelman turns.

Black Oak: “In my heart and in
my spirit, it’s Black Oak.”
(BARB HOOK)

HEARSE YOU, RED BARON!!
Jerry Marsh, Joe Legat’s father-in-law,
worked as an undertaker in Waukegan,
Illinois. During the summer in the1950s he
would fly his Cessna the 300 miles to Black
Oak on weekends to visit with his family at
their cabin. It wasn’t an amphibious plane,
so he had to land at the Gateway airport.
But he enjoyed re-enacting his pre-landing
ritual over Black Oak: he would buzz the
cabin any number of times until someone,
usually his wife Marian, would trot down to
the dock and acknowledge his presence by
waving a red towel. That was the signal for
him to head over to the airport. Just when
he finished tying the plane down, Marian
would drive up in the family sedan for his
chauffeured ride to the cabin. Somehow
using a cell phone today doesn’t quite seem
to match what the Marshes did then!

It wouldn’t have surprised anyone of a more
recent vintage if Walt Bates’ afternoon
flyovers were the signal to undertake the
daily cocktail hour!

Black Oak: “one word: ‘roots.’
We all live everywhere else, but
this is home. It’s a soul place, a
place for sisters to be together."
(THE WHIPP SISTERS)

WE JETTED BACK TO BLACK OAK

BOMBS AWAY!!
In the early ‘80s, Frank Ferry Jr. and Frank
Surpless were hard at work one afternoon
repairing their stairs down to the lake. They
happened to look up toward the west part of
the lake and thought they saw what looked
to be a bald eagle winging toward them, its
tail on fire! (or so it seemed). The nearer the
object came to them the more they realized it
was a giant airplane which sported eight jet
engines. Their thunderous roar preceded the
plane’s flying right overhead: it was a B-52
on a training flight from K.I. Sawyer Air
Force Base near Marquette, Michigan,
taking part in a low-level, radar-evading
exercise. Not more than 150 feet above them,
the plane made a gentle bank toward the
cabin, and the pilot’s profile was plainly
visible. He didn’t wave.
In a less traumatic but still notable series of
episodes, the family at Sunshine Gables took
advantage of other overflights:

From 1988 to the first decade of the 21st
Century, Walt Bates’ amphibious aircraft
has been a familiar sight to Black Oak
residents. After negotiations with the vendor
regarding his purchase of an already
assembled light aircraft, Walt traveled down
to the annual Oshkosh Experimental
Airplane show in August of 1988, to fly it
back to Black Oak. Because of head winds, it
took Walt six hours at an average speed of
32 miles per hour, with gas stops at
Clintonville and Antigo, to reach his dock on
the lake.
Who can forget Taco Tuesday at Ted’s Sandy
Beach Resort on the shores of nearby Lac du
Lune? Dorothy (Marling) Aikins can
certainly remember it: she and her family,
upon finishing their lunch of tangy tacos,
noticed that Walt Bates had just landed his
amphibious light aircraft near the beach and
taxied to shore. When Walt had finished his
snack, he asked Dorothy if she’d like to
accompany him on a non-stop flight back to
Black Oak. Dorothy at first declined his kind
offer, inwardly terrified of the journey. Her
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family urged her to accept even though she
had never flown with Walt before; so she
squeezed into the cockpit and up they went,
while her family jumped into their car to
make it back to the lake to greet her upon
her arrival.

DID THE TACOS MAKE IT?
Walt flew her via the scenic route...not just
over Black Oak, but cruising above Nagel’s
and over Land O' Lakes, then finally back to
Black Oak. Dorothy marveled at the view
because it was the first time she had ever
seen Black Oak and the surrounding area
from such a unique perspective:

Walt and Sandi also like to fly to more exotic
locales. One flight involves a journey to
town, landing at the Land O' Lakes airport,
walking to the town market, a short trip for
lunch or snack at the Dari-Maid, then a
return trip to Black Oak. Sometimes for
dinner, they hit the high spots of Eagle
River, stopping at the Hiawatha, White
Spruce, the Chanticleer, and in olden days,
the Persian Paradise. One could imagine
their looking down as they made the trip
back, giggling at the classic traffic gridlock
below between Eagle River and Land O'
Lakes.

SAILING WAY OVER THE BOUNDING MAIN

“It was like a map come alive.”
While aloft, Dorothy became curious about
the mechanics of the plane:
Dorothy: “Walt, what kind of engine is
powering this plane?”
Walt: “It’s a Briggs and Stratton
lawnmower engine.”
Dorothy: “!!!!”
They couldn’t land quickly enough. Not quite
the “Ridin’ High on Your John Deere
Lawnmower” which the advertisers had in
mind.

Black Oak: “We’re very lucky to
have found our place. It’s
neighborly here, people know each
other." (JUDY AND FRED
MADIGAN)

LET’S EAT OUT:
In earlier years, Walt would tell his wife,
Sandi,
“Sandi, let’s go over to the folks for
dinner.”
His parents, Judge and Billie Bates, lived on
the south shore of the lake, opposite of
Walt’s cabin on the north shore. Why drive
when one can fly? Just when experiencing
take-off, Walt and Sandi would descend and
taxi up to the senior Bates’ dock, the one
mile flight taking less than one minute.

Earlier, in 1981, Walt surprised lake
residents with what many looked at as a
new-fangled diversion, towing parasailers
around the lake with towees cruising at
maybe 300 feet altitude with a 750 foot rope.
Although Caribbean and Mexican resorts
had earlier featured this waterfront activity,
it did seem a trifle out of place in the north
woods. At least until one actually took flight
behind the boat. Wow!!
This was not an inexpensive activity. Ed
Hook, helping out on the operation, cracked
the transom on his boat while towing a
parasail passenger. Walt ruined a 120 h.p.
outboard engine while taking the first few
passengers on their rides. A much stronger
engine, and boat, was needed. Done. Then:
Walt needed a larger, more powerful car to
pull the new boat out of the lake (at the
beach). A Chevy Blazer made its appearance.
And to put on the show, five individuals were
needed: one to work with the parasailer, two
to hold the chute, one to spot and one to
drive the boat. Plus the wind had to be right,
usually a west wind blowing toward the
beach.
Even with all the demands and
requirements of the parasailing enterprise,
hundreds of enthusiasts took advantage of
the activity. Jack LaChance put together a
release form which all riders had to sign.
Not too much parasailing activity has taken
place since 1988. Hang gliding was also
popular then.
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Black Oak: “We’re 100%
dedicated to where our family has
been a family."
(JOHN AND BONNIE CLARKE)
Most residents know that Walt is a retired
United Airline captain. While flying,
particularly in his later years, Walt took
advantage of his routing from O’Hare to
Anchorage, the Orient, and other
destinations. Three tales (of what some at
the time would consider “of the
supernatural”) come to mind.

REMOTE CONTROL AIRPLANE...135 TONS!!??
Definitely not a typo. Let Walt tell it:
“On the day in question in 1991, I was
flying a United 757 from O’Hare to
Anchorage. With a slight deviation I’d
go directly over Black Oak Lake. I had
prearranged that Sandi would be down
on our dock with my mom and Ginny
Schroeder and a hand-held VHF radio.
I would be approaching from the south
so they’d see my contrails coming about
eighty miles away. The airplane itself
would be almost invisible at 37,000 feet.
“While talking to the three of them,
Roberta Morris pulled up to the dock in
her boat to say hi. Sandi excitedly told
her that those contrails bearing down on
them were me, and that she could talk to
me on the radio. Full of doubt, she took
the radio but scanned the woods and the
house, expecting to see me hiding there,
trying to make a fool of her.
“I earnestly tried to convince her that I
was indeed seven miles overhead
looking down on them, but she had too
good of a memory of my youthful joking.
Finally I told her to tell me to
turn—right or left, her choice.
She said,
‘Right,’
and I turned right. Excitedly, she said
‘Left,’
and I turned left. I don’t know what the
passengers were thinking but Roberta was
finally persuaded!!"

Good thing Roberta didn’t say “Down”!
Now contrast this with Jerry Marsh’s 200
foot flyovers in the ‘50s.
Years later, Walt’s wife Sandi called
Margaret Surpless and asked that she and
Frank head down to their dock at precisely
1:13 p.m. and look up. Sure enough, Walt!
Finally, in the 1990s, Jim Surpless showed
Walt a one million candlepower
battery-powered lantern or flashlight, which
was a novelty then. Walt’s brain went into
overdrive as he constructed a scenario which
was to play itself out at a not too later date.

ONE IF BY LAND, TWO IF BY SEA, THREE IF
BY AIR:
On his next evening flight over Black Oak
(how he managed to fly over Black Oak at all
is a puzzle wrapped in a riddle wrapped in a
question mark...probably luck), he asked the
plane’s flight attendants to come forth to the
cockpit to witness an unusual and
hard-to-believe occurrence. He told them he
was calling his wife on the phone in order to
alert her to camp on the Bates’ Black Oak
dock while the 747 flew overhead.
He mentioned to his audience that he would
prove that he was flying over his home: they
overheard Walt saying,
“Sandi, flash your one million
candlepower lantern three times at the
plane,"
which she did numerous times. The
attendants couldn’t believe what they were
seeing! Walt would flash his landing lights
under the plane three times to acknowledge
Sandi’s efforts. Wonder what sort of
conversation transpired in the plane’s galley
after that nighttime extravaganza!
Black Oak residents should consider
themselves fortunate that another airline
employee on the lake didn’t try to emulate
Walt in his meanderings over Black Oak.
Lori (Legat) Cline, a captain for U.S. Air,
could have re-created her grandfather Jerry
Marsh’s extremely low-level flyovers with
her airline’s 737. Were Lori and Walt to
appear at the same time at the same location
in order to check out their respective cabins
on the lake (ouch!)....What has kept Lori
from even considering the possibility is that
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THE AIRLINES OF 2008 FEATURE THE RETRO
LOOK OF THE ‘60S…

football for Harvard and they used to
practice at the old airport. They put up
some goal posts so that he could practice
kicking a football because he was a field
goal kicker for Harvard. Joe Handlos,
who was town chairman, read them the
riot act and told them they had to get
those goal posts off the field. Dan, her
fiancee, did kick the winnning field goal
against Yale that fall!"

Dave Allan passes on his experiences flying
into the (new) Land O' Lakes Airport in the
‘60s:

One would wonder what might have
gone through Jud Farmer’s mind had
he spotted a football headed through the

she would have to fly roughly 1500 miles off
her designated flight path to make it
happen. Just wondering: is it possible that
all along Walt angled for O’Hare as his home
base so that he could periodically check out
his dock?

"After visiting Ann’s
family in Oak Park
for a short time, “I
then flew to LOL on
North Central Airlines which had a
stop at the Gateway
Airport. Ann flew to
LOL a few days
later. We have often
laughed about it
taking almost as
long to get from
O’Hare to LOL as it
did to go from LAX
to O’Hare—-well not
quite that long, but
it was a DC-3, and
they did give you
some
powdered
Tang which you had
to mix yourself." Jud Farmer posing besides two prized conveyances in the 1930s.
Maybe peanuts were
He and Franklin Whipp evidently both flew the same plane.
too expensive then.
(Whipp family collection)
(Were they flying
First Class?)
uprights and toward his prop while he
was landing his plane. His three point
landing would have taken on an
additional meaning!

Black Oak: “It’s a pristine lake
with rustic cabins along the
shoreline. Beautiful“

WHO IS THAT MASKED MAN?

(KAREN SAUER)

HARVARD VS. YALE:
After the old Black Oak Airport had been
functioning for about four years, it witnessed
some non-aeronautical activity which raised
hackles among some. Frank Ferry tells it
best:
“In the summer of 1933, my sister
Jeanette Hill and her fiancee were
staying at the cabin. Her fiancé played

Lolly Truss’ place was the site of the annual
BOLROA picnic some time in the late ‘80s.
Word got around that a “mystery guest” was
going to make his/her appearance at the
gathering, and no one seemed to know who
that person was or when he/she was going to
arrive. Picnickers were told to head down to
the shore to watch for the guest’s arrival.
They happened to look up from the shore
and spotted what looked to be a human form
grasping the handle of a parasail being
towed by Walt Bates.
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Gradually the parasail wafted lower and
lower, picnickers holding their breaths and
craning their necks to see who could first
identify the masked marvel about to descend
upon their gathering. It was a man! He was
wearing a mask which served to completely
hide his identity from the onlookers. Except:
he was wearing a bathing suit, which, to
paraphrase the description of Bonnie Clarke
and Barb Trenary, the daughters of the
unknown visitor, because of
his..uh...configuration, it wouldn’t have been
a surprise if an observer had exclaimed,
“Here comes de Judge.”

Judge Bates’ D-Day took everyone by
surprise!

Black Oak: “This is home, a
unique, beautiful environment.
We’re trying to conserve what’s
here, and we’re proactive about
environmental concerns. What’s
next is up to us: we must protect
the lake." (BONNIE CLARKE
AND BARB TRENARY)
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I CALL YOU MY OWN...B.O.L.R.O.A.

Black Oak visitor:
“Such a beautiful lake!”

sizes, proximity of cabins to the lake, even
numbers of cabins on the same lot, though
off the shoreline.

Host:
“Thank you. We’re proud of it.”
Visitor:
“Have you done anything to help keep it
such a treasure? Maybe form a
homeowners’ association?”
Host:
“BOLROA!!!!”
Visitor:
” Wha..?” (wincing, recoiling in shock!)
Host:
“Would you like to learn our anthem?”
Black Oak Lake is indeed fortunate to have a
far-sighted, functioning, and active lake
owners association, the Black Oak Lake
Riparian Owners Association, or BOLROA.
Not every lake in the north woods can boast
of this. While for years, when the prevailing
feeling of on Black Oak was laissez-faire,
there was no real need to formally organize
what could be construed as the
self-governance of the lake. Perhaps 95+% of
cabin dwellers were summer residents only.
And even here, the majority of lake owners
visited their cabins for only part of the
summer.
Too, the total number of properties on the
lake was less than today. Over the years for
whatever reasons, a number of homeowners
subdivided their land and either sold parcels
to “outsiders” or made the parcels available
to family members. Perhaps the best
example of the latter is Bates Point.
Children, grandchildren, nephews/nieces,
brothers/sisters and their offspring, all
needed cabin space.
Long before the imposition of restrictive
zoning ordinances with setback
requirements and minimum lot size, new
property owners built the summer homes of
their dreams. Thus a tour of the shoreline of
Black Oak will find wide variations in lot

THE TURNING POINT:
Finally, the presence of the St. Clair Resort
lent further variety to the appearance of the
shoreline. And it was the projected demise of
that operation which indirectly led to the
formation of the Black Oak Lake Riparian
Owners Association.
In the early 1970s, Black Oak residents had
heard of potential buyers of the shrinking
resort operation. Ed and Barb Hook and Art
Hook stepped forward and bought the resort.
At the same time the Pine Terrace Resort
was sold as private cabins. Even with the
resorts turning into private properties, there
was still a concern on the part of lake
landowners that commercial developments
could appear on the lake. The BOLROA
annual meeting on July 2, 1977, focused on
this issue. Earlier the BOLROA board had
presented a petition to the Vilas County
Board to rezone Black Oak Lake from
Commercial Recreation ®-3) to R-6 Single
Family Dwelling. Why was this done? The
minutes tell the story:
“Again, it was pointed out BOLROA’s
petition was made to prevent unsightly,
undesirable developments such as what
happened at the former Bent’s Camp on
the Cisco Chain. (It is now a mobile
home park.) Or at Lac du Flambeau
condominiums were built on the lake
shore or as on Lac Vieux Desert where
an owner is attempting to put in a
camper area.”
Similar themes presented themselves in
2005 when BOLROA tackled an almost
identical project. Thus rezoning provided the
original impetus for the formation of the
Black Oak Lake Riparian Owners
Association. Later generations owe a
boatload of thanks to the following members
of the Organizing Committee, which put
together the formal structure upon which all
later BOLROA business was and is
transacted:
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A PREMATURE BURIAL…

Dr. Earl Leimbacher
Emmet J. Fleming
Carl Truss
Betty Kistler
Kimball Wyman
Ed. Nagel
Virginia Schroeder
John Caruso
W.W. Van Haecke
Mike Rudderham
Walter Bates, Jr.

President Ed Hook relayed BOLROA’s
concerns about the town board to the county
board. The Vilas Board then took the matter
under discussion and voted 10-10 to grant
the rezoning petition. A tie vote is a “no”
vote, so the issue died. Thus, early on, the
association board became exceptionally
active in helping to protect the best interests
of all Black Oak property owners.

And it was Walt Bates who proved to be the
vital link between the pretty much futile
rezoning petition of 1976-77 and the
overwhelming successful operation of
2005-06. The earlier effort involved sending
the petition to the Vilas County Board,
which referred it back to the Land O' Lakes
Town Board for approval. The board
dithered and dothered over the issue, coming
up with all sorts of what some could be
construed as red herrings:
“Town zoning already protected us”:
except resorts, rental cottages,
condominiums, non-profit groups such as
churches, convalescent homes are legal
under town zoning; town boards change and
so could zoning regulations.
“Town board waiting for the Portage
Lake petition, so would handle the two
at once” ;
their petition might never be filed. Town
board
“waiting for a definition of ‘single
family dwelling,’”
even though a Vilas County ordinance
already did so.
“Town board said petition was opposed
by some of the bigger property owners” ;
none of them formally protested by letter or
appearance at town board meetings. At this
time, Jim Lowenstine was against the
rezoning. The original Conserve School plan
was to build the campus on Black Oak.
“Town board said that a petition for
rezoning could be handled at the annual
town meeting and must be submitted to
the electorate for approval,”
such ordinance applies only to Town Zoning,
not rezoning.

Backpedaling: the first officers (1976) of the
association, and the BOLROA board were:
President: Emmet J. Fleming
Vice President: John Caruso
Treasurer: Vern Vineyard
Secretary: Virginia Schroeder
Board members:
Charles Bates
Walter Bates, Jr.
Ed Hook
Dr. Earl Leimbacher
Howard L. Lloyd
Ed Nagel
Mike Rudderham
That board and future boards focused not
just upon zoning but also a host of other
critical issues. At the 1977 meeting,
members asked about regulating leaky septic
systems, lack of fish stocking in the lake by
the DNR, building site restrictions,
inadequate fire protection, weed spreading
in Black Oak, and the increase in property
taxes due to Nicolet College becoming a
full-fledged college. Plenty to chew on here.

Black Oak: “One word: people.
The people on Black Oak are
among the nicest around. I’m still
here even though my wife is no
longer here. I still like it.”
(HAROLD SUNDBERG)

And only two weeks later (your board at
work!): the area supervisor for the DNR
came forth with a fish stocking arrangement
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and a plan to check for
septic seepage and even
going further by checking
general water quality over
the years.
And most importantly in its
first year, BOLROA held its
first annual picnic on August
13, 1977, at Ginny
Schroeder’s, an
outstandingly popular
venue. Even on a rain date,
attendance was
extraordinary, boding well
for subsequent annual
celebrations.
In 1979, lake fisheries
became a focal point for the
organization. The DNR
began annual netting to
determine the numbers of
various species in the lake.
As found later, the lake trout
population represents a
unique species of lake trout
found nowhere else. Early
on, its protection and growth
became a priority item, and
has been so over the years.
Some of the stocking of
certain game fish worked out
well, while other kinds of
fish didn’t seem to benefit
from additional numbers.

HIP BOOTS ON THE
BEACHES??

A captivating early-mid ‘30s photo showing Edward Franklin
Whipp with his monster Black Oak catch. The more
dressed-up, the larger the catch? Actually in most cases
people went fishing and carried on outdoor activities in the
only style of clothing common to the time. Gradually of
course the idea of leisure wear began to take hold.

In 1979, Black Oak’s lake
level was extremely high.
The trench from Black Oak
to George Lake was
overgrown and would have
to be cleared to make possible an effective
outflow from the lake. The DNR suggested
that a petition be brought to the DNR to
establish an average lake level and work for
control of that level. However it was pointed
out by a lake resident that the lake level
varies over the years and usually corrects
itself. A number of photographs in this
account portray just that fact, contrasting
the extremely low levels of the early and
mid-thirties with those of later dates.

(Whipp family collection)

1980 saw the membership’s attention
directed toward the protection and
promotion of the lake’s loon population. At
this point the BOLROA board became active
proponents of educating its membership in
loon awareness. The first July 4th lake boat
parade appeared in 1981 as did the
synchronized flare lighting at 11 p.m. on
docks around the lake. And the
newly-flowing trench between Black Oak
and George Lake did reduce the lake level. If
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the new “Black Oak-George Lake Canal”
lowered the lake level one foot, then 192
million gallons of water left Black Oak
during the outflow! Whatta flush!!

A MOVEABLE FEAST
The annual lake picnics moved from
Schroeders to Bates Point to Leimbachers to
Trusses, all wonderful hosts providing the
utmost in hospitality for members and their
guests. From the very beginning a large
number of volunteers made the picnics
possible by transporting furniture, tables,
grills, and helping with the cooking of large
quantities of food for everyone. The picnics
brought everyone together, and still do. The
picnics proved to be so popular that even the
spacious confines of Jerry Pitts’ property
found it difficult to accommodate the
numbers of attendees. So in 1989, with
reluctance, the picnic was moved to the
town pavilion.

Black Oak: “The ties that
bind..” (FRANK AND
MARGARET SURPLESS)

AND THE 1982 ZONING CEASE-FIRE…
President Walt Bates recapped the earlier
struggles for rezoning in a beautifully
written annual report to the membership:
“You may recall that six years ago when
BOLROA was formed, the big issue of
the year was our effort to get the lake
rezoned from ‘business’ to ‘single
family.’ At that time, both resorts (Pine
Terrace and St. Clair’s) had dissolved
and there was a quieter, less public
atmosphere we wanted to keep. After
two years of effort, we were not
successful in the rezoning. The Land O’
Lakes Board informed us that we were
just as protected by a clause in their
ordinance. It prohibits any structure
(such as a cottage) that exists within 500
feet of any shoreline of any lake in Land
O' Lakes Township (that’s us) from
being ‘devoted to commercial purposes’
with appropriate grandfather rights for
existing businesses. The
BOLROA
Board became convinced and took a
popular vote amongst the membership.
As a result of this, we ceased our
rezoning efforts and now live entirely
under the ordinance.”
And so it went underground.

At one time, lake residents were concerned
that water skiers were coming too close to
fishermen. One of the BOLROA picnics
offered an opportunity to dramatize just that
concern. Chris Hook, Bonnie Bates (Clarke)
and Ray Morrison authored an exercise in
stagecraft which surely merited an award of
some sort and which focused directly on the
inherent conflict between skier and
fisherman.
Just off shore of the picnic, Bonnie and Ray
posed as fishermen while they sat in their
boat with their bobbers bobbin’, just enjoyin’
the solitude while they sought the wily ones
in earnest. All of a sudden, out of nowhere, a
high speed boat towing a water skier, Chris,
jumped right over their boat, causing them
to frantically evacuate their ship, heaving
rods and bait in all directions, and splashing
head-first into the lake. Turns out that a
relative of one of the trio had constructed a
jerry-built ramp hidden by the boat to enable
Chris to go airborne. On shore: no coronaries
but lots of spilled drinks.

Black Oak: “Whenever I’m
stressed in the winter time, in my
mind I walk the path between the
cabins...and it helps.”
(NANCY EATON)

Later in the same report, Walt highlighted
an expansion of the annual boat parade, a
caution against cutting up lily pads (food
source for fish), a promotion for the next
year’s sailing regatta, a warning to keep a
distance from loons and their nesting areas,
a reminder to keep the 100 foot distance
from fishing boats as well as checking boat
registrations and required life preservers, a
thanks to Lolly Truss for the picnic and
additional plaudits for water ski show
participants, and accolades to Sam Tyndall
“for his fruitful efforts in continuous fish
stocking of our lake.”
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Black Oak: “Black Oak Lake,
Sunshine Gables, and our new
place have always been about
people, friends the beautiful
surroundings, the lake, and
wholesome fun and enjoyment by
all. I am so very grateful for my
grandparents and parents, who
brought me up to this wonderful
place, along with the lessons
learned. I am also grateful for all
the friends I know and have known
on Black Oak Lake. My life has
been enriched so very much. God
has had his hand on Black Oak
Lake and all of us. We hope and
pray it will continue.”

THE HEAT IS KILLING US!
And a sign of the times, as mentioned in Dan
Kegel’s 1988 annual report:
“It has been a quiet winter for BOLROA
— no big controversies this year. Most of
the action has been in town. For those
who may not have heard, the lumber
company (Knuth’s) and the High Hat
were leveled in separate fires. Pitts’
Restaurant was badly damaged, and
the Red Man burned twice(!)”
And this was with above-average rainfall.
As the millennium drew to a close, BOLROA
was presented with a number of new
challenges, which really did test the
organizational abilities and perseverance of
the association. Many of them will be
present for the foreseeable future. Nature
itself presented some of them, people the
rest.

(DAVE ALLAN)

FULL SPEED AHEAD!!
Wow! In six short years BOLROA
geometrically expanded the scope of its
activities and responsibilities. And it
couldn’t have done so without the can-do
efforts and imagination of so many Black
Oak residents. The tradition continues to
this day. The intervening years before
the late 90s saw the introduction of the
Survivors’ Dinner, an organized protest
against the erection of the ultra-tall and
sunset-spoiling radio tower, more
thorough fish censuses, an improvement
to the lake’s slalom course, the creation
of BOLROA’s first lake directory, the
reappearance of record high lake levels
(1993), and through the extraordinary
efforts of BOLROA’s fish committee, the
purchase of large numbers of many
species of game fish in various sizes, all A St. Clair road resident, upset at the non-rural
done so with private donations and not “improvement” in the pavement, borrowed a
through annual dues.
Seinfeld episode to express his displeasure.
(Frank Surpless)
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ICK
Around 2000 or so, a number of lake
residents recall walking through the woods
surrounding Black Oak and glancing up
toward the forest canopy to see just where
these little black thingies were coming from.
They seemed to be rappelling down black
silken threads and alighting upon the forest
floor and on low lying shrubbery and ferns.
Later in the spring, homeowners found their
cabins festooned with what could only be
described as primeval ooze: really sticky
white cocoon-looking objects, which were
nigh on impossible to remove. Some
residents exclaimed,
“We’ve been slimed!!”
Power sprayers didn’t seem to have any
effect on an easy and efficient removal of the
sticky messes. Instead most residents used
elbow grease while wielding wire brushes to
get rid of the stuff.

LISTEN UP!
In the summer, after much research, the
BOLROA board came to the membership
and passed on some grim news. The culprits,
forest tent caterpillars, would only
proliferate in subsequent years, and to make
matters worse, would feed upon local oak
and maples and other species of trees, not
just denuding them but also, if their activity
continued for more than two summers,
killing already stressed local trees.
Threats to the inherent beauty of every lake
property, not to mention the potential
decline in property values, caused
BOLROA’s membership to come together as
one in order to combat the desecration of
Black Oak’s lands. THIS MEANT WAR!!
What to do? Further research by the
BOLROA board and others, in cooperation
with a number of local and state experts on
forest infestation, brought about a plan of
action which, while iffy in nature, seemed to
be the most effective way forward.
In short: the board secured the services of a
company which furnished a specialized
helicopter along with highly computerized
equipment to spray the properties of
property owners who wanted the service.
One year had already witnessed the tent

caterpillar devastation of trees on the lake. A
second year could prove to be the tipping
point of massive destruction of so many
magnificent oaks and maples on lake
properties. Under the able leadership of
John Annin, Walt Bates, and Jim Surpless,
the wheels were set in motion to put the plan
into effect.

STARS AND PLANETS IN ALIGNMENT…
The spraying had to take place during a
limited time in the spring when the
caterpillars were just starting to emerge
from a larva stage. Within this short window
of opportunity, no rain could fall within a
period of three days before and three days
after the spraying, and there could be no
wind which would adversely affect the
accuracy of the deposition of the chemical
spray upon the land below.
On a spring day of 2001, before the spraying
took place in the early morning when wind
was less likely to intervene, the helicopter
pilot explained just how he planned to spray
the lake area accurately. Using a
combination of Global Positioning and
computerized mapping of the lake and
environs, he would be able to cover exactly
what needed to be sprayed. Further, he
would cover the lake in straight lines and
not follow the contours of the shores. This
would enable the computer to precisely set
the boundaries of each property. If the pilot
had followed the shorelines, the turning of
the helicopter would cause spray to either
skip a portion of a property or be doubly
applied.
Because a very few property owners didn’t
want their land sprayed, the pilot entered
that data into his flight computer, and the
lands didn’t receive any of the insecticide.
The insecticide itself was on the Forest
Service’s approved list, so it was guaranteed
that no collateral damage, so to speak, would
occur.
In short: it worked! Volunteer donations
from the BOLROA membership paid for the
service. In so many ways, the threat from the
forest tent caterpillars brought together as
one, a large number of individuals and
families from all over the lake. Cabin owners
forged new friendships with their
comrades-in-arms. The long-range effects of
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caterpillars, forest specialists had a small
number of trees cut down in various areas to
check for the presence of egg masses of gypsy
moths. Few were found. In addition, the
appearance of clouds of “friendly flies,”
whose larvae feed on the caterpillar larvae,
further curtailed any potential invasion of
caterpillars.
Also, as a result of the infestation, and upon
the advice of forest specialists, loggers cut
down a large number of red oaks, mostly off
of South Black Oak Road. They had been
infected by the caterpillars and posed a risk
to homeowners.

Black Oak: “This is the one
place I like to come back to, it’s
still a summer place. Peace and
roots and safety here, not like
California.”
Jessie Patterson (Dr. Patterson’s wife,
Myrtle Lloyd’s mother, and Barb Lloyd
Knaak’s grandmother), posing with a lunker
she caught on Black Oak. As with Edward
Whipp’s photo, she got all dressed up for
her fishing trip, except those were the only
kind of clothes she had. She couldn’t swim,
but that didn’t stop her for paddling the
lake, looking for the wily one!

(DEBBIE HOFMANN)

Over the last twenty years, the Ski Fund and
Fish Fund greatly helped the lake and were
later combined into one entity. Donations for
the fund were and have been forthcoming.
And every year, both in the BOLROA
newsletters and at the annual meetings,

(from the Knaak collection)

BOLROA’s efforts in this
case are incalculable. A
common threat brought
about a common cause.
Individuals stepped forward
to volunteer, many of whom
contributed hundreds of
hours to the examination,
planning and execution of
the coup de grace of the
messy creatures. And just to
play it safe, the spraying
took place again the
following year.

FRIENDLY FIRE FROM
FRIENDLY FLIES…
As follow-ups to the spring
offensive against the

A realistic looking pirate ship, “The Pirates of BOLROA,” as
it cruised in one of the annual July 4th boat parades. The
prow is not a female person. Neither is it a male person. It is
wood. From the Hesselman Shipyard.
(Frank Surpless)
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BOLROA leadership has stressed water
safety on the part of everyone, particularly
relatives and renters on the lake.
Also in 2003, as a public service, BOLROA,
in conjunction with the Town of Land O'
Lakes, chipped in for half of the costs needed
to erect a sensor-controlled beach light which
would come on when a night fishing boater
needed to launch his boat or take it out of
the water. This added to the water safety on
the lake.
Simultaneously, the BOLROA board set up
the Lake Preservation Foundation to provide
monetary support for activities and
measures designed to protect the vibrant
health and pristine beauty of Black Oak
Lake. With the advent of invasive species in
the area, such forward-looking planning on
the part of the organization bodes well for
the future. As a further measure, in 2005,
BOLROA changed the Lake Preservation
Fund to the non-profit Lake Preservation
Foundation. This move serves to enhance the
incidence and magnitude of necessary
donations to allow preventive measures to
continue to take place.

ALIENS
Not the slimy, ugly, vicious creatures which
Sigourney Weaver had to contend with, but
just as fearsome potential plant and animal
interlopers on Black Oak. Lake residents
have been forced to learn a whole new
vocabulary the past few years because of the
invasion in the area of various exotic species.
Some are:

•an

oriental exotic - Your Asian Mill
Foil, a great wrap for your leftover
chow mein (no kitchen should be
without it!),

•a second rate retro rock band - Rusty
Crayfish and the Scoundrels

•and

zebra mussels - referees on
steroids.

Or so how many might have first construed
the new words. Of course the
scientifically-minded of the lake’s population
quickly set the record straight and quite
seriously set forth the imminent dangers
which exotic species presented to the lake.

Two in particular stand out: rusty crayfish
and Eurasian water milfoil. The lake study
commissioned by BOLROA already
determined that, while rusty crayfish
already inhabit the lake, a longitudinal
study confirmed that their numbers had
stayed the same and thus in all probability
would cause no harm.

DOCUMENTED ALIENS?
The milfoil, on the other hand, raised
hundreds of red flags. Why? Lakes in the
area, already infested with the stuff, showed
Black Oak homeowners the devastating
effects of unmitigated growth. Originally
transported from abroad in ballast water of
ocean-going freighters, milfoil quickly
worked its way up from Lake Michigan into
the inner watersheds of Wisconsin.
Once on Wisconsin lakes, fishermen could
find the milfoil attached to their boats,
trailers, anchors, or even on their person,
and thus when moving to other lakes to fish,
could deposit it there, where it would take
hold and then spread throughout a lake’s
surface.
This is what happens: once on a lake, and all
it takes is a part of a single plant, it can
propagate and rapidly proliferate to the
point that it becomes impossible for anyone
to use a boat of any kind: motorized boats get
caught up on the stuff, canoes and kayaks
find passage through/over the milfoil
impossible. Massive die-offs of fish and
aquatic flora take place, and property values
sink.
BOLROA knows this, and has worked closely
with the DNR and its limnological specialists
to put together a plan to help keep Black
Oak free from such infestation. Many
property owners have stepped forth, again,
to volunteer their time in working to prevent
infestation. Some, in conjunction with lake
specialists, have spent hours on frequent
and thorough lake monitoring voyages to
assess conditions lake-wide over time so that
a distant early warning could take place if
suspicious activity should occur.
Others (“Vigilantes”) have been assigned
shorelines of the lake to frequently monitor
with boat or kayak to determine if milfoil
has taken hold. Additional individuals have
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volunteered many
hours at the public
beach boat landing
to inform incoming
boaters about the
need to carefully
scrutinize their
rigs for milfoil.
It’s a tough task.
Some milfoil is
microscopic. Other
milfoil could be
hidden inside of a
jet ski exhaust. It’s
virtually
Black Oak’s first side-wheeler, on prominent display in the annual
impossible to
boat parade.
monitor the public
(Frank Surpless)
beach around the
clock; night fishing
is popular, and sometimes weather
REZONING II (THE SEQUEL)
conditions are not conducive to monitors’
The mid-1970s through the early ‘80s saw
overall dispositions.
the initial efforts of concerned Black Oak
homeowners to rezone the lake from
commercial to single family, come to naught.
Looking back, so much of the recent
investment of inordinate time and effort to
change the zoning of the lake was due to a
(SIGMAR
single vote: the tie vote at the county board
HOFMANN)
level torpedoed the sought-after zoning
change. One negative vote switched to a
positive would have rendered the issue moot.

Black Oak: “The lake is the
pond of gold at the end of the
rainbow.”

WHERE A DEEP BOTTOM IS DESIRABLE (!)
On the other hand, there is a ray of optimism
shining through the milfoil gloom. Lakes
where milfoil infestation has taken place are
usually not clear lakes with deep bottoms.
Black Oak has both. Lake specialists,
however, have pointed out that the most
likely place for milfoil to take root in the lake
is the West Bay, where it is shallow and
mucky. Time will tell.

After the vote, the BOLROA membership
uneasily accepted the prevailing Land O'
Lakes Town Board position, that the current
town zoning regulations prevented
commercial intrusion on Black Oak. All
along it was felt, however, that any
subsequent town board could radically
loosen the restrictive regulations in place
and thus make the lake wide-open for
commercial development.

It is possible that governmental and
scientific leadership at the state level will
begin to refocus efforts not so much in asking
volunteers or paid employees to check
incoming fishing or pleasure boats for milfoil
as instead to concentrate on the lakes
already suffering from infestation and place
monitors on those lakes to see that departing
rigs are completely devoid of milfoil. There
are far fewer lakes harboring milfoil, so then
a more efficient placement of monitors could
be that much more effective.

In 2004, under the energetic leadership of
Walt Bates, BOLROA undertook a grass
roots effort to effect the change in zoning
necessary to keep the lake entirely
residential. BOLROA got in touch with all
lake owners and provided them with the
rationale for seeking their support;
volunteers made multitudes of telephone
calls, and a large number of residents
pitched in to start the wheels turning for
change. Donations to help defray the cost of
the rezoning petition came forth: almost
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$5000 from Black Oak residents made it all
possible. And it was the enthusiastic
cooperation of the Conserve School and its
thousands of feet of shoreline which placed
the exclamation point on BOLROA’s
rezoning efforts.
It helped that one of the nay-sayers against
the 1970 effort was absent from this battle.
Personal visits to undecided property owners
helped cement support for the move. Large
numbers of residents appeared at the Land
O' Lakes Town Board meetings to show their
support for the rezoning. Likewise, the Vilas
County Board also witnessed a sizeable
contingent from Black Oak during their
deliberations over the issue.

PEACE AND QUIET...AT LAST
The rezoning passed, with the tiny number
of cabin renters grandfathered in as part of
the agreement. The very few naysayers
against the effort never appeared to voice
their position before either board nor did
they send letters opposing the move. In
short, it was a magnificent effort on the part
of BOLROA’s leadership, but perhaps more
importantly, it was the enthusiastically
positive response by the membership which
made this possible.

THE LAKE STUDY
Some Black Oak residents have referred to
the lake as the “crown jewel” of northern
Wisconsin lakes. For years the lake seemed
to be immune to changes which could
negatively affect its overall health. Recent
concerns over the potential invasion of
non-native plant species as well as the
increasingly uncertain future of the
abundant fisheries of the lake, prompted
BOLROA to take positive steps to protect the
lake’s well-being.
An aside: many years ago, it was the thing to
do for townspeople to bring their cars to the
public beach to wash their vehicles in the
lake. Times have changed.
Under the able leadership of John Annin,
BOLROA applied to the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources for a lake
planning grant, which would supply
monetary backing for a thorough,
comprehensive study of Black Oak. The end
results would be twofold: one, residents

would have at their disposal a deep overview
of the current status of the lake’s health; and
two, BOLROA could then put into effect an
action plan based on the results of the
original lake study.
The result: Black Oak Lake Watershed
Protection Program: Adaptive Lake
Management Plan. Why have this plan? The
writer of the study answers by saying,
“Because we care! We believe that
people working together in the
stewardship of this lake can make a
difference. We can protect and restore a
healthy ecosystem if we take a
long-term, strategic approach. That
approach is presented in this adaptive
plan. It is an adaptive plan in the sense
that it will grow and evolve.
Implemented actions will be monitored.
The plan will be evaluated. It will be
reviewed and refined as years go by —
as new generations take up their
stewardship responsibility.” (p. 3)

A BINDING INTERRELATIONSHIP…
The key word is ‘stewardship.’ Instead of
continuing a relatively passive regard for the
lake, lake residents, through the agency of
the plan and BOLROA’s leadership, are
encouraged to actively participate in helping
to keep the lake in optimum health. And
there is an economic motive too. As the study
so perceptively points out,
“The
link
between
a
healthy
environment and the economy is true at
several scales. For example, most
property owners on Black Oak Lake
have invested in an ecosystem. The
reasons they have purchased the
property are typically linked to the
quality of the environment. The
economic value of their investment is
linked to the health of the lake and
surroundings. If the ecological health
declines, so does the value of the
property in dollars.” (p. 5)
The study offers further encouragement for
Black Oak residents to participate in the
stewardship of the lake:
“The Black Oak Lake Riparian Owners
Association and this plan aspire to
cultivate a deep connection to the lake
and its surroundings. It is the people of
the watershed who will make the
management plan work. Lake and
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A rousing, patriotic float featured in one of the annual boat parades on
July 4th, 2003.
(Paul McLeod)[

watershed stewardship must be a
cultural imperative. In some ways,
watershed restoration is about cultural
restoration — rejuvenating citizens’
civic responsibility to care for the
environment in which they live. This
what Aldo Leopold referred to as
‘...the oldest task in human history: to
live on a piece of land without spoiling
it.’” (p. 6)
The study makes two further points. One,
“the lake is unusual in that, despite
human development, it has a highly
intact riparian area. The shoreline
totals 7 ½ miles. Large stretches of
shoreline on the northern shore of the
lake are undeveloped. The near shore
littoral zone has large woody material
that falls into the lake from the forested
riparian area and provides wonderful
habitat for a variety of organisms.”
And two,
“The Conserve School is a unique
riparian resident of Black Oak Lake.”
The 1200 acres of woodlands which
support a virgin lengthy shoreline on
the northeast shore of the lake ‘provides
long-term
protection
against
over-development of the near shore

uplands.’ The faculty and students of
the
Conserve
School
represent
significant human resources available
for monitoring lake health and
implementing aspects of the lake
management plan.” (p. 16)
Thank you, Conserve School!

Black Oak: “The lake is a great
gathering place for the family. It’s
rare for families to have a central
meeting place, lots of stuff going
on. This is a place to go to live
together, not just a two-hour visit
over dinner. A place for friends,
and it always turns out to be the
highlight of the summer for hosts
and guests alike.”
(BIM SURPLESS)

Most Black Oak residents are aware that the
lake houses a totally unique, genetically
pure strain of lake trout, found nowhere else
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in the world. Through earlier and current
lake testing, limnologists are expressing
concern over the long-term survival of the
species. Even with the stocking of non-native
lake trout strains, the indigenous trout’s
purity remains. Thus additional non-native
lake trout stocking should cease as well as
over fishing and habitat loss.

SAVE THE TROUT!
Because of their focus on the protection of
Black Oak’s lake trout population, the
Wisconsin DNR netted some of the lake’s
trout and secured gametes (eggs and milt)
prior to releasing them. The eggs were
fertilized, raised to fry status, and then
released in other area lakes. This will ensure
that regardless of what may happen in Black
Oak, other lakes would be providing positive
and protective habitats for the continuation
of the lake trout species.
At the same time, the lake study underscores
what could be an illustration of the law of
unintended consequences: continued

LIKE A FIRE DRILL
Finally, what could be the most impressive,
and practical, section of the lake study, lies
at the very end of the report, entitled,
“Contingency Plan for Rapid Response to
Aquatic Plant Invaders,” a what-to-do and
how-to-do-it plan of attack should aquatic
invasive plants appear on the lake. It clearly
points out that a symbiotic relationship
between the Department of Natural
Resources and BOLROA will enhance the
chances of success in repelling undesirable
aquatic organisms on the lake.
BOLROA has done a magnificent job in not
only educating everyone to what could take
place if nothing is done, but also in alerting
lake residents to the necessity of assuming
stewardship responsibilities for the welfare
of Black Oak Lake. The study is a must-read.

SPIC AND SPAN
Appearances do make a difference. The
lake’s shoreline over time had accumulated
debris, detritus and other assorted
undesirable scenery
which detracted from the
overall natural beauty
experienced by boaters
on the lake. Realizing
that it probably would
have to come from a
neutral third party,
BOLROA took the bull
by the tail and faced the
situation, or whatever.

In 2005, it offered to
remove such offending
materials from lakeshore
property owners’
shorelines and cart the
The Meyers’ retired boat parade loon, leaning casually against
stuff to the town dump.
the family garage, but still pining for the lake.
An enthusiastic bunch of
(Frank Surpless)
volunteers stepped
stocking of walleye fingerlings has increased
forward to provide warm bodies to do the
the walleye population, which feeds upon
deeds, and before anyone could say Ms./Mr.
Black Oak ciscos, which also happen to be
Clean, the one-day project had improved the
the prime forage for lake trout. Also, mature
lake’s appearance immeasurably. One of the
walleye will consume juvenile lake trout.
by-products of the operation was an
Continued walleye stocking might bode well
increased sensitivity on the part of property
for fishermen, but lake trout could
owners toward the appearance of their own
ultimately disappear. (p. 25)
shorelines.
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decorating their boats to reflect the concern
people have about a potential attack on the
lake.
One requirement stands preeminent: the
float must show an American flag, even with
the remaining 99% of the float devoted to a
particular theme. The Meyers put together a
beautifully appointed 20’x8’ gigantic
American flag constructed of strings of red,
white and blue Christmas lights, all lit up
for after-dark voyages, and powerfully
supported by a booming sound system which
pulsated patriotic songs. Their
round-the-lake trips were eagerly
anticipated by throngs of lake residents and
their guests. The combined population of the
many homes on Bates Point, all clustered on
one dock and the shore, yielded stadium
level cheers as the craft sailed past. Home
owners around the lake saluted it with
flashing porch lights! Truly a spine-tingling
occurrence.
A 4th of July float boat featuring Ms.
Liberty. In spite of the additional feature of
“the wretched refuse of your teeming
shore” clad in a large garbage bag (behind
the photographer), the entry didn’t win any
prizes....and Emma Lazarus is still gaping
from her grave.
(unknown)

Black Oak: “Peace, quiet,
listening to the loons at night
through an open window, clouds,
stars, a magical place.”
(KATHY HILL)

EVERYBODY LOVES A
PARADE
Every July 4th on
Black Oak brings with
it long-standing events
which add to the
celebratory nature of
the commemoration of
the nation’s founding.
The annual meeting of
BOLROA takes place
usually before the boat
parade. Begun in the
1970s, the parade has
evolved over the years
as it reflects current
concerns facing the
nation or the lake. For
example, the recent
milfoil issue found
homeowners

The 2000 BOLROA July 4th boat parade featured a mother loon
being tailed by her chick. The bump on top of the loon is either
cellulite or else the boat’s driver (and creator) Dirk Meyer. Seven
years later the loon reappeared.
(Frank Surpless)
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Massed choir directors lead the BOLROA membership in a stirring rendition of BOLROA
NATION’S anthem. L to R: Chuck Bates (composer and lyricist of the tune), Jerry Olk, Bill
Berg, Walt Bates, Bill Knecht, Ed Hook, unidentified, unidentified, Judge Bates), taken in
the 80s at Jerry Pitts’ place, now Andersons’.
(Walt Bates’ archives)

Many families made significant
contributions to the annual parade of the
fleet. One spectacular float represented an
adult loon, maybe thirty times actual size,
crafted by the Meyers. Some observers
thought that the Meyers had illegally
injected the bird with LGN (Loon Growth
Hormone) but Dirk insisted that it was time
well-spent in the gym which resulted in the
imposing fowl. The pick up truck-sized bird
now spends its declining years tilted against
the Meyer garage, reminiscing over its glory
time on the lake.
In BOLROA’s 2000 boat parade, the
imposing loon woman’s child, a loonlet of
maybe 1/7 size of his/her mother, followed at
a respectful distance behind her, drawing
plaudits from the parade judges. The
awe-inspiring act begged an encore, though
it didn’t take place for another seven years.
Luckily the chick was extremely slow in
his/her growth curve, and was able to
re-create its 2000 debut. Except, because of
rough water, it sank even before the parade
commenced. In Dirk’s words,

“The mother sadly completed the parade
alone, and her chick lies in a watery
grave.”
Other boat themes wandered all over the
map: Ed and Barb Hook’s 50th anniversary;
the Lauers’ Men in Black, West Bay Synchro
Team, The Road Less Traveled (new bike
path), Grapes of Raft; Isaac Smith’s Wood
Power, Madigans’ Island; the Annins’
Energizer bunny; the scandalous Black Oak
Hookers; Sundbergs’ Captain Mustard;
Madigans’ Black Oak Circus; the Bates’ flag;
the Annins’ FBI Search; Hesselmans’ Pirates
of BOLROA; the Barnums’ Moon the Loons,
and many others.
Babs (Shely) Tracy recounted how her
participation in one boat parade almost led
to disaster: for some reason the front of her
pontoon boat became quite bow-heavy and
almost submarined but it did come back
up...with three fish on board! Where were
the wardens?
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I’VE BEEN PINNED!!
More!!...the proliferation of 50-year pins
illustrates the longevity and continuity
among so many families on the lake. The pin
symbolizes a bond between lake and
family...and it further connotes a strong
connection among families united in their
admiration and caring for the lake’s features
and well-being. A prime example of this is
the lake-wide support for the Lake
Preservation Foundation and its attendant
fund-raising activities: the annual silent
auction, the sale of place mats and
directories, the continued sale of Black Oak
themed clothing, and just plain cash
contributions.
Early on the membership wanted the
BOLROA books audited, and so it has been
done on an annual basis since the mid-1990s.
Definitely a welcome addition to the
organization’s tasks.

Black Oak: “The camaraderie
and friendship on the lake; the
canoe trips, the trips to the Porkies
and the Black River, the same
outdoor interests, biking and picking
up fellow cyclists as we ride around
the lake; getting together with
family and friends, a welcoming
and friendly place; a place where
cousins can get to know one
another.”
(KATHY SURPLESS)
And a touch of the contemporary: under the
leadership of Walt Bates, BOLROA now
sports its own web site, where information
resides about the lake, BOLROA activities,
news items, archival photos, family histories,
maps, and so on. And maybe a new tradition:
floating float boat parties where the
attending craft are roped together, cocktails
are quaffed, main courses are devoured, and
if typical cocktail gatherings are any
indication, one pontoon boat will contain
only men and another only women. Thus a
large gathering could cause alarm.

BOLROA NATION: THE ANTHEM
to be sung to the tune of
“Bolroa Nation, The Anthem”
(And the woods are alive
with the sounds of:)
BOLROA, BOLROA,
YOU’RE MY ASSOCIATION
BOLROA, BOLROA,
YOU MAKE MY VACATION
I’VE BEEN NORTH, SOUTH,
EAST AND WEST
BUT I STILL LOVE
BLACK OAK LAKE THE BEST
OH BOLROA, BOLROA,
I CALL YOU MY OWN.
YOU GIVE ME MY SOLUTION
TO ZONING AND POLLUTION,
BRIGHT SUNNY DAY!
NOW FILL MY LAKE WITH FISHES
AND ANSWER ALL MY WISHES,
MY DUES I’LL PAY!
I’VE BEEN NORTH, SOUTH,
EAST AND WEST
BUT I STILL LOVE
BLACK OAK LAKE THE BEST
BOLROA, BOLROA,
I CALL YOU MY OWN.
It was Chuck Bates, Jr., who composed the
song, lyrics and all. According to his
daughter Linda, he spent hours on the
words, trying to get it just right. Chuck’s
wife Betty critiqued it.
“Dad fiddled around with it, put the
beat to it. He would hardly say it was
terrific, just laughing about how much
fun he had putting it together,”
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said Linda. And his timing was perfect: the
song appeared at about the same time that
BOLROA was formed. And to think that
America’s national anthem wasn’t written
until thirty years after its founding! And a
footnote: E.J. Hook practiced on his guitar
along with Chuck (on the piano) to learn the
BOLROA anthem. He then strummed the
music at the next annual meeting.
The BOLROA membership renders the
anthem at least twice a year: at the annual
meeting and during the BOLROA picnic.
While leading the membership in song, the
cluster of choir directors put on a show as a
combination of a Gregorian chant and the
(award-winning) P.S. 64 Boys Lavatory
Chorale, with lip-synching thrown in for
good measure, though the
directionally-impaired leaders add an air of
mystery to the performance.

“The organization has changed
tremendously over the years. Its
involvement in the tent caterpillars,
invasive species, the lake study, and
rezoning, have all shown its
importance.”
(SARA AND BOB BEEDIE)
THE MAN! “BOLROA is a great
organization to have. Walt did a
great job with the rezoning project.”
(ED TORRES)
“BOLROA is a fabulous on-lake
association. Almost all lake
associations fight; not BOLROA.
Maybe having groups of families on
the lake helps to keep the atmosphere
copacetic.” (LINDA LACHANCE)

Comments on BOLROA:
“We always enjoyed the picnics when
they were held on the lake.” (CATHY
AND PARRY HESSELMAN)
“The organization has come a long
way from earlier times. The
leadership cooperates and shares
concerns with the membership.
Unlike many other lakes, through its
leadership, people on Black Oak get
along.”
(STU AND MARY HUNT)
“We once hosted the annual picnic.
We had no storage facilities for food
so we farmed it out to many
refrigerators on the lake. We cooked
eight loins of pork for the 150+ who
came. BOLROA has done an
outstanding job.”
(CHERRY AND DICK LOMMEN)
“I loved the picnics on the lake;
homeowners brought the food, men
supplied the grills and benches, the
hosts provided the property. One
picnic was memorable because the
hosts, Jerry and Jody Pitts, used
their expertise in restaurant work.”
(NANCY FRAWLEY)

“BOLROA is unusual in that there’s
such solidarity and cohesiveness,
little if any conflict, people get along
well.” (ROB AND KATHY LAUER)
“We’re so far ahead of other lakes,
many of which do not have lake
associations. We have a close-knit
lake, lots of cooperation, and we’re
big on trust. It’s social in that it’s like
a family. The reaction of property
owners to the caterpillars is a prime
example. The original reason for
forming BOLROA was rezoning. The
concern then was that St. Clair’s
resort would become a trailer park.
Also people felt that Jim Lowenstine
might have wanted to develop his
property, causing overcrowding on
the lake.”
(JOHN AND MARILYN ANNIN)
“I got to know and like many on the
lake through BOLROA activities. The
rezoning effort, the attention to
invasive species, the fish
stocking...all made me more
supportive of its efforts. I’m glad it’s
here and hope it stays.”
(DAVID BINDER)
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“In 1989, our son Tom and I made a
trip to BOL and stayed with Fritz
and his mother in their cabin. It
happened to be at the time of the
BOLROA picnic. Tom couldn’t get
over all the people at the picnic, and
how much he knew he loved BOL.
And yet it was only for a weekend...”
(DAVE ALLAN)
“The bug infestation and lake quality
control are two of the good things
BOLROA has done. Doing a heck of a
job.” (DOT HINZE)
“I love the organization. A fun group,
amazing association, does great
things for the lake.”
(JACK LACHANCE)

PERSEVERANCE
“BOLROA is probably one of the best
lake associations in the area. The
lake comes together when needed,
and the organization is serious about
protecting Black Oak. It’s interesting
that BOLROA started because of
zoning concerns, and after thirty
years it finally achieved its original
intent.” (ED HOOK)
“We didn’t appreciate BOLROA until
we moved up here full-time. When I
got involved in the community I
began to realize why the organization
is so good.” (JIM THOMAS)
“In the beginning, BOLROA was as
much social as it was otherwise. I
Liked the cooperative effort between
the Fish and Game Club and
BOLROA in placing concrete cribs on
the lake’s north shore. I thought it’s
done a great job with the rezoning
effort.” (MARILYN NAGEL)
“We like the organization’s goal of
reaching out to new residents on the
lake via the membership packet. We
should keep this up.”
(FRED AND SALLY LIPPERT)

“I remember Emmet Fleming’s and
my efforts to work on behalf of the
original attempt at rezoning of the
lake. We did lots of research to
support BOLROA’s work.”
(VERN VINEYARD)

LIVE AND LET LIVE..
“We remember our first lake picnic at
Lolly Truss’. BOLROA does a
fantastic job; it takes care of us like a
baby. The organization treats us all
with independence, nobody pesters
us. Other lakes’ homeowners argue
like kids. Live and let live. It’s doing
a great job.”
(JO AND MARK MAYEAU)

NO MELTDOWN HERE! “BOLROA
is doing a good job. I’m very
supportive of it. I’ve been a boat
parade judge and love to see it from
the top of my boathouse. I remember
donating ice cream to the BOLROA
picnic when we owned the drug store,
even after the fire which destroyed
our drug store on a Thursday and the
picnic taking place on Saturday!”
(MARY OLK)

“I’m so glad BOLROA was here when
we were all facing serious issues on
the lake. It’s established and thus
better able to meet challenges as they
arise. Supporting lake quality is
important to me.” (KATHY GELB)

“We’re lucky to have BOLROA. And
we’re lucky to have so many
volunteers to make better what we
have, through BOLROA. Now each
board member has a job, a specific
responsibility, which ensures that
board initiatives are carried out. The
association has provided
camaraderie on the lake, helping all
of us become proud of Black Oak.”
(JIM AND JANE SURPLESS)
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“BOLROA is a great organization.
The lake is a top priority for its
members. We like being part of it. No
infighting and common acceptance of
the association’s goals are two good
characteristics of BOLROA.
(JOE AND SHERRY BEERS)
“I liked BOLROA when it was first
formed. It was necessary. It’s nice to
have seen it evolve into a more
politically active organization.”
(ROBERTA MORRIS)

ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL…
“I’m happy that everyone has banded
together (to resolve issues facing
BOLROA). People have the time to
work for the common cause.”
(NANCY HILL TRAVIS)
“A great organization. Our kids have
really enjoyed making floats and
taking part in the boat parade;
they’ve won a parade or two.”
(FRED AND JUDY MADIGAN)
“First the focus of BOLROA was
organizing and holding the picnic.
Now its primary focus are the issues
facing all of us. We really liked Dirk
Meyer’s red, white and blue float.”
(BONNIE BATES CLARK
AND BARB BATES TRENARY)
“Really doing a great job for all of us.
I remember, as part of BOLROA’s
efforts, helping to collect over $2000
for the purchase of fingerlings for fish
stocking on the lake. Stu Hunt and I
worked hard to help build up the
lake’s fishery.”
(HAROLD SUNDBERG)

“I’m happy that the Conserve School
trustees elected to go along with and
support BOLROA, particularly with
the rezoning effort. The school wants
to be good neighbors with the lake.”
(STEFAN ANDERSON,
HEADMASTER OF THE
CONSERVE SCHOOL)
“BOLROA has come a long way since
I was on the board. Earlier it was
mostly about fish issues. The forest
tent caterpillar crisis certainly
brought people together. BOLROA
and its membership are proactive.
We’ll be okay with the milfoil issue.”
(NANCY EATON)
“We like the directory and the lake
map, two BOLROA projects. The
organization has been effective in
monitoring the stocking of the fish on
the lake, and did well with the forest
tent caterpillars.” (SIGMAR AND
DEBBIE HOFMANN)

A UNIQUE ENTERPRISE…
” The organization is more
business-like and accomplishing a
lot, unlike our Vermont lake
association. People are dedicated
with suggestions welcome from
everybody. The more people, the more
ideas and contributions.”
(TURNEY AND LIZ DUFF)
“BOLROA is the best thing that’s ever
happened to the lake. The vigilantes’
efforts make everyone care about
Black Oak.” (RAMONA HILL)

Black Oak: “Peace and calm,
therapeutic, a sense of
well-being.” (JACK LACHANCE)
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The Presidents of B.O.L.R.O.A.
1976-1978 ....................................Emmet Fleming
1978-1980.................................................Ed Hook
1980-1982......................................David Hoffman
1982-1984.............................................Walt Bates
1984-1986 ...............................................Leo Lang
1986-1988..............................................Dan Kegel
1988-1990 .........................................Betty Kistler
1990-1992 ..........................................Frank Ferry
1992-1993 .........................................Betty Kistler
1993-1994..............................................Jim Bates
1994-1996 .............................................Ruth Berg
1996-2000 ...............................................Stu Hunt
2000-2002.........................................Jim Surpless
2002-2004 ...........................................John Annin
2004-2006.............................................Walt Bates
2006-2007 ..........................................Sara Beedie
2007.............................................Kathy Gelb

WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US...AND BLACK OAK

lack Oak residents think they’ve got
something special. They’re just
expressing the obvious, right? It’s
always interesting to hear and read what
household guests have to say about their
visit to the north woods in general and Black
Oak in particular. Oral history and guest
books have provided most of the material for
this section of the account.

B

Some opinions and feelings are succinct and
to the point. Others wander as if they were
inhabiting a stream of consciousness,
probably so because for many it was difficult
to put into words something that entails
more than an intellectual reaction.
Dirk and Lyn Meyer say that the same
people are repeatedly invited to Black Oak
because they love the lake. Very few don’t
make the cut. For the Trochells, all their
guests enjoy their visit.

GO EAST, YOUNG MAN!
Dave Hoffman approaches it from a different
tack: the best compliment a guest can give is
to take a nap and decompress. A similar
viewpoint was expressed by Lon Turner,
Cathy and Parry Hesselman’s son-in-law (a
California native and resident):
“I’ve never been on a lake before. It’s so
tranquil here. I can’t believe how
close-knit the lake is. In California, you
could move into an area and not know
anyone...but not here. Our 13 year old
daughter loves to come here to get away
from the fast-paced life in California.
Here you can keep your guard down.
This is a safe place, no worries." (Lon’s
in law enforcement, too!) (And so is his
wife Suzy!)
In a similar vein, a recent note from Jake
Malish:
“Growing up in a southern California
metropolis, I was rarely exposed to
nature and the outdoors. Small town
life was something I read about and saw
on TV, but rarely experienced. After a
month-long tour of Europe with Leah
(Surpless), we decided to visit her
family and decompress for a few days in
northern Wisconsin.
“I immediately fell in love with the lake.
As we drove down St. Clair Road, a
lane that houses dozens of our family

members, I saw two spotted fawns
grazing on the tall uncut grass.
“I found that I could lie for hours in the
back yard, swaying back and forth in
the hammock, gazing out on Black Oak.
There was always a gentle breeze
coming off the lake. The water would
lightly ripple as it rolled towards shore,
tapping the bottom of the boat parked in
the dock. Neighbors cruise past in their
vessels, waving with big smiles.
“People seem relaxed. Not rushed.
Although time here is not important, the
days seem to fly by. Waffles for
breakfast, a noon stroll, a swim in the
lake, a nap, a quick paddle across the
lake in the kayak, and its already time
for dinner. Watching the sun go down
behind the lake is a breathtaking
experience. The colors (yellows, oranges,
reds) that reflect off the lake are ones
that artists can only dream of
capturing.
“Although I did not grow up here, it feels
like home. I can’t help but think how
nice it would be for our daughter to grow
up in this environment. Not to have to
worry about locking our house, letting
her run about, without any worries.
“If only California were a little bit
closer..”
Jake Malish, Lon Turner and their families
live only thirty-five miles from each other in
California, and have expressed almost
exactly the same sentiments. Definitely not
coincidental.
Babs Tracy has a group of six friends who
come up to Black Oak every year because
they’ve fallen in love with her place. Stu and
Mary Hunt’s guests love the lake,
particularly the clarity of the water.
Kay Macdonald’s guests fall for the loons
and are entranced by the quiet, the beauty of
the lake, the water’s clarity, the wilderness
milieu. They simply rave about it. The
Lommens, Mary Olk, and Nancy Frawley
second the motion about the quiet of the
lake. It’s easy to sleep so well, say the
Lommens. Their guests really take to the
aroma of the neighboring pines.
Kathy and Rob Lauer’s guests love the
atmosphere and really do cotton to the
privacy of their cabin. And the Annins put it
beautifully:
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“Guests are in shock when they arrive.
It’s so special here. The clarity of the
lake, the presence of healthy trees, the
smell of the air, eagles and loons
present: these are icons which so many
guests have never seen before.
Everything unfolds in front of them and
they’re in awe."
Bill and Ruth Berg’s visitors are struck by
the beauty of the lake, the scenery, the
atmosphere, the woods; it’s a different
country for them. When the guests leave,
they get home and then say,
“Why did we go back home?"

BANZAI!!
In August of 1959, Frank Surpless hosted a
large gathering of fellow juniors of his
college class for a three-day planning session
to organize the annual October college-wide
Junior Carnival. The event featured a
Japanese theme. The guest book tells the
story:
“Now there are occidental oriental
organization orgies, and there are
occidental oriental organization orgies,
but THIS was an occidental oriental
organization orgy to beat ALL
occidental oriental organization orgies.
“A big BANZAI to our hosts,” and it was
signed by all 31 guests, some with
extremely shaky handwriting.
In spite of the three day “planning” session,
the carnival was a rousing success.

SOME TRAVELING MUSIC…
Dot Hinze’s guests not only loved the lake
and the immediate surroundings but also
appreciated the proximity of Bond Falls and
Sylvania. Jim Fleming remembers talking
about the north woods and hearing
questioning or even disparaging remarks to
the effect of
“Northern Wisconsin?!!”
The same folks immediately understand the
unique attraction the lake has once they’ve
visited the area. They’re converted!
Her guests love it, says Marilyn Nagel. One,
though, came up with a mental roadblock:
while she and her husband were staying at
the Gateway, her husband went fishing with
Ed Nagel. So she decided to venture out to

visit Marilyn on North Black Oak all by
herself. Once she made the turn into the
Conserve School property and found herself
enveloped by the arched trees over the road,
she panicked. There were no homes to take
the edge off the lonely tunnel effect. Maybe
the Temple of Doom Syndrome?
The Lipperts have had guests who become
jealous of their home and place on the lake.
One friend from Sycamore, a farming
community west of Chicago, remarked that
“all you can see is trees."
Was this a criticism or a compliment?

EISENHOWER INVADES BLACK OAK!!
Milton Eisenhower, Dwight’s brother, was a
frequent visitor to the lake. He would stay at
his father-in-law’s cabin off the ninth
fairway of the Gateway Golf Course, but
would then accept invitations to Black Oak
from cabin owners. He was then the
president of Johns Hopkins University, but
didn’t let that get in the way of forging
lasting friendships in and about Land O’
Lakes. Jim Bates recalls his mother being
out and about partying in greater
metropolitan Land O’ Lakes, and while doing
so running into Dr. Eisenhower and others,
and thereupon inviting them to an early 3
a.m. bacon and eggs breakfast at the Bates
residence.
Ned Hill was another Eisenhower host. Ned
best remembered him driving out to his
cabin, eating lunch with him, and watching
him camp out in a chair at the end of Ned's
dock, and what seemed for hours on end,
silently taking in the beauty of the lake.
Evidently a pleasant contrast to the
pressures of academe.
Mark and Jo Mayeau’s children and
grandchildren love the remoteness of Black
Oak. They turn to water skiing,
snowmobiling, swimming at the public
beach, fishing. Just an active place to visit.

LET US KNOW…
Want to know a sure-fire yardstick to
measure how much cabin guests like the
lake? As Sandi and Walt Bates have said, if
they ask the hosts if they find out a place on
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the lake is for sale, be sure to let them know.
The odds are that over the years, every
property owner on Black Oak has
entertained this request.
On July 27, 1979, the Ferry-Hill guest book
found this entry:
“Went tuna fishing with Betty and
Frank.”
This had to have taken place immediately
after the cocktail hour(s). Or else the DNR
planted the very first invasive species!
In 1952, a friend and guest of Virginia
Stevens Hickey mentioned the lake in one of
her columns for a Joliet newspaper, entitled
Black Oak Lake and Jolietans.
(taken from Footnotes by IDEE):

“There was a tint of rose-red and a wash
of gold in the maples and birch of
northern Michigan and Wisconsin as we
drove
through
the
picturesque
woodlands and roadside forests a week
ago, harbinger of the riot of gorgeous
autumn coloring that will soon make
the north woods a thing of splendor.
“Black Oak Lake, at Land O' Lakes,
Wis., the vacation and summer home of
so many Joliet folk, lay blue and
shimmering in the September morning
light, turning to gold as the haze of the
late day diffused the glow of the setting
sun. To sit in the window overlooking
the length of the lake at sunset, as the
fishermen’s
boats
become
black
silhouettes against the western sky and
the gentled waves race softly to the shore
like liquid gold, is to have an experience
in beauty that remains in wistful
memory.

THE FIREPLACE
“Bates Point, with its many summer
cottages and spacious pier, the summer
home of Walter Bates and his family,
and of brothers, in-laws and several
generations of children, is one of the
landmarks of Black Oak Lake. Next,
comes Stevens’ Point, with the charming
lodge — a delightful spacious dwelling
with four bedrooms, a quaint guest
house, all the comforts of relaxed living
— set high on the bluff, and the lake
visible from three sides of the lodge. And

what a fireplace." (now owned by Ann
and Jim Bates)
The following year the writer added a sequel
to the end of summer picture she described
earlier, entitled Color in the Land O' Lakes:
“Mother Nature selected two weeks ago
as the zero hour for tossing her great
Paisley shawl and squares of tapestry
over the northern Wisconsin woods.
Today, as the result of strong winds,
rain, and even a powdering of snow
which brought the gold and rose leaves
from their boughs, there are deep-piled
carpets on the roadsides and in the
forests…
“Perhaps, Sue, it is much simpler just
staying home, listening to the radio,
watching television, and not making the
effort. Don’t be lazy, Sue, even tho there
are no wonderful friends inviting you to
enjoy the thrill of the great logs-burning
in the hearth of the log lodge standing
on the high-ledge overlooking beautiful
Black Oak Lake. Find some heavy shoes
and wraps, even tho Indian Summer
gives the feeling of summer warmth. Get
into your car and start for the north
woods. Purple haze hugs the hills, and
brilliant sumac flanks the fences. Great
piles of golden pumpkins, baskets of
apples and bittersweet lure the
traveler...Dark green pines intersperse
the gay gold and red trees lifting their
bright limbs like a burning torch.

GO NORTH!
“Forget housekeeping Sue. Forget that
your garden could stand a lot of
grooming right this week. Forget the
opening of your bridge club. Get into
your car, Sue. Get going. One day — two
days — as long as you can make it last.
Just get going."
Just plain a guest won over by the north
woods and Black Oak, who couldn’t restrain
herself from promoting a dazzling
destination within driving distance from
Joliet or from anywhere. And what better
way to explain to others why so many Black
Oak residents either stay on or later return
to the lake to experience the fall colors.
In the fall of 1943, Frank Ferry Sr., two of
his sons, Bob and Frank Jr., and two friends
came to Ferry-Hill Lodge. The guests added
a descriptive one-liner to the guest book, a
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statement which barely passed muster with
the Guest Book Censorship Board:
“Arrived 9/7/43...Colder than a witch’s
knees!"
More discerning guests noted something
else. As Joe Beers reported,
“While we’re out on our pontoon boat,
our guests can’t believe lake owners
picking up trash on the water and on the
shoreline not their own."

A NICE TRANSITION:
Roberta Morris mentioned that quite a few
lake people stayed at her cabin while their
new cabins were going up, the Beedies,
O’Briens, Knechts, and Lauers among
others.
Not every guest leaves with a favorable
opinion of Black Oak Lake. One guest book
contains this: (August 8, 1965)
“Except for the bed, the weather, the rain
spouts, the lake, the kids, and the movie,
I had fun." Serves him right.
Another guest, who stayed at the
LaChance’s, offered a jarring, and
unwelcome, assessment of the fall colors:
“What’s the big deal? Once you’ve seen a
colored leaf, you’ve seen them all!"
Sounds like a variation on what a former
vice president stated many years ago. And
look what happened to him!
Another guest must have really liked it up
here initially on one of his first visits, which
occurred not long after he got married. His
wife, Nancy (Hill) Travis and he came for a
four-day stay. While there, he power-washed
the cabin to rid it of dirt and plant growth.
In doing so he managed to peel off layers of
paint. He repainted the entire cabin and
barely finished just before they left for the
airport. Brian Travis utilized his summer-job
house painting skills to perform a masterful
job on the building. And he’s been
enthusiastically coming up here ever since.
Mark and Sharon Basten had house guests
who brought their children with them for a
brief winter visit. The kids enjoyed ice
skating and playing hockey on the lake.
However the guests were “freaked out” when
they heard the lake freezing up.

Mary and Jim Thomas remember their
guests from outside of Wisconsin being
surprised at the lakes and trees, just
overwhelmed at the topography. They can’t
believe the lake harbors so few mosquitoes.
Jim thinks this is so because we have little
standing water, unlike Sylvania which,
because of that, becomes mosquito-invested
frequently throughout the summer.
Some friends from New England visited Fred
and Judy Madigan. They were amazed by
the number of lakes in the area, but were
even more enthralled by the height of
northern Wisconsin trees; the ocean near
where they live keeps the trees from growing
beyond a certain height. They further
marveled at the lack of homes along the
lake’s north shore, in contrast to other parts
of the country.

LOONY TUNES…
Janet and Vern Vineyard welcomed as
guests a couple from Florida. Because they
had never visited the north woods before, the
Vineyards felt obligated to clue them in on
the wildlife nearby, particularly the
unfamiliar sounds of the night which could
unnerve the uninitiated while they lay abed
in the guest room. Janet told them not to be
concerned by maybe the most unusual
sounds, those coming from loons on the lake
as they communicated with each other.
After the guests retired, they began hearing
the most awful racket outside the Vineyard
home. Unbeknownst to them, it was two
quite physical racoons fighting and raising a
cacaphonous din while they attacked a
garbage can...and each other. This went on
for quite some time.
The following morning at breakfast, the
Vineyards’ guests profusely thanked their
hosts for the advance warning regarding the
evening’s noises:
“We want to thank you for explaining to
us about the loons before we went to bed.
We heard their cries and just went to
sleep!"

I LIKE IKE:
Jane and Jim Surpless’ guest book found this
June 14, 1961, entry:
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“You just arranged things beautifully
for us including most of the weather.
And imagine, all in one day we saw not
only “Ike” (recently retired President
Dwight Eisenhower) but also bears at
the garbage dump!"
What was Ike doing at the dump?
Another guest book addition which probably
mirrors every other guest book on the lake:
“The skiing was fine,
The food was great,
We gained five pounds,
With all that we ate."
Bonnie (Bates) Clark and her sister Barb
Trenary mention that their guests frequently
say,
“You weren’t overstating it when you
described it to me."
A friend asked Bonnie why her
daughter-in-law-to-be (Kerry) wanted to
become married on Black Oak Lake. Kerry
replied,
“Black Oak Lake is the most beautiful
place I’ve ever been, that’s why!"
Nuf said.
Nancy Eaton said she’s had guests coming to
the Eaton cabin since grade school. She also
gets a special thrill out of having new
company visit Black Oak. For seven years
her son used to have three of his best friends
come up to the lake. She still gets them
Black Oak Lake paraphernalia every year
for Christmas. One of them responds by
asking her to
“order a number 5 on Lief’s menu for me
next time you’re there."

IT’S REMOTE
Cindy Hill, a frequent house guest of
Ramona Hill, really enjoys re-connecting
with the people on the lake.
“It’s a wonderful place to get away from
the congestion of city life."
The beauty of the area and its remoteness
hold great appeal for her.
Sigmar Hofmann, Debbie Hill Hofmann’s
husband, came here from Germany in the
early ‘60s. He found the cabin to be a new

environment for him. And he appreciated the
warm welcome he received upon his first
arrival. Debbie mentioned that her close
friends loved the primitive cabins at their
place.
Kathy Surpless’ friend had this to say about
Black Oak:
“I’m really impressed with the gorgeous
lake, the fresh air, the sense of
community, and the closeness of family
and friends."
A perceptive observation for such a brief
visit.
When Chris Hook, Ed and Barb’s son,
graduated from high school, his graduation
present was inviting five of his friends to
Black Oak for a five day vacation. Barb gave
them a choice of chipping in for gas or food:
they chose the gas, and Barb was thankful
because the six of them skied continuously
from mid-morning to sunset every day.
Before leaving, they were asked what they
liked best. Their selection?
1. the lake and skiing on it
2. the abundance of trees
(not so common in Colorado Springs);
and
3. RAKING LEAVES!!
So they raked the entire property as cheerful
teenagers are wont to do! The novelty of the
act evidently made quite the impression on
them.
As did something else: one night, because
they were all 18 years of age, and back then,
Wisconsin allowed those 18 and over to drink
beer, they traipsed to the friendly
neighborhood tavern, the Black Oak. Later
they scurried back to the Hooks’ house,
loudly tramping through the front hallway,
and waking them up.
“We got to see a real barroom fight!”
And, being considerate guests in the area,
helped to break up the fracas.
Pete and Shelley Peterson’s guests comment
that the cabin owners are so fortunate to live
where they live. They’ve in awe of the area,
its beauty and cleanliness, its remoteness,
like stepping back in time.
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A LONG TERM PERSPECTIVE
Margaret and Frank Surpless befriended
next-door neighbors in Glenview, Illinois, in
the early ‘70s. Their annual visits gave them
a thirty year perspective as guests on Black
Oak:
“One summer thirty years ago, we were
invited to spend a week at a wonderful
cabin compound on Black Oak Lake.
That first year the mornings were cool,
and our host built a roaring fire each
day in the comfortable living room
while the ample, tasty breakfasts were
being made. The pot-bellied stove in the
kitchen was welcoming for cooks, and by
the time breakfast was over and the sun
became strong, the outdoors beckoned
and the fires and fireplaces were quickly
forgotten.
“Our two children and their two had
grown up next door to each other as
infants, and were now happily re-united
in the best of all possible worlds: a
summer vacation with nothing but time
and space and water and boats and sun.
Even the dogs were happy to see each
other again.
“We became annual guests for many
summers thereafter, and always
anticipated with great pleasure the
clean, inviting lake and the quaint town

with its two grocery stores, its gift shops
and even its small bowling alley. (As I
recall, there was a pinboy!) Before we
knew it, the four children were
teenagers…
“We loved the area, and looked for and
found a charming rental property a boat
ride down from our friends’s place, and
set up there for two weeks each summer
for several years before that owner
decided to sell. We weren’t yet in the
market for our own ‘second home.’ When
we finally were, there was nothing
available that was suitable on the big
lake.
“Soon it turned out that the ownership
changed hands in the family compound,
and our friends were guests themselves
in the summer, so our forays into their
territory came to an end. They have
since bought and remodeled a place
themselves on Black Oak, however, and
we have since bought and remodeled a
place in Boulder Junction — so our love
affair with the area is continuous. While
in residence we visit each other, and
while at Black Oak, always boat past
the house we used to rent, although it is
no longer there. The fallen tree in the
water is, however!"
And the lake endures.
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WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT...OR, “HEAVEN HAS A DOCK”

t’s difficult to succinctly summarize what
Black Oak Lake has meant to residents
and visitors alike over the years. Typical
observations about Black Oak have been
interspersed throughout this history.
Perhaps the following accounts can help to
pull together the amorphous thoughts and
feelings of so many as to why residents say
to Black Oak,

I

“We call you our own.”
The first represents the enduring memories
which have closely bound together so many
on the lake:
THE NIGHT THE OLD MARLING
CABIN BURNED DOWN
Tuesday, June 12, 1990, 5:00 a.m.
(Mark Hoffman)
Violent weather crawls across the Wisconsin
north woods during the first couple of weeks
of June every year. Maybe it’s the warm
moist southern air crawling up the
sub-continental divide and colliding with the
still cold air masses of the Lake Superior
Basin. Whatever the causes, the big
thunderstorms can be relied on every year.
Even during the past few drought years,
early June has continued its tradition of
devastating weather.
Last year, big electrical storms passed
through, lighting up the night skies, shaking
the tall trees with their thunder, but
dropping nary a trace of rain. In 1988, two
years ago, was the freak downshear that
rolled over Little Bass Lake, leveling over
200 trees at Shelley and Pete Peterson’s, just
northeast of Barber’s Bay. The change from
spring to summer is not a mild transition at
Black Oak.
I love those big storms. At least I used to.
High atop the east shore of Black Oak, it is a
Hoffman family tradition to batten down the
hatches at the first sign of a big storm, then
settle in to watch it roll across the length of
the lake on the westerly winds. This old
cabin, with its frightened yet exhilarated
inhabitants, has weathered many storms.
Knock on wood, it’s beating the odds.
Yesterday’s weather forecast was for evening
thunderstorms. They were late in arriving. I
thought just another false prediction. We’ve
been getting some steady drizzles lately but

no major storms. I hadn’t seen lightning
since the night of my arrival in late April. I
went to bed last night wondering what had
happened to the predicted storms and
ill-prepared for what lay ahead.
At 1:40 a.m. I awoke with the feeling of
impending doom. Not my favorite way to
wake up. Lightning was dancing far off in
the distance to the southwest. I remember
feeling a little disappointed in that another
electrical storm was going to pass us by. But
the old “batten down the hatches"
upbringing possessed me, and I got up, rolled
Stewart’s Austin Healy Sprite into the
garage, and walked around giving
everything the once-over. But instead of
settling back into bed, I pulled my sleeping
bag out to the screened porch for optimal
storm viewing.
I still feel like last night’s storm “missed” us.
Lightning danced here and there, but the
thunder always trailed off in the distance.
Never closer than nine seconds behind the
flashes of lightning, I didn’t see any bolts of
lightning or strikes. But I did witness some
intense and frequent illumination of the
clouds as lightning danced around in the
heavily-laden heavens above.
I’’m a heavy sleeper, especially in the
screened porch. Perhaps I wasn’t monitoring
the storm when the fatal blow struck. My
hatches were battened and I was probably
asleep, albeit on the screened porch
surrounded by the raging night, by 3 a.m.
Before falling asleep, I can remember three
intense strikes: bright lightning that drove
away the darkness, and thunder so strong
that the rumbling shook the earth. But it
always seemed to me that the thunder
followed the lightning by a substantial
distance, meaning that danger’s epicenter
was a fair distance away.
Obviously not. Less than a mile — as the
crow flies — across the lake lightning struck.
Perhaps it was a Nintendo game cord or a
long-forgotten bottle cap, but lightning
struck the old Morris screened porch with
such a vengeance that it is not there any
more. No sign of it. It’s as if that cabin never
had that room.
The events that followed as I am about to
state them is the unvarnished truth as I am
aware of it. Cindy Stewart Miller’s stepsister
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Pam and her husband Mark were in the
Stewart cabin next door when lightning hit
the old Marling/Morris/Aiken cabin. Jerry
(“Senator J.W.”) Pitts was awakened by the
incessant ringing of the emergency bell at
Stewart’s. Jerry was on the scene of the
burning Morris cabin at 3:30 a.m. The Land
O' Lakes Volunteer Fire Department was on
the scene around 4:15 a.m. One of the trucks
sustained damage when an overenthusiastic
fireman sideswiped the vehicle en route to
the fire. Unfortunately, I was unaware of
any of this. When my alarm clock went off at
its usual 5:40 a.m., all seemed normal. I
dread that early hour, but it seemed no
different than any other work day.
It wasn’t until I was in town working on
Benson Builder’s F-250 truck that I became
aware of the turmoil. Jerry Pitts pulled
alongside and brought me up to the minute.
A bad day turned worse. At my earliest
opportunity I stopped by my cottage, picked
up my camera, and headed for the
devastation. It was just before 8 a.m. when I
got there. The firefighters were still
extinguishing the last of the embers.
Firefighters that I recognized were Henry
Mitchell, Todd Mendlik, and Sam Otterpohl.
I was shocked by the destruction and still
am. It could happen to any of us at any time.
Everywhere I looked I saw something that
triggered a memory out of my past.
Some things seemed recognizable and hardly
touched by the fire, except for the
charcoal-black charring that was
everywhere. The first thing that came to my
mind were the guest books. The table still
stood there, and I fingered through some
charred remains on top of it, unable to
determine whether or those were the
inevitable guest books of my youth. The
kitchen table is just a charred reminder of
all the fun meals, phone calls, and other
activities that I’ve shared.
The fireplace stands emotionless like
nothing had happened. But most of the
interior walls are burned out. All the
windows are blown out. The ceiling is
charred like the cell of inferno that it must
have been. From the outside, the shell-like
log cabin looks intact. But the experts agree
— it’s totaled.

“What remains cannot be rebuilt” (the
assessment of local builders).
My first impression as I approached from the
main house driveway was
“It’s still standing, it must not be as bad
as I had anticipated."
But it is as bad as it gets. Only a dangerous
shell remains to remind all of the good times
shared there by all who were privileged
enough to enter.
Here by the grace of God go I.
MARK R. HOFFMAN
The second illustrates the degree of trust
and mutual assistance which most Black
Oak Lake homeowners take for granted...and
are thankful for:
From lake resident David Binder,
via email,
a lake All Points Bulletin, August, 2006:
“Dear Black Oak Lakers,
One of our canoes was stolen sometime
between June 8 and July 31. I thought
you fellow-BOLROA members might
like to know.
It is an antique classic wood and canvas
”Hiawatha" built by Thompson Bros.
about 1930 (refurbished in 1993). It is
16 feet long, painted forest green, with
the name “Over 40" in orange on the
starboard bow and on the port stern.
The canoe was taken along with a
couple of paddles from our boathouse
after the burglar(s) broke in through the
(northside) window.
The Vilas County Sheriff Department’s
Randy Schneider is handling the case,
#06-008422. He is at 715-479 4441. Any
information concerning our beloved
canoe would be welcome.
Thank you, DAVID B.
Dear Black Oak Lakers,
An update on the stolen canoe: Jack
Lachance called to say he had spotted
the “Over 40" at the public beach
landing On Monday at 8:30 a.m. It’s
gone now.
Any further information - sightings would be most welcome. Call Officer
Randy Schneider, Vilas County
Sheriff’s Department at 715 479 4441,
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or my daughter at our cabin at 715 547
3185.
Thank you, DAVID BINDER
Dear Black Oak Lakers,
Mercifully, my daughter found our
canoe intact, with paddles, in the weeds
near the public landing! Also, thanks to
Jack Lachance and Vilas County
Deputy Sheriff Schneider.
Warm regards, DAVID BINDER
It strikes me that Black Oak functions
as a very good Neighborhood Watch."
The third, of more recent vintage (2007),
shows how a relatively young Black Oak
newlywed views the meaning of his current
and future time on the lake. It further
represents the continuation of similar
feelings mentioned by much older lake
residents of long-standing Black Oak
backgrounds. Gib Clarke said it well:
“Black Oak makes everything make
sense. With families living all over the
place, with people (I’m talking about
myself here) moving every few years, it’s
great that the lake stays the same.
Looking out from the pier, I feel I can
look at as little or as much of my life and
my family as I like. What a luxury. In
addition, I got married there! (You can
add an “I love the Conserve School” by
my name, by the way.) As we went on a
boat ride the morning after the
wedding, my wife (I think this is the
first time I’ve typed that) remarked how
amazing it is that we will be able to
point out to our friends, families, and
our own kids someday the place we got
married from the family cabin across
the lake."
The fourth represents a panoramic mural,
drawing from a palette of many colors and
representing the collective experiences of
100+ years of lake dwellers....so aptly
sketched by Shirley Barnum:
“During the 1970’s, 1980’s, and early
1990’s many traditions were started
and continued: having family and
friends visit for a long weekend or
several weeks, going wild strawberry,
blueberry, or red raspberry picking and
making muffins, pancakes, pies, or jam
with them. Going fishing and enjoying
fish fries, looking forward to the years
the circus would be in town, watching it
get set up and attending. Breakfast or

lunch or snacks on the pier or during a
boat ride. Learning to swim and taking
“The Test,” not to need a life jacket on
the pier. Learning to water ski and
teaching guests how. Practicing for and
participating in the lake water ski show.
“Reading or playing cards or board
games on a rainy day along with a big
bowl of popcorn. Taking walks along the
path or around Lake George to the Old
Boy Scout Camp. Taking boat rides
around the lake, especially the first time
up in the spring and the last time in the
fall or anytime to watch the sunset.
Hearing the loons call, watching the
duck families grow, and the eagles soar.
Devotions on the deck or pier, having
church at the lake.
“Staying up late visiting and giggling
with cousins or friends. Visiting with
friends on the lake, canoeing down the
Wisconsin or Ontonagon Rivers, or
learning how to paddle on the lake.
Learning how to sail, competing in
regattas, is that a real cannon?
Watching Bob fly across the lake on a
windsurfer. Going to the dump, to the
dump, to the dump, dump, dump and
finding treasures there. Watching a
storm come across the lake. The 4th of
July parade in town, making floats and
being in the parade or catching candy
along the route. The fun of the parade of
boats around the lake, going to the
island or trips to the old sawdust pile
and so much more.
“With time comes change. Jack and
Sandy graduated from college and
began careers, keeping the tradition of
yearly visits to the cabin. In 1997-98 the
cabin saw additional remodeling. The
lower level was added with the lakeside
wall fully exposed. This allowed an
apartment for our adult children and
friends, with two bedrooms, a
bathroom, kitchenette, and great room.
Sandy married Scott Kuepfer in 1998.
The three season cabin is gradually
being updated for year round use and a
future retirement home for Bob and
Shirley. The traditions started continue
and more develop as we praise God for
His creation and the importance of
family and friends. Black Oak Lake is a
special place, holding special memories
for four generations of Barnums."
The fifth, while initially focusing on an
extended family, broadens its scope to
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encompass the entire lake. Dave Allan’s
account could be duplicated among many
other lake families, and illustrates how the
web of friendships expands over the years:
“Lots of fun times were shared in the
Ferry-Hill Lodge. I particularly
remember some of the old days around
the player piano. It was a favorite place
to gather. Mom had grown up knowing
Mary, Bud, Bob, and Ned Hill, and we
did, too, but after they were all married.
We also knew Frank Ferry of course. I
knew Frank Surpless, his sister Mary D.
growing up, and Jim and Lorin
Surpless somewhat less growing up,
and Dave Hill and his brother Pete who
visited the lake infrequently during
their childhood. These and other
associations along the east side of BOL
went on for generations.
“We knew 'Grandpa' Wenz, Lollie and
Carl Truss, and of course Mimi and
Carl. Lollie and Carl, Sr. became good
friends of Mom and Dad, and Mimi and
Carl are in my generation. We knew
Ginny and Hank Schroeder, and
certainly Ned and Carolyn, the
Flemings, the Marlings, and others who
later became good friends in our
generation.
“We knew of Ed Hook’s family, but Ed
was ‘a little older,’ so we didn’t often
travel in the same circles, but became
good friends after Ann and I were
married, and moved back to Illinois
from California. It has been very nice to
renew those old acquaintances in
relatively recent years. So has it been a
special experience to renew and build
new friendships with Kay Leimbacher,
Frank Surpless and Margaret, Boo
Loader, Jane and Jim Surpless, Bern
and Jeanne Fleming, Carolyn and Dirk
Meyer, Barbara and Ed Hook, and

Barbara Lloyd Knaak and their
families, and keep in touch with the
Lloyds through their infrequent visits to
BOL nowadays.
“Of course there are friendships with
Sally
(Farmer) and Fred Lippert,
Roberta and Dorothy and their families,
Mimi (Truss) and Carl. Such warm
experiences they all mean to us. We have
been very fortunate to have been among
those who share the memories of four
generations or more around Black Oak
Lake. There are many more new and old
friends in those memories."
And last from a Barnum of a different
family, a cerebral yet moving description of
why
“We call Black Oak Lake our own”:
“It’s a great family spot, doing things
with the family, no distractions, no
cable, no school activities. Centers
around connecting with others in all
different ways; human connections;
high touch as opposed to high tech,
away from gadgets, back to basics;
energizing, revitalizing, cathartic."
(Catharsis: a purification that brings
about spiritual renewal or release from
tension.)
“More chit-chatting, like things used to
be; a grounding thing; getting away
from technology and busy/transactions
stuff. A restorative place, more
connections with people, natural
connections; many generations: one
grows up, their children come, stay and
then their children come; people who’ve
had that want it." (SCOTT BARNUM)
Maybe Nancy Eaton said it best:
“Heaven has a dock. It’s my true north.”
To be continued…
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IN APPRECIATION

here were so many individuals, families,
groups, clubs, companies, newspapers,
historical accounts, and web sites which
contributed material for the writing of this
history that if I tried to acknowledge them
all, I am sure that I would (unintentionally)
omit someone. Nevertheless I will forge
ahead and, in no particular order, place
them out in the open for all to see:

T

To Grace White, a long-time resident of the
lake, whose task it was to write a history of
Black Oak Lake. She accumulated much of
the material which later became integral to
this account, but lack of time forced her to
cede her project to me. I am grateful to her
for helping me to structure the tale, not to
mention giving me informal direction to the
work. Thank you, Grace!
To David Binder, a Black Oak resident of
many years: many thanks for putting
together a memorable account of the folklore
and facts surrounding the settlement of
Land O’ Lakes. The August, 7, 1983, Sunday
Edition of the New York Times, allowed the
world at large to glimpse life in a small town
in northern Vilas County.
To Paul McLeod: someone who knows more
about this area and about Black Oak Lake
than anyone, living or dead! From his arrival
at the Conserve School he took a wide and
deep interest in the area. Starting with his
probe into the background of the Lowenstine
bequest of the Conserve School, which
entailed a special visit to Valparaiso,
Indiana, where the Lowenstine family
branched out, to his research into the history
of logging in the area, Black Oak in
particular, to his tireless efforts to secure
archival material for the Black Oak Lake
Lake Studies, and his interest in the general
history of the area from which he developed
fascinating public presentations, he helped
so much. His aid in creating a number
exhibits for the Land O’Lakes Historical
Society’s NorthernWaters Museum added
breadth and depth to the museum’s
attractions. And maybe best of all, his
putting together of a host of hard-to-find
historical photographs added an important
dimension to the scope of this lake history. I
freely admit that I borrowed, plagiarized,
and utilized a significant portion of his work
for this account! Thank you, Paul!
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To Jan Geronime: the Land O’Lakes
Historical Society’s person in charge of
accessing donated material to the
organization. She scanned numerous
photographs and helped in so many ways in
assembling the materials used in this
account.
To Barbara Nehring: The Vilas County
Headwaters to Wisconsin: A Historical
Reflection of the Towns in Vilas County,
Wisconsin, is where interested readers will
find one of the most complete capsule
histories of any town in Vilas County. I
found her time lines and featured topics to
be valuable in helping to integrate Black
Oak’s history with the larger community.
And she tells me that the Black Oak Lake
coffee mug, among many other local lake
mugs, on the Trading Post International’s
display shelf, is the single most popular
mug!! Nice to know.
To Marv and Norma Jean Lauritsen: readers
will find their recently released Sylvania,
Where Man Is a Visitor, a perfect
complement to life on Black Oak Lake. The
well-written account details the history and
features of the Sylvania Wilderness and
Recreation Area. Anyone who wishes to gain
an introduction to and a deeper
understanding of the spectacular primeval
tract just next door to Black Oak, should
read it. Their recapitulation of the month by
month portrait of the four seasons is a brief
but handy way to catch the high points of the
area in which we live. (pp. 78-82, published
by Jensmarie Publishing, Rhinelander,
Wisconsin)
To Michael J. Dunn, III: his Easy Going,
Wisconsin’s North Woods, Vilas and Oneida
Counties, came out in 1978, and is out of
print. But what a gem! Our family used it
extensively when it first appeared, and I
found his brief and understandable
description of the early geological history of
the area to be a valuable introduction to the
account. (pp. 9-11, Tamarack Press,
Madison, Wisconsin. The book is available
through Amazon’s used booksellers section.)
To William J. Hintz: along with Margaret E.
Guthrie, he wrote A Taste of the
Northwoods, the History of the North Star
Lodge, with Recipes. Why a cookbook for this
account? I was searching for a photo of the
Hiawatha Streamliner as it appeared in Star

Lake, and a ‘librarian’ (with a seemingly
photographic memory) in the Star Lake
Museum alerted me to its existence in the
history and cookbook. It was well worth the
county-wide trek to find it! (p. 13, published
in 1987 by Margaret E. Guthrie and William
J. Hintz)
To Frank F. Ferry, Jr.: for the many hours
you spent in transcribing your mother’s (and
my grandmother’s) diary. Her occasional
observations about Black Oak added color
and depth to the account. Many thanks.
To Bill Heinig: the Heinig family has been
part of Black Oak’s history for many
decades. Interviewing you added a
perspective from what could be called an
‘outsider,’ but who was an insider even more
so than many of our long-term inhabitants.
The more I heard from you, the more I
wanted to include in our history. And I did
so! Thank you.
To the Vilas County News-Review: a source of
numerous stories, quotes, and especially
photographs used in this account, its back
issues added considerable depth to the
history. We are lucky that its material is
available to the public for uses such as in
this account.
To Dave Hoffman: Dave has shown a deep
and abiding interest in the ancient history of
our area. He has read widely and has
published articles which have brought to the
public’s eye the geological and human
history which came long before the area was
settled by the white man. His
tongue-in-cheek scholarly dissertation on the
architecture of the outhouse certainly fit the
mood of the account. Thank you Dave.
To Harold Sundberg: your discovery of what
could be ancient Indian artifacts on your
property a number of years ago, lent
excitement to my gathering together of
material pertaining to early area settlement.
Dave Hoffman was thoughtful to take along
your discoveries to a regional archaeological
conference for their assessment by experts in
the field.
To Stefan Anderson, Headmaster of the
Conserve School, whose background material
brought to the fore the history behind Jim
Lowenstine’s original intent for the
disposition of his property: your perspective

added a deeper dimension toward our
understanding of the mission of the school.
And thank you and Jennifer for being such
hospitable and friendly neighbors.
To the Chicago and North Western Railroad
Historical Museum: your online archival
photos of yesteryear made it possible for us
to use your exceptionally sharp early 1900s
photo of the Conover day train from Chicago.
It was a needle in a haystack come alive!
Thank you.
To Bruce Friesch: I’m so gratified that you
put your photographic and art collection on
the internet. I was looking for a profile view
of the Hiawatha to go along with the head-on
photo taken at Star Lake. It’s a beaut. It still
boggles me that such a majestic streamliner
made its way over abandoned logging
railroad rights of way from Minocqua to Star
Lake. Wish I could have seen it!
To Bent’s Camp: thanks Lisa and Paul for
providing sustenance during the long hours
spent in putting this together. Oh, the Bent’s
Camp history, The Cisco Chain of Lakes was
extremely helpful because of not only the
Black Oak photo but also its descriptions of
the road building and the early day trips
taken by your early 1900s guests. I also
appreciate your making available to me your
historic guest register, begun in 1896, listing
who your guests were early on in Bent’s
history as a resort. p.s. Your Greek Odyssey
Pizza is to die for! OPAH!!
To Tom Allman and John Annin: taken
together, your individual collections of all
the back issues of the BOLROA newsletter
fleshed out the thirty year history of our
lake’s organization. There would have been
numerous and significant gaps in the
account without your contributions. Many
thanks.
To John Annin, again: your leadership in
putting together the massive Lake Study has
made it possible for the BOLROA
membership to gain a better understanding
of the issues facing all of us regarding the
preservation of Black Oak Lake. Your
publication of the lake study helped
immensely in the writing of this account.
To Virginia Stevens Hickey: thank you for
resurrecting two half-century old articles
taken from a Joliet newspaper, which so
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vividly described Black Oak Lake from the
point of view of a non-resident. It’s a colorful
and deeply-felt addition to the overall
account.
To George Harrison, author of Squirrel Wars:
Backyard Battles and How to Win Them:
your humorous take on how to prevent
garden depredations by local deer has given
Black Oak cabin dwellers an inexpensive
do-it-yourself weapon in their never-ending
war against four-legged invasive species.
Who ever said that lake residents aren’t
creative?!
To Walt Bates and Ed/Barb Hook: we mined
your mother lodes of familial and lake lore
which have proven invaluable to a more
complete rendition of the lake’s history.
Some of your tales should be made into short
stories, not to mention movies! Just think of
what some Hollywood producer could do with
a plot featuring Judge Bates kidnaping
Galvinia, flying across state lines, and trying
to sell her for scrap metal! (“Thirty Seconds
Over Watersmeet”?) How would the Nimrod
Nation respond?! At the same time, over the
last thirty years the Bates and Hooks have
served as a social glue among lake dwellers,
maybe “the conscience of the lake” would be
a better phrase, in their relationships with
all of us. Anticipating and identifying issues
long before others, and then taking
leadership positions involving hard work and
inspiring others to participate, aptly
describes their contributions. We’re lucky to
have them and know them.
To John Volkman: who spent hours looking
over archaeological material gleaned from
the shores of Black Oak as well as Harold
Sundberg’s diggings. Your lifelong expertise
in local artifacts I very much appreciated.
To Sigmar Hofmann and Bob Pierce: thank
you for coming along with me while we
looked for archaeological findings on your
respective shorelines of Black Oak. We may
have hit paydirt in our quest for evidence of
the very early visitors or settlers on the lake.
To Roberta Morris: what can I say? She is an
old friend (not a friend who is old) who spent
hours making water sports on our lake come
alive. But she is also a perceptive writer. I
loved her account of the early history of the
lake as it was lived in the 1930s through the
1950s. And her photographic memory of the
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development of water skiing from its
inception as a widespread group activity by
the younger folk on the lake, is valuable as a
backwards glance of how this came about.
It’s a shame that we cannot transfer to print
many of the scenes of her folks’ and her
home movies taken over the years at Black
Oak.
To the Eagle River Historical Society: Bill
Reardon’s chapter on early Indian
settlements in this area added a great deal of
perspective to the history of Black Oak Lake.
You’ve certainly put out a comprehensive
town history. Good job!
To Shirley Barnum: you are a poet! That’s
why I saved you for last! Thank you for your
rhapsodic description of life on the lake. I
loved it.
To Ben Surpless: I really appreciated your
review and updating of the early geological
history of our area. Your expertise certainly
came in handy.
To Mark Hoffman: your truly moving
account of the fire at the Marling cabin
added another dimension to this history.
History is more than dry and dull facts. It is
emotion and feeling, both of which suffused
your autobiographical description of a sad
time on the lake. And the ski lift was
uplifting!
To Ed Torres: when Paul McLeod scanned
your photo album of the priceless photos of
the West Bay taken in the early 1900s, it
whet my appetite no end. Your long
perspective on life on Black Oak made the
lake’s history come alive. I enjoyed the many
tales you told about what it was like before
any of us showed up. And when you said that
you were older than any tree on your
property, it took my breath away! Thank
you, Ed.
To Dirk Meyer: for the guided examination of
the logging camp settlement area on and
near your property. We both agreed that
Paul McLeod’s discovery of the building
outlines and the artifacts helped to explain
what many of us ignored over the years.
Maybe you could charge admission for tours!
To Dave Allan: in the nick of time, one of the
lake’s residents blessed with a photographic
memory submitted a short, single-spaced 15

page summary of his unpublished memoirs,
much of which was used in the account. I
found that his tales of yesteryear added
important details heretofore missing in key
areas of the lake’s history. Dave, you’ve got a
way with words, and I’m sure that readers
appreciated your contributions. A bowlful of
thanks!
To the BOLROA board: muchas gracias for
your suggestions and support for the writing
of the history. Individually and collectively
your cheerleading and encouragement
helped me to see this through to the end.
To the townsfolk of Land O’Lakes: an
immense upwelling of gratitude for making
the discovery of and settlement on Black
Oak possible, through your hundred-plus
years’ labors in providing the basics (and
then some) for our daily living; and also for
putting up with any number of, shall we say,
unusual, activities which didn’t always cause
great mirth among you. We like to think that
it all balanced out!
To Dianne Parling: I would have been lost
without you! Dianne was our guru for the
submission of material and photos for the
history. She put it all together, and said in
effect, “Just give your draft and photos to me
and I’ll take care of the rest!" And she did!
She made sense out of everything and then
published it. BOLROA has used her highly
competent services over the years. When it
came time to seek a publisher, there was no
question about whom to see. Thank you,
Dianne!
To (wife) Margaret: I see well but don’t hear
well. She does both well. And it’s a good
thing she does. Sometimes during interviews
the interviewee would travel faster than the
(downstate) Hiawatha, maybe like a tobacco
auctioneer, and I just couldn’t keep up. She
was able to accurately put it in
understandable English so I wouldn’t miss
the nuggets that frequently arose. She also
proofread each of the interviews very soon

after so that what came out of the process
was as accurate as it could be. Dave Barry’s
fact-checker has nothing on Margaret! Her
suggestions for material as well as the
appropriateness of some of the stories or
language were welcome. She bore with this
for almost two years. We knew going forward
that it was going to take time, but, going
back to what was said earlier, each of our
interviews gave us a boost...for which we are
thankful.
To everyone on Black Oak, and other
places too, who contributed to this
account: thank you for inviting us into
your homes so we could interview you
at length. And thank you for supplying
us with a wide variety of photographs
and other materials which added depth
to the history. It was fun to see how
recounting one story would suddenly
bring to mind another related, or
sometimes completely unrelated (!),
story. Even the newcomers to Black
Oak had much to offer. And almost
universally: when it came time to ask
the last question about what Black Oak
Lake means to you, the emotions flowed
out. We shared in those feelings, and
through this we concluded that there is
a depth of attachment to the lake and to
your cabin which is almost beyond
words. This portion of our visit
invariably was the part we remembered
best.
Writer’s note: I take full responsibility for the
accuracy of this history. Any errors in fact,
description, or explanation, are mine alone.
Another writer’s note: all monies derived
from the sale of this book, after publication
expenses, will be deposited in the Black Oak
Lake Preservation Foundation.
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A POSTSCRIPT

A POSTSCRIPT
Yes, Black Oak Lake is unique. It is unique to the
lake’s generations of families who have had the
good fortune of living here among family and
friends on a lake we hold dear. It is unique in
providing for all of us a respite, a contrast to the
busyness of everyday life experienced elsewhere,
which sometimes distracts us from what life
should be. Or, as so aptly stated in “A State of
Escape,"
'It allows us “to reconnect with the rhythms of
nature.'
The lake’s revitalization mechanism remains a
steady beacon, a source of strength by bringing us
closer to family, to friends, to the passage of time
and to the passage of the seasons, dependable
yardsticks in our limited existence on planet
earth.
And yes, Black Oak Lake is not unique. There are
hundreds, thousands of Black Oak Lakes all over
the country, from the shoreline of Cape Cod and
the camps of Maine to the Missouri lake country
to the Minnesota northlands to the Big Sky of
Montana to Jackson Hole to the highlands of the
Sierras and Cascades, and beyond. Each place has
its history, its years of settlement, its joys and
tears, its continuity, its meaning...to families from
all over the United States. As at Black Oak Lake,
Land O’Lakes, Wisconsin, the “other” Black Oaks
serve a similar purpose. Would that everyone in
this blessed country of ours be able to become a
part of such life-sustaining refuges.
Yes, we take ownership of Black Oak Lake by
saying,
“We call you our own,”
as do others in their lifelong anchors, in their
heavens on earth, in their places which they call
“home.”

